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ABSTRACT

The main contribution of this thesis to knowledge, is its analysis of the nature and
behaviour of the export sector of the Icelandic fishing industry. The thesis identifies
the current structure of the export sector and focuses on the main characteristics of
export behaviour of the exporting firms.

The thesis starts by providing an insight into the fundamental role of exporting for
economic performance in Iceland, and the distinctive role of the fishing industry in
generating export income. This is followed by a descriptive analysis of the historical
development of the three defined sectors of the fishing industry, i.e. the fishery,
processing, and export sectors.

A review of the literature on export behaviour of firms, is undertaken in the second
part of the thesis, to provide a theoretical background to the empirical investigation,
introduced in the third part.

The third part contains a qualitative presentation of the primary information collected
in the research, together with results from a questionnaire survey, which followed up
some of the findings recorded in the qualitative analysis. This section identifies the
main types of firm in the export sector, and analysis is made of the export behaviour
of different groups of firms in the sector. Consideration is given to factors which
encouraged the entry of new firms into exporting, especially during the 1980s, the
firms' process of internationalisation, and factors identified by exporters as obstacles
in exporting. The study, also considers the firms' different objectives in exporting,
and the main characteristics of their export marketing strategies and management.

The thesis concludes, that the export behaviour of the firms exporting Icelandic
marine products, is importantly based on, and characterised by their various
organisational features, the nature of the products they are exporting, geographical
location, and economic and industry conditions in Iceland. Finally, pointers are
provided to further research.
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1. Introduction

It is not an over-statement to argue that the well known phrase within the export

literature, "export or die," better applies to the Icelandic fishing industry than to any

other industry in Iceland, and even industries in other countries as well. The

Icelandic economy is an export driven economy, where about half of the growth in

the GDP since the World War II can be attributed to the fishing industry.1 Economic

performance in Iceland is largely based on the performance of the fishing industry,

its exports volume and foreign market prices. Despite Iceland's position as a

developed market economy, its exporting activity has some characteristics of many

developing countries. More than 90 per cent of the country's total merchandise

export value comprises primary commodities, mainly marine products which

represent just over 75 per cent of the merchandise exports, and around 55 per cent in

terms of total exports of goods and services.

Consumption of fish and fish products in Iceland is one of the highest per capita

consumption in the world. However, only between one and two per cent of the total

fish catch is consumed domestically and the rest is exported. The world export

market for fish products has in the last two decades grown rapidly. It is estimated

that the world exports of fresh and simply preserved fish, in the period from 1970-

1986, grew on average around 14.6 per cent per annum.2 Iceland is among the 10

principal exporting nations of fishery commodities in the world in terms of value,

with a share of around 3.5 per cent.3 The country's share of the total world catch in

inland and marine fishing areas was, however, only about 1.8 per cent in 1988.4 The

real-export value of marine products from Iceland grew on the average around 11 per

cent per year, during the period between 1972 and 1991, with all the main product

categories showing substantial growth.

During the last two decades, important changes have emerged within all sectors of

the Icelandic fishing industry, as a result of a number of domestic and foreign

/
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government decisions, biological changes in the marine ecosystem and a variety of

commercial decisions, taken by firms in the fishing industry. In the export sector of

the fishing industry, the most apparent changes have been: first, a significant increase

in the number of firms exporting marine products from Iceland; second, a large

decrease, in the share of total export value of marine products from Iceland, held by

the principal export organisations; third, an increase in the exporting of new marine

products, as a result of harvesting of new species, and changes in the processing

methods of some traditional species like, cod, haddock and redfish; fourth, the entry

into, and exploiting of, new export markets for Icelandic marine products such as in

Asia, and some changes in the importance of existing markets, such as the U.S.

market and the markets in East and West Europe.

Despite the export sector's fundamental role in the Icelandic fishing industry, it has

attracted little attention among academics. Conversely, most of their work has been

concentrated in the area of fisheries. The lack of research on the export sector, is

even more surprising, given the recent changes within the sector. Within the area of

export behaviour of firms, a review of the literature shows that most of the research

has been conducted in western industrialized countries and restricted to relatively few

industries, usually industries exporting manufactured or semi-manufactured goods.

The number of studies focusing on the export behaviour of firms in developing

countries, or firms exporting various primary commodities, such as marine or

agricultural goods, is small. In addition, studies dealing with firms and industries

where export is the prerequisite for existence and survival due to a small home

market are similarly very limited. In the last few years, encouragement has been

given by some academics, to increasing research in this area. Katsikeas and

Papalexandris5 suggested, that more research should be directed to the study of the

export marketing behaviour of firms from developing countries, with a special

emphasis on factors such as export motivation, exporter objectives, problems

2



associated with exporting and differential exporter advantages. In respect of the

above facts, the author's decision to undertake this research study into the export

sector of the Icelandic fishing industry could be summarised as follows:

First, the fundamental and continuing importance of fisheries and marine products

exporting for the Icelandic economy.

Second, the fact that exporting of primary commodities is at a higher ratio of total

exports in Iceland, than in any other developed market economy. Iceland is in this

respect in a group with many developing and least developed countries.

Third, the apparent changes in the structure of the export sector emerging during the

1980s, e.g. the decreasing share of the principal export organisations in the total

export value of marine products, and some major changes in the geographical

distribution of marine products exported from Iceland.

Fourth, despite the vital importance of exporting for the Icelandic fishing industry, no

major research has been undertaken on the export sector, focusing upon such things

as its structure and the various micro-factors which are affecting the sector's

behaviour at the firm level.

Fifth, the seeming absence of published research on export behaviour of firms in

developing countries, and of firms exporting primary commodities, especially those

firms and industries where export is the prerequisite for existence and survival due to

a small home market.

1.1. Research Objectives

Deriving from the above, the principal aim of this thesis is to examine the current

nature of the export sector of the Icelandic fishing industry, and to explore the

various factors which characterise the behaviour of firms exporting marine products

from Iceland.

3



The study, which bases an important part of its approach on issues within the existing

literature on export behaviour of firms, is designed to provide a picture of the factors,

forces and conditions which are mainly shaping the export behaviour of firms

exporting Icelandic marine products. It endeavours to answer questions like: 1) What

influenced some of the structural changes in the export sector and what is the current

structure of the export sector? 2) What are the main characteristics of firms in the

sector? 3) What initiated the involvement of firms in exporting? 4) What are the

main problems faced by firms in their exporting activity? 5) What are the main

objectives and emphases of firms exporting marine products from Iceland? 6) What

are the main characteristics of the firms' export management and marketing

strategies? and 7) What are the exporters' perception of their export performance and

the main strengths and weaknesses their firms have in exporting?

The research is felt to be beneficial for the Icelandic fishing industry, particularly if it

is believed that the export value of marine products from Iceland should be increased

by directing it from the heavy dependence on exporting of unprocessed or semi-

processed products (primary commodities) into exporting of more value-added

products, either with the help of conscious government policies or by the exporters

themselves.

The thesis contributes to knowledge by its analysis of the nature and behaviour of the

export sector of the Icelandic fishing industry. Furthermore, it contributes to the

literature and a general theory on export behaviour of firms, by pointing out some

factors which are characteristic for relatively small firms exporting primary

commodities and which live under the circumstances of "export or die".

4



1.2. Research Methodology

This research is based on both the collection of primary information and the analysis

of various secondary data. The exploratory nature of this research, and the somewhat

heterogeneous population of firms in the export sector of the Icelandic fishing

industry, lead to the use of semi-structured interviews with exporting firms as the

main instrument in collecting the primary data. At a later stage some of the findings

recorded in these interviews were followed up by a questionnaire. The selection of

firms was primarily made from the Directory of Icelandic Exporters, published by the

Export Council of Iceland in January 1992. The publication contains a list of

exporters in Iceland broken down by the commodities they export. All of the 62

firms classified in the Directory as exporters of marine products were selected for the

study. Information obtained from the Icelandic Fresh Fish Allocation Board listing

the principal exporters of fresh fish on ice led to the inclusion of 8 additional firms to

the sample, making a total of 70 firms which were approached through an

introductory letter. (Appendix 1.1.) The introductory letters, which were posted on

the 20th of February 1992, were in all cases addressed to the managing director of

the respective firms. The letter which described on one sheet the main purpose of the

research and the sampling method, requested interviews with the managing director

or other person principally responsible for export marketing in the firm. Full

confidentiality was promised for all information which related to individual firms

whether given by the respondents in a verbal or written form. In the last week of

March 1992, all those who were approached by the initial letter were contacted by

phone in order to schedule interviews with them. Information collected in these

phonecalls or through other sources led to a reduction in the number of firms

scheduled for an interview down to 58 firms. This reduction in the sample size was

for the following reasons: first, due to pairing and merging amongst 4 of the firms

included in the initial sample their number was reduced to only 2 firms; second, two
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of the firms contacted claimed they were not exporting any marine products and were

therefore invalid for selection; third, 8 firms in total of those included in the

Directory of Icelandic Exporters had in fact stopped exporting and ceased operation.

All the 58 managing directors contacted by phone indicated a willingness to

participate and interviews took place in the period from 6th of May to 30th of July

1992. During the interviewing period two additional firms which for some reason

had not been included in the Directory of Icelandic Exporters but, which according to

official statistics were amongst the 50 largest exporting firms in Iceland in 1991,

were added to the sample. This left the final number of exporting companies

interviewed at 60 firms. (Appendix 1.2.)

Personal interviews were carried out in 57 firms but, for some time and money

saving reasons, telephone interviews were conducted with 3 firms located in rural

regions. In all cases, the interviewee was the managing director of the company and

in two firms the export sales director participated in the discussions. A typical

interview lasted around one and a half hour but, in 5 firms the interviews lasted up to

three hours. The interview schedule was previewed by two academicians in the

Departments of Business Studies in the University of Edinburgh, two managing

directors of two leading Icelandic marine products exporting companies and an

individual who has experience of several years in the fishing industry. Two pretest

interviews were carried out in Iceland during the last week of March 1992 with two

of the smaller exporters included in the initial sample. One of these firms was re-

interviewed in the summer of 1992 but the other went out of the business and was not

included in the final sample.

The interview covered a variety of topics including personal information about the

interviewees, background company characteristics, past history of international

involvement, current exporting activity, export marketing strategy and use of

marketing variables, obstacles or problems associated with exporting, export
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objectives, export organisation, relationship with foreign counterparts, export

financing and firms' strengths and weaknesses in the exporting. With die consent of

the respondents all the interviews were tape-recorded and then transcribed in

Icelandic for later analysis.

Concurrent to the interviews a variety of factual information was collected from the

firms such as information about their total sale, main products exported and

percentage distribution of export by markets. (Appendix 1.3.) In some firms this

information was not available for all the years required and in some cases, especially

in the smaller firms, the respondents admitted their export figures and percentage

breakdown figures for products and markets were only an estimate. In the case of

some of the larger firms included in the research, the author collected the information

through various printed material supplied by the companies such as their annual

reports.

As timing of the interviews is concerned two things are worth mentioning as having a

possible influence 011 the views expressed by the interviewees. 1) In the mid

interview period the Ministry of Fishery and the Icelandic Marine Research Institute

(Hafrannsoknastofnun) released information regarding some very poor stock

condition of many demersal species in Icelandic waters and which pointed to some

big cuts in the total allowable catch (TAC) for many demersal species in the

forthcoming fishing year (01.09.92-31.08.93). 2) In the year 1991 and the early part

of 1992 there was a big fall in the catch of capelin. Consequently, the export value of

many firms specialising in the production and/or exporting of fish meal and fish oil

was exceptionally low in 1991.

As stated above a questionnaire containing 4 questions was sent to the 60 firms

previously interviewed in the summer of 1992. (Appendix 1.4.) The questions were

based on several factors indicated by the interviewees except that the first question

included factors drawn in the prevailing export literature. All the questions were first
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drafted in English and then translated by the author into Icelandic before being sent

out. Academicians in the Departments of Business Studies in the University of

Edinburgh and the University of Iceland as well as two individuals in the export

sector of the fishing industry were asked to view the respective versions of the

questions. The questionnaires and a cover letter with self-addressed, stamped

envelope was sent out in the last week of April 1993. At the time when a follow-up

letter was sent out and three weeks after the posting of the initial letter, 31

questionnaires had been returned. Two weeks after the follow-up letter, the author

phoned all those managers who had not returned their questionnaires. After two

reminders 48 responses had been returned. At this time it had come to the author's

knowledge that two of the 60 firms which were sent the questionnaires had in fact

ceased operation in the time which elapsed since their managers were interviewed in

the summer of 1992 when the questionnaires were posted. This reduced the number

of possible responses to 58 questionnaires. Fifty days after the initial letter was

posted, the final remainder, a telefax, was sent out to the 10 managers who had not

returned their questionnaires. In the next two following weeks, 8 more

questionnaires were returned, leaving the final number of responses at 56 or a

response rate of 93.3 per cent (56/60) but 96.6% per cent if measured in terms of

possible responses to be returned (56/58).

The first question included a list of 30 potential obstacles or problems associated

with exporting, which were either indicated by the interviewees or drafted in

accordance with the prevailing themes in the export literature. A five point Likerl

scale extending from "Not at all problematic" to "Extremely problematic" was the

response vehicle for each of the 30 measures. Managers were asked to indicate the

importance of each factor for their firms exporting activity.

The second question included 9 possible objectives in exporting as indicated by

managers in previous interviews. Managers were asked to select three factors and
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rank them in order of importance, with the factor selected and labelled as number 1

being the most important objective, and so on.

The third question was drafted on the basis of factors indicated by the interviewees.

The questions included 11 factors of potential strengths possessed by the exporting

firms. Managers were asked to select four factors and rank them in order of

importance by labelling them with numbers from 1 to 4, with the factor receiving the

mark 1 as the most important strength, the factor receiving the mark 2 as the second

most important strength and so on.

The fourth and final question was, like the second and third questions, designed on

the basis of factors recorded in the interviews with managers. The question

contained 10 factors of possible company weaknesses which managers might identify

in their exporting activity. Managers were asked to select four factors and rank them

in order of importance with the factor perceived as the most important weakness

receiving the mark 1, the second most important weakness the mark 2, and so on.

In the second, third and fourth questions, options were given to the respondents to

introduce additional factors which they felt were missed from the list provided and

which were related specifically to their firm.

For the analysis some basic statistical calculations of: mean, median and standard

deviation were used in addition to frequency and cross tabulation. The statistical

package SPSS, version 6.0, was utilised for the analysis.

The secondary data used in this research consist both of Icelandic and foreign

literature on the fishing industry and of foreign literature on the export behaviour of

firms. Other information sources such as: various reports issued by the companies

included in the research and within government ministries were of important use in

this study. Various statistical information were computed from data published mainly

by the Statistical Bureau of Iceland and the Fisheries Association of Iceland.
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1.3. Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into 9 chapters. Chapter 2 provides an insight into some of the

geological and economic characteristics of Iceland, and the country's economic

development in recent years. It further describes the fundamental role of exporting

for the country's economic performance, which is largely furnished by the distinctive

role of the fishing industry in generating export income. Chapter 3 is based on

secondary data and gives a descriptive analysis of the three main sectors of the

Icelandic fishing industry. The chapter examines some of the main factors of the

industry's business environment, historical development of each of the three sectors

of the fishing industry and describes some of the sectors' current characteristics. The

literature on export behaviour of firms' is reviewed in Chapter 4. The main themes

outlined are: initiation of exporting, firms' internationalisation process, problems

associated with exporting, exporters and importers relationship, management

influences on firms' export behaviour, and factors affecting firms' export

performance. Chapter 5 outlines the main types of firm included in this research and

outlines the current structure of the export sector. Two main type of firms are

identified in the sector: Export Management Companies (EMCs) and Partially

Integrated Exporters (PIE). The chapter also examines various firm characteristics,

such as size, form of ownership, age, export experience and regional distribution.

Chapter 6 covers some of the behavioural factors which characterise the firms'

researched, in their exporting activity. The chapter considers factors which initiated

their initial involvement in exporting, the firms' process of internationalisation, and

factors identified as problems associated with exporting by managers in the exporting

firms. Chapter 7 analyses the main objectives and emphasis in exporting by the

firms' in the sector and explains differences in the firms' export strategies and

marketing management behaviour. Finally, the chapter reveals the managers' view

and evaluation on their firms export performance and the main strengths and
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weaknesses of their firms in exporting. Chapter 8 provides the main results from a

questionnaire survey which was carried out with the aim to follow-up some of the

qualitative findings, generated earlier in the research. The themes covered in the

chapter relate to firms' export objectives, problems associated with exporting, and

managers evaluation of strengths and weaknesses in exporting. Chapter 9 concludes

the thesis, summarises the main findings of the study and views them in relation to

previous studies on firms' export behaviour. The implications of the research

findings, both for firms in the export sector and for government policy are considered

and, finally, suggestions are made for further research.
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I Background

2. Iceland an Export Based Economy

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to give the reader a short but comprehensive insight into

economic development in Iceland during the last two decades and to emphasise the

fundamental role of exporting for the Icelandic economy. To explain this

development, historical economic figures, mainly drawn from official sources, are

considered. No attempt is made in this chapter to explain economic development in

Iceland in a theoretical context because the author felt that is outside the purpose of

this study. The following chapter is divided into two main sections. The first

section describes some of the geological characteristics of Iceland, its location and

natural resources. The second section describes the development in Iceland, with

special emphasis on the distinctive role of the fishing industry in generating Iceland's

export income and its overall impact on economic performance. Furthermore, some

international comparisons are made in an attempt to show the relative size of the

Icelandic economy and indicating its performance in creating a standard of living

which is on a level with what is among the best in the developed industrial countries.

2.1. Iceland

The four following sub-sections look at the country's location, land environment and

climate, natural resources and population.

2.1.1. Location

Iceland is an island located from south to north between 63.0 !7'5" and 67.0 08'8"

northern latitude and from east to west between 13.0 16'6" and 24.0 32'1" western

longitude. Icelands nearest neighbouring countries, measured as a distance in

kilometres are Greenland in distance of 287 km, Faroe Islands in distance of 420 km,

/
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Scotland in distance of 798 km, and Norway in distance of 970 km.1 Iceland is

therefore located in the middle of the Northeast Atlantic area, the third most prolific

fishing area in the world.2 The country's fisheries jurisdiction is now 758.000 km2,

about thirty times greater than it was at the end of 1951.

2.1.2. Land Environment and Climate

Iceland's territorial size is around 103.000 km2. Only about 20 per cent of the land

area is suitable for farming and only 6 per cent of this area is currently being

cultivated. The Icelandic coastline is characterized by fjords and inlets except in the

south where there are sandy beaches without natural harbours. Most of the Icelandic

interior is uninhabited due to harsh climate and lack of vegetation. Most of the

population therefore lives in regions along the coast. About 70 per cent of the

population lives in the capital Reykjavik and the surrounding area in the south west

part of the country. The climate of Iceland is very much influenced by its

geographical situation on the boundary of two very different air masses, one of

"polar" origin and the other of "tropical" origin,3 but it is also affected by the

confluence of two different ocean currents. Because of the submarine ridge between

Iceland and Scotland, a branch of the North Atlantic drift - a continuation of the Gulf

Stream - is deflected westwards and flows clockwise around the south and west

coasts. The harbours on these coasts stay ice free all year round.4 Conditions in the

sea areas, north and east of Iceland, are much more variable than in other areas. This

is both because the amount of warm Atlantic water reaching the north coast varies

from year to year, and because of large annual variations in drift-ice. Although drift-

ice hampers fisheries, it increases fishing along its border because of increased

vertical circulation.5
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2.1.3. Natural Resources

The only natural resources in Iceland of any economic significance are rich fishing

grounds on and around its continental shelf and substantial energy resources in the

form of hydroelectric and geothermal energy. The energy resources in Iceland, the

hydro and geothermal reserves, are vast in relation to the size and population of the

country. The present use of electric energy in Iceland is approximately 4,400 GWh

per annum but the estimated harnessable electric power from rivers and geothermal

sources is no less than 50,000 GWh per annum, taking into account economic and

ecological considerations. About 99.9 per cent of the electricity consumed is

produced from indigenous energy resources, hydro-power and geothermal energy.

2.1.4. Population

The total population in Iceland is just over one quarter of a million, which makes the

Icelandic nation one of the smallest in Europe. From 1971 to 1990 the total

population in Iceland grew about 23.5 per cent, or from a total of 207,174 to 255,855

with an annual growth rate of just over 1.1 per cent. (Appendix 2.1.) This is a growth

rate which is the third highest in Europe (only Ireland 1.3 per cent and Gibraltar 1.2

per cent, have a higher annual average growth over the period 1970 to 1987) and well

above the average in developing countries and territories.6 About 57 per cent of the

total population lives in the region of Reykjavik capital and about 38 per cent in the

capital itself.

/
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2.2. Economic Characteristics

This section describes in 10 sub-sections some of the main characteristics of the

Icelandic economy.

2.2.1. Size of the Economy and Economic Growth

It is not an over-statement to argue that the Icelandic economy is excessively

dependent upon the fishing industry and exporting of goods and services. The

economic performance is largely based on the performance of the fishing industry, its

export volume and foreign market prices. A study by Arnason7 indicates that of an

average growth of 4.3 per cent in gross domestic product (GDP) during the period

from 1945-1988, about 2.4 per cent can be attributed to the fishing industry. Iceland

kept over the period from 1970-1990 the second highest growth in GDP per head

whether measured in U.S. dollars at current exchange rate or in PPP (Purchasing

Power Parity) U.S. dollars. Gross domestic product per capita grew on the average

over the corresponding period around 4.5 per cent which was the second highest

among OECD countries. Only Japan exhibited higher economic growth.8 The strong

relationship between the volume of exports and gross domestic product is illustrated

in Figure 2.1.. It shows how closely the GDP follows the volume of exports during

the period from 1971-1990, except in the years 1981 and 1982 when there was a

sharp fall in the volume of exports. This fall in exports was however, not reflected in

the volume of GDP which means that this gap was bridged by increasing foreign

debt. A study by Guflmundsson et al.9 indicates that in Iceland increased exports is

followed by increase in GDP but for countries like France, the U.K. and the U.S.

there are indications that increased exports are derived from an increase in GDP.
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Figure 2.1.

Gross domestic product and export
of goods and services 1971-1990

(Volume indices 1980=100)
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Source

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, February 1991.
The Icelandic Economy, development 1990
and outlook for 1991. May 1991.

In international comparison, the relative and absolute size of the economy is very

small. In 1990 the total GDP in Iceland was 5.7 billion U.S. dollars which was just

0.11 per cent of what it was in the U.S., 0.58 per cent of what it was in the U.K. and

5.14 per cent of what it was in Norway.10

2.2.2. Inflation

Over the period since the finish of the World War II, Iceland has experienced higher

and more consistent inflation than any other of the OECD countries. The annual

average growth rates of the consumer price index over the period 1970 to 1980 was

33.2 per cent and over the period 1981 to 1989 it was 35.9 per cent.11 The

comparable figures for EEC countries was 10.4 per cent over the period 1970 to 1980

and for the latter period from 1981 to 1989 il was 6.7 per cent. Big fluctuations in
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the income of the fishing industry, repeated devaluation of the Icelandic krona12 and

government economic policy which were geared to maintaining high employment

were the main explanatory factors for the high inflation rate in Iceland.13 As is

illustrated in Figure 2.2. the annual inflation rate (using annual percentage changes in

the implicit price deflator of GDP) was above 30 per cent for the whole period from

1973 to 1984 and went up to nearly 60 per cent in the years 1982 and 1983. Due to

changes in government employment policy, tighter monetary and fiscal policy and

moderate wages agreements, inflation has decelerated and at the end of 1992 the

annual inflation rate was the second lowest among the OECD countries.14

Figure 2.2.

Annual inflation in Iceland 1971-1990.

Percentage change in GDP deflator.

Years

Source

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, February 1991.
The Icelandic Economy, development 1990
and outlook for 1991. May 1991.
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2.2.3. Investment

Gross investment in Iceland accounted for a large share of the GDP during the

seventies and eighties but, like the GDP itself, it was subject to substantial

fluctuations. During the period from 1971 to 1990 the national wealth more than

doubled15 and the average investment accounted for just over 24 per cent of GDP, but

as illustrated in Table 2.1., it fluctuated from reaching its peak in 1974-1975 when it

was above 30 per cent of GDP and down to less than 20 per cent of GDP between

1986 and 1990. During the years 1973 to 1975 there existed huge investments in

stern-trawlers, electric power generation and distribution. In 1987 and 1988, real

investment in fact reached its peak, when there was a wave of investment in fishing

boats and trawlers, but about half of this investment in the fishing industry was in

machinery and major alterations. During the period from 1971 to 1990, gross fixed

capital formation in fisheries as a percentage of total fixed capital formation in

Iceland was on the average just over 7.6 per cent. The comparable figure for fish

processing was around 4 per cent. (Appendix 2.2.) At the end of 1989 the Iclandic

fishing fleet was the nineteenth largest in the world, and in size, about 1 1.300 gross

weight tonnage.
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Table 2.1.

Gross investment as a percentage of GOP 1971 -1990

Years % Years %

1971 29.1
1972 27.8
1973 29.9
1974 32.1
1975 31.3
1976 27.2
1977 26.3
1978 23.9
1979 23.4

1980 25.3

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

24.4

24.3
21.5
21.0
20.5
18.7

19.7
18.9
18.8

19.7

Mean 1971-1980 = 27.63
St.Dev. 1971-1980 =2.98

Mean 1981-1990 =20.75
St.Dev. 1981-1990 = 2.1 I

Source

Sogulegt yfirlit liagtalna 1945-1988, February 1991.
The Icelandic Economy, development 1990
and outlook for 1991. May 1991.

2.2.4. Labour Market

Changes in the age structure, where an increasing number of the population is of

working age, and the dramatic increase in female participation in the labour market,

are the main contributors to an increasing labour force. At the end of 1987 the total

labour force in Iceland as a percentage of total population between ages 15 to 64 was

82.1 per cent. This was the highest participation ratio among the OECD countries.16

Labour force participation of females in Iceland has increased dramatically and at the

end of 1987 the female labour force in Iceland as a percentage of female population

was 46.2 per cent and had increased from a corresponding figure of 25.3 per cent at

the end of 1968.17 Labour participation of males in Iceland has been declining

steadily but slowly, even though it still is the highest among the OECD countries,

with 91.0 per cent of the total male population in employment. In addition to the

above changes there have been major changes in the pattern of employment by
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industries. The development has been towards more employment of the workforce in

the services sectors and less within the primary and the manufacturing sectors. The

most pronounced changes have been in the agricultural sector where 12.4 per cent of

the work force was employed in 1970 but only 4.9 per cent at the end of 1988. Over

the same period employment within the banking and community services sectors

grew as a percentage of the total workforce from 23.3 per cent at 1970 to 31.8 per

cent at the end of 1988. The fishery sector employs just over 5.0 per cent of the work

force. This percentage has remained quite stable in the last years. The fish

processing sector accounts for about 6.5 per cent of the work force and has decreased

quite rapidly since 1983 and 1984 in number of man years worked18 (Table 2.2.).

The relative and absolute drop in employment in the fish processing sector is mainly

due to increased productivity within the industry and to an increased proportion of

fish being processed aboard the fishing vessels.
•

2.2.4.1. Unemployment

Ever since the beginning of the World War II there has been very little

unemployment in Iceland. Over the period from 1971 to 1990 the average

unemployment rate as a percentage of the labour force was about 1.1 per cent. This

was well below what was common in other developed industrialized countries and

below the average total in the OECD countries where the corresponding figure was

around 6 per cent.19 (Appendix 2.3.) The low unemployment rate in Iceland was

based on several factors, but most likely the following: First, there was a strong

demand within the Icelandic society for full employment. Consequently, every

government put minimum unemployment as a top priority in their political and

economic policy and instead they sacrificed other economic and political objectives

like a low inflation rate. Second, the adaptability of the working force in economic

fluctuations seems to be considerable which is marked by things like excess demand
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for labour, overtime work, high labour force participation rate, increased applications

for loans to undertake university, or similar studying, and export or import of

labour.20 Since 1990 unemployment has increased to around 3.0 per cent at the end

of 1992.

Table 2.2.

Employment by Industries 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985, 1988
Percentage breakdown. Man years worked.

1970 1975 1980 1985 1988

Agriculture 12.4 9.8 7.9 6.1 4.9

Fishery 6.4 5.4 5.3 5.0 5.2

Fish Processing 7.8 7.9 9.3 8.0 6.6
Other manufacturing 15.2 14.7 15.2 14.6 13.4

Construction 10.7 12.1 10.1 9.5 9.3

Electricity, water
and Sanitary service 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9

Commerce 13.5 13.8 13.4 15.0 16.0

Transport and
Communication 8.5 8.1 7.3 6.8 6.6

Banking and other
services 10.9 1 1,6 12.6 13.9 14.4

Community services 12.4 13.9 15.7 16.5 17.4
Other 1.5 2.2 2.3 3.7 5.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source
Tolfraeflihandbokin 1984

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988
Hagtidindi, arg 75 no 7, 1990

2.2.5. Consumption and Consumer Expenditure

Total consumption in the economy can by definition be divided into private final

consumption expenditure and government final consumption expenditure. Table 2.3.

shows the percentage contribution of private and government final consumption to

GDP for the years 1970 to 1990. As is illustrated in Table 2.3 private consumption
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remained about 60 per cent of GDP over the period from 1971 to 1990 but fluctuated

much more in line with changes in GDP than the government final consumption

which showed a constant increase in volume as a percentage of GDP. (Appendix

2.4.)

Table 2.3.

Private and government
final consumption as a percentage of GDP

Year Private final Government final

consumption consumption

1970 61.4% 13.0%
1975 58.5% 16.5%
1980 57.1% 16.4%
1985 62.7% 16.9%
1990 60.2% 19.0%

Source

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988

The composition of private consumption in Iceland has shown remarkable changes

during the last two decades. The relative importance of food, beverage and tobacco

has declined constantly but substantial increases have been in direct purchases abroad

by resident households and in personal transport equipment. Consumption of fish

and fish products per capita in Iceland is about 35 to 40 kilos (consumption weight).

A considerable decrease has occurred in fish consumption per capita in Iceland since

reaching its peak in the mid sixties when per capita consumption was about 74 kilos

(consumption weight). On the other hand, consumption of meat products increased

dramatically from about 50 to 55 kilos per capita in the late sixties to 70 to 75 kilos

per capita in the late eighties. This increase in the consumption of meat products was

solely due to increased consumption of pork and poultry, because consumption of

sheep meat and horse meat remained stable or decreased.21
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2.2.6. Foreign Trade

Export of goods and services represented on the average about 37.0 per cent of gross

domestic product in Iceland over the period from 1971-1980 (St.Dev. 1.9) and 37.3

per cent from 1981-1990 (St.Dev. 3.02). This is much higher than the average for

European countries within the OECD where exports represented about 28 per cent of

GDP for the respected periods.22 The annual average growth in the volume of

exports from Iceland during the period from 1971-1989 was around 5.5 per cent. This

is marginally higher than it was on the average for countries within the EEC, but

slightly less than the average for all the OECD member countries which was around

5.6 per cent.23 The main reason for marginally higher export growth within the

OECD countries than within the EEC is the exceptionally high export growth in

Japan during this period. (Appendix 2.5.) Figure 2.3. shows the evolution of exports

from 1971 to 1990 by using value and volume indices where the value and volume of

1980 has been set equal to 100. As illustrated in Figure 2.3. the increase in value of

exports was much more than the increase in volume which indicates favourable price

development and demand for the exported goods during this period.
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Figure 2.3.
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Export income and national output have varied more in Iceland than in any other

OECD country as a result of both unpredictable changes in the marine environment

and the sensitivity of the economy to changes in the terms of trade.24 25 Figure 2.4.

illustrates clearly these drastic fluctuations in export prices and the export volume,

showing percentage changes in volume and value of merchandise exports from 1971-

1990. The salient feature in Figure 2.4. are the big annual increase in the value and

volume of exports during most of the seventies and then the sharp downward

movement in exports in 1982 which was mainly due to sharp reductions in the fish

catch and exports of marine products in conjunctions with unfavourable price

development in some of the export markets for marine products. The period from

1983 to 1988 was, like the period from 1973 to 1982, characterised by steady growth

in the volume and value of merchandise exports. In 1988 this growth came to an halt

and both the volume and value of exports remained more and less static from 1988 to

1990 with only minor fluctuations.
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Figure 2.4.

Percentage changes in volume and value of
merchandise exports 1971-1990
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Source

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988.
The Icelandic economy developments 1990 and outlook 1991.

Exports of fish and fish products are the mainstay in Iceland's merchandise exports

and as illustrated in Table 2.4. marine products represented on the average just over

76 per cent of the total merchandise exports during the period from 1971-1990.

Aluminium and ferro-silicon are the only manufactured goods of any export

significance and dominated by two companies. As indicated in Table 2.4.,

manufactured goods represent about twenty per cent of the merchandise exports.
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Table 2.4.

Percentage breakdown of merchandise exports
by commodity groups 1971 - 1990.
Average for each 5 year period.

Commodity group 71-75 76-80 81-85 86-90

Marine products 77.0 75.4 74.5 76.1

Agricultural products 3.0 2.3 1.3 1.7
Manufactured goods 18.6 20.8 22.4 19.5
Miscellaneous 1.4 1.6 1.7 2.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988.
Hagti'dindi, 1987-1991

It is noteworthy in Table 2.4. that marine products represented on the average a

higher ratio in the total merchandise exports during the five years period from 1986-

1990 than they did from 1976-1985. If export of services is included, the respective

share of marine products in the total export value was just over 54 per cent on the

average during the respective period, which is markedly lower than it was on the

average from 1981 to 1985 and from 1986 to 1990. These facts indicate not only the

volatility which exists in exports revenue but also the uniqueness of the Icelandic

economy in the group of developed market economy countries. Exports of primary

commodities26 as a percentage of total exports (excluding fuels) from Iceland

represented 95.6 per cent in 1970, 92.1 per cent in 1980 and 91.5 per cent in 1990.

None of the other developed market economy countries has a percentage of similar

size. Iceland is in this respect, however, similar to many developing and least

developed countries which usually base their exports on natural resources.27 Primary

commodity markets usually exhibit much more instability than those of

manufactures28 and it is commonly believed that a higher ratio of primary products in
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a country's export means more instability and fluctuations in its export earnings.

Others argue that fluctuations in export earnings are more likely to be based on short-

run responses of demand and supply to changes in prices than on a clear distinction

between primary and non-primary products.29

Table 2.5.

Exports of marine products as a percentage of total
export of commodities and services 1971 - 1990

Years %

1971 - 1975 50.1
1976- 1980 54.2
1981 - 1985 57.1
1986- 1990 55.3

Source

Sogulegl yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988.

2.2.6.1. Export Markets

During the last two decades, important changes have materialized in the merchandise

exports in terms of market areas. This is illustrated in Table 2.6. and Table 2.7.

Table 2.6. shows a percentage breakdown and five years period average for the

merchandise exports by market areas from 1971 to 1990. Table 2.7. shows a similar

breakdown for the years 1986 to 1990. In 1971 about 36.7 per cent of the

merchandise exports went to the U.S. market, 35 per cent to the EFTA market, 1 1.7

per cent to the EEC market, 10.9 per cent to the East European market, 0.5 per cent

to the Japanese market and the rest 1.7 per cent wenl lo other markets. Al the end of

1990 this picture had changed and the relative share of the EEC market had increased

markedly up to 67.7 per cent, the U.S. market had declined down to just under 10 per

cent, the EFTA market down to 8.6 per cent and the Japanese market had gone up to

6 per cent.30 As illustrated in Table 2.6. and Table 2.7. the shift in exports to the EEC

/
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market showed a major phase during the period 1986-1990. During this period the

proportion of merchandise exports to the EEC increased from just under 40 per cent

of total merchandise exports in 1985 to nearly 68 per cent in 1990. If the exports to

Spain and Portugal were added to the EEC figure in 1985 (Spain and Portugal

became members of EEC from 1st of January 1986) the share of exports to the EEC

grew from 49 per cent in 1985 to just under 68 per cent in 1990. This means an

annual average growth of exports to the EEC of about 5.4 per cent during the

reference period. The principal countries for merchandise exports within the

European market i.e the EFTA and the EEC were: Britain, W-Germany, France,

Spain, Portugal, Switzerland and Denmark. Of these countries the most pronounced

growth of exports was to the U.K. In 1971 about 13.1 per cent of the total

merchandise exports went to the UK, 16.5 per cent in 1980, but reached its highest

level, 25.3 percent in 1990.31
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Table 2.6.
Merchandise exports by market areas 1971-1990.

Percentage breakdown. Average for each 5 year period.

Market areas 71-75 76-80 81-85 86-90

EFTA 1), 3), 4) 17.9 15.4 15.7 9.6

EEC 1), 4), 2) 31.1 33.8 35.3 58.9
East Europe 11.4 9.4 8.3 4.7
Other European 2) ,3), 4) 5.5 5.5 5.1 1.2
U.S. 29.0 27.6 26.0 15.5

Japan 1.8 1.9 3.3 6.7
Others 3.3 6.4 6.3 3.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Notes:

1) U.K. and Denmark, left EFTA on the 1st of January 1973 and became members of the EEC from
that time. Adjustments has been made for this in and figures for export to the U.K. and Denmark are
included in the EEC figures for 1971 to 1975.
2) Greece is included in figures for the EEC after 1st of January 1981, but was previously included in
"Other European" figures.
3) Ireland became a member of the EEC from the 1st of January 1973. Figures for export to Ireland
are included in the EEC figures 1971-1975
4) Portugal and Spain are included in the EEC figures from 1st of January 1986, but were before that
included in figures for EFTA and Other European.

Source

Sogulegt yfilit hagtalna 1945-1988.
HagtfSindi 1987-1991.

Table 2.7.

Merchandise exports by market areas 1986 - 1990.
Percentage breakdown.

Market areas 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

EFTA 10.1 8.2 10.0 1 1.0 8.6
EEC 54.1 57.4 58.9 56.4 67.7

East Europe 5.5 4.7 5.4 5.0 3.0
Other European 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.8

U.S. 21.7 18.3 13.6 14.3 9.9

Japan 4.8 7.8 7.6 7.1 6.0

Others 3.1 2.8 3.4 4.7 3.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source

Sogulegt y fit lit hagtalna 1945-1988.
Hagtfdindi 1987-1991.
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2.2.6.2. Export Structure

A major characteristic of merchandise exports from Iceland is a high level of sectoral

concentration and domination by a few companies. As illustrated in Table 2.8. the

combined share of the 5 largest exporters declined from 77 per cent of total export in

1979 down to 55 per cent in 1990. Merchandise exports has, therefore, become more

diluted in recent years and an increased number of firms has started exporting.

Table 2.8.

The combined share of the 5 and 10 largest
exporters in Iceland as a percentage of total

value of exports, 1979 - 1990

Year Combined share Combined share

of the 5 largest of flie 10 largest
exporters exporters

1979 77.0 % 84.0 %

1980 69.4 % 80.4 %

1981 69.3 % 82.5 %

1982 76.7 % 87.6 %
1983 75.2 % 86.7 %

1984 68.0 % 79.7 %
1985 65.8 % 77.8 %

1986 66.2 % 76.8 %
1987 61.8 % 70.3 %

1988 56.3 % 64.7 %
1989 57.5 % 64.2 %
1990 55.5 % 62.1 %

Source

Hagtfdindi (numerous issues)

2.2.6.3. Foreign Balance

As a consequence of fluctuations in exports, Iceland has experienced fluctuations in

its balance of trade. During the period from 1971-1990 the balance of trade remained

negative in twelve of the twenty years.
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Gross savings in the economy over the period from 1971 to 1990 were on average

just over 20 per cent of GDP and, like gross investment, fluctuated considerably.

Gross savings as a percentage of GDP have therefore been much lower on average

than gross investment. This means, according to the national accounting standards

(United Nations, national accounting standards) that there existed some current

account deficit in this period, or that there were some decreases in stocks. Current

account deficit was also one of the main characteristic features of economic

development in Iceland during this period. The current account balance remained in

surplus in only one of the twenty years, after adjustments had been made for changes

in stock. The result of this current account deficit was increased net foreign debt

which increased from being 48.6 per cent of total export revenue and 20.1 per cent of

GDP at 1971 to become 1.39 times more than the export revenue at 1990 and 47.8

per cent of GDP.

Conclusions

This chapter has outlined some of the main characteristics of the Icelandic economy,

such as its relative big geographical distance from other countries and market areas,

small population, high dependence on exporting of primary commodities and the

relative high level of GDP per capita compared to other developed countries. The

size of the economy is in international comparison very small. It is importantly

driven by exporting and dependent on the export performance of the fishing industry.

Around 70-80 per cent of the country's annual merchandise export value derives from

the exporting of marine products. This dependence on exporting of natural resources

has among other things led to more fluctuations in Iceland's export income and gross

domestic products than in any other OECD countries.
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3. The Icelandic Fishing Industry

Introduction

In the previous chapter we showed how economic performance in Iceland is heavily

reliant on the performance of the fishing industry, its exports volume and foreign

market prices. Value added1 in the fishing industry as a percentage of gross domestic

product remained on the average 15.5 per cent (St.Dev. 2.12) during the period from

1970-1987.2 In 1988 the country's share of the total world catch in inland and marine

fishing areas was about 1.8 per cent and about 2.1 per cent of the total world catch in

marine fishing areas.3 Iceland is among the ten principal exporting nations of fishery

commodities in the world in terms of value, with a share of around 3.5 per cent.4

(Appendix 3.1.) Consumption of fish and fish products in Iceland is on the average

about 85-90 kilos (landed weight) per capita5 which is one of the highest per capita

consumptions in the world. This means however, that only between one and two per

cent of the total fish catch is consumed domestically and the remainder is exported.

The term fishing industry comprises here the activities of fishery (fish catching), fish

processing and exporting. This classification which will be used in this thesis is

quite convenient and conventional and has been used in various studies on the fishing

industry both in Iceland and elsewhere, like in the U.K.6 Sigfus Jonsson described the

fishing industry as consisting of four sectors viz. the three sectors included in our

definition and an additional one i.e. the organizational sector which is concerned with

the infrastructure, services and government policies necessary for the other three

sectors of the fishing industry.7 According to Jonsson the main characteristics which

distinguish the fishing economies, which are totally dependent on fish exports, from

those who dispose their whole catch on the home market, are that exporting

economies normally have large processing and export marketing sectors, while the

latter nations are likely to have simple processing activity and a wholesaling sector

for inland distribution.
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During the 1980s on the average around 55 per cent of the total export value of

marine products from Iceland, was accounted for by various frozen products, around

20 per cent by salted products, around 11 per cent by fresh products, between 8 and 9

per cent by fish oil and meal, and by each of the two product groups canned and

dried with a share of around 2.5 per cent.

The chief aim of this chapter, which is divided into six main sections is to provide a

background to the main substance of this thesis which is researching the nature and

behaviour of the export sector of the Icelandic fishing industry.

The first section reviews the literature on the Icelandic fishing industry which

currently is very much concentrated in the fishery area.

The second section describes some of the main aspects of the Cod Wars and their

economic consequences for the Icelandic fishing industry and international

development.

The third section outlines some of the characteristics of the industry's business

environment such as government policy and legislation, and import tariffs and quotas

in the main export markets.

The fourth section reviews some of the main characteristics of the fishery sector such

as its historical development, seasonal fluctuations in the fish catch, regional

distribution of fish landings and principal species harvested.

The fifth section studies the emergence of the processing sector, its current structure,

and describes the main methods used in fish processing and utilization of the fish

catch.

The sixth and final section briefly outlines the emergence of the export sector in the

1930s and 1940s, its development and structural changes during the 1980s. The

growth in exporting of marine products in the 1970s and 1980s is described and

analysis shows how some of the "big export organisations" lost a considerable share

of the total exports of marine products in the 1980s. The important shifts in
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distribution between export markets during the second half of the 1980s are also

examined. Finally, a brief overview is provided of the main marine products

exported, their relative importance in total exports and their distribution by export

markets.

This chapter is mainly based on secondary data sources such as official statistics,

individual articles, documents, dissertations and books on the fishing industry in

Iceland and other countries. The division of the country into seven regions, used in

this chapter and other chapters in this dissertation, is purely administrative and is in

line with practice in published official statistics in Iceland.

3.1. Existing Literature on the Icelandic Fishing Industry

The Icelandic fishing industry has in recent years attracted increasing attention

among academics, policy-makers and others. A great deal of the work of academics

has been concentrated in the area of fishery but much less attention has been given to

the onshore sectors of the fishing industry i.e. processing and exporting. The

literature on fish processing and fish exporting (marketing) is very deficient in

Iceland. The recent works by Felixsson,89 Kristgeirsson,10 and Nfelsson" and some

other Icelandic economists represent an important deviation from this trend, and are

very valuable contributions to the scarce literature on the markets for Icelandic

marine products. In their work these researchers have attempted to construct a

comprehensive econometric supply and demand model for the most important

Icelandic groundfish markets. The work by Jensson12 is also an important exception

from this general pattern. He researched problems in production planning in fish

processing plants. These problems are related to the randomness of perishable raw

materials received from day to day. He shows how the decision problems in fish

processing plants are the reverse of most production systems, where planning is

based on sales forecasts. His results indicated that the most important daily decisions



in fish processing plants are the product mix and manpower allocation. Within the

geographical literature, Jonsson13 has made an outstanding contribution by studying

development of the Icelandic fishing industry during the period from 1900-1940.

Jonsson later extended his work to cover the whole period up to 1983.14 In his prior

work Jonsson examined economic- and regional development in Iceland during the

period from 1900-1940. He did his study within the contextual framework of the

export-base model. Jonsson concluded that economic progress during the reference

period was by in large determined by the country's ability to expand exports of fish

products, mainly salted cod.15 Research into the Icelandic fisheries sector from an

economic perspective, had a landmark in 1974 with the work of Hannesson.16 In his

work Hannesson revealed many of the problems associated with exploitation of

common resources and described a model of fisheries where by using bio-economic

equations he estimated maximum economic yield effort of the Icelandic fishing

grounds taking into account the maximum sustainable yield of the stocks of fish.

Since Hannesson undertook his work a wealth of studies have been undertaken into

this area of Icelandic fisheries. After introduction of a comprehensive quota system

into demersal fisheries in Iceland in 1984, a further impetus was given to research

into this area, and the subject attracted further attention among scientists. Most of

these studies have dealt with problems related to the management of fisheries and

evaluations of the interaction between biological and economic factors and have also

considered various social aspects of fisheries management and exploitation of

common property resource. Significant studies in these area have been carried out by

Arnason,17 18 19 20 Hannesson21 22 23 24 and Helgason.25 26 27 28 29 30 The three above

researchers along with Olafsson are significantly involved in a work with various

other researchers which aims to build a comprehensive simulation model for testing

different ideas and aspects of fisheries management.31 Other interesting literature in

this area are by Sigurdsson and Stefansson,32 Gylfason 33 and Jensson.34
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3.2. The Cod Wars

The Icelandic fishing industry and its development since the World War II can hardly

be described without mentioning the Cod Wars and the important decisions made by

the Icelandic governments which lead to an increase in Iceland's fisheries limits

during the period from 1952-1975. This thirty-fold increase in the fisheries limits

was achieved in four extensions. In 1952, Iceland extended its fisheries jurisdiction

from 3 to 4 miles. In 1958 the fisheries jurisdiction was extended from 4 to 12 miles,

in 1972 from 12 to 50 miles and in 1975 from 50 to 200 miles. After this last

extension of the fisheries limits, Iceland's fisheries jurisdiction covered an area of

about 733,470 km2 but was only 24,530 km2 before the extension at 1952. During

the period from 1950-1974 foreign fishing trawlers caught on the average about

360,000 tonnes of demersal species in Icelandic waters, with the British and the

German as the principal catching nations.35 In 1970 there were on the average 107

foreign trawlers operating in Icelandic waters. Of these trawlers about 60 per cent of

them were British and about 30 per cent from West-Germany. At the end of 1977

only between four and five trawlers from Belgian and Faeroese were operating in

Icelandic waters.36 As indicated in Figure 3.1. which shows the total catch of

demarsal species in Icelandic waters from 1930 to 1990, the total catch of demersal

species went up to 800 thousand tonnes in the beginning of the 1950s. As illustrated

in Figure 3.1. foreign nations caught about half of this catch during the period since

the World War II up to 1972. It was apparent at that time that the Icelandic fishing

grounds were over-exploited and that strong measures needed to be taken to preserve

the fishing stocks and protect the nursery grounds in the Icelandic bays and the

shallow waters of the continental shelf. Conservation and vital economic interests

for the Icelanders were the common theme of arguments used by all the Icelandic

governments in the four disputes (Cod-Wars).37
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Figure 3.1.

Total catch of demersal species
in Icelandic waters 1930 - 1990
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Utvegur, various issues, Fiskifelag Islands.

As an economic sanction on Iceland both the British and the German governments

imposed landing bans on Icelandic ships. Britain during all the four conflicts and

Germany during the last two. Another economic sanction imposed on Iceland by

Britain and Germany during the third conflict was a special clause in Iceland's trade

agreement with the EEC (European Economic Community) which stipulated

(Protocol 6) that Iceland would not enjoy specified reductions of import duties on

fish into the EEC countries unless a satisfactory solution could be found for the EEC

members in their dispute with Iceland over the 50- mile limit. Because no agreement

was reached with the Germans over the 50- mile limit, the sanction was in effect for

all exports of fish from Iceland (included in Protocol 6) lo the EEC countries until

1976 when agreement was finally reached over Icelands's 200- mile limit.38 Iceland's

battle and victory for a 200 mile exclusive economic Zone had severe consequences

for the fishing industries in those countries which previously did have a large fleet of

deep-sea trawlers fishing in Icelandic waters, but39 it had also important international
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consequences because from 1977, a 200- mile exclusive economic Zone's was

internationally adopted.

3.3. Government Policy and Business Environment

Through most of this century the operating performance of the fishing industry has

been the mainstay of economic and regional policy in Iceland and the subject of a

number of government interventions, usually aimed at manipulating profitability

within the industry, influencing investment in it, and regulating its structure. As with

most industries in industrialised countries, the Icelandic fishing industry is shaped by

a number of official laws and government regulations. During the period from the

1930s until the mid 1980s an extensive and complicated system of different Fisheries

Funds was build-up by a series of Government laws and regulations in order to

resolve various ad hoc problems arising within the fishing industry.40 In 1986 this

extensive Fund system was rationalized and many previous taxes and levies in the

fishing industry were abolished.41 Among the taxes abolished was a special "export

charge"42 which was collected on all exports of fish products.

This section lists the most important laws and government regulations which are

currently affecting the Icelandic fishing industry, and also deals with other issues

which are vital for the shaping of its operating environment.

3.3.1. Fisheries Management

The most influential legislation for the industry is the Fisheries Management Act43

which has been in force since 1st of January 1991 but is in fact an extension of the

fisheries policy applied since 1984, when a comprehensive quota system for cod

fisheries was implemented for the first time in Iceland. Similar principles had been

applied for herring fisheries from 1975 and for capelin fisheries from I980.44 The

principal objective of the Fisheries Management Act is "to ensure the preservation

and sensible utilization of the marine resources that are found in Icelandic waters and



thereby guaranteeing full employment and stable settlement of the country".45 Since

the comprehensive ITQ system (Individual Transferable Quotas) was introduced into

nearly all demersal fisheries in 1984, an active trading market has gradually

developed for quotas, and in the fishery year 1991-1992 nearly half of the industry's

overall quota volume was traded between parties. (Appendix 3.2.). This has led to

much increased concentration in the ownership of quotas.46 47 In the quota year

1991/1992 the six biggest quota holders controlled about 18 per cent of the demersal

quotas.48 Despite quite diverse opinions on various aspects of the quota system, most

economists agree that the system has increased efficiency in fishery, and by further

improvements of the current system the annual yield from fisheries could be around

5-6 per cent of GDP.49

3.3.2. Export Control

Until the late 1980s, all exporting of marine products was subject to the granting of a

government authorisation. With, few exceptions, exporting of marine products is now

free,50 but in cases were special permits are required, such as in the exporting of fresh

fish and salted lump-fish roe, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, according to law,

governs the issuing of such export permits. Prior to 1980 most of the fish sold fresh

and unprocessed by Icelandic firms in foreign markets was landed directly from the

vessels at the foreign ports, mainly in Germany and the Humberside area. At that

time the Association of Icelandic Fish Vessels Owners tried to control the supply of

fish to these fresh fish markets by issuing permits to individual vessels or vessels

owners to land and sell their catch at these fresh fish markets abroad. When the

export of fresh fish in containers started in 1984 it was under no official control.

Because the export of fresh fish in containers increased enormously during the

following years it often led to excess fish supply in the main fresh fish markets

abroad, increased uncertainty and lower prices. After various measures had been
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taken to control the export of fresh fish in containers between 1988 and 1990, a

special body, (The Fresh Fish Allocation Board) comprising of representatives from

a wide spectrum of the industry, was set up to control exports of processed and

unprocessed fresh fish by issuing permits to fresh fish exporters or vessel owners. In

practice, only the export of unprocessed fish has been restricted.51

In 1935, Sfldarutvegsnefnd (Iceland Herring Board) was established by legislation,

and since 1945 it has retained the sole right to export salted herring from Iceland. As

stipulated in the Act,52 nobody is allowed to export or sell salted herring without the

permission of Sildarutvegsnefnd. An exception from this Act is exporting of salted

herring in the form of canned, preserved or other consumer packages.

From its foundation in 1932 until 1st of January 1993, Solusamband Islenskra

fiskframleidenda, abbreviated S.I.F. (The Sales Union of Icelandic Fish Producers)

handled virtually all the exports of salted groundfish from Iceland. Although the

company was never granted a monopoly licence by law, it did until January 1993,

usually enjoy monopoly conditions in the exporting of salted groundfish from

Iceland as the company were in practice granted sole permission to export salted

ground fish on a year to year basis. In the last two or three years prior to the formal

abolish of S.I.Fs monopoly conditions in exporting, some exemptions were made by

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by granting a limited number of export permits to

other companies to export salted groundfish products.

3.3.3. Export Income Stabilization

In 1969 a special fund "The Price Equalization Fund" was set up as an attempt to

even out fluctuations in export prices and create a more stable flow of income for the

processing sector. The Fund was supposed to receive a fraction of the export prices

at times when it was above a pre-determined price level and pay it back when prices

reached some limits below it.53 By a law passed in 199054 some changes were made



to the functional role of the Fund, such as including all fish and fish products

exported from Iceland, but by a previous law some products were excluded. By a

government decision in 1993 "The Price Equalization Fund" was dissolved.

3.3.4. Quality Control

In 1910 an official fish grading control on the export of fish products from Iceland

was first established. In the beginning, this official quality control only applied to

the export of salted fish, but when exports of fish and fish products in other forms

started, such as of frozen, fresh and canned, it was extended to include these

products.55 In 1984 the Icelandic Fish Quality Institution (IFQI) was established,56

and from that time all manufacturers and exporters of fish and fish products from

Iceland were required to hire authorised inspectorates to guarantee quality standards

of their products, or buy such a service from the IFQI. As of 1st of January 1987,

IFQI ceased fresh fish quality inspection, and the sellers and buyers themselves were

made responsible for it. The abolition of the fresh fish inspectorate by the IFQI

brought some changes to its chief role as an organization, because after that more

emphasis was put on controlling hygiene standards and production conditions in fish

processing plants, but product quality control and product inspection were kept at

minimum possible level. By a law passed in 1992, the operation IQFI was halted,

and producers and exporters made responsible for all product quality control and

product inspection. The system introduced in 199357 instructs all producers of marine

products in Iceland to have a formal contract with qualified "Inspection Companies"

(Skodunarstofur) which specialise in checking hygiene and product quality standards

and regulating the internal quality system used by firms in the industry.



3.3.5. The Wetfish Price

From 1961 until the inception of the first fish auction market in Iceland in 1987 the

"Fish Industry Price Determination Board" set the minimum wetfish prices for every

significant species and quality of fish. The Board comprises of an equal number of

representatives from the sellers offish (catchers) and the buyers of fish (processors).

Even though the Fish Industry Price Determination Board officially still exists, its

role has changed fundamentally and now wetfish prices for all caught fish and fish

by-products (fish waste) landed in Iceland is free. Due to vertical integration in the

Icelandic fishing industry58 59 only a portion of the total fish landed in Iceland is

auctioned. Since the introduction of the fish auction markets, wetfish prices at the

auction markets have generally been markedly higher, than the registered prices of

fish traded directly between fishermen and processors.60 However, the share based

salary system in the fishery sector, i.e. where every crew members salaries are based

on shares in the value of the catch, and an article in the "wages agreement" between

the fishermen and the vessels owners, which stipulates that the fishermen should

always be guaranteed the highest possible price for the fish landed,61 has effectively

meant that wetfish prices of fish sold directly to processors takes account of the

domestic fish auction markets prices. In 1990 about 10.5 per cent of the total catch

of demersal species was auctioned at domestic auction markets and around 55 per

cent was landed and sold directly to fish processors. In 1989 the respective figures

were 7.8 per cent and 60.5 per cent.62 In 1991 around 25 per cent of the total catch of

haddock and 13 per cent of the cod catch was auctioned at the domestic auction

markets. The catch of pelagic species such as capelin is usually sold directly to the

fish reduction plants at prices which are either fixed or based on tender, and in the

case of the herring catch the same usually applies whether sold for reduction or for

salting.
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3.3.6. Foreign Exchange Rate Policy

Until the middle of 1993, the exchange rate of the Icelandic krona was centrally

determined by the Central Bank of Iceland, on the basis of a trade weighted basket of

currencies,63 within a general framework set by the government from time to time in

view of prevailing economic circumstances. Since the introduction of a new law64 in

May 1993 the exchange rate of the Icelandic krona is principally determined by the

forces of supply and demand in the domestic and international markets, although, the

Central Bank of Iceland continues to play a leading role in pursue the foreign

exchange rate policy of the Icelandic government. As for every other exported

products, export prices for fish products are, importantly decided by the exchange

rate between foreign currencies and the Icelandic krona. In the whole Post-War era,

except during the last 3-4 years, Icelandic governments have routinely pursued the

policy of adjusting the exchange rate of the Icelandic krona as in order to maintain

reasonable profitability65 in the fishing industry.66 A good deal of Iceland's inflation

in the post-War period is the result of this policy of repeated devaluation of the

Icelandic krona.67

3.3.7. Profitability

Although profitability in the fishing industry is closely correlated with export prices

and the real exchange rate68 of the Icelandic krona,69 it also depends importantly on

various other factors, such as the costs of raw material,70 labour and of capital. In

earlier years manipulation of income prices for the fishery and processing sectors, by

deciding centrally all wet fish prices, was a decisive factor in how profit or loss was

shared by these two sectors. In recent years, profitability of the fishing industry has

generally been poor. (Appendix 3.3.) Excess capacity and high operational gearing of

many companies in the harvesting and processing sectors, and related debt burdens,

is one of the reasons for the negative net profit despite, generally favourable price



developments for most exported marine products.71 (Table 3.7.) Deterioration of

profitability in the fish processing industry in recent years was also caused by higher

wet fish prices and contraction in the amount of fish landed for processing.72

3.3.8. Foreign Investment Regulations

Despite the current legislation73 on foreign investment74 in Iceland, which removed

most of the previous restrictions, special reservations are still made for the fishing

industry, preventing all direct or indirect investment by non-residents75 in enterprises

conducting fish operations or dealing with fish processing. However, in the context

of the law, fish processing does not include retail packaging or further processes

designed to better prepare products for distribution, consumption, or cooking.

3.3.9. Import Tariffs in the Export Markets

Import tariffs and quotas on various marine products in some of the export markets

has arguably shaped the Icelandic fishing industry through the years. The main tariff

barriers for Icelandic marine products have remained in the EEC market,76 especially

for products like fresh fillets and salted fish. The benefits gained from the trade

agreement between Iceland and the EEC in 197277 became in recent years

increasingly diluted.78 The first reason to this was the tariff reductions specified in

the agreement were restricted to only certain custom tariff numbers. When countries

like Spain and Portugal, the main markets for salted groundfish, joined the EEC,

important markets moved under the tariff barricades of the EEC regime, and

simultaneously the EEC cancelled its unilateral but uncommitted abolition of import

tariffs for certain Icelandic marine products, which it had announced in 1971.

Secondly, an improved transportation technology and an increased export of products

which were not enjoying the tariff reductions stipulated in Protocol 6, have made the

tariff barriers in the EEC market more significant in economic terms. With the



agreement between the EFTA countries and the EEC which stipulates the creation of

the EEA (European Economic Area)79 and a special clause in that agreement

(Protocol 9), the import tariffs on most marine products currently exported from

Iceland to the EEC will be reduced by stages over a 4 years period. In the cases of

some product categories the tariffs are abolished in full from the time the agreement

is in effect but in other cases no tariff reductions are made. (Appendix 3.4.). Import

tariffs for Icelandic marine products into the U.S. and the Japanese markets have so

far remained less significant economically than those in the EEC market. For whole-

frozen Greenland halibut, whole-frozen redfish and frozen capelin roe, the principal

marine products currently exported from Iceland to Japan, the current import tariffs

are around 5-6 per cent and for frozen shrimp around 3 per cent. In the U.S. market

no import tariffs exists for the main frozen marine products currently exported from

Iceland to the U.S., but for various prepared or preserved products, such as in airtight

containers, the import tariffs generally range from 6-10 per cent.

3.3.10. Subsidies to Foreign Competiors

Many of Iceland's competing nations in the export markets for marine products, grant

considerable amounts of money in the form of subsidies to their domestic fishing

industry. In Norway,80 Faroe Islands, Greenland and Canada various subsidies are

granted to the fishing industry in these countries, usually either in the form of

investment subsidies or extra payments on export prices.81 The EEC provides

substantial amounts in the form of subsidies to firms within the Community, both in

the fishery and fish processing sectors.82



3.4. The Fishery Sector

This section which is divided into five sub-sections outlines the main characteristics

of the Fishery Sector.

3.4.1. Development of the Fishery Sector83

The Icelandic fisheries were of traditional form until the beginning of the 19th

century, and primarily operated as a supplement to farming. Almost all fisheries

were carried out by using open rowing boats, which were mainly operated by their

owners and on a seasonal basis. The advent of the first decked sailing smacks in the

first decade of the 19th century, operated by Icelandic merchants, marked the

beginning of an new era in Icelandic fisheries, because by that time commercial

fisheries had started.

"The smacks were mainly operated from rapidly emerging fishing villages which
provide sheltered anchorages while the rowing boats represented the traditional
declining element of the fishery, the part-time occupation by coastal farmers and
crofters in small fishing villages."84

But even though the decked sailing smacks marked the beginning of a new era, the

rowing boats represented the biggest share of the cod catch throughout the 19th

century. The use of sailing smacks, however, enhanced the possibility to exploit

more distant fishing grounds and to extend the fishing season, which, when using the

rowing boats, was very much limited to the spring and summer seasons. The usage

of decked sailing smacks also brought in new technology. When the small rowing

boats were chiefly using handline as a fishing gear, the sailing smacks were also

employing long lines and gill-nets. The number of decked sailing smacks increased

considerably during the last two decades of the 19th century and the first 6 years of

the 20th century. These changes in fishing technology and composition of the

fishing fleet, combined with greatly improved market opportunities abroad, paved the

way for the fisheries to become an independent industry, especially in those parts of

the country which were close to good fishing grounds. Furthermore, the fishing



industry established itself during this time as the chief export industry, representing

about 65 per cent of total exports at 1906. The next phase in Icelandic fisheries was

the mechanization of the fishing fleet. The introduction of steam trawlers and motor

boats into Icelandic fisheries were, like many other innovations, brought to Iceland

by foreign fishermen who were exploiting Icelandic waters in increased numbers in

the late 19th century. Mechanisation of the fishing fleet and adoption of new fishing

gears (the bottom trawl, Danish seine and gill-nets) in the first decades of the 20th

century were the major factors behind a great increase in demersal fisheries and later

of herring fisheries by the Icelanders. The number of motor vessels and trawlers

(later stern-trawlers) showed a large increase during the first decades of the 20th

century, and after the World War II. During the period up to 1990 the increase in

number of motor vessels and trawlers continued.

Three major investments periods can be discerned85 in the fishing industry, and the

pattern of investment has changed considerably, due to more diverse catches of

species and changes in the processing and exporting sectors. One of the main

characteristics of development in fisheries during the 20th century has been the

increased diversification in number of species exploited. The main species exploited

during most of the 19th century was cod but some other demersal species like

haddock were also utilised. In the 1920s saithe became an important commercial

species as did redfish in the 1940s. The catch of capelin started as an important part

of fisheries in 1965 and has since been a vital part of the catch for the fisheries sector,

except that in the years 1982 and 1983 there was a sharp fall in the capelin catch.

Shrimps were first exploited in the 1930s but on a very small scale and it was first in

the 1960s that shrimps became an important commercial species. Lobsters were first

exploited in large quantities in the last years of the 1950s and reached their peak in

1963 when the total catch was around six thousand tonnes but after that the catch

dwindled and since 1970 has been around 2,000 - 2,500 tonnes. Scallops were first



exploited in Iceland in 1969. The quantity of scallops caught increased from 2,400

tonnes in 1970 to just over 17,000 tonnes in 1985 but after that the quantity

decreased to around average of 11,000 tonnes in the years 1988-1990. Greenland

halibut was first exploited by the Icelanders in the 1970s but other nations had started

to exploit it in Icelandic waters some years earlier. Shark fishing was an important

industry during the mid 19th century in some parts of the country. In the last decades

of the 19th century herring fishing began in Iceland by Norwegian fishermen but was

soon also adopted by Icelandic fishermen. In the 20th century there have been two

main periods of herring fishing in Iceland. The former lasted during the years from

1936 to 1944 and the latter the from 1961 to 1967. During the last two decades of

the 19th century the Norwegians started to exploit large stocks of whales in the sea

around Iceland, but, as a result of depletion of the whale stocks during the second

decade of the 20th century, the killing of whales was banned. From 1948 to 1986 all

commercial killings of whales in Icelandic waters were operated by a single Icelandic

company. In 1986 all commercial killings of whales in Icelandic waters ceased, but

in conformity with the resolution by the International Whaling Commission some

scientific hunting of whales took place during the period 1987-1989.

3.4.2. Firms' Size and Ownership

Most of the firms in the fishery sector are privately owned and relatively small in

terms of number of employees. As illustrated in Table 3.1. nearly 63 per cent of all

firms in the fishery sector employ two man years or less and about 96 per cent of all

firms employ twenty man years or less.
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Table 3.1.

The size distribution of firms in the fishery sector
by number of man years employed 1987 '>

Number of

employees
Number of

firms

Percent of Percentage
total firms aggregate

0- 1
1 -2

569
310
207
138

40.8

22.2
14.8
9.9
8.0
2.3
0.7

0.7
0.6

40.8
63.0
77.8
87.7
95.7
98.0

98.7
99.4
100.0

2-5
5 - 10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-60
60- <

111
32
10
10

9

1) The number of employees is based on information about the number man years worked in each company.
One man year is equivalent to 52 working weeks. This means that a person who is working full-time for 52
weeks would be counted as one man year, and 2 persons who are working for 26 weeks each, would be
combined counted as one man year.

Source

Sjavarutvegur 1986-1987

This relatively large number of very small firms in the fishery sector derives from the

fact that many of the firms in the sector were initially established in the early part of

this century by successful fishermen who often invested their earnings in fishing

vessels and subsequently invested in processing facilities. Many of these firms were

therefore, family owned, and commonly the owners established separate firms for

each individual operation, i.e. each vessel and processing plant. This means that it is

difficult to determine the exact structure and the extent of vertical integration in the

fishing industry i.e. the corporate links between individual vessels and processing

plants. However, vertical integration mainly exists in the fishery and processing of

demersal species, crustaceans and shellfish but the integration is much less evident in

pelagic fisheries. Most of the privately owned firms are organized as limited liability

companies and the co-operative movement which has a major presence in the

Icelandic fishing industry has also chosen this form of ownership. Municipal and



State ownership in the fishing industry has usually been relatively small, but a series

of financial strains and bankruptcies in the industry during the last few years has led

to an increasing ownership participation of municipalities in the industry.86 The key

role which many fishing and processing firms have as the chief creators of

employment in the several small fishing towns where these firms are located has

forced the municipalities and the State to increase their stake of ownership in these

companies, under the policy of social responsibility.

3.4.3. The Fishing Fleet

Since the end of World War II, there has been a significant increase in the tonnage

size of the Icelandic fishing fleet, and the capital value increase has been even greater

due to technological improvements aboard the fishing vessels.87 Waves of

investment in new fishing vessels or in technological improvements aboard the

fishing vessels have usually been the result of structural changes in fisheries, such as

the exploitation of new fishing grounds, the utilization of new species or as a result

of some government intervention policy, aimed at boosting investment. An example

of such a government policy was at the beginning of the seventies when there was a

boom in the investment of deep-sea stern-trawlers as a result of very favourable

terms on capital invested in the fishing industry, offered by the government. In the

period between 1970 and 1975 the number of trawlers in the size category 0-500

gross registered tonnage (GRT) increased from 3 to 42 and the total tonnage size

increased sixteen-fold. An important argument made by politicians and people in the

fishing industry during the seventies and eighties, in support of this massive

investment in stern-trawlers, was related to the contemporary large investment in

processing plants and land-freezing facilities. This they claimed would smooth out

some seasonal fluctuations in fish supply, and consequently facilitate more

continuous production in the processing plants, and also make quality improvements



of the raw- material. The fisheries management system introduced at 1984 and in

effect until 1991, had some major impacts on changing the structure of the fishing

fleet and led to a big increase in the total size of the fleet, contrary to one of its initial

goals.88 Because of some loopholes in the system89 the number of small fishing

boats increased from 250 boats at the end of 1985 of a total size of around 2000

tonnage, to 445 boats at the end of 1990 of a total size of around 3600 tonnage.

(Appendix 3.5.) During the period from 1984 to 1991 the share of these boats in the

total allowable catch (the distributed quota) increased from around 3-4 per cent to

just under 15 per cent, respectively.90 In tonnage size the total fishing fleet grew in

size from 110,619 GRT at 1985 to 120,156 GRT at the end of 1990. The effective

fishing fleet, e.g. vessels which are actively fishing is however, estimated to be

considerably less in size than the registered fleet.91 In addition to the sharp increase

in the number and size of fishing boats less than 12 GRT, there was a considerable

increase in the number and total size of fishing boats in the size group 201 - < GRT

and trawlers 500 - < GRT. This investment has mainly been in specialized shrimp

trawlers and in freezer-trawlers. At the end of 1991 the number of freezer-trawlers

with processing facilities on board was about 30 trawlers, accounting for about 20-25

per cent share of the total catch of demersal species.

The capelin fishing fleet consists of about 40-50 vessels (purse seiners) with a

capacity ranging from 400 GRT to 1400 GRT with the average being around 800

tonnes. These fishing vessels are usually either privately owned or owned by

Limited Companies. During the last few years there has been a tendency of

individual factories buying fishing vessels to secure the supply of raw material and it

is estimated that about 30 per cent of the fleet is connected to factories in this way.92

As the total GRT size of the fishing fleet increased in the 1990s, significant changes

occurred in the spatial distribution of the fishing fleet. As indicated in Table 3.2. the

most apparent change is the relative decrease in share by the South region from about



18.5 percent at 1980 to just over 13.5 percent at 1990 and by the South-West region

which also lost a notable share of its fishing fleet in relative terms, especially

between 1985 and 1990. This relative decrease in the South and South-West regions

was off set by a major increase in both the North regions. No studies have

specifically been undertaken to analyse the factors which caused these significant

changes in the distribution of the fishing fleet, but the quota system introduced in

1984 is definitely an important explanatory variable.

Table 3.2.

Fishing Fleet by Regions
(Percentage distribution by tonnage)

Region 1980 1985 1990

South 18.57 12.60 13.58
South West 1) 36.10 29.36
West 1) 43.25 9.88 8.39

Westfjord 10.24 9.16 10.04

North West 3.77 5.40 6.92
North East 11.87 14.25 19.42
East 11.73 12.62 12.30

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00

1) In 1980, 43.25 per cent of the fishing fleet was in the combined region
of the South West and the West.

Source

Utvegur, 1980,1985,1990

3.4.4. Catches

As indicated in Figure 3.1. there was a significant increase in the total catch of the

main demersal species cod and haddock after Iceland extended its fisheries

jurisdiction to 50 and then 200 miles in 1972 and 1975. The big increase in fisheries

and the utilization of new species such as redfish, Greenland-halibut and capelin are

the main factors behind the big increase in the total fish catch in Iceland during the

seventies and eighties. The increase in fisheries of shrimps and scallops was also
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significant, and in 1987 the total catch of shrimps reached nearly 39,000 tonnes, or

more than six-fold the catch of what it was in the beginning of the 'seventies.

(Appendix 3.6) Despite various measures to prevent over-fishing and to preserve the

stock of cod, the spawning and fishable stocks have deteriorated significantly in the

'eighties and 'nineties. As shown in Figure 3.2., the total catch of cod increased

considerably during the 1970s, but fell after that quite dramatically in the early

1980s. After some recovery in the mid 1980s it decreased significantly again in the

beginning of the 1990s. The catch of haddock improved dramatically in the late

'eighties and in the beginning of the 'nineties, and has reached double of what it was

during most of the 'seventies. About 50 per cent of the total catch of cod and

haddock is caught by trawlers and the rest by other fishing vessels and boats. Bottom

trawl is the main fishing gear for the cod and haddock fisheries, usually taking

between 50 and 60 per cent of the total catch of cod and around 70 per cent of total

catch of haddock. The relative use of gillnets, which is the second most important

fishing gear in cod, and the third most important in haddock fisheries, has decreased

significantly in recent years and was at 1990 taking about 20 per cent of the total cod

catch and only 8 per cent of the total catch of haddock. On the other hand, there has

been a significant increase in the use of longline and handline in both cod and

haddock fisheries. This switch in use of fishing gears from gillnets to the use of

longline and handline derives mainly from: first, structural changes which have taken

place in the fishing fleet, where the number of boats less than 10 GRT boomed in the

late 'eighties; second, special provisions about longline fisheries during the months

January, February, November and December each year, where only 50 per cent of

total catch taken by longline during these months, is included in the individual quota

distributed to each vessel; third, more emphasis put on quality of the fish which is

landed after quantity restrictions were made by the introduction of the quota system.



Figure 3.2.
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The significant increase in the catch of redfish, especially during the 'eighties, is

nearly all accounted for by the deep-sea trawlers. (Figure 3.3.) About, 90-95 per cent

of the redfish catch is taken by trawlers and about 95 per cent of the catch is caught

in a bottom trawl. Since 1989 an increasing number of Icelandic deep-sea trawlers

have exploited the stock of beaked redfish (Sebastes mentella) outside Iceland's

fisheries jurisdiction in the open seas area south-west of Iceland, exempted from all

quota restrictions. In 1989 about 1.5 per cent of the total redfish catch was taken in

open seas but, at 1990 the corresponding ratio was just over 4 per cent. The annual

catch of saithe remained relatively stable during the 'seventies and early 'eighties,

around 50-60 thousand tonnes, but since 1987 it has increased considerably to around

90-100 thousand tonnes per year. (Figure 3.3.) About 60-65 per cent of the total

catch of saithe is taken by trawlers, and bottom trawl is the main fishing gear,

accounting for about 75-80 per cent of the total catch of saithe. The use of gillnets
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has shown a strong decline in saithe fisheries in recent years. In the beginning of the

'nineties, gillnets account for about 15-20 per cent of the total saithe catch, compared

to around 30-40 per cent in the 'eighties. The use of handline has, on the other hand,

shown a substantial increase in saithe fisheries, accounting for just over 3 per cent of

the total saithe catch in 1990.

Figure 3.3.
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The increased catch of Greenland halibut in the late 'seventies and during the

'eighties is one of the most pronounced changes in the Icelandic fisheries in recent

years. (Figure 3.4.) However, the explosion in the catch of Greenland halibut led to

an over-exploit of its stock and during the 'nineties the TAC has been cut down

immensely to thirty thousand tonnes for the fishing year 1992/1993. About 90-95

per cent of the catch of Greenland halibut is taken by trawlers, and about 98 per cent

is caught in a bottom trawl. As illustrated in Figure 3.4., plaice showed a major
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increases in catch during the 'eighties. About 80-85 per cent of the catch of plaice is

taken by boats. The main fishing gear for plaice fisheries is Danish seine and bottom

trawl, accounting for 90-95 per cent of the total catch of plaice. The catch of catfish

showed a moderate increase during the 'seventies and 'eighties and currently the total

catch is around 14,000 tonnes. The principal fishing gear in catfish fisheries is

longline, accounting for about 60 per cent of the total catch and bottom trawl,

accounting for about 30 per cent of the total catch of catfish. The share of catfish

taken by trawlers has in recent years been around 25-30 per cent, and by vessels and

boats, around 70-75 per cent.

Figure 3.4.
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Capelin fisheries first became of economic significance in the beginning of the

1970s. As is illustrated in Figure 3.5., the capelin fisheries have been subject to

drastic fluctuations. During the period from 1979-1981 there was a sharp fall in the
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capelin catch, and in 1982 and 1983 the capelin fisheries collapsed. In 1984 and

1985 there was a quick recovery in the capelin fisheries and the total catch of capelin

reached its peak in 1985. In 1991 there was a second sharp fall in the capelin

fisheries in Iceland and the total capelin catch went down to around 250,000 tonnes.

Most of the capelin catch is taken by specialized vessels, usually over 200 GRT, and

the dominant fishing gear accounting for nearly all the catches is purse seine. After

the stocks of herring in Icelandic waters collapsed as a result of overfishing in the

late 'sixties, a total ban was imposed in 1972 on the use of all fishing gear for the

catching of herring in Icelandic waters, except for the use of driftnets. These

restrictions which were equivalent to a total ban on herring catching remained until

1975.93 The catch of herring has gradually improved since the late 'seventies and

during the last 3 to 4 years the total catch has been around 100,000 tonnes. (Figure

3.5.) Herring purse seine has now become the main fishing gear, accounting for

nearly all the catch of herring in 1990, and virtually all the catch is taken by boats.

Since the herring fisheries resumed in the late seventies they have been restricted to

the summer spawning stock, with the catching season usually remaining during the

autumn months every year. All the catch of herring is regulated by a TAC quota

which is then divided into ITQ for vessels.
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Figure 3.5.

Catches of Herring and Capelin
1971-1990
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The annual catch of shrimps increased very fast during the late 'seventies and the

'eighties. (Figure 3.6.) This increase was mainly due to the exploration and

exploitation of new off-shore fishing grounds in the mid 'seventies, but prior to that,

inshore fisheries were the mainstay of shrimps fisheries in Iceland. Since 1986, on

average around 85 per cent of the total catch of shrimps has been caught in off-shore

areas. The inshore shrimps are mainly caught by small boats between 10-30 GRT,

but the off-shore shrimps are mainly taken by bigger vessels and specialized shrimp

trawlers where the shrimp are peeled and frozen onboard. The principal fishing gear

in shrimp fisheries is a special shrimp trawl accounting for virtually the whole

amount of the shrimp catch. Commercial fisheries of lobster, the other main

crustacean species in Iceland, started during the late 'fifties and increased quite

significantly during the early 'sixties when the total annual catch reached an amount

of just over 6,000 tonnes but in the following years it declined substantially because

of overfishing.94 During the 'seventies and the 'eighties the average annual catch of
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lobsters was around 2,500 tonnes. From 1988 to 1990 the catch of lobsters declined

markedly and was only 1,700 tonnes in 1990 but, recovered in 1991 to just over

2,000 tonnes. The majority of the catch of lobsters is taken by relatively small

vessels and the main fishing gear is the lobster trawl, accounting for nearly all the

catch. Both the shrimp and lobster fisheries are regulated by a TAG quota which is

then divided into ITQ on a vessel basis, but the catch of inshore shrimps and lobster

is also limited to certain seasons within each year. The scallop fisheries started in

Iceland at 1969.95 During the 'seventies and the 'eighties the annual catch of scallops

increased substantially and reached a peak of 17,000 tonnes in 1985. Since 1985 the

fishable stock of scallops has dwindled and the catch has declined and was just over

11,000 tonnes at 1991. The scallops fisheries are, like the crustaceans fisheries

subject to a TAC quota which is then allocated to vessels, but, most of the scallops

catch is taken by relatively small vessels. Virtually all the catch is taken by a special

fishing gear: the scallop-plough.

Figure 3.6.
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3.4.5. Seasonal Catches and Landings

Iceland is practically surrounded by good demersal fishing grounds along its whole

coastline. The ocean area to the south, south-west and west coast of the country are

the chief spawning grounds for most of the demersal species, although species like

redfish and Greenland-halibut are spawning in much deeper waters than most of the

other demersal species. Demersal catches in Iceland can be separated into two

different fisheries, both in time and space:96 First, the spawning fishery which takes

place between January and May in the south-west costal waters and, the non-

spawning fishery which takes place at feeding and nursery grounds all around the

country, especially to the north-west of the country. The increasingly important

deep-sea trawler fleet, which currently takes about 60 per cent of the total demersal

catch, is for reasons of conservation of the fishing stocks and protection of regional

fisheries97 excluded from the main demersal spawning areas. The main fishing

grounds for deep-sea trawlers are the area north-west and to the west of Westfjord,

but also in the deep-sea waters south, south-east and west of the country. The

catches of most demersal species are usually quite evenly distributed over the year.

The Greenland halibut is, though, an exception with the bulk of its catch usually

taking place during the period from April to June. (Appendix 3.7.)

Pelagic fisheries i.e. of capelin and herring are very restricted by seasons and to

areas. The main spawning grounds of the summer-spawning herring on which all

herring fisheries in Iceland have been based since the early 'seventies, are mainly in

the area to the south and west of the country. After spawning, usually in the early

part of August she migrates to the waters both west and east of the country. During

the autumn season, about two to three months after the spawning, ihe herring

fisheries take place at the ocean area from east to the south-west of the country.

Capelin is another pelagic species which is combined in seasonal and regional

fisheries. Spawning usually takes place in March and early April each year in the
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ocean area which spans from the south-east to the west of the country. After

spawning, most of the capelin dies but the year-class which spawn in the subsequent

spring is feeding in the sea north west and north of Iceland, where she mixes with

younger capelin which is becoming a new spawning stock. The capelin fisheries in

Iceland are based on this younger capelin which is usually aged 2-3 years. The

capelin fisheries normally start in the autumn when the shoals are usually found

north and north-east of Iceland. In January, migration to the spawning grounds

usually commences and the shoals move from the north along the east coast and to

the spawning grounds at the south. Valuation of the capelin depends on her fat

content but it is usually at its highest level at the end of the feeding season in the late

autumn or around New Year and then decreases quite rapidly as she approaches the

spawning grounds.

The main fishing grounds for off-shore shrimps are in the deep-sea waters north and

north-west of Iceland. The off-shore shrimps fisheries are operated the whole year

around, but usually the best catching season is during the summer months. The

seasonal fisheries of inshore shrimps, which mainly takes place at bays and fjords at

the west and north-west of Iceland, are regulated by the Ministry of Fisheries.

Inshore shrimps fisheries are usually restricted to the winter season i.e. from October

to May, except for fishing grounds which are south-west of Iceland, but there the

fishing season is from the beginning of May until the end of August. Lobsters

fisheries in Iceland are restricted to the summer season by regulations set by the

Ministry of Fisheries. The main fishing grounds are in the waters south and south¬

east of the country. The main fishing grounds for scallops are in the inshore areas

west and north-west of the country. Most of (he catch usually lakes place in the

period from the end of July until the beginning of March, but the spawning period for

scallops is in June and July.
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3.4.6. Landings by Regions

Spatial distribution of the catch by species partially reflects the closeness of the

corresponding region to the main fishing grounds of each species. This is apparent

for the landings of capelin, where the freshness of the catch of capelin (raw material)

is a crucial factor in the production of quality fish meal from the raw material.98 Most

of the capelin catch is, therefore, landed and processed in ports which are close to the

main fishing grounds in the North-East, East and South regions of Iceland. Similar

patterns exist for the landings of herring, but about 55 per cent of the catch of herring

is landed in ports in the East and about 35 per cent is landed in ports in the South and

South West regions. The landings of lobsters and scallops are, like the pelagic

species, very restricted to certain regions. Virtually all the catch of lobsters is landed

in ports in only three regions and 75 per cent of the catch of scallops is landed in the

West region. About one quarter of the demersal catch is landed in the South West

region. The South West region is close to some of the most prolific demersal fishing

grounds and the capital Reykjavik, with one of the main export harbours and the only

international commercial and financial centre in Iceland, is located in the region. The

share of fish landed in foreign ports showed a dramatic increase during the period

from 1986-1990. Since 1990 the share of foreign ports has contracted as a result of

the increased number of fish auction markets in Iceland. In 1990 about 30 per cent of

the catch of haddock and redfish was landed in foreign ports and 12-14 per cent of

other demersal species. About 60-70 per cent of the redfish which is landed in

foreign ports is actually landed there directly from the vessels but about 30-40 per

cent is exported from Iceland in containers and auctioned at foreign markets. In

contrast about 80 per cent of the haddock landed in foreign ports is landed there in

containers and only about 20 per cent directly from the vessels. However,

examination of fish landings statistics based on volume requires some careful

interpretation, as the relative volume and value of different species in the total fish
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catch is very diverse," and volume figures are not a good indicator of the relative

importance different regions and different fisheries have for the fishing industry and

the Icelandic economy. To examine how fish landings have developed by regions in

terms of value and volume during the eighties, a new term Fish Region Index (F.R.I.)

is introduced and constructed. The F.R.I, shows the ratio between the percentage

share of fish by value landed in a region and the percentage share of fish by volume

landed in a region. A higher F.R.I, ratio in one region compared to another region

either indicates, that some more valuable species have been landed in that particular

region, or that higher prices had been obtained. F.R.I.s for the years 1980, 1985 and

1990 are illustrated in Table 3.3.. The increase in the F.R.I, for the South West

region and the absolute decrease for the South region and the East region are very

apparent. The main factors explaining these changes are, first, the relative changes

which have occurred in the composition of species landed by regions100 where a

significantly less proportion of the more valuable species like cod and haddock has

been landed in the South and East regions. Second, a higher proportion of the fish

landed in the South West region was sold at the fish auction markets,101 where prices

were on the average marginally higher than in other parts of the country, due to more

competition for the raw-material.

Table 3.3.
Fish Region Indices

Regions 1980 1985 1990

South 0.853 0.848 0.618
South West 0.924 1.194 1.387
West 1.091 1.392 0.983

Westfjord 1.253 1.533 1.194
North West 0.700 0.776 0.886
North East 0.729 0.903 0.927
East 0.769 0.517 0.336

Foreign Ports 3.860 2.405 2.742

Source

Calculated from Utvegur
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3.5. The Fish Processing Sector

The importance of the fish processing sector for an industry and an economy like the

Icelandic one, which bases its existence on exporting is seemingly much more than

for those which dispose most of their catch on the home market.102 One of the main

characteristics of the fish processing sector is the unpredictability and discontinuous

supply of raw material by quantity, quality and species composition.103 Different

methods have been devised to process fish, and various innovations have improved

the existing processing methods throughout the history of commercial fisheries.104

Young described the function of the fish processing firms as multifaceted, which

included: reducing perishability to extend shelf-life and distribution channels;

reducing raw material weights as a means to lower unit transport costs; adding value;

generating income and employment multiplier effects and, of the utmost importance,

the transforming of raw materials into products satisfying consumer wants for

food.105 A number of related factors usually determine the choice of a processing

method, such as: catching and handling methods onboard the trawlers; production

capacity; market demand;106 quality of the fish landed; category and cost of raw

material; work force availability and labour cost; sales prices; prices of by-products;

packaging cost; inventory cost; and processing time.107

3.5.1. Development of the Fish Processing Sector

In the early centuries most of the catch, which nearly entirely consisted of cod, was

dried (stockfish) but in the 19th century saltfish production started to emerge and

remained the chief processing method for all demersal species until die 1930s. The

drying method did, however, gain a new life in the 1950s and showed some increase

until the mid 'sixties, even though it tended to fluctuate by years. The changes in

processing and preserving methods from drying to salting coincided with previously



mentioned changes in the fishing fleet and the establishment of export markets in the

Mediterranean countries. During the first three decades of the 20th century about 80-

90 per cent of all demersal species caught went into salting and between 1920 and

1930 saltfish exports represented nearly 60 per cent of the total export income in

Iceland. The Mediterranean markets however closed more or less during the 1930s

until the end of World War II when exports to the Mediterranean countries took place

again. In the 1950s it was further triggered when the British imposed a landing ban

on iced-fish from Icelandic trawlers which meant that the British market for fish on

ice was closed. From 1950 to 1990 between 20-30 per cent of the total groundfish

catch has been disposed into salting, and the principal markets have been in southern

Europe, especially Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece. The emergence of the fish

freezing industry in the early 1930s marked the beginning of a new era for the

Icelandic fishing industry. In a very few years there was a change in processing

methods from salting as the dominant method of preserving to freezing.

"The freezing development led to a complete change of export markets from low
income developing countries, such as Spain and Portugal to high income
industrialized countries in western Europe and the US. New inland markets far from
the sea were developed. The value of the fish exports grew and the export markets
were much larger than before. As the final products was mainly frozen fillets, much
more fish offal became available. Therefore, the fish meal plants expanded
concomitantly." 108

During World War II and subsequent years there was a great expansion in the

freezing industry and the number of freezing plants increased from just over twenty

in 1939 to nearly eighty in 1949. The share of frozen products in total fish exports

consequently increased sharply, and became as previously mentioned the dominant

preserving method. During the 1950s and 1960s about 50 per cent on average of the

total catch of demersal species went into freezing and in the 1970s the corresponding

ratio went up to 60 per cent, but declined again in the 1980s to around 55 per cent. In

the 1980s, processing and freezing aboard the vessels emerged as an important
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processing method and showed a major phase of expansions during the late 1980s

and in the beginning of the 1990s. Around 20-25 per cent of the total demersal catch

was in 1992 processed and frozen-at-sea.109 Ever since the first Icelandic trawlers

landed and sold their catch at the major fishing ports in Britain in the autumn of

1907,110 the fresh fish markets in Britain, and later in Germany after 1950, have been

important export markets for Icelandic fish, especially the demersal species cod and

haddock in Britain and redfish and saithe in Germany. World War II created a high

demand for fish in Britain and led to a boost in exports of fish on ice to Britain. In

1940 about 56 per cent of the export value of demersal catches was iced fish. The

traditional fresh fish markets for Icelandic groundfish have since 1950 been quite

volatile and export of iced fish to these markets fluctuated considerably from 1950 to

1980. Not less than four times during the period from 1952-1976, the British markets

were temporarily closed as a result of disputes between Iceland and Britain,

following each of Iceland's extensions in the fisheries limits in 1952, 1958, 1972 and

1975. In the 1980s, as a result of the prevention of foreign deep-sea vessels and

trawlers from Icelandic waters demand for iced fish grew, especially in Britain.111

This increased demand, along with improved technology in transporting, increased

the export of iced fish to these traditional markets in the U.K. and Germany, and

between 1986 and 1991 this export reached its peak. The increased production of

fish meal in the 1940s was mainly derived from an increased proportion of the catch

of demersal species going into freezing rather than salting. From 1950 to 1966 the

production of fish oil and fish meal grew very fast, and the production of fish meal

from demersal species showed considerable increase during most of the period 1950-

1990, although some fluctuations remained between years, due to changes in total

harvesting. The main boost in production of fish meal was, however, during the

period from 1960-1966 when the production of herring meal increased from just over

50,000 tonnes to about 180,000 tonnes when it reached its highest level. In 1967 the



stock of herring collapsed due to over-exploitation, but in the early 1970s capelin

became the main source for the fish meal industry,112 and during the period from

1970 to 1979 production of capelin meal increased substantially. Since 1984, the

total fish meal production has been between 150 and 200 thousand tonnes. The

increased proportion of cod and redfish exported fresh or processed and frozen on

board the vessels has left the production of fish meal and fish oil increasingly

dependent upon the harvesting of capelin, with close to 80 per cent of the total meal

production and nearly 90 per cent of the fish body oil produced from capelin.113

Although, the history of the fish canning industry in Iceland reaches back to the mid

18th century, the main growth in the fish canning industry was in the period from the

late 1940s to the 1970s.114 Until the 1960s, most of the produce of the firms in the

canning sector was sold in the domestic market, and exporting of any significance

only started in the 1960s and showed its main growth in the 1970s. The main

marine products of the canning factories were the produce of herring, shrimps and

fish roe. In 1972 the number of canning factories in Iceland producing marine

products was around 25 plants, but in the 1980s their number decreased significantly

to around 15 plants in the mid 1980s, and in the early 1990s their number was less

than 10 plants. Among the factors explaining the decline in number of plants and the

total produce of canned products were the problems which many plants had in

obtaining raw material, and in export marketing and selling in the foreign markets.115

The Icelandic fish processing sector has developed through a number of stages

during the years. In the early 1970s the fish freezing industry in Iceland went through

a comprehensive transformation and investment programme, which was aimed at

increasing production capacity, upgrading production conditions and improving

hygiene standards in the freezing plants as a measure to meet the potential threat of

closure of the U.S. market, which at that time was the most important market for

frozen fish products.116 More continuous supply and better quality of raw materials



for the processing firms were one of the strongest political and managerial arguments

made in Iceland during the 'seventies and 'eighties in favour of the huge investment

which took place at that time in deep-sea trawlers. Introduction of the quota system

in the fishery sector imposed similar quantity constraints for the processing sector,

and in association with increased prices for fish in international markets shifted the

main focus of interest within the sector towards better utilization of the raw

material117 and maximization of economic yield from a given quantity of raw

material.118 The paradigm of technological development in the Icelandic freezing

plants over the past 30 years is given in Figure 3.7. It can be seen that as a result of

better processing equipment and improved process control, fillet yields have

improved by 20-26 per cent, the productivity per employee has increased by 70-90

per cent and the proportion of high value products has increased from 20 per cent to

50 per cent.119
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Figure 3.7.
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3.5.2. Structure of the Processing Sector

The fish processing sector is characterised by a large number of small firms which

are in the business of processing fish and converting it into products of fresh, frozen,

salted, dried or meal and oil. Most of the small processing firms are privately owned

and typically run as a family business, employing 1-2 persons, and frequently

operating only part of the year. This is clearly illustrated in Table 3.4. which shows

the size distribution of firms in the fish processing sector by number of man years

worked. As indicated, about 60 per cent of the registered firms employ five man

years or less and around 70 per cent employ ten man years or less.

Table 3.4.

The size distribution of land based fish processing
firms by number of man years employed at 1987 ')

Number of Number of Percent of Percentage
employees firms total firms aggregate

0- 1 197 33.0 33.0

1 -2 64 10.7 43.7
2-5 93 15.6 59.3

5 - 10 66 11.1 70.4
10-20 58 9.7 80.1
20-30 33 5.5 85.6

30-40 19 3.2 88.8
40 - 60 17 2.8 91.6

60- < 50 8.4 100.0

1) The number of employees is based on information about the number man years worked in each company.
One man year is equivalent to 52 working weeks. This means that a person who is working full-time for 52
weeks would be counted as one man year and 2 persons who are working for 26 weeks each, would be combined
counted as one man year.

Source

Sjdvarutvegur 1986-1987

Between 1980 and 1990 the number of processing firms more than doubled,120

although an increased share of the fish catch was also being processed and frozen-at-

sea. In 1980 the 30 largest firms in the fish processing sector accounted for about
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49.1 per cent of the value of fish processed, but by 1990 the equivalent ratio was 4! .7

per cent. (Table 3.5.) In 1980 the 100 largest firms in the processing sector

accounted for about 87.7 per cent of the value of fish processed but by 1990 the

equivalent ratio was 75.4 per cent. (Figure 3.8.)

Table 3.5.

The size distribution of land based

processing firms1 in 1980,1985,1990

Number of

largest firms 1980 1985 1990

5 largest 14.5% 12.7% 14.8%

10 largest 24.0% 19.8% 22.6%
15 largest 31.8% 27.0% 28.0%
20 largest 38.3% 32.6% 33.1%
25 largest 44.1% 37.7% 37.8%
30 largest 49.1% 42.1% 41.7%
40 largest 57.7% 50.3% 48.7%
50 largest 64.8% 57.1% 54.6%

Total number 178 297 410

1) The figures showing the size distribution of firms in the sector, are based on the value of their raw-
material purchasing.
Source

Utvegur 1980, 1985, 1991, Fiskifelag Islands
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Figure 3.8.
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A great majority of all firms in the processing industry are in the business of primary

processing i.e. they buy fish from the fish auction markets or from their own vessels,

transports it to their premises where it is filleted or flatted and turned into a range of

products. These include fresh fillets, individually quick frozen (IQF) fillets, frozen

block, salted products, stock fish or other products which are usually sold for further

processing or handling before being sold to the final consumer. In the last few years

the number of firms involved in secondary processing of demersal species, i.e. firms

which are in the business of making value-added products for distribution in retail

and consumer packaging both under their own labels and under the labels of other

firms, usually foreign retailers, has increased modestly. Most of the secondary

processors are in the business of primary processing as well, and are only using a

proportion of their raw material in this more advanced processing. Other firms in the

processing sector involved in the making of products in consumer packages are

producers of various canned products and products made from fish oil.
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3.5.3. Processing Methods and Utilization of the Fish Catch

The principal methods for fish processing in Iceland have traditionally been chilling

on ice, freezing, salting, drying, canning and reduction into fish meal and oil. At the

beginning of the 1980s, two new methods for utilizing the fish catch became widely

used. First, a new conservation and transportation technology emerged which

enabled the export of unprocessed fish chilled on ice in containers. Second, an

increasing amount of the demersal catch and the shrimps catch has been processed

and frozen onboard the vessels. The four main categories of utilization for demersal

species are frozen-on-land, frozen-at-sea, salting and chilling on ice. Research in

Iceland, based on econometric analysis, has indicated that Icelandic fish processors

base their production and processing decisions for demersal species importantly on

the prices that exist in different export markets before making decisions about the

utilization of their unprocessed groundfish supply into salting or freezing.121 122 Other

factors, such as relative freight cost to export markets,123 and existing commitment at

the export markets, such as direct investment in secondary processing plants, also

showed signs of influencing their decisions.124

The pelagic species, herring and capelin, are mainly disposed into meal and oil

production, but also into salting and freezing.

About 90-95 per cent of the catch of crustaceans is frozen-on-land or frozen-at-sea.

The principal species utilized for production in the canning sector are: shrimps,

herring, capelin and lumpfish (lumpfish roe).

3.5.3.1. Frozen-on-Land

About 35-40 per cent of the cod catch is processed and frozen-on-land. The main

land frozen products are IQF, frozen blocks and increasingly, specially cut fillets in

retail packages. In the 1970s, about 80 per cent of the catch of cod and haddock was

processed and frozen-on-land, but after the commencement of processing and



freezing onboard the trawlers in the 1980s and 1990s, only about 40 per cent of the

total catch of these species is processed and frozen-on-land. The main products of

land-frozen cod and haddock are IQF, frozen blocks and specially cut fillets in retail

packages. Virtually all the catch of Greenland halibut is whole-frozen, and

previously nearly all the catch was frozen-on-land. Utilization of the redfish catch is

currently about 50 per cent into frozen-on-land but the ratio was between 80-90 per

cent during the 'seventies and early 'eighties. The principal land-frozen redfish

products are frozen fillets and frozen blocks. About 50-60 per cent of catch of saithe

goes into land processing and freezing with the main products being block-frozen

fillets and IQF. Of the total catch of herring, about one quarter of it is processed and

frozen-on-land, and the main types of products are whole-frozen and frozen fillets.

Every year between 2,500-3,000 tonnes of the herring catch are whole-frozen and

later cut and used for bait in longline fisheries. Previously, virtually all the catches

of shrimps and lobsters were processed and frozen-on-land, but the emergence of

processing and freezing-at-sea has reduced the proportion of land processed and

frozen shrimps to about 60 per cent of the total catch of shrimps, but nearly all the

catch of lobsters is processed and frozen-on-land. The main freezing mode for

shrimps are IQF or conventional, and the main products of land frozen shrimps are

cooked and peeled, cooked in the shell and raw in the shell. The principal products

of land-frozen lobsters are whole IQF, or conventionally frozen whole lobsters, or

lobster tails.

3.5.3.2. Frozen-at-Sea

Processing and freezing of fish at sea grew very rapidly during the 1980s and the

1990s. The growth was especially apparent for species like Greenland halibut,

redfish, saithe and shrimps, but about 30-40 per cent of the catch of shrimps is

currently processed and frozen-at-sea. About 15 per cent of the catch of cod,



haddock and saithe is processed and frozen-at-sea and the main products are IQF and

frozen mince. About 53 per cent of the catch of Greenland halibut, and about 20 per

cent of the redfish catch was in 1991, whole frozen-at-sea and exported in that form.

The main products of shrimps frozen-at-sea are IQF, cooked and peeled, cooked in

the shell and raw in the shell.

3.5.3.3. Drying

During the period from 1980 to 1982, the total catch of cod taken by Icelandic

vessels reached its highest level ever. In these years between 15 and 22 per cent of

the total catch of cod and between 20 and 28 per cent of the total catch of saithe went

into drying. Since the Nigerian market, the principal market for stockfish, more or

less closed at the end of 1982, a relatively very small share of the total demersal fish

catch has been disposed into drying. During the years 1990 and 1991 only about 0.5

per cent of the total catch of cod was dried, and for other demersal species, it was

very minimal. The main dried products are stockfish and dried cod heads.

3.5.3.4. Salting

Salting is one of the main processing methods for the demersal species cod and saithe

and, before the closure of the main markets for salted herring in Eastern Europe at the

end of the 1980s, about 50 per cent of the herring catch went into salting. In 1990

and 1991 only 20 per cent of the herring catch was however utilized in salting. The

main products of salted herring are whole, headless and gulled, and salted fillets.

About 30-40 per cent of the total catch of cod is salted and around 15-20 per cent of

the saithe catch, but virtually nothing of the catch of species like haddock, redfish

and Greenland halibut. The main salted products from demersal species are wet

salted cod and wet salted saithe, salted cod fillets and salted saithe fillets, and salted

cod roe. Among other important salted fish products is lumpfish roe.



3.5.3.5. Fish Meal and Fish Oil

The total amount of the annual fish catch in Iceland which is utilized for fish meal

and fish oil production depends mainly upon the annual catch of capelin, which

accounts for around 80 per cent of the total meal production and around 90 per cent

of the total fish body-oil production. About 95-99 per cent of the capclin catch is

used for fish meal and oil production. In recent years, production of codfish meal

and redfish meal has been decreasing, due to limited catch, increased exports of fish

whole-on-ice, increased processing on board freezing trawlers and improved yield in

the filleting plants.125 An increasing share of the fish meal production has in recent

years been for special requirements, mainly fish feed compounders.126 Due to the

closure of the main markets in Eastern Europe for salted herring, an increasing share

of the annual herring catch has since 1985 been used for meal and oil production and

in 1991 nearly 56 per cent of the catch was utilized like that.

3.5.3.6. Canning and Preserving

The canning sector is different from most of the other fish processing sectors in that

it is more in the business of making products which are ready for consumption, but

firms in other sectors of the processing industry are more of the type which we could

define as primary processors.127 Most of the production of canned fish products is

exported. The main canned fish products are shrimps, herring, lumpfish-roe, cod-roe

and cod-liver. An important share of the shrimp which has been used as a raw-

material for the canned shrimp products has in recent years been imported mainly

from countries like Norway, Russia, the U.S. and Canada. At 1989 the total amount

of imported shrimps was around 5,300 mega tons (MT) and at 1991 nearly 7,800 MT

which was about 25-35 per cent of the total catch of shrimps during these years



3.5.3.7. Other Utilization

3.5.3.7.1. Domestic Consumption

Only between 1-2 per cent of the total annual fish catch in Iceland is utilized for

domestic consumption. Unfortunately, the current statistics for the domestic fish

market and domestic fish consumption are very limited. The principal fish species

consumed domestically is haddock which is usually bought by the consumer in fresh

or frozen form. An estimated 6-8 per cent of the annual catch of haddock is

consumed domestically, but domestic consumption of other demersal species is very

limited. Domestic consumption of pelagic species and crustaceans is also very

limited, and for the pelagic species it is mainly in the form of canned products.

3.5.3.7.2. Smoking

There is very little smoking of fish and domestic consumption of smoked fish hardly

exists. The only exports of smoked fish are smoked herring fillets and smoked and

canned herring fillets.

3.5.4. Fish Processing by Regions

The importance of different processing methods varies greatly by regions. This is

based e.g. on how close the corresponding region is to the main fishing grounds for

the different species. As illustrated in Table 3.6., about 50 per cent of the saltfish

production takes place in two regions i.e. the South West region and the East.

Similarly, most of the dried fish production takes place in the North East and South

West regions, although the North East accounts for by far the biggest share or nearly

2/3 of the total production. Another fish processing industry which is regionally

based is fish reduction, but about 45 per cent of the meal and oil production is in the

East part of the country and nearly 40 per cent in the other three regions i.e. the

South, South West and North East. Spatial distribution of the reduction plants, and



production of fish meal and fish oil, therefore reflects the closeness to the main

fishing grounds of pelagics very clearly. As indicated in Table 3.6., land-freezing is

relatively important in all regions and fairly evenly spread by regions, except the

North West region is well below the average during the years 1989-1991. However,

it is notable that nearly 70 per cent of the fish which is processed and frozen onboard

the trawlers is taken by vessels which are registered in the South West and the North

East regions.

Table 3.6.

Utilization of the fish catch by processing methods and regions
Percentage average 1989 - 1991

South South West West North North East Total
West fjord West East

Land
Frozen 13.7 18.7 12.3 17.8 7.6 14.8 15.1 100.0
St.Dev. 89-91. 0.04 1.19 0.23 0.44 0.76 0.95 2.65

Salted 14.1 30.4 11.9 5.5 2.8 13.6 21.7 100.0
St.Dev. 89-91. 0.34 3.55 0.85 0.17 0.13 0.20 3.20

Dried 1.4 20.6 3.1 1.8 3.2 67.5 2.4 100.0
St.Dev. 89-91. 0.23 3.32 4.21 1.38 0.44 3.20 1.60

Meal and
Oil 14.6 12.0 4.1 2.2 8.2 14.1 44.8 100.0
St.Dev. 89-91. 2.76 4.55 0.61 0.16 2.32 2.94 2.50

Frozen
at sea 5.5 37.9 0.3 3.9 15.7 30.3 6.3 100.0
St.Dev. 89-91. 1.24 0.66 0.02 2.93 1.28 0.54 0.77

Others 4.1 78.1 7.5 4.9 0.4 4.2 0.8 100.0

St.Dev. 89-91. 2.30 2.07 2.39 0.72 0.24 1.42 0.24

Source
Calculated from Utvegur 1990.
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3.5.5. Fish Processing by Seasons

Seasonal variations in the processing sector and utilization of the fish catch can be

chiefly explained by seasonal variations in the fish catch, and secondly, by market

conditions in foreign markets. The production of fish meal and fish oil is very

seasonal and about 90-95 per cent of it takes place during the period from November

to April each year. The production of these products is importantly dependent upon

biological behaviour of the pelagic species capelin and herring i.e. when they are

available for catching and their physical conditions such as fat content etc. The

production of saltfish which comprises mainly the ground-fish species cod and saithe

has also important seasonal characteristics, but much less now than when a bigger

share of the cod and saithe catch was taken by using gillnets as a fishing gear.128 The

most suitable raw-material for saltfish production is larger-size cod which is mainly

caught during the late winter and spring seasons at the spawning grounds outside the

south and southwest coasts.

Utilization of the fish catch into the fresh fish markets in Europe and the U.S. is also

subject to seasonal differences. A study by Kristgeirsson129 indicated that increased

supply of fresh whole cod and saithe on ice to the U.K. market could be partly

explained by higher prices at the market. An increased catch of haddock and plaice

is, also shown to have some positive effects on the supply of these species to the

U.K. market. Elasticity of substitution, i.e. the effects of increased prices on other

fish products on the supply of whole fish on ice to the U.K. market, was shown to be

very weak. It was concluded by Kristgeirsson that these results could be possibly

explained such that relatively much more of the supply of iced ground-fish exported

to the U.K. was from individual firms in the fishery sector but not from companies

which were partially integrated, in this case both in the fishery and processing

sectors. For the German market, Kristgeirsson's study indicated that own-price

elasticity for the principal species, i.e. redfish and saithe, was between 0.5 and 0.6
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and that the supply of redfish and saithe to the fresh fish markets in Germany was not

significantly related to the amount of catch of these species. On the other hand, he

found some indications that firms with a partially integrated operation, i.e. operating

both vessels and processing plants, might be using the fresh fish markets for redfish

in Germany as alternative product markets. The processing and exporting of fresh

fish fillets on ice by airplanes, where the substantial amount consists of haddock

fillets, depends almost entirely upon the amount of demand at the corresponding

export markets, even though supply conditions are also an important factor. In the

U.S. market, which receives by far the biggest quantity, the demand for fish is

usually low during the period from May to August, but then picks up slowly and is

usually high from the end of October until the beginning of May. The notable

reduction in exports in January is more based on limited supply of fish in Iceland

than on sluggish demand for fresh fish in the U.S. market.

In canned fish production, seasonal fluctuations are mainly related to seasonal

restrictions in the supply of raw material. An important share of the canned fish

production is based on herring and shrimps, but catching of these species is very

seasonal, which means that physical availability of the raw-material is very

constrained.

3.6. The Export Sector

One definition of export is: a good or service which is produced in one country and

sold to and consumed in another.130 Buckley131 saw exporting as a launching process

in deepening international commitment and the most straightforward way of selling

in a foreign market. It is separated from the two other main forms of foreign market

servicing, i.e. licensing and direct investment, by the location factor, in that the bulk

of the value adding activities takes place in the home market.132 With only around 1

per cent of the fishing industry's harvest or production consumed domestically,

exporting and the activity of the export sector is of absolute importance for the



Icelandic fishing industry. This section reviews the initial formation and historical

development of the export sector and gives an insight into some of the more recent

changes which have taken place within the sector. The important role of government

interference policy in the structural formation of the export sector during the 1930s

and 1940 is explored as is the establishment of the four principal and product

specialised "export organisations."133 The growth in exporting of marine products in

the 1970s and the 1980s is described and analysis shows how some of the "big export

organisations" lost a considerable share in the total exports of marine products in the

1980s. Finally, this section provides a brief overview of the main marine products

exported within each of the commonly used product categories, their relative

importance in the total exporting of marine products and their distribution by export

markets.

3.6.1. Historical Development of the Export Sector
and its Structural Formation

Between 1900 - 1930 the majority of all marine products exported from Iceland was

cod, either salted or whole-on-ice. Fish liver-oil was also an important export

commodity. At this time, most of the export of salted cod was sold through

individual fish merchants who bought the fish from the small producers in Iceland

and sold it c.i.f. to the main markets in Spain and Italy.134 With the arrival of the

Great Depression in the beginning of the 1930s, and, consequential political turmoil,

severe governmental regulations restricted the imports of salted fish by Iceland to the

main export markets in the Mediterranean countries. This period marked the

beginning of a new era for the organization of groundfish exports from Iceland and

an increased government intervention and involvement in the exporting sector of the

Icelandic fishing industry. In the 1930s and 1940s the main shape of the export

sector was created, by the establishment of four "sales organisations," each of these
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specialised at that time in the exporting of the main product categories, i.e. frozen

and salted. In the early 1970s a similar sales organisation was established in the

canned sector, but in the exporting of fresh fish and fish oil and fish meal exporting

has usually been more decentralised.

In 1932, the three biggest exporters of salted fish from Iceland formed a voluntary

national export union, Samband l'slenskra fiskframleidenda, abbreviated S.I.F.

(Union of Icelandic Fish Producers), which was immediately granted a monopoly

over all exports of flatend (splitted) and salted groundfish from Iceland. This

monopoly was, however, not enacted by law but subject to a Minister's decision each

year, i.e. was granted on a year to year basis by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This

export monopoly remained largely intact, and was effectively granted to S.I.F., until

1st of January 1993, when all exports of salted groundfish were liberalised.

Although S.f.F. retained a monopoly position in the exports of saltfish, some

exceptions were made from this general rule over the years, and a limited number of

other exporters occasionally received some restricted export permits, usually for the

exporting of salted groundfish fillets.135

In 1934 the Al|:>ingi (the Icelandic Parliament) passed a law establishing

Sfldarutvegsnefnd (Iceland Herring Board). The initial role of Sfldarutvegsnefnd was

to commission and exercise an overall control on (he catching, processing and export

marketing of herring, but not to engage into the exporting and sales operations of the

herring itself. In 1945, the role of Sfldarutvegsnefnd was, however, extended and

from that time it was granted a monopoly in the exporting of salted herring from

Iceland. As stipulated in the Act,136 Sfldarutvegsnefnd issues permits to producers

for the production of salted herring to be marketed in inland or in foreign markets

with conditions which are necessary to guarantee the ideal composition of product

categories based on the requirements demanded by the different markets. According

to the Act, Sfldarutvegsnefnd should have the initiation in searching for new markets
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for salted herring, and nobody is allowed to export or sell salted herring without the

permission of Sildarutvegsnefnd. An exception from this Act is exporting of salted

herring in the form of canned, preserved or other consumer packages. At the end of

1993, Sfldarutvegsnefnd still retained the sole right in granting export permissions to

potential exporters of salted herring. Sildanitvegsnefnd is not a slate owned

company but a private foundation which has some of its Board members elected by

Alfhngi and the others appointed by the Minister of Fishery. The Board gets its

revenue from a 2 per cent commission of the f.o.b. price of all exported herring and

from a 5 per cent commission of all imported supplies needed for the herring

production, such as barrels, etc.137

In the late 1930s, exports of frozen fish began on a small scale and led to a gradual

shift to new and more affluent export markets for fish.138 Again, the Icelandic

government played an important role in paving the way for centralisation of

exporting, when a special body Fiskimalanefnd (the Fishing Industry Board), was

established by law in 1934. Fiskimalanefnd had as a main role to encourage new

catching and production methods in the fishing industry and to finance the search for

new markets. In the early stage of the frozen fish exports it were all organised by

Fiskimalanefnd, but in the early 1940s the Samband Islenskra Samvinnufelaga,

abbreviated S.I.S (Federation of Icelandic Co-operatives) and Sblumidstod

hradfrystihusanna, abbreviated S.H. (The Icelandic Freezing Plants) took over most

of the exports of frozen groundfish, and were initially granted the sole right in the

exporting of all frozen fish from Iceland. Like S.I.F., S.H. and S.I.S. operated on a

co-operative basis and as non-profit organisations, receiving their operating revenues

from a commission, calculated as a percentage of their products' sales value. Some

researchers have argued that the initial granting of export licences to these two

companies in the early 1940s largely reflected the political power balance which

remained between the two main political Parties at that time, and which even still
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remains.139 Anyway, this export duopoly was by and large kept solely by these two

companies as far as the U.S. market was concerned until 1987,140 but the U.S. market

had become the single biggest market for Icelandic marine products, especially
frozen groundfish fillets and frozen block, right after the World War 11, and remained

so until the late 1980s. For exports to Western Europe, the duopoly position held by

S.H. and S.I.S never became very effective, and other companies actively started to

export to these markets during the 1960s. However, exports to countries in Eastern

Europe were like the exports to the U.S. solely in the hands of S.H. and S.I.S. until

1991, but then the markets for all Icelandic marine products had virtually closed

because of economic conditions in these countries.

Exports of fish meal and fish oil did not follow the same route of development as the

exports of most other marine products categories, i.e. to become organised by only

one or two export companies. Despite that, government intervention has been even

more visible in this part of the fishing industry than in any other parts of it. In 1928,

Aljoingi passed a law, establishing the fully owned state company Sildarverksmidjur

rfkisins, abbreviated S.R. (The Icelandic State Factories). In the wake of its

establishment, the company built a number of reduction plants and soon became the

biggest individual producer and exporter of fish meal and fish oil in Iceland. The

exports from other producers were, however, mainly organised by foreign export

agency companies. In the 1930s, domestic firms, which in most cases specialized in

the exporting of fish oil and fish meal and performed their services mainly as

commission firms, became more involved in the exporting process, although foreign

export agents continued to be an important link in the export chain. Evidently, the

organisation of fish meal and fish oil exports has remained largely unchanged since

the 1930s.

Like other sub-segments of the export sector, the Icelandic State significantly

influenced the development and organisation of exporting by the canning industry.
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This was partly accomplished through its establishment of a canning factory, by law

in 1946, and which operated until 1988,141 but also through its initiative in the early

1970s to form a special exports organisation in collaboration with producers of

canned products Solustofnun lagmetis, abbreviated; S.L. (Icelandic Waters). As

outlined previously in this chapter, until the 1960s, firms in the canned sector had

primarily focused their sales on the domestic market and exporting only started to

grow during the 1960s and especially in the 1970s. S.L. was established by law142 in

1972 and had as its main objective to coordinate production and export marketing

activity of canned products. It was estimated that at the time of S.L.'s foundation,

about 98 per cent of all the firms exporting canned fish products from Iceland had

joined the sales organisation as full members,143 even though membership was

voluntary and a majority of the board members were appointed by the government.

S.L. never received a monopoly licence for the export of canned fish products, except

in those cases when exporting was to countries where the State was the chief

buyer.144 From the initial foundation of S.L., only about 3-4 producers of canned

products accounted for around 90 per cent of the total exports value. Therefore,

when some of these members left S.L. in 1990 and other producers became insolvent

and went out of business between 1988-1992, the organisation was decimated and

ceased operations per se in 1992.145

3.6.2. Development of and Structural Changes in
the Export Sector during the 1980s

Development and structural changes in the export sector during the 1980s could

broadly be characterised by three principal factors. First, growth in exporting.

Second, changes in the percentage share of total exports of marine products held by

the "principal export organisations". Third significant shifts in the distribution of

marine products by export markets.
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3.6.2.1. Growth in Exporting

The most commonly used categorisation of marine products in all exporting statistics

in Iceland is into: fresh, frozen, salted, dried, oil and meal and canned. The

substantial increase in fish catching during the 1970s and 1980s was logically

reflected in an equivalent increase in exporting volume of some of the principal

marine products categories. Evidently, the three main product categories of demersal

species, i.e. fresh, frozen and salted showed some apparent increase in exporting

during the '70s and '80s. Similar development took place in the exporting of

commodities like fish meal and fish oil. (Appendixes 3.10a. and 3.1 Ob.) As shown in

Figure 3.9., the total export value of marine products grew quite steadily, from

around 100 million SDR146 in 1972 to nearly 900 million SDR in 1991. This growth

in exporting, which could be largely explained by an increased volume, was also

spurred by some considerable increases in export prices, particularly in some of the

groundfish product categories such as landfrozen, frozen-at-sea and salted. (Table

3.7.) In the exporting of other species or commodities, like crustaceans, fish meal,

fish oil and salted and frozen herring, more fluctuations generally remained in their

export prices.
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Figure 3.9.

Export value of marine products 1972-1991,
in millions of SDK
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Source:

Calculated from Ulvegur 1991, Fiskifelag Islands 1992.

Table 3.7.

Prices of exported fish products 1984 - 1991
Prices in SDR.

Indices 1986 = 100

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Land frozen products 90.6 97.9 100.0 114.9 108.8 108.2 125.2 142.2
Sea frozen products NA NA 100.0 132.5 134.0 133.4 155.5 179.2
Saltflsh products 78.7 82.7 100.0 120.7 112.4 103.9 128.0 142.5
Stock fish 134.4 127.1 100.0 97.6 97.8 102.5 102.2 106.2
Total demersal species
excluding fresh on ice 88.8 94.5 100.0 116.2 1 10.1 106.8 125.7 142.0

Lobsters 104.1 106.4 100.0 97.1 95.9 102.0 106.4 108.5

Scallops 78.5 73.2 100.0 109.8 108.7 106.5 96.8 90.4

Shrimp total 75.3 73.1 100.0 109.8 108.7 106.5 96.8 88.1

Fish meal and oil 134.6 113.7 100.0 102.4 145.4 130.6 1 14.9 124.7

Salted and frozen herring 134.2 117.5 100.0 95.1 97.3 103.3 103.1 95.8

NA = Not available
Source:

The Icelandic Economy, Developments 1990 and outlook for 1991. National Economic Institute,
Reykjavik May 1991.
Information received from the National Economic Institute (AD) 14.09.1993.
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3.6.2.2. Firms Share in Exporting

Although at times during the 1950s to 1970s a number of new firms entered the

export sector, relatively few of these companies managed to remain in the business

for more than a few years. The initial structure of the export sector therefore

remained largely intact until the beginning of the 1980s, when a wave of new and

small firms came to the scene, especially between 1983 and 1988.147 Evidently,

during the 1980s the "principal export organisations" lost considerable share in the

total export of marine products. As indicated in Table 3.8., the main reason for the

shrinking share of "principal exports organisations" between 1982 and 1991 was the

relative reduction in share held by the two principal exporters of frozen fish products

i.e. S.H. and S.I.S. As an indicator of the relative loss these two organisations

suffered during the 1980s, it appears that S.H's relative share in the total exports of

marine products in the years 1990 and 1991 was about 25 per cent lower than its

average in the years 1982 and 1983. The share of S.I.S. fell around 16 per cent in the

same period. The possible factors explaining this relative loss experienced by the

two principal exporters of frozen products are provided in section 6.1.3. The share

held by S.L. also dropped remarkably by more than 60 per cent, mainly because of

the reasons stated earlier, i.e. the withdrawal of some of their principal members

from the organisation and the financial insolvency of some others. (Appendix 3.1 1.)

The two export organisations of salted fish products Slldarutvegsnefnd and S.I.F.,

retained their share in the total export of marine products and both these firms

virtually kept their dominating positions as sole exporters of salted marine products

until the end of 1992.



Table 3.8.

Combined share of the principal export organizations
as a percentage of total exports ofmarine products from

Iceland, 1982 - 1991

Year Percentage') Percentage^)
share of the share of the
5 principal 3 principal

1982 77.0 71.5
1983 76.7 70.5

1984 69.5 62.5
1985 66.0 60.3
1986 64.4 60.4
1987 66.5 62.3
1988 61.3 56.5
1989 60.6 56.4
1990 58.2 54.3

1991 59.2 57.0

1) The 5 principal Export Organisations included are: S.H. I.S. (S.I.S), S.I.F,
Sfldarutvegsnefnd, and S.L..
2) The 3 principal Export Organisations included are: S.H. I.S. (S.I.S.) and S.I.F.

Sources

Utvegur, 1990, 1991, Fiskifelag Islands
Hagtidindi, various issues, Sedlabanki Islands
S.I.S., Sjavarafurdadeild,
annual reports, 1989, 1990 and other specially provided informations.

3.6.2.3. Relative Size of Export Markets

In the second half of the 1980s, important changes appeared in the relative size of the

main export markets for Icelandic marine products. As indicated in Figure 3.10., the

most significant shift was from the American market to the EEC market. Other

significant changes were the increased exports to countries in East Asia, mainly

Japan, Taiwan and South Korea, and the dramatic collapse in exporting lo countries

in the Eastern European market, mainly the former U.S.S.R. and Poland. (Appendix

3.12.)
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Figure 3.10.
Export value of marine products
by market areas, 1972-1991.
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Source Utvegur, various issues, FiskiKlag Islands.

3.6.3. Product Categories and Export Markets

The relative share of each product category in the total export of marine products has

generally shown considerable fluctuations between years, mainly because of big

fluctuations in capelin fisheries and export of capelin products. (Appendix 3.10a. and

3.10b.) A common feature of commodities like fish whole-on-ice, fish oil and fish

meal, is that their relative share in exporting is generally much lower in terms of

value than volume. As indicated in Figure 3.11. and Figure 3.12., the main produce

of pelagic species (meal and oil) represented on the average around 32 per cent of the

exports volume of marine products between 1982 and 1991, but only around 8.5 per

cent in value terms. Similarly, the share of whole-fish-on-ice remained on average

around 11 per cent (St.Dev. 3.97) of the value and around 19 per cent of the volume

(St.Dev. 5.25) of total marine product exports between 1982 and 1991. On average

the value share of dried fish between 1982 and 1991 was around 2.4 per cent (St.Dev.
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1.68) and around 0.90 per cent in terms of volume (St.Dev. 0.53). By comparison,

the various frozen and salted products represented on average around 53 per cent

(St.Dev .3.74) and 22 per cent (St.Dev. 3.04) of the value, but only around and 3 1 per

cent (St.Dev. 7.39) and 14.5 per cent (St.Dev. 3.90) of the volume respectively.

Figure 3.11.

Average Eiport Volume of Marine Product* 1982-1991.
Percentage Breakdown by Product Categoric*
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Figure 3.12.
A\crage Eiport Value of Marine Products 1982-1991.

Percentage Breakdown by Product Categories.

Source Utvegur, various issues, Fiskifdlag Islands

3.6.3.1. Fresh-on-Ice

The fresh fish exports could broadly be categorised into two categories. Firstly, there

are the exports of fish whole-on-ice which are exported either in containers by cargo

vessels, or landed directly from Icelandic vessels in foreign ports. Secondly, there

are the exports of fresh Fillets, which are mainly exported chilled on ice by airplanes

to foreign markets.

3.6.3.1.1. Whole-on-ice

For decades an important share of the Icelandic catch of demersal species had been

exported whole and unprocessed to the fresh fish markets in the U.K. (Hull and

Grimsby) and Germany (Bremerhaven and Cuxhaven). Previously, most of these

exports were in the form of direct landings from Icelandic vessels in the respective

fishing ports, but in the early 1980s a new preservation and transportation technology
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and increased demand in the principal fresh fish markets, boosted the exporting of

fish whole-on-ice in containers. The most pronouncing increase occurred between

1985 and 1989, and in 1989 exporting of fish whole-on-ice constituted nearly 27 per

cent of the total volume of marine products exported from Iceland. (Figure

3.13.)(Appendix 3.13.) The principal species exported fresh whole-on-ice, have in

recent years, been cod, redfish, haddock, saithe, and plaice. About 30 per cent of the

annual total catch of haddock has in recent years been exported whole-on-ice and

about 70-80 per cent of the plaice catch. About 10 per cent of the annual catch of

cod, saithe and Greenland halibut is exported whole-on-ice and about 30 per cent of

the annual redfish catch of which 2/3 are landed directly in foreign ports by the

Icelandic fishing vessels. Redfish has in the 1990s been the only species which has

shown a relatively increasing share of its exports being in the form of fresh whole-

on-ice, as, since 1989, the relative share of species like cod and haddock, exported

whole-on-ice, has fallen markedly. Only a very small proportion of the pelagic catch

is normally disposed of fresh at foreign markets, but between 1986 and 1990 on

average about 5 per cent of the annual capelin catch was disposed of fresh at foreign

markets, mainly in the Faroe Islands. The dominant markets for whole-on-ice, cod

and haddock have generally remained in the U.K., which has in recent years received

around 90 per cent of the exports of these species. Similarly, the exports of whole-

on-ice plaice have largely been exported to the U.K. market and increasingly to

Holland. The principal markets for whole-on-ice saithe and redfish have conversely

been in Germany, which had received around 90 per cent of the redfish exports and

about 2/3 of the saithe exports, with the U.K. market generally receiving around 20-

25 per cent of the latter one.



Figure 3.13.

Exports of whole fish on ice 1981 - 1991
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3.6.3.1.2. Fresh Fillets Chilled-on-Ice

Currently, most of the exports of fillets fresh-on-ice are exported by air. As

perishability of fish fillets exported fresh-on-ice is very high, and the only

international airport in Iceland is located in the South West part of the country,

virtually all the processing firms which are producing and exporting fresh fish fillets

are located in the South West region i.e. in Reykjavik and the surrounding area.

Haddock is the main species exported fresh-on-ice by air, and along with cod,

accounts for nearly 90 per cent of the export. Other exported species are redfish,

catfish and halibut. No official statistics were available in Iceland for the amount of

fresh fillets exported before 1988. Between 1988 and 1991, the U.S. market received

about 80 per cent of the haddock fillets. The phenomenal growth in exporting of
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fresh cod fillets (flatted-on-ice) during the years 1988-1991, (Figure 3.14.), is mainly

explained by the effort made by some exporters in Iceland and foreign importers,

mainly in Denmark and Spain, to escape the domestic restrictions which existed in

Iceland in the exporting of salted groundfish products (see section 3.3.2.). Most of

the exports of this cod flatted-on-ice, were then utilized into saltfish production.

Figure 3.14.

Export of fresh- cod fillets and
haddock fillets in tonnes, 1988-1991.
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3.6.3.2. Frozen Products

About 98-99 per cent of the total exports of frozen marine products is accounted for

by the exporting of demersal species and the three main species of crustaceans

shrimps, lobsters and scallops.
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3.6.3.2.1. Frozen Demersal Species

Between 1982 and 1991, frozen groundfish products constituted on the average

around 80 per cent in the total exports of frozen marine products and around 40 per

cent of the total exports value of marine products in general. The combined share of

frozen block and frozen fillets of haddock, cod and saithe was on average around 70

per cent of the total exports value of frozen groundfish products, (Appendix 3.14)

where of, frozen cod-block and frozen cod-fillets constituted on the average about 70

per cent. As earlier stated, significant shifts appeared in the exporting of some

standardised land-frozen groundfish products in the second half of the 1980s, mainly

frozen- blocks and fillets of cod, haddock, and saithe. Currently the principal markets

for block-frozen and frozen fillets of haddock remain in the U.S., the U.K.. For

block-frozen and frozen fillets of cod and saithe the main markets remain in the U.S.

and the U.K., along with France and Germany which in recent years have become the

two biggest markets for block-frozen saithe. (Appendix 3.15.) The other main frozen

groundfish products have usually been redfish and flatfish, mainly Greenland halibut

and plaice. Previously, most of the frozen redfish was exported in the form of frozen

fillets, but increasingly redfish is now exported whole-frozen. In 1982 the total

exports of whole-frozen redfish was only 1,045 tonnes compared to 17,568 tonnes in

1991. (Figure 3.15.) (Appendix 3.14.) Until 1984, Germany remained the principal

market for whole-frozen redfish along with some other more temporary markets,

such as Israel and Cyprus, but after the start of exporting to Japan and to South Korea

in 1984 and 1985, these countries became the biggest markets for whole-frozen

redfish, importing between 70-80 per cent and 5-10 per cent respectively.148 The

principal markets for frozen redfish fillets, which in 1991 represented around 4 per

cent of the total exports value of frozen groundfish products compared to nearly 17

per cent in 1982, currently remains in France and Germany. (Appendix 3.16.)



Figure 3.15.

Export of whole-frozen redfish, 1982 - 1991
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Whole-frozen flatfish has in recent years become increasingly important in frozen

groundfish exporting. The growth in exporting of whole-frozen flatfish has not only

been caused by the increased catch of flatfish species, but also by the increased share

of flatfish being exported in the form of whole-frozen instead of frozen fillets.

Greenland halibut accounts for the biggest share of the whole-frozen flatfish exports,

representing some 80 per cent share in 1990, with some considerable and increasing

part of it being frozen-at-sea. In 1989 exports of whole-frozen flatfish constituted

around 29,000 tonnes, or nearly 13 per cent in the total exports value of frozen

groundfish products, compared to 9,900 tonnes in 1982 and 4 per cent respectively.

(Figure 3.16.) In the early 1980s the principal markets for whole-frozen flatfish

remained in the U.S.S.R. and West Germany, but for whole-frozen plaice the main

markets have usually remained in the U.K. In the mid 1980s, when exports to Japan
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and Taiwan, started these markets quickly became the two biggest markets for

whole-frozen Greenland halibut and at the end of the 1980s these two markets were

receiving around 80 per cent of the total exports of whole-frozen flatfish from

Iceland.148 (Appendixes 3.17.)

Figure 3.16.

Export of whole-frozen flatfish, 1982-1991
in thousands of tonnes.
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3.6.3.2.2. Frozen Crustaceans

The share of crustaceans in the exporting of frozen marine products showed some

considerable increase during the 1980s. This increase was primarily constituted by

the big increase which materialized in the exporting of frozen shrimps, either whole

in the shell or cooked and peeled. Other products comprising the exports of frozen

crustaceans are mainly whole-frozen lobsters and IQF scallops meat. (Figure 3.17.)

As indicated in Figure 3.17. exports of whole-frozen shrimps in the shell literally
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took off in the mid 1980s with the start of exporting to Japan. Since 1985, the

Japanese market has received between 70 and 80 per cent of the export value of

whole-frozen shrimps with the Danish market as the second biggest, receiving

around 20 per cent in recent years. The principal markets for cooked and peeled

frozen shrimps have for some long time been in the U.K. and in Denmark. Between

1982 and 1991 these two markets have on the average received around 80 per cent of

the total exports volume, with the U.K. market discretely receiving between 50 and

60 per cent.

Figure 3.17.

Export of frozen shrimps, lobsters and scallops,
in tonnes 1982-1991.
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The export volume of frozen scallops and frozen lobsters remained relatively stable

during the 1980s and early 1990s, but important changes appeared in (he market

distribution of these products in the late 1980s. Previously, the U.S. market received

around 90 per cent of the exports of these products, but by 1988 and 1989, an
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increasing share of these products started to be exported to countries within the EEC,

with Denmark and France as the principal markets for frozen lobsters and France

taking over as the dominant market for frozen scallops meat.

3.6.3.3. Salted Products

The exports of salted products can be categorised into three main product groups,

salted groundfish, salted herring and salted roe.

3.6.3.3.1. Salted Groundfish

Apparently, salted groundfish products have represented around 80 per cent of the

exports of salted products. In recent years about 75-80 per cent of the exports of

salted groundfish products has been "uncured wet-salted," around 10-15 per cent

"salted fillets" and around 3-4 percent "dry-salted". The principal markets for salted

groundfish products have historically remained in the Mediterranean countries Spain,

Portugal, Italy and Greece, although the principal markets for various dry-salted

groundfish products have in recent years been in countries in the Caribbean. During

the first half of the 1980s and until 1988, usually around 60 to 70 per cent of the

uncured wet-salted groundfish produce was exported to Portugal, around 20 per cent

to Spain and between 5 and 10 per cent to each of the markets in Greece and Italy.

Since 1988, an increasing share of the uncured wet-salted groundfish exports has

been exported to the markets in Spain, Italy and France. Export of salted groundfish

fillets has in recent years largely gone to the markets in Spain, Germany, and Italy,

with most of the fillets exported to Germany being the produce of saithe but the

fillets exported to the other markets the produce of cod.
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3.6.3.3.2. Salted Herring

Until 1988, the dominant share of salted herring products was exported whole-salted.

After the closure of the principal market for "whole-salted herring" in the IJ.S.S.R. in

1988, there have literally been no exports of whole-salted herring, and the main

salted herring products have since been "headless and gutted," and "salted fillets,"

which have shown some substantial growth in recent years.(Figure 3.18.) The

principal markets for headless and gutted salted herring remain in Poland and

Finland, and for salted herring fillets the principal markets remain in the

Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Denmark, Finland), and in Germany.

Figure 3.18.

Export of salted herring fillets 1982-1991,
in tonnes and thousands of 1SK
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3.6.3.3.3. Salted Roe

The principal products of salted roe are "salted lumpfish roe" and "sugarcured cod

roe." During most of the 1980s, exports of salted lumpfish roe showed some

decrease in volume, and was on the average in the period 1986-1991 only around 700

tonnes compared to an average of nearly 1,200 tonnes in the period 1982-1985.

Exports of sugarcured cod roe showed, on the other hand, some apparent increase

during the second half of the 1980s and the early 1990s. During the period from

1982-1985 the average exports of sugarcured cod roe was around 1,170 tonnes

compared to some 1,700 tonnes in 1986-1990. (Figure 3.19.) The principal market

for salted lumpfish roe has for some long time been Denmark, which had in recent

years received around 70 per cent of the exports. Other important markets are in the

U.S., Spain, and France, although exports to France have in the last few years

diminished significantly. The main markets for sugarcured cod roe have for a long

time been Sweden, which usually has imported around 70-80 per cent of the total

volume exported from Iceland. During the 1980s, Greece remained the second most

important market for sugarcured cod roe, but in the late 1980s and early 1990s

exporting to Greece showed a substantial decrease and Norway replaced Greece as

the second biggest market. Since 1988 around 90 per cent of the total exports of

sugarcured cod roe have been exported to the pre-cited Scandinavian countries.



Figure 3.19.

Export of salted lumpfish roe and
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3.6.3.4. Dried Fish Products

During the period 1982-1991, the exporting of dried fish showed some big

fluctuations which primarily were due to variations in market conditions in Nigeria,

the principal market for dried fish products. (Figure 3.20.) Exporting of dried fish

products reached its heights in 1980 and 1981 when it was close to 19,000 tonnes and

nearly 16 per cent of the total export value of marine products. Since then, the

importance of dried fish products in the total exporting of marine products has been

relatively insignificant and went down to 0.16 per cent in 1985. (Appendix 3.10B.).

Figure 3.20. shows export development of the two main dried products, i.e.

"stockfish" and "dried cod heads" between 1982 and 1991. The only market for

dried cod heads has remained in Nigeria, which has also remained the dominant

market for stockfish exports. Another important market, which generally has shown

much more stability than the Nigerian market is Italy. In 1982-1985 the total exports
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of stockfish to Italy were on the average around 380 tonnes per year but, between

1986 and 1991 the annual average exports was close to 850 tonnes.

Figure 3.20.

Export of stockfish and
dried cod heads in tonnes,

1982-1991
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3.6.3.5. Fish Oil & Fish Meal

The principal forms of fish oil exported are "cod liver oil for human consumption"

and "capelin oil." Similarly for the fish meal exports the main products are "capelin

meal" and "cod meal."

3.6.3.5.1. Fish Oil

Between 1982-1991, cod liver oil for human consumption represented on average

around 2.5 per cent of the total exports volume of fish oil, and around 15 per cent on

the average of the total exports value. The respective shares of capelin oil were
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around 93 per cent and 77 per cent. Apparently, exporting of capelin oil has shown

considerable fluctuations over the years, ranging from only 55 tonnes in 1983 to just

over 122,000 tonnes in 1985. (Appendix 3.19.) Until 1986 the U.K. market remained

the biggest market for capelin oil, although other markets like Holland and Germany

also accounted for an important share. In 1984, exporting to Norway started to

increase significantly as did exports to Holland. In 1988 the Norwegian and Dutch

markets had developed to become the principal markets for Icelandic capelin oil and

were in 1990 and 1991 importing around 80 per cent of the total exports.(Figure

3.21.)

Figure 3.21.

Export of capelin oil by
principal markets, 1982-1991.
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Although the relative export volume of cod liver oil for human consumption has in

recent years remained fairly stable and even decreased, the relative export value has

shown some significant growth. The relative increase in export value is evidently
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mainly derived from the increasing share of cod liver oil for human consumption

being exported in consumer packaging,150 although the biggest share of the exports is

still, like the capelin oil exported in a bulk form. In recent years, the principal

markets for cod liver oil have been in Norway, the U.K. the U.S. and Germany with a

combined share of around 70 per cent of the exports, but other markets in East Asia

and South America have usually also imported some important shares of the total

export volume.

3.6.3.5.2. Fish Meal

The export of capelin meal has over the years usually accounted for around 80-90 per

cent of the volume of fish meal exports although, in a similar way to the exporting of

capelin oil there have usually been big fluctuations in the volume of exports.

Exporting of cod meal and, especially, redfish meal has in recent years shown

important decreases. The export of cod meal has in recent years usually been around

10-15 per cent of the total export of fish meal, but exporting of redfish meal which in

the early 1980s was around 10,000 tonnes has in recent years come down to zero.

(Figure 3.22.)
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Figure 3.22.

Export of capelin meal and
cod meal in tonnes, 1982-1991.
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At the end of 1980s and the beginning of 1990s "specialised fish meal for fish feeds"

started to take an increasing share in the fish meal export and was around 10,000

tonnes both in 1990 and in 1991. (Appendix 3.19.) During the second half of the

1980s, the biggest share of the cod meal produce was exported to Poland, but other

markets such as the U.K. and Germany also used to receive an important part of the

exports of cod meal. After the closing of the Polish market in 1990, the U.K. became

the principal market for Icelandic cod meal, and along with the markets in Germany,

Sweden and Denmark accounted for around 98 per cent of the total exports of cod

meal in 1991. Like the exporting of cod meal, the Polish market was an important

market for capelin meal but after its closure, capelin meal export has become

increasingly dependent upon the U.K. market. Other main importing countries of

capelin meal from Iceland have in recent years been Denmark, Finland and France
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and collectively these countries have accounted for around 95 per cent of the total

exports of capelin meal from Iceland.

3.6.3.6. Canned Products.

The export of various canned products grew relatively quickly during the 1970s and

early 1980s and constituted on average around 2.5 per cent of the total export value

of marine products between 1982 and 1991 and around 0.6 per cent in volume terms.

In recent years the main canned products exported have been "canned shrimps,"

"semi-preserved lumpfish roe," and "smoked and canned herring." As shown in

Figure 3.23. the export of canned shrimps peaked in the mid 1980s but decreased

quite shaiply after that and was in 1991 only about half of the volume in 1985.

Conversely, there has been a big increase in the export of semipreserved lumpfish roe

which has nearly tripled in export volume over the same period. During the 1970s

and to the mid 1980s "canned herring bits," which mainly were exported to the

previous U.S.S.R., retained an important share of the export of canned products. In

the first years of the 1980s canned herring bits had around a 20 per cent share in the

total export value of canned products. Other canned products exported have in recent

years mainly been "cod liver" and "herring fillets."
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Figure 3.23.

Export of canned shrimps, iumpfish roc sciniprescrved,
smoked and canned herring, in tonnes, 1982-1991.
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The principal market for "semipreserved lumpfish roe" has in recent years been in

France which between 1982 and 1991 imported on the average around 55-60 per cent

of the total export volume and value from Iceland. Other important markets in recent

years have been in the U.S., Germany, Belgium and Italy. The biggest market for

canned shrimps is in Germany, which in the beginning of 1980s accounted for

around 90 per cent of the exports. In recent years Germany has imported around 70-

75 per cent of the export of canned shrimps from Iceland, and France which has

increased its share significantly to around 20 per cent. Other but small markets have

mainly been Denmark and the U.K. As illustrated in Figure 3.23. there were some

fluctuations in the export of smoked and canned herring. The only market for

smoked and canned herring has remained the U.S. which has in recent years received

around 80-90 per cent of exports.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown that most of the work of researchers on the Icelandic

fishing industry has focused on the fishery sector, but the two other defined sectors of

the industry have so far attracted little attention. The ending of the latest Cod War,

not only prompted the opening of a new era in international law concerning

constitution of the open-sea areas, but also marked the beginning of significant

changes within all sectors of the fishing industry. The period from the mid 1970s to

the beginning of the 1990s was characterised by large investments in both the fishery

and processing sectors. The fishing fleet grew significantly, particularly the number

of deep-sea trawlers and small boats and in the processing sector the main investment

was in land-based freezing plants and in machineries for processing and freezing

onboard the deep-sea trawlers. In the 1970s and 1980s there was a big growth in the

total quantity of marine catch, which was due to both an increased catch of many

traditional groundfish species and to increased exploiting of species such as capelin,

Greenland halibut and beaked redfish (Sebastes mentella). The processing sector is

like the fishery sector subject to big seasonal fluctuations, and its activity is

significantly dependent upon both supply conditions of raw material from the fishery

sector and various conditions in the export sector such as the prevailing export prices

and product demand. In the processing sector important changes appeared both in its

structure and in processing methods of various demersal and crustaceans species.

The structure of the processing sector has in recent years become less concentrated

and the number of firms in the sector has increased significantly. Most of the firms

in the sector are in primary processing but the number of firms in secondary

processing are very few. The principal processing methods are, freezing, salting, oil

& meal, drying and canning but the amount of fish processed and frozen-on-board

the trawlers has in recent years showed important growth as well has the processing

and exporting of fresh fillets on ice. The initial structure of the export sector was
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largely formed in the 1930s and 1940s when four export organisations were

established with some strong support from the Icelandic governments. Each of these

export organisations specialised in the exporting of certain product categories,

mainly, frozen and salted. The level of government incentive was mainly through

either some direct involvement in the establishing and organisation of these firms or

through the granting of exclusive licences for the export of the relevant product

categories of marine products. In the 1970s the State initiated the establishing of a

similar export organisation in the canned sector, after having earlier become involved

in processing of canned marine products. Three principal factors are a feature of the

development which emerged within the export sector during the 1980s. Firstly, the

relatively steady increase which occurred in the exporting of marine products, could

be largely explained by the increased export volume of all the main product

categories, and by considerable increases in the export prices of certain products.

Secondly, during the 1980s the principal export organisations lost considerable share

in the total export of marine products from Iceland and a number of new firms

entered the sector, especially in the second half of the 1980s. Thirdly, in the second

half of the 1980s significant changes appeared in the distribution of marine products

from Iceland by market areas. The most apparent shift was in the exporting of frozen

products from the U.S. market to the European market and the start of exporting of

whole-frozen groundfish products to markets in East Asia. It has been shown that

there have been considerable fluctuations between years in the relative size of each

product category in the total export value and volume of marine products. These

variations are mainly linked to fluctuations in the export volume of capelin meal and

capelin oil. The standardised frozen groundfish products, i.e. fillets and block,

constitute the biggest share of the marine product exports by value terms, but in

terms of volume the products of pelagic species i.e. fish meal and fish oil, usually

account for the biggest share.
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Due to over-investment in vessels and machinery and to government policy in

Iceland, profitability, both in the fishery and processing sectors, has been poor in

recent years. The business environment of the Icelandic fishing industry is shaped by

a number of both domestic and foreign laws and regulations, various agreements

between parties within the sector and by economic conditions in Iceland and in the

export markets. The most significant legislations are, currently, (he Fisheries

Management Act governing all fisheries in Icelandic waters, a law controlling

exporting of some marine products, a law concerning the control in handling and in

production of marine products, a law concerning foreign investment in the Icelandic

fishing industry and various import tariff regulations in foreign markets.
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II. Literature Review

4. Export Behaviour of Firms - A Literature Review

Introduction

Export behaviour has provoked a wide range of debate from a variety of perspectives,

ranging from discussions on the supply side of international trade1 to the human

aspects of export behaviour,2 3 export decision making and organisational

determinants of export behaviour.4 Whatever is the right perspective on this so

widely used concept, two things are clear: first we are dealing with a heterogeneous

rather than a homogeneous group of firms as Cavusgil5 claimed; and second, as

Kaynak and Kothari6 claim "that studies of export marketing phenomena in different

social, cultural, economic, political and institutional settings can provide improved

understanding of the export behaviour of firms in a different environment."

The main objective of this chapter is to review the literature on export behaviour of

firms, to provide a theoretical background to the empirical investigation undertaken in

chapters: 5, 6, 7, and 8.

The chapter examines five emergent themes within the export literature:

internationalisation process of the firm; incentives and barriers in exporting;

management characteristics; exporters/importers relationship and; factors affecting the

export performance of companies. Additional review, of the literature are provided

by Bilkey 19787, Dichtl et al. 19848, Miesenbock 19889 and Aaby and Slater 198910

4.1. Internationalisation of Firms

"Internationalisation" is a term widely used in the export literature, although there

appears to be no common definition of its meaning. Welch and Luostarinen11 defined

the term of internationalisation as "the process of increasing involvement in

international operations", and dependent upon, developments along the following

dimensions: operation method; sales objects; target markets; organizational capacity;
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personnel; organizational structure; and finance. The following sections sets out the

two main streams of theories on firms internationalisation process.

4.1.1. Export Innovation

Entry into the export market, just like the adoption of a new production process, can

be considered an innovation within the closed environment of the firm.12 A study by

Simmonds and Smith's13 in Great Britain, which was based on examination of nine

firms in the U.K. that began exporting between 1960 and 1967, was the first study to

look at adoption of exporting from the perspective of innovation. In their study the

first export order was taken as the prime evidence of innovation and the research

concentrated on tracing this first export order, identifying the situation leading up to it

and the characteristics of the persons involved. Their first hypothesis that the

innovation (the first export order) would be generated within the firm was rejected,

because in six of the nine companies the first export order was generated outside the

firm. This meant that the innovations could not be explained simply by references to

the situation within the firms, rather it had its sources outside the firm Simmonds and

Smith stressed the importance of "change agents" in initiating the innovation (export).

One example of such a "change agent" might be hiring "foreign nationals to identify

products they could sell in their home markets and to place orders accordingly, rather

than attempting impersonal persuasion of laggards or great efforts to make the

innovation easier." Their second hypothesis concerned the innovator, i.e. the person

within the company who was responsible for the first export decision. Their main

findings were that these persons (the innovator) had all travelled extensively abroad

and that "promotion of internationalism was likely to be more effective in stimulating

new export than a strategy of appealing to nationalistic motives." The third main

focus in Simmonds and Smith's study was on the experience of the innovators, i.e.

whether or not these persons had been active in exporting previously. In all the three
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cases where, the innovation (the first export order) was generated inside the company,

the innovating entrepreneurs had no experience in exporting and were therefore not

transferring experience of exporting from other situations. However, what they

displayed, and was well supported in their study of the characteristics of the

innovating persons, was "enterprise," implying a high degree of risk tolerance,

aggressive drive, and profit motivation. The final measurement in their study of the

adoption of export as an innovation concerned the policy orientation within these

companies. Contrary to their expectations, most of the companies investigated in

their study were sales rather than marketing orientated The main weakness in

Simmonds and Smith's study remains their small sample size. Some of their findings

may also be less relevant today, due to changes in the national and international

trading environment, most notably changes in communication and transport and the

greater awareness of consumers power. Like Simmonds and Smith, Lee and Brasch14

emphasised in their study the activity of various "change agents" (government

agencies, banks, and other export agencies) in initiating the adoption of exporting,

among the firms they researched. Their study also indicated that firms did usually not

collect much information in either quantitative or qualitative sense before the export

adoption decision was taken. Reid15 conceptualised in his article a five stage

hierarchy model explaining the impact of the "decision maker" on foreign entry and

export expansion behaviour. The five constructs in his model (Figure 4.1.) were

export awareness, export intention, export trial, export evaluation and export

acceptance. These are simple re-constructions of the relevant factors intended to

describe the export expansion process of firms modelled in the diffusion of innovation

process.



Figure 4.1.
Export Behaviour as an Adoption of Innovation Process
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Dichtl et al.16 in their attempt to construct a model which explains the export decision

process, use a version of the innovation-adoption model as one of three levels which

they outlined in their article to describe commencement of export activity. Neither

Reid or Dichtl et al. made any attempts to test their models empirically. Lim et al.17

however, in a recent study empirically tested export behaviour as an innovation-
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adoption decision, using a synthesis of Reid, Robertson18 and Harvey19 models. The

Lim et al. model consisted of four hierarchical constructs, awareness, interest,

intention and adoption, each construct explained by multiple indicators (variables).

Their research, a questionnaire survey, was based on a sample of 438 companies

within three industries in Ohio state in the U.S.. The results provided strong empirical

support for their model in general. Strong direct effect of interest on intention was

found, but the direct effects of awareness on interest and of intention on adoption

were found to be relatively weak. The assumptions which the authors made from

these were that this was mainly due to psychological barriers perceived by managers

of small firms. (Most of the companies included in final sample were relatively small

with 97.7 per cent employing less than 250 employees).

4.1,2. Models of Step-wise Export Development

The three main models, by Johanson and Vahlne,20 Cavusgil,21 22 and Bilkey and

Tesar,23 are all derived from innovation adoption models. The fourth model also

introduced, is the "network model" which was developed by a group of Swedish

researchers.24 Johansson and Vahlne's model of the internationalisation process of

firms was partly based on the findings made by Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul in

their analysis on the internationalisation of four Swedish firms.25 The basic

assumption which Johanson and Wiederheim-Paul made in their study was that a firm

only becomes international after it has developed in the domestic market. This

happens as a consequence of a series of incremental decisions, where the most

important obstacles to internationalisation are lack of knowledge and resources. In

this relation they introduced the concept of "psychic distance," defined as factors

preventing or disturbing the flows of information between firm and market. As an

example of such factors the authors mentioned factors such as language, culture,

political systems, educational level, level of industrial development, and so on. These



obstacles to internationalisation are reduced through incremental decision-making and

learning about the foreign markets and operations. The perceived risk of market

investments decreases and the continued internationalisation is stimulated by the

increased need to control sales and the increased exposure to offers and demands to

extend the operations. The lack of knowledge about foreign countries and a

propensity to avoid uncertainty means that the firm starts exporting to neighbouring

countries that are comparatively well-known and with similar business practices. The

firm also starts selling abroad via independent representatives, as this means a smaller

resource commitment than the establishment of a sales subsidiary and the step-wise

extension of export operations proceeds through four different stages. 1) No regular

export activities. 2) Export via independent representatives (agent). 3) Sales

subsidiary. 4) Production/manufacturing. The main results from Johanson and

Wiederheims Paul analysis indicated that the four Swedish firms (Sandvik, Atlas

Copco, Facit, Volvo) followed the hypothesized order of development, i.e. from no

regular export to independent representative, then to sales subsidiary and finally to

manufacturing. Their concept of psychic distance seemed to fit the proposed

hypothesis, though there were some differences between the firms studied. "Later

research from other countries have reported empirical observations in support of or

consistent with the model and overall the model has gained strong support in studies

of a wide spectrum of countries and situations"26 Holzmiiller and Kasper's27 study

attempted to measure the perceived psychic distance by 103 Austrian managers in

accordance with the subjectively perceived distance. For measurement purposes,

Germany was pre-positioned as the closest country in subject terms. Their results

showed that there was significantly less volume of export from Austrian companies to

countries which the managers perceived in great psychic distance. Younger managers

in the study also showed some less psychic distance. They concluded that "psychic

distance is a soft indicator which does not overrule such hard facts as, e.g., the
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superiority of products and prices. Only in situations where a company does not offer

these clear advantages the psychic distance may be a decisive criterion." The

Johanson and Vahlne model of internationalisation (some times referred to as the

Scandinavian model of internationalisation) makes same assumptions as the Johanson

and Wiedersheim-Paul model. The two main elements in Johanson and Vahlne's

model (Figure 4.2.) are "state aspects" and "change aspects." The state aspect

incorporates the company resource commitment to the foreign markets and company

knowledge about foreign markets and operations. According to Johanson and Vahlne

the more specialised the resources are to the specific market the greater the degree of

commitment. In their model Johanson and Vahlne make a distinction between what

they call "general knowledge" and "market-specific knowledge." General knowledge

embraces things like marketing methods and common characteristics of certain types

of customers, irrespective of their geographical location. Market-specific knowledge,

relates to knowledge about specific markets such as market system, characteristic of

the individual customers, etc. Change aspects relates to decisions to commit

resources and the performance of current business activities. The model also makes

the assumption that the main objective of the firm is to increase its long-term profit,

which is assumed to be equivalent to growth and with the firm striving to keep its risk

at a low level.
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Figure 4.2.
The Basic Mechanism of Internationalisation -

State and Change Aspects.

Market Commitment

knowledge decisions

Market Current

commitment activities

Source

(20) Johanson and Vahlne

A number of studies have been undertaken to test Johanson and Vahlne's theory.

Sullivan and Bauerschmidt28 studied a sample of companies in the forest industry from

four European countries. Despite some methodological shortcomings of their study

they raised interesting points for debate about Johanson and Vahlne's thesis. Among

the points which the authors felt might have introduced some bias into their research

was the nature of the industry concerned, which they described as an industry with a

common philosophy of "export or die". The results from their study failed to support

Johanson and Vahlne's thesis of internationalisation. They raised questions over the

representativeness of Johanson and Vahlne's theory outside the Scandinavian

countries because of the repeated use of Scandinavian firms in testing it and reports

that national cultures moderated the management process. Millington and Bayliss29 in

their investigation on the relationship between international experience, strategic

planning and the decision to invest in foreign market, found little support for Johanson

and Vahlne's theory. They used a sample of 50 U.K. manufacturing PLC parent

companies in relation to 50 of their EEC joint ventures and subsidiaries in EEC

countries outside the U.K.. One of their critiques about Johanson and Vahlne's model

is the lack of attention of "formal strategic planning" and systematic appraisal of
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alternatives implicit in it. Therefore they proposed that the introduction of formal

planning and international experience into the analysis of internationalisation would

mean that firms with international experience and/or formal planning systems may by¬

pass the incremental process of internationalisation. A strictly incremental model of

internationalisation might therefore, not apply. They proposed three possible

strategies to describe the relationship between planning, previous experience in the

market, and the investment decision to establish an operational unit abroad: planned,

organic and opportunist strategies. They found that in the early stages of international

development, firms depends more on market experience and incremental adjustment,

which means that organic and opportunist strategies are more likely to explain the

investment decision to establish an operational unit abroad. "As the degree of

international experience increases, this process is superseded by formal planning and

systematic search. In the final stages of development international experience may be

transferred across markets and between products, thereby enabling firms to leap-frog

the incremental process within markets."30 Juul and Walter's31 study on the

internationalisation experience of 12 Norwegian companies in the U.K. gave general

support to Johanson and Vahlne's theory. They claimed relatively little "physic

distance" between Norway and the U.K. and identified the "bridging role" which some

of the U.K. based subsidiaries played in gathering and processing information on third

country markets in addition to the U.K..

The second main model of internationalisation is Cavusgil's32 study which involved

interviewing 70 manufacturing companies from Wisconsin and Illinois. It revealed the

importance of information acquisition during the internationalisation process of firms.

Cavusgil claimed that as a company progresses through the internationalisation stages

it is more likely to use a variety of information sources in foreign market research. He

attempted to draw up the main differences among exporting firms according to their

degree of internationalisation by categorizing them into three groups: "experimental
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exporters," "active exporters" and "committed exporters" (Figure 4.3 ). Experimental

exporters are those who exert little commitment to overseas market development.

Short term objectives usually prevails over long-term goals and export sales most

often play a minor role in the company's activity. Active exporters are those exporters

who realise the importance of pursuing a special marketing strategy in their overseas

markets. Export activity is no longer considered as a marginal business and it's

conducted on a regular basis. Committed exporters search for business opportunities

world-wide, not restricting themselves to the traditional markets. At this stage firms

usually have set up sales subsidiaries abroad or invested in production facilities and so

on. The main results from Cavusgil's study showed that there was a tendency for

larger companies to have progressed further along the internationalisation process, but

that experience in exporting was not a good predictor of internationalisation. Me also

found that firms with a higher degree of internationalisation were more likely to have

a special export division and to put more emphasis on foreign market research. Rao

and Naidu,33 in their study of 777 Wisconsin firms, supported Cavusgil's findings that

larger companies have progressed further along the internationalisation process, and

furthermore, that there existed identifiable stages in firm's internationalisation and that

firms in each stage share some common characteristics in organisational and

marketing strategy variables. The four stages identified by Rao and Naidu were: 1)

Nonexporters - companies not involved in any exporting activity or indicated any

future interest in exporting; 2) Export Intenders - companies currently not exporting,

but would like to explore export opportunities; 3) Sporadic Exporters - companies

exporting on a sporadic basis; 4) Regular Exporters - companies exporting on a

regular basis.
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Figure 4.3.
Stages in the Internationalisation Process of the Firm
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The third main model of internationalization by Bilkey and Tesar,3_t comprises six

development stages, from conditions were there is no interest in exporting at all within

firms, to conditions were the management of firms explore all feasibilities of exporting

to additional countries that, "psychologically" are further away. The six stages in

Bilkey and Tesars model are:
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1. Management is not interested in exporting; would not even fill
an unsolicited export order

2. Management would fill an unsolicited export order, but
makes no efforts to explore the feasibility of exporting.

3. Management actively explores the feasibility of exporting
4. The firm exports on an experimental (trial test) basis to some

psychologically close country.
5. The firm is an experienced exporter to that country and adjusts

exports optimally to changing exchange rates, tariffs, etc.
6 Management explores the feasibility of exporting to additional

countries that psychologically, are further away.

Bilkey and Tesar's 35 study was done among 423 small and medium sized firms in

Wisconsin and focused on the last three stages of the model. The main findings from

their research showed, like previous research by Simmonds and Smith,36 that the most

decisive factor of whether or not firms entered stage four in the export process was

the receipt or non-receipt of an unsolicited export order, but there after the quality

and dynamism of the firms management was the most determinant element. Barriers

to exporting also showed to vary according to different stages. Joynt37 by

investigating the export behaviour of 85 Norwegian firms found support for Bilkey

and Tesar's theory. Different from their study, which found the receipt of unsolicited

order as the critical factor whether firms entered into exporting or not, Joynt found

that there were multiple reasons behind such a decision. Among the reasons he found

factors such as availability of unutilised production capacity and increased competition

in domestic markets.

The fourth model introduced, is the "network model" developed and primarily

pursued by a group of Swedish researchers.38 The basic assumption in the network

model is that activities in production and distribution systems are interlinked and

coordinated by networks of relationships between firms. Internationalisation of firms

within the 'network model' is accomplished through: 1) establishment of positions in

relation to counterparts in national nets that are new to the firm, i.e. international

extension; 2) developing positions and increasing resource commitments in those nets

abroad in which the firm already has positions, i.e. penetration; and 3) increasing co-
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ordination between positions in different national nets, i.e. international integration.

According to Johanson and Mattsson39 the various production nets can be differently

internationalised as well as the markets. The internationalisation development of firms

is therefore dependent on various firm and market characteristics. According to the

network model firms are faced with four types of situations in their

internationalisation. (Figure 4.4.)

Figure 4.4.

fnternationalisation and the Network Model.

Degree of
intemationali-
sation of the
firm

Degree of internationalisation of the market
(the production net)

Low High

Low The Early Starter The Late Starter

High The Lonely
International

The International

Among Others

Source
(39) Johanson and Mattsson

The "early starter" has few and rather unimportant relationships with firms abroad and

the same holds for other firms in the production net. Initiatives in the early

internationalisation of the firm are often taken by counterparts such as distributors or

users in the foreign market. The "lonely international" is a firm which is highly

internationalised while its market environment is not. These firms may in some cases

enjoy advantages because of their early development of network positions compared

to their competitors. The "late starter" is a firm which enters highly internationalised

foreign markets late. According to Johanson and Mattsson, firms size is a important

factor for "late starters" and these firms often have to be more specialised and have
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greater customer adaptation abilities than for example the "early starter." The

"international among others" applies when both the firm and its environment are

highly internationalised and further internationalisation only means marginal changes

in extension and penetration. In a study by Mattsson et al.4u of international

networking strategies in European food production and distribution, they focused on

network developments and on the networking strategies of individual firms on

producer and distributor levels within Europe. According to their analytical approach,

the production and distribution systems, which comprises activities needed to

transform all the inputs to primary production into the total assortment of products

for final consumption, consists of four different levels, two on the production level

and two on the distribution level. The production levels are 'primary production1 such

as refining and packing of the immediate outputs from local agricultural production

and secondary production of more processed food products with less share of inputs

coming directly from local agricultural. The distribution levels are firstly, wholesale

firms or international trade agents and secondly, retail stores. The efficiency of the

'network system' (productivity) and effectiveness (customer satisfaction, adaptability,

and innovativeness) is largely dependent on the level of coordination between firms in

the network, but cooperation and competition are the two main factors serving the

coordination mechanisms. In one of their study examples Mattsson et al 41 described

some of the complications for co-operatives, when internationalising is the interests

and opinions of the owners (participants in the association/co-operative), but which

they stated, "might not be congruent with a business-like attitude when expanding the

activities." This relates to some of the issues raised by Lorange42 in his assessment of

planning and control in cooperative networks. According to Lorange it frequently

happens, "because of many members being shielded from the market, that co¬

operative networks may tend to underestimate the growth potential of the final

product/market niche. Often only the member of the co-operative organisation
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actually performing the selling function to the end-user can determine the

attractiveness of the niche. There will be little or no feed-back to the other members

of the co-operative venture, leading to a biased appraisal."43 Lorange also claims that

co-operative venture organisations tend to be sluggish in assessing competitor and

customer responses as many executives usually need to be involved and that the ability

to respond to such responses is too often tentative.

4.2. Incentives and Barriers in Exporting

Among the most interesting topics within the literature of export behaviour of firms,

and closely related to the models on "export innovation" in Section 4.1.1., are

questions which relate to the incentives and motivation for exporting. Similarly

interesting are the obstacles or barriers which firms are confronted with or are

perceiving under their considerations or executions of export. This section reviews

the most common of motivational factors and incentives in exporting along with the

major obstacles and barriers to exporting. It is important to realise that both the

perceived and experienced obstacles or incentives are strongly correlated with

personal characteristics.

4.2.1. Export Incentives

Some firms are pushed into exporting by an external change agent, some simply take

advantage of export opportunities that come their way with no evident objective in

mind, while others are motivated to initiate exporting deliberately.44 The most

common initiating factors have showed to be the receipt of unsolicited orders from

foreign buyers,45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 saturated home markets or intensifying

competition.53 54 55 56 57 Katsikeas and Papalexandris58 investigated what factors

initiated or stimulated the involvement of 75 Greek food manufacturing firms into

exporting. The four factors most highly rated by exporters as export stimulus were

managerial beliefs about the importance of exporting, managerial export experience,



attractive profit and growth opportunities overseas, and possession of unique

products. The two latter factors are consistent with earlier findings by Johnston and

Czinkota59 who found that profit advantage and unique products were the factors

which most frequently motivated the firms they researched into exporting. Bilkey and

Tesar60 pointed out that different motivational and perceived barrier factors applied to

firms at different export stages and that profit and growth expectations by the

management of firms, especially at the earlier stages, of internationalisation were

relatively unimportant. This is contrary to Cavusgil's61 findings, where the desire for

profits and sales growth was cited as the major motivational factor for initial

involvement in exporting. He also found that, "after the firms had become more

involved in exporting, they appeared to be more interested in seeking profits and less

interested in fulfilling other objectives." Similar results have been found by Czinkota

and Johnston62, Kaynak,63 Kaynak and Kothari,64 Rabino,65 Ogram,66 Sullivan and

Bauerschmidt67 and by Simpson and Kujawa.68 Other motivational or incentive factors

related to firm's engagement in exporting have shown to be diversification as a way of

achieving stability,69 70 71 underutilized production capacity,72 73 74 75 76 77 competitive

strengths which could include unique skills, knowledge and products,78 79 and

increased efficiency in transportation.80 81 In a case study of Israeli exporters of

consumer goods to the U.K. Jackson82 revealed that in a large number of cases the

most important force in bringing the potential83 Israeli exporter to the point of success

was the initiative taken by a British importer. Tesar and Tarleton84 investigated the

differences between two defined types of exporters, the "aggressive exporters" and

the "passive exporters." Aggressive exporters they defined as those who sought their

first export order and passive exporters as those who did not seek their first export

order. The results from their study showed that the aggressive exporters tended to

have higher sales volume, higher levels of employment and higher levels of

investment. Their findings indicated also that the main initiating factors for exporting
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among the aggressive exporters were unique product qualities, technological

advantages and marketing and financial advantages. The main initiating factor for the

passive exporters was, general inquiry from abroad.

There has been some research into the influence of various government programs on

exporting, e.g. tax incentive schemes, export subsidies and services provided by

various government bodies. The fundamental issue is the role of the government in

encouraging and promoting exports. The Barclays Bank Report85 found very divided

opinions about this issue as most companies in France and Germany were strongly

opposed to all government interference but, the U.K. exporters were more favourably

disposed to such support and a high proportion used such government services.

Various studies, such as by Albaum86 and Reid,87 have showed that there is frequently

relatively little awareness among companies of what government programs are

available and several other studies such as by Sullivan and Bauerschmidt88, Tseng and

Joseph Yu,89 Rabino90 and others91 92 have indicated relatively little importance and

usefulness of government information, programs and incentives. Sheringhaus93

argued that the three main objectives of government export marketing assistance

programs should be: to place risks and opportunities of foreign market involvement

into perspective; to stimulate a firm's interest in, and further its commitment to

exporting; and, to act as an external resource to build knowledge and experience vital

for successful foreign market involvement."94 Bilkey and Tesar95 emphasised the

importance of designing government programs with respect to the different

international stages companies are at. This was supported by Crick96, who

underlined, "that export promotional programs could be targeted more efficiently if

channelled into areas that would help firms provide what importers actually want".97

Ghauri98 attempted to measure the effects of state subsidies on the export

performance of smaller Norwegian firms. Due to some definition and measurement

problems, Ghauri was unable to draw clear conclusions on the effects of state
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subsidies on export performance. However, he showed that the number of times a

firm had received a subsidy, was related to its export performance and that a single

subsidy appears to have very little effect on export performance. In a previous study

Gronnhaug and Lorentzen" attempted to measure the impact of governmental export

subsidies on export activities of Norwegian firms. Their main revelation was that

subsidies to specific activities leads to increased use of these activities, while general

subsidies only affect the profit of the firms subsidised. They were however, unable to

determine any definite impact of state subsidies on export activity. Furthermore, they

revealed that there existed a gap between the perception of firms and governments in

usefulness of the various export activities.

4.2.2. Barriers to Export

Barriers to exporting can be categorised broadly into two groups. Firstly, those

barriers to exporting which are based on the perception of the decision-maker in the

firm and secondly, those barriers which persist in the external environment such as

government rules and regulations. Bilkey and Tesar100 showed that firms who had

obtained their own initial export order, perceived somewhat fewer barriers to

exporting than the firms whose initial order was unsolicited. They also argued that

the composition of the following perceived barriers to exporting tended to differ

systematically by export stages. The further advanced the export stage, the greater

the number of firms that perceived difficulty in understanding foreign business

practices, different product standards and consumer standards in foreign countries,

difficulty in collecting money from foreign markets, and difficulty in obtaining

adequate representation in foreign markets, as barriers to exporting. A barrier which

they found to differ inversely with export stage was difficulty in obtaining funds to

start exporting. Cavusgil101 revealed that firms which he identified as "experimental

exporters" have their main problems in dealing with foreign distributors. On the other
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hand, those companies which he grouped as "active or committed exporters" faced

their biggest problem to be fluctuations in the value of foreign currencies. Cavusgil

argued that these findings were very natural as companies at the experimental stage

have not committed sufficient resources to build up a strong distribution network

abroad and that companies at the more advanced stages of the international

development process are receiving a higher proportion of their total income from

export sales and therefore more affected by currency fluctuation. Cooper and

Kleinschmidt102 found that managers in companies which they identified as "world

marketers" perceived fewer barriers to exporting than those who were marketing or

selling to neighbour markets. Czinkota and Johnston103 tested the hypotheses that

there were no significant differences between small and medium sized firms in how

they perceived problems associated with exporting. Using a sample of 135 medium-

sized and 84 small-sized firms in the U.S., their results showed that the only

significant difference, related to problems in handling documentation The most

important problems encountered by the sampling firms in their export activity,

encompassed things such as communication, sales effort, gathering market

information, obtaining financial information, information on business practices and

providing technical advice and repair service. Rabino104 identified five main factors

of barriers associated with exporting operations, paperworks, selection of a reliable

distributor, import duties and non-tariff barriers, honouring letters of credit, and

communication problems. Perceived barriers to export were however stated by

exporters to be lack of exposure to other cultures, large domestic market, lack of staff

time, the paperwork associated with setting up an export operation, product

modification in order to meet foreign safety and health standards. These findings are

similar to those by Albaum,105 who found that the most frequently mentioned

problems perceived by smaller manufacturing companies exporting from the U.S.

(Idaho, Oregon, Washington) were: lack of customer leads; competition in foreign
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markets; locating overseas distributors; locating foreign markets; financing sales; and

paperwork. Several other research such as by Axinn106 and Ogram107 have identified

paperwork as an important barrier to exporting. Kaynak and Kothari108 examined the

types of problems faced by exporters in Nova Scotia and Texas. They found that in

both countries government barriers were the most difficult to overcome. Competition
in foreign markets and finding a reliable distributor also ranked high on the score sheet

for export barriers. This factor was also perceived as problematic by Canadian

exporters in a study by Kaynak.109 The main barrier to export by the firms included in

his study was shown however to be high production cost, which is in line with

findings by Ghauri,110 who examined problems faced by smaller Norwegian firms in

their export activities. Other important factors of export obstacles identified by

Ghauri related to difficulties in sourcing finances and subsidies, adapting the products

to different markets and building up a distribution network in foreign markets.

Bauerschmidt et al.111 asked chief executive officers of strategic business units in 104

U.S. firms, that presently exported or contemplated exporting in the near future, to

rank the importance of 17 potential barriers to their export activities. By using factor

analysis Bauerschmidt et al. identified five underlying factors representing barriers to

export. The most important factors were a high value of the U.S. dollar relative to

foreign currencies (a high real exchange rate of the U.S.-dollar), and high

transportation cost to foreign markets. Gripsrud112 followed the method by

Bauerschmidt et al. and examined the perceived barriers by the Norwegian exporters

offish and fish products to Japan. His results indicated that there were three principal

factors representing perceived barriers to exporting. The first factor measured the

price/quality dimension, the second factor measured the cultural dimension and the

third factor measured the competition dimension. Furthermore, he was able to show

that firm size, main product dried/salted cod, perceived price/quality dimension and

perceived cultural dimension all discriminated between firms in terms of experience in
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exporting or in terms of the management attitude towards future exporting. Gripsrud

concluded that:

1) The larger the size of the company the more likely is it
the company exports to Japan.

2) If the main product is salted/dried cod, it is less likely the company
exports to Japan.

3) The fewer the price/quality and cultural obstacles perceived the more
likely is it the company exports to Japan.

Dichtl et al.113 identified from their study of companies in West-Germany that the

main export constraints perceived by the exporting companies were pricing,

competitive situation and distribution systems. For the companies which the authors

defined as "occasional exporters" the main constraints turned out to be pricing,

competitive situation, personnel and language problems. Diamantopoulos et al.114

found the most important obstacles was location of foreign distributors, cultural

differences and problems in working with distributors. In a similar study by

Schlegelmilch et al.,115 found that the location of foreign distributors and exchange

rate fluctuations were the two most important obstacles to exporting among the firms

they investigated.116 Working with distributors was also perceived as an important

obstacle to exporting. There were however, no significant differences in the

perception of any of the analysed export obstacles.

4.3. Managerial Characteristics and Influences

A substantial body of the literature on export marketing and export behaviour has

dealt with the human side of this diverse subject. Management characteristics in

exporting and non-exporting companies, the export decision maker, management

attitude towards exporting and management influences on export performance have

received the most attention. Managerial and human factors play a major role in many
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models of export behaviour and pre-export behaviour of firms.117 118 119 120 121

Wiedersheim-Paul et al.122 stressed the importance of the decision-maker and how the

environment of the firm and the firm itself affect the decision maker and vice versa.

The interaction of these three factors is crucial in creating the perception of the

decision-maker and his attitude towards exporting. The decision-maker

characteristics, such as his past experience, and education play a vital role in

Wiedersheim-Paul's model Cavusgil and Nevin123 applied empirical methods to

measure internal determinants of export behaviour of companies, using a sample of

473 companies based in Wisconsin in the U.S.. Their main conclusions supported the

contention that reluctance of firms to export may be largely explained by the lack of

determination of the top management to engage in such activity. Of the four

groups124 of internal determinants which they maintained could explain export

behaviour of firms, two of them were attributable to management characteristics.

These factors were expectations of management and the strength of managerial

aspirations. In another study using the same sample Cavusgil125 concluded that

"expansion of export activity among the firms studied was clearly related to the

following factors: management's expectations concerning the effects exporting will

have on firm's growth; market development and profits; technology orientation of the

firm, management attitudes towards risk-taking; and desire to develop new markets

and the extent of resource allocation to exporting."126 Reid127 examined the extent of

information sought by the firms decision makers when entering into exporting. He

suggested that decision makers in small firms "are behaving rationally and make

selective use of institutions, facilities, and informal sources when making new market

entry export decisions." Cavusgil128 argued that at the experimental stage, top

executives were more directly involved in all exporting decisions than the executives

at the more advanced stages, and public information like industry/business

publications and contacts at trade shows were the main source of information about
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foreign markets. Furthermore, that the experimental firms have less often face-to-face

contact with their foreign distributors than firms at the more developed stages, and

make less use of primary information such as market research about foreign markets.

As the firms however, develop through the internationalisation stages, foreign market

research becomes much more important to them and they use more extensive sources

of information.129 Reid130 argued that in choosing a set of foreign markets the foreign

exposure of the decision-maker was likely to be critical in determining not only the

size of various market sets but also their specific constitution. He also suggested that

"decision-makers are likely to consider a rather limited number of foreign markets in

planning their foreign market entry and where entry is unplanned or fortuitous,

decision-makers are likely to respond positively to only those stimuli or foreign orders

which come from markets to which they already have a favourable disposition."131

Bilkey and Tesar132 had previously found in their study that one of the most crucial

determinants of whether or not firms entered into exporting on an experimental basis

to some psychologically close country was the quality and dynamism of the firms

management. Czinkota and Johnston133 tested their hypothesis that there were no

differences among the export attitudes held by the management of small and medium-

sized firms using a sample of 84 small-sized and 135 medium-sized U.S. firms. Their

results indicated no significant differences between firms of different sizes, even

though in general, the management of medium-sized firms held slightly more positive

attitudes toward exporting than did the management in smaller sized firms. Dichtl et

al.134 tested the construct "foreign market orientation" of managers in exporting and

non-exporting companies in West-Germany and compared these with similar studies

undertaken in Japan, South-Korea, Finland and South-Africa. The results from Dichll

et al. studies revealed the following;

1) Export managers in all the countries perceived less "psychic distance" than did

the non-export managers.

/
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2) The export managers in W-Germany and Japan were on the average younger than

the non-exporting managers but the adverse was true for South Africa, Finland

and South Korea.

3) The export managers in all the countries, except Japan had on the average a

higher level of education than those who were non-exporters.

This gives some support to findings in other studies which have indicated that the

educational level of export managers and decision makers is a important factor in

various export decisions.135 136 The study indicated also that in all the countries the

export managers possessed better command of foreign language than the non-export

managers, had spent more vacations abroad than the non-export managers and in all

countries except in South-Africa, they had stayed longer abroad in general than non-

export managers. This is consistent with the findings by Simmonds and Smith137 who

found a significant over-representation of export innovators who were either born

abroad or had experience from living abroad. In terms of subjective characteristics,

the export managers in all the countries concerned, showed some more positive

attitude towards risk (risk takers) than the non-export managers. They were less

rigid, showed more willingness to change and were more optimistic about the outlook

and personal future. Holzmiiller and Kasper,138 applied the conceptualisation devised

by Ditchtl et al.139 and undertook a comparative study, using a random sample of 110

Austrian companies. Their results showed no significant deviation from the results

obtained by Dichtl et al. for Germany, except for the respondents age and attitude

toward risk where the hypothesis made by Dichtl el al. was rejected. The authors

however, felt this deviation in the results was due to some methodological

shortcomings. Roux140 attempted to answer the question "to what extent does the

manager's profile or the firms previous export experience account for different types

of behaviour?" He used semi-structured interviews to investigate his research issue,

from a sample of nineteen firms in the South of France. Roux employed the
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constructs "supra national outlook" versus "national outlook" used by Simmonds and

Smith. He classified managers as internationally minded if foreign trade was

perceived as a normal phase in the development of the firm and domestically minded if

foreign trade was an additional activity and if the firm concentrated its efforts on the

home market (French market). Roux identified two types of managers from his

sample firms. Firstly, those who he called the "self-made-men" and are those who rely

on highly centralized decision making for their export activity as well as for their sales

on the domestic market and where the founder makes all decisions. For these

managers, "control is the issue and keeping in touch with all parts of his business is

the gratifying goal". Secondly, the "organised firms" where exporting is not as much a

vital necessity as for the former group. The export decision in these firms is taken

more as a result of an opportunity to enlarge the companies markets, frequently

accompanied by the arrival of new managers who already have some export

experience. These companies also make careful testing and feasibility studies of the

impact which exports will make on the long term presence of the companies. Usually

these companies sets up specific export departments. From these two types of

managers Roux classified three groups of firms:

1) Firms which are domestic orientated and get gradually involved in exporting
when they perceive a weakening home market;

2) International minded firms, those who look actively for foreign customers by
frequently travelling abroad. Their experience stresses the importance of
personal contacts, the value of face to face information on market potential
and necessity of fast deliveries;

3) Firms which have competitive advantage on the French market and an

international orientation take advantage of experimental exporting to gather
informations on foreign market behaviour, test their products against those of
competitors and gradually plan product and structure adaptation.

The main results from Roux's study indicated that "in most cases the manager's

attitude towards risk is tied to his orientation. International orientation is associated

/
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with risk preference, whereas domestic orientation is related to risk aversion."141

Turnbull and Welham,142 focused on the characteristics and quality of the export

executive marketers in five European countries (Germany, French, Italy, Sweden, and

Britain). By interviewing 407 export marketers from these countries the researchers

revealed the following results: The export marketing staff dealing with exports

markets in Europe have considerable work experience and in most cases have spent

between five and ten years in other functions before being appointed to an export

marketing position. A relatively low proportion of the export marketing executives

had considerable experience from living abroad. This applied to all the European

countries concerned, except W-Germany were about one-third of all the export

marketers had lived and worked abroad for one year or more. The results indicated

that a great majority of the export marketers in Germany, France, Sweden and the

U.K. had some level of advanced training after leaving school. It was also the case

that the French and U.K. marketers were more technically oriented in their

educational training backgrounds but the Germans and the Swedish were more

commercially oriented. The Italian marketers showed less formal higher level training,

but on the other hand a relatively bigger proportion of them had university

qualifications. In terms of language knowledge, the great majority of the European

export marketers showed good skills in English both at technical and at social level.

4.4. Exporters - Importers Relationship

A number of studies in export marketing have revealed the lack of distribution

networks and problems in selecting a reliable distributor as the chief obstacles in

exporting.143 144 145 146 Overseas distributors play an important role for many

manufacturers involved in international business, especially smaller firms and those

relatively new to overseas trading.147 Distribution channels in exporting and exporter-

importer relationship have received increased attention within the export marketing
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literature in recent years, particularly studies on the relationship between exporters

from countries relying heavily on primary commodities exports and importers in

developed countries.148 149 150 Leonidou151 claimed there were two major approaches

in examining distribution channels, the economic and the behavioural. The former

focuses on the "efficiency" aspects of the distribution channel, namely, costs,

functional differentiation and channel design. The latter concentrates on the

"behavioural" aspects of the relationship between members of the distribution system,

such as power, conflict, co-operation and satisfaction. Most of the export marketing

literature deals with the latter aspects of Leonidou's proposition.

By focusing on the long term demand - supply conditions in different world-wide

markets for manufactured goods Frazier and Kale152 aimed to build a conceptual

framework which explained how firms were likely to initiate, implement, and review

channel relationships.153 They argue that "gross generalisations about behavioural

channel relationships across diverse economic-cultural environments is misleading."154

According to them channel relationships will vary across countries based on

environmental and cultural differences, such as whether there remains "sellers

markets" or "buyers markets", the amount and nature of natural resources in a

country, and population characteristics. From his analytical study, Frazier and Kale

made eighteen propositions155 about manufacturer-distributor relationships. They

stressed the significant differences in the three above mentioned processes based on

the nature of the market environment in different countries, and on several cultural

and structural factors. Rosson and Ford,156 examined the conflict in the export

manufacturer - overseas distributor marketing channel. They were specifically

interested in, how the export channel performance was affected by the level of conflict

within the export channel and also how the manufacturers stake in the export

relationship affected channel conflicts. Using a sample of nineteen Canadian

manufacturing companies exporting industrial goods to the U.K. their results



indicated that low levels of conflict are associated with high performance and a

moderate support was found between increased stake level157 within export channels

and decreased level of channel conflict.158 In a later study of Canadian manufacturers

and their U.K. distributors, Rosson and Ford159 sought to address two research

questions. First, what are the characteristics of the relationships between

manufacturers and overseas distributors that are associated with high levels of

performance?, and second, to what extent are the relationships between manufacturers

and their overseas distributors shaped by certain characteristics of the two companies

and their individual representatives? They used a conceptual model, showing the

relationship between three components: participant variables (stake, experience, and

uncertainty); relationship dimensions (formalisation, standardisation, reciprocity,

intensity and conflict); and channel performance. (Figure 4.5. )

Figure 4.5.

The Conceptual Model ofManufacturer-Overseas
Distributor Relations and Export Performance

Participant Relationship
Variables Dimensions Outcomes

Source

(160) Rosson and Ford

I

Rosson and Ford's study found a strong positive relationship between contact

intensity and performance. This the authors argued indicated the importance of

closeness between exporter and distributor as a mean of reducing the distance
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between these two parties. Adaptability in roles and routines to changes in the

relationship was emphasised because standardisation showed some negative

relationship with performance, confirming previous findings by Rosson and Ford of a

positive relationship between export performance and low conflict. Formalisation in

exporters-distributors relationships were related with high performance,160 however,

as stated by the authors "the majority of executives interviewed saw little real value in

formal distributor agreements." As in previous research,161 Rosson and Ford did not

find a significant relationship between stake and conflict and unexpectedly they found

a negative relationship between stake and reciprocity, indicating that high stake

companies confer power to their partner. Personal experience of the contact persons

in the exporter-distributor dyad was shown to have positive effects on conflicts (less

conflict) but the longer the key contact persons had been dealing with each other

more loose the relationship became. This is in contrast to the findings made by

Rosenberg and Stern162 on conflict in domestic distribution channel which showed

that the longer the key contact person had been with their distributor or dealer firms,

the higher the conflict was with the single manufacturer. Madsen,163 revealed in his

study that good personal contact and joint decision making with the channel members

have a positive effect on export performance. On the other hand, Rosson and Ford's

study revealed that greater corporate experience164 was associated with more intense

relations. In terms of uncertainty the study showed significant positive relationship

with standardisation in the relationship which was contrasting to the hypothesis made

by the authors. In another study, using the same sample Rosson and Ford165

attempted to modeling the relationship between exporters and overseas distributors

into five possible "states" of development:

1. New - relationship states where an agreement to work together
has been made, but where there is little experience of interaction or

transactions.

/
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2. Growing - relatively new or well established dyads.
This simply means that reasonable growth has been achieved.

3. Trouble - a state where one may have experienced sales growth but
where there is uncertainty for other reasons.

4. Static - this is a state where sales might show little variation
from year to year because of lack of potential and/or because
of an unwillingness of the parties to increase their stake in it.

5. Inert - relationships which can scarcely be justified
even though, they still are in existence.

They assumed that the exporter/overseas-distributor dyad moved from being "new"

toward being "inert". "Between this beginning point and end point, three relationships

states are possible namely; growing, troubled or static." In the middle relationship

period Rosson and Ford assumed that "any sequence of states might be experienced,"

and therefore, accommodating for fluctuations in the relationships. Moore,166

adopted the framework made by Rosson and Ford167 when researching the

relationship of UK exporting manufacturers and their West-German agents and

distributors. He showed that the manufacturers-overseas distributors relationships

could fall into one of the five relationship development states defined by Rosson and

Ford. Furthermore, his results indicated that the "new" development state could be

subdivided into three categories of newness: 1) completely new - those cases where

there had been no previous business relationship between the manufacturers and

overseas distributors; 2) added - where there is a well established business between

the manufacturer and the overseas distributors but additional activity requires the

appointment of additional agents and distributors; 3) replacing - the replacement, by

the manufacturer, of an existing agent with a new agent. Moore found that the

troubled state, was categorised by high levels of conflict, uncertainty and

dissatisfaction. He also found that this state was characterised by significantly higher

number of products marketed through the agents and distributors. Leonidou's168

attempt at conceptualising the behaviour of indigenous manufacturers of consumer
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goods based in developing countries within their working relationship with import

customers in developed countries. Leonidou based his research on a sample of 34

Cypriot exporters and 21 British importers of manufactured goods, using personal

interviews and a semi-structured questionnaire to collect information. The results

confirmed his first research hypothesis, which stated that the importer in a developed

country exercises higher levels of power than the exporter from a developing country

in a channel relationship. Leonidou explained this with a reference to a number of

factors which he identified as strengths in the organisation of the importing firm

opposed to the weaknesses he identified in the exporting organisations. Among these

factors were larger size, financial situation, proximity to the market and back-up from

other organisations. Leonidou found also that the level of power in the relationship

between the British importers and the Cypriot exporters depended on the fact that the

former operates in a buyers market and the latter in a sellers market and also that the

Cypriot imports represented only a small portion of the total purchase by the British

importers. These results are partly in line with the theory proposed by Frazier and

Kale,169 who claimed that when power in distribution channel relationships in sellers

markets rests almost unilaterally in the hands of the manufacturer, the power becomes

more balanced between manufacturers and distributors in buyers markets. The second

hypothesis tested by Leonidou related to the level of conflict within the channel

relationship between the developing country-based exporter (Cypriot) and the

developed country-based importer (British). His study results indicated a very low

level of disagreement in the exporter-importer dyad as a consequence of well-defined

and well established relationships. These findings are consistent with the findings by

Rosson and Ford, and to later findings by Katsikeas and Piercy.170 The third

hypothesis made by Leonidou, concerned the perceived low level of co-operation

between the developing country-based exporter and the developed country-based

importer. The findings showed that in most cases there was a mutual trust and



respect between the two parties and more noteworthy that, "in majority of cases, the

business agreement between the two parties was said to be verbal." Like Leonidou,

Katsikeas and Piercy171 researched the relationship between exporters from a

developing country (Greece) and importers based in a developed country (the U.K.).

They attempted to address the perceptual differences between the parties in the

exporter-importer dyad, with respect of conflict. The main findings from Katsikeas

and Piercy's study, showed that the relationship between the developing country-

based exporter and the developed country-based importer was governed by relatively

low degrees of conflict. The only conflict identified was found to "have its roots in

the existence of some transportation problems and difficulties involved in payment

methods as well as in differences in goals, ethos, interests, perceptions and especially,

roles between the Greek exporter and the British importer."172 Katsikeas and Piercy's

study showed that in number of cases the Greek manufacturers had established trading

relationships with Greek nationality importers in the U.K.. The authors suggested this

could be seen as the exporters way of overcoming "psychic distance" in their export

activity to the U.K.. Indications of similar trading relationship between exporter and

importer of the same nationality were given by Jackson173 who investigated the

relationship between exporters from Israel and importers in the UK. Koh,174 argued

that exporters who perceive their product to be more unique and adopt own brand

name labelling usually leads to the overseas distributor/dealer being more dependent

on the exporter and therefore reduces the likelihood of supplier-switching. Koh also

revealed that exporters who have formal educational background in exporting or

international business, who are committed to sustained and long-term exporting, and

who undertake frequent and extensive international marketing research, are more

likely to meet more frequently with their overseas dealers, provide greater dealer

support, and to be more aware of the competitive conditions abroad.
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4.5. Export Performance

4.5.1. Criteria for Export Performance

Export performance of firms is inevitably one of the most important topics within the

export literature. A number of studies have been undertaken to evaluate export

performance of companies and industries in a number of countries. The most

important question associated with export performance is what criteria should be used

to evaluate export performance? One of the first studies to tackle this problem of

export performance of firms was carried out by Hirsch.175 He argued that before

defining the meaning of export performance one needed to set out for whom this

criteria of export performance was supposed to be useful. He claimed that for the

individual businessman, profitability was the obvious measure to use, but for the

economic planner, whose objective " is to find the mix of policies which will yield the

highest returns in terms of export volume, given the political and economic constraints

within which he operates,"176 it was impossible to use profitability as a criterion of

export performance. Hirsch therefore, made two main definitions of export

performance, which he claimed took into account the objectives of the economic

planner. The first criteria he defined as company's actual export value as a proportion

of its total sale. The second criteria measures export performance in terms of growth

in export value. A number of studies have used either or both of these two measures

of export performance defined by Hirsch.177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 Other criterion

which have been used to measure export performance are manager's evaluation of

firms average export growth rate relative to its average domestic growth rate,186

actual difference between the average export sales growth rate and the average

domestic sales growth rate,187 manager's evaluation of the average export growth

relative to the average of firms in the same industry,188 the actual rate difference

between the average export profitability ratio and the average domestic profitability

ratio,189 190 manager's evaluation of the firm's average export profitability relative to

its average domestic profitability,191 192 193 194 managers evaluation of the average
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export profitability relative to the average of firms in the same industry,195 ratio of

export sales to total sales, relative to the average among its domestic competitors,196

management perception of relative success in exporting,197 198 the extent to which the

initial strategic goals of management are achieved,199 relative rate of export growth

i.e. export growth divided by total sales growth200 market share of a company in its

export segments across countries,201 profitability measured as a return on

investment202 and the degree of export profitability per se203 204 Finally, there are

studies which ascribe exporting per se as sufficient criteria for success in export and

categorise firms into exporters and non-exporters.205 206 207

4.5.2. Management Characteristics and Export Performance

A review of the empirical literature on management influence on export performance

is given by Aaby and Slater.208 There they list fifty-five previous studies which relate

export performance to management- characteristics and influences, llirsch,209 found

from his study of firms in Denmark, Holland and Israel that personal relations was

attributed as one of the main factors for success in exporting. Other studies have also

shown similar findings i.e. the importance of personal contacts and personal

relationship.210 211 212 213 Most research has shown that a positive attitude of

company's management towards exporting is positively correlated with export

success.214 215 216 217 Czinkota and Johnston revealed that "willingness to endure some

set-backs - being prepared for a sometimes longer wait for success in exporting than

in domestic business - also seemed to be one of the main traits of successful exporters.

Conversely, less successful firms seemed to be marked by a short-term orientation."218

Jackson219 also emphasised the importance of mangements attitude towards

exporting, portraying companies that fail in exporting as those which are often run by
an owner-manager whose characteristic attitude is one of short-term opportunism -

"making a deal." Management expectations of profits have been shown to be

positively correlated with successful exporting220 221 222 and exporters who possess a
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higher level of education and have more export experience have also shown to be

associated with export success.223 224 225 226 In a study by ITI Research it was found

that one of the most important factors in explaining different success in the export

operations of firms in Britain, France and Germany was the all-important role played

by middle management in the latter countries. This was stated in the report: "it was

the scope and encouragement given to middle management 'in these countries' that

translated concepts and possibilities into achievement."227 Madsen, revealed in his

study (although not statistically significant) of Danish manufacturing firms that when

companies were "exporting to a very close country (Scandinavian countries in this

case) or to a very distant country (in this case countries outside Europe), top

management support showed a positive impact on export performance, whereas

decentralisation of responsibility tended to be negatively associated with

performance."228 On the other hand, he also revealed (not statistically significant) that

"when exporting to other countries (in this case other countries in Europe)

decentralisation showed a fairly strong positive impact on performance, whereas top

management support tended to be negatively associated with performance. Kirpalani

and Macintosh,229 indicated in their research that commitment and effort by top

management was a crucial factor for success in exporting.

4.5.3. Company Characteristics and Export Performance

Various company characteristics have been shown to be related to export

performance even though, there have been divergent findings on their effects on

companies export performance.

4.5.3.1. Firm's Size

In the export literature the two most commonly used measures of firm's size are the

number of employees and company's turnover. Empirical findings on firm size and its
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correlation with export performance have been very mixed.23(1 Hirsch,231 found that a

positive correlation existed between firm's size and export performance, up to a

point,232 Reid,233 found in his study that firm size "predominantly affects the export

entry into new markets." Ghauri,234 investigated the export behaviour of Norwegian

firms, employing between 1-500 employees. He found that there was a strong

correlation between firm size and organisation of export activities. Exporting through

an agent was particularly significant for firms with 20-99 employees, and export

through a subsidiary was also significantly correlated with the size of the firm.

Exporting through a subsidiary was mostly used by firms with 200-499 employees.

Ghauri revealed in his study that there were significant differences between firm's size

(number of employees) and export performance (per cent of total revenue received

from export). He found that firms with less than 200 employees derived about 10 per

cent of their turnover from exports while firms with 200-499 employees received

about 75 per cent. Cooper and Kleinschmidt,235 on the other hand, did not find firm's

size (sales and number of employees) relate to export performance and neither did

Kirpalani and Macintosh,236 McGuinness and Little,237 Cavusgil,238 Axinn,239 and

Louter et al.240 even though, they found that medium-sized exporters approached

exporting with a more systematic approach and segmented their markets more often

than smaller firms. Czinkota and Johnston,241 found from their study of small and

medium sized U.S. firms that there existed no statistically significant differences in

exporting practices between these firms in terms of size. Walters,242 attempted in his

study to differentiate between export planners and non-planners using corporate size

and the relative importance of export sales as discriminating variables. His findings

indicated that the planners were much larger than the non-planners and also that the

propensity to plan and manage export operations in a more dynamic fashion was

found to increase with the relative significance of exporting. However, he found that

these factors were not sufficient conditions for export planning.

/
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4.5.3.2. Firm's Age and Export Experience

Kirpalani and Mackintosh,243 found by interviewing 34 senior executives in U.S. and

Canadian firms, mainly in the electronics, machinery and autoparts industry sectors,

that a firm's age was significantly associated with success, but the association was

negative. This they interpreted such that older firms might be less successful in

international marketing, but also that newer firms might be more anxious to expand

and to seek growth through international markets. Cooper and Kleinschmidt,244 using

personal interviews when investigating export performance of Canadian electronics

firms, found that the best performers were firms which they identified as "world

marketers." These firms were unique in that they were the youngest firms and had the

least years of export experience. They defined "world marketers" as firms which

adapt products and segment markets (marketing concept), and markets to the world

but not only to nearest neighbours. Louter et al.245 found from their study of

exporters of consumer and industrial products in Holland that the number of years the

firms had been exporting had very little influence on export performance. These are

similar findings to Bilkey's246 who found "that the firms' perceived average

profitabilities of exporting tended to vary inversely with the length of their export

experience" but contrary to findings by Madsen, who claimed that the most important

characteristics explaining export performance was the firm's export experience. He

found that "successful export marketing management is facilitated by export

experience in general and to an even larger extent by export experience relating to the

buyer country."247 Jackson,248 argued that one of the main reasons that exporters from

Israel, who he defined as "would-be exporter", fail in their export activity was a lack

of experience in international marketing. Cavusgil,24'2 found export experience not to

be a strong predictor of internationalisation.
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4.5.3.3. Export Planning

"With international marketing planning, the purpose, form and methodology employed

differs according to company size, organisation structure, length of involvement in

international business activities, etc."250 This is in line with finding by Cooper and

Kleinschmidt,251 whose "world marketers" undertook the most extensive export

marketing planning activities. In this respect they differed from all the other groups

they defined, except those they defined as "world quasi marketers". Jackson,

identified "successful exporters" as those who "were committed to building a long-

term business relationship" in export markets and endeavour to sustain good

communication. Walters252 researched what differentiated export planners from non-

export planners, using a sample of forest products exporters in the U.S. His findings

indicated that exporting was generally an unplanned activity, and that the propensity

to plan increases with firms size. Management commitment to exporting and some

export structure, also showed to be important variables in accounting for planning

activity. In a later study, Walters253 showed that as the relative importance of export

sales in firms increases, so does the propensity to plan export operations. Madsen,25"4

revealed a significant positive relationship between export planning, control intensity

and export performance. This is in line with previous findings by Kirpalani and

Macintosh255 who found that "effective control system is a key factor for competing in

international markets." In a later study, Beamish et al.256 showed that management

attention to export planning and goal setting were important factors in achieving

performance objectives in exporting.

4.5.3.4. Research & Development

There are a number of empirical research studies which have revealed that those

countries and industries that spend a higher proportion of their sales on R&D

(Research and Development) also tend to export a higher proportion of their



production volume.257 This seems to be particularly true for high-tech industries but

for other industries and commodities exporters results are more mixed. Hirsch,258

investigated the relationship between R&D and export performance for a number of

industries in Denmark, Holland and Israel. He found that in all the countries those

industries which had the lowest expenditures on R&D in terms of sales or as a share

of employees engaged in R&D, did have the lowest export performance. Also that

those industries which had the highest R&D ratio in terms of sale were also

"characterized by comparatively large number of firms which acquired production

rights." McGuinness and Little,259 investigating 82 Canadian firms from different

industries260 during the period from 1971-1976, found a strong positive relationship

between export performance and the intensity of technological spending even though,

they suggested that it might be more complex than generally assumed. These results

coincide with findings by Cooper and Kleinschmidt,261 who found that companies

which showed the best export performance "were the heaviest spenders on R&D as a

percentage of corporate sales."

4.5.4. Export Strategy

The relationship between export marketing strategy and export performance has been

addressed in a number of studies on the export behaviour of firms, such as by

Madsen,262 Louter et.al.,263 Lee and Yang.264 In a recent study Cavusgil and Zou,265

argued that export marketing strategy, which included all aspects of the conventional

marketing plan, i.e. product, distribution, pricing, and promotion, should be

emphasised as a key determinant of export performance.

4.5.4.1. Product

"A product is anything that can be offered to a market for attention, acquisition, use

or consumption; it includes physical objects, services, personalities, places,
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organisations and ideas."266 McGuinness and Little,267 examined the export

performance of new products and found the following product characteristics all had a

significant impact on performance: relative improvement had a statistically significant

positive influence on export performance; product tariff had negative influence on

export performance; and, product age268 had some positive influence on export

performance. The influence of product age contradicts to some extent to the findings

of Hirsch269 who found, in all the three countries he investigated, that high export

performance was strongly related to "age difference" between the product's

introduction on the domestic and export markets. Madsen,270 found that the product

itself was a very important factor for export success. He found that there was a

strong association between "product strength and the firm's ability to find good

agents/distributors on the export market." These two factors had then a positive

impact on export performance. Like Madsen, Jackson271 found that successful

exporters from Israel to the U.K. market were those who produced to agreed quality

standards and delivered according to agreed schedules. The importance of product

adaptation or product modification have been shown to be related to successful

export performance272 273 274 275 and the Barclays Bank Report276 emphasized that

"product development should be linked to markets and patterns and trends prevalent

in those markets." By the same way as product adaptation has shown to be an

important factor for export success, product quality has been shown to be strongly

related to export success,277 278 but some impacts of product uniqueness on export

performance seems to be more vague.279 280 In a study of 91 Canadian exporters

Beamish et al.281 found that firm's export performance was related to superior product

characteristics and that there was a positive relationship between a wide product line

and success as measured by export sales.
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4.5.4.2. Markets

A careful selection of markets and distribution channels are one of the most

important thing in international marketing and have shown to be strongly associated

with export performance. Ayal and Zip82 argued that a market concentration or a

market diversification strategy depended on various situational factors facing a firm,

such as the firm-specific, product-related and market-related factors. This was

supported by Louter et al.283 who in their research of a sample of firms with less than

100 employees and which were all based in Holland showed that the number of

countries which companies were exporting to differed with the type of industry284 and

export performance was not bound to a certain type of market strategy but seemed to

depend more on situational factors. In terms of segmentation they found that 72 per

cent of the exporters segmented the foreign markets they entered. About 10 per cent

used a focus strategy which in all cases was successful. In general their findings

supported the notion that market segmentation contributed to export success.

Hirsch,285 too, was unable to reveal any clear association between export performance

and market strategy of the seven industries he investigated in Denmark, Holland and

Israel. His research showed however, some clear differences between countries, with

Denmark showing the lowest market concentration but also the highest export

performance. The Barclays Bank Report286 showed that the more successful

exporters in Germany, France and the U.K. were those firms which showed a marked

degree of market concentration. According to the report, market concentration

enabled these companies to acquire deeper knowledge about the important markets,

more efficient administration of its marketing organization and improved service and

management efficiency.

"The choice of markets is undoubtedly dependent on many factors: size, distance,
economic and political conditions governing foreign entry, currency regulations, levels
and trends of demand, strength of competition and numerous other considerations
affect the decisions of exporters about the markets they seek to enter and the relative
distribution of their marketing efforts between different countries"287

/
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Several studies, especially in the manufacturing and high-tech industries, such as by

Lee and Yang,288 Denis and Depelteau289 have shown that firms conducting a

diversification strategy show a better export performance (sales or export growth)

than those using a concentration strategy. Olusoga290 investigated the effect of

market concentration and market diversification strategies on the performance of 450

U.S. MNEs (Multi National Enterprises). His results supported the hypothesis that

the profitability ofMNEs using market diversification strategy was larger than that of

MNEs using market concentration strategy. Cooper and Kleinschmidt,291 found that

export growth was much more strongly related to strategy than was export intensity.

They also found that the export performance of the "world marketers" was also

generally much better than of those marketing or selling to neighbour markets.

Madsen's292 study indicated that firms "that want to secure stable export activities

with high performance should exploit their present export markets fully rather than

attack new markets".293 His study also indicated that firms should choose close

markets rather than distant exotic markets and choose markets with high growth and

low local competition.294 Furthermore, he found that the optimal channel strategy for

small firms (up to 50 employees) exporting to distant markets was the use of a foreign

agent/distributor who is given power over most marketing decisions. For larger firms

(more than 50 employees) exporting to very close markets, for example to the other

Scandinavian countries he found the optimal channel strategy for the firm was to

"internalise to the same extent as in the domestic market." For situations in between

these above mentioned extremes, Madsen argued that the small firm should only

under special circumstances choose to internalise to the same extent as on the

domestic market" but larger firms should "only under special circumstances choose to

transfer the majority of marketing decision power to foreign agents/distributors." As

stated previously, Madsen's study also indicated that good personal contact and joint

decision making with the channel members has positive effects on export
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performance. Rosson and Ford's295 study, also previously stated, showed a positive

relationship between export performance and low channel conflict. Koh,296 revealed

in his study of firms in the U.S., exporting industrial products that the optimal channel

strategy (most profitable) for industrial goods was exporting directly to final end-

users. He also revealed that the sample firms perceived higher relative profitability

when exporting through their own export department than through export agent. This

is contradictionary to Bilkey297 who found that for industrial products exported from

the U.S. the most profitable use of export channel was to sell to a U.S. exporter who

in turn exports the product. For intermediate products Bilkey found the most

profitable use of export channel for firms was to export directly to foreign final buyers

and for exporters of consumer products the use of a combination of two or more

channels showed the best performance.

4.5.4.3. Price

"Price is the factor most frequently listed as a responsible for both success and failure

in exporting."298 Several studies, such as by Kirpalani and Macintosh299 and Koh300

have found export pricing significantly associated with success in exporting. Yet

other research 301 302 303 indicates a weak relationship between export prices and

export performance. Hirsch found that in all the three countries he researched price

was a important factor in export performance but differently though, between

countries.304 The Barclays Bank Report305 stated that one of the things which often

were expressed by exporters in Germany and France, but the report claimed these

exporters to be more successful than the British exporters in general, was that price

was important for simple products but less so the more one moves away from

"simplicity". Among larger companies price was regarded much less decisive than in

smaller firms especially in France and Germany, but in the U.K. were export

performance was generally poorer than in Germany and France, price was regarded
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similarly important among small and large companies. The report also indicated that in

the U.K. more companies charged the same price in every market, than was the case

in France and Germany. Koh found that "firms, which are consistent exporters, sell a

unique product overseas, and undertake more frequent and extensive international

marketing research, tend to use competitive pricing rather than relying on their

domestic price list".306 He furthermore, found "that more complicated but customer

oriented export price quotations are used by exporters who have had formal training

in international business, consider exporting more important than the domestic

business and undertake more frequent and extensive international marketing

research."307 Bilkey308 found that firms that charge higher prices for exported

products than for those at the home market tend to perceive relatively high

profitability from exporting. This he found apply for consumer and intermediate

products exported but for industrial products export prices remained the same as for

domestic markets.309

4.5.4.4. Promotion

"Communications affect every aspect of the firm - its public image, its particular

product or service, its employee morale, its shareholders' perception of corporate

efficiency." Promotion includes the following factors: personal selling; exhibitions;

public relations; sales promotion; and advertising.310 As with other marketing

variables there are vague results about the relationship between promotion and export

performance. In a recent study Cavusgil and Zou found that "the degree of promotion

adaption was strongly and positively related to product uniqueness, a firms experience

with the product and export market competitiveness, but negatively to technology

orientation of industry and to brand familiarity of export customers "3" Madsen,312

found that communication with market participants had positive relationship with

export performance. Kirpalani and Macintosh,313 found that promotional efforts, as
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distinct from advertising, showed a strong positive association with success in

exporting (higher level of export sales). Karafakioglu,314 found by researching export

activities of Turkish manufacturers that firms which he identified as "heavy exporters"

showed to be significantly more active in participating in trade fairs and exhibitions

abroad than other exporters. This is in line with findings by Denis and Depelteau315
who found that the greatest influence factor on the export expansion of 51 Canadian

exporting firms which they investigated was attendance at fairs and missions.

Personal selling and personal dimensions have shown to be related with successful

export performance316 317 318 and Czinkota and Johnston319 found that successful

exporters are those who maintain continuous flow of communication.

Conclusions

In the first part of this chapter the two main streams of theories on firms

internationalisation were examined. The first views internationalisation as an

"adoption of innovation" process, in which the key variables are the activity of various

"change agents", unsolicited orders, and several internal characteristics of the firms

and persons involved. The second set of theories considers internationalisation of

firms as an incremental development process, where exporting is an expansion of the

firm's activity in the domestic markets.

As outlined in Chapter 3, the Icelandic fishing industry is distinctively characterised by

the situation of "export or die" as only about 1 per cent of the total fish catch is

consumed domestically. Sullivan and Bauerschmidt, faced with a situation of "export

or die" among the firms they researched in the European forest industry, found little

support for Johanson and Vahlne's thesis of firms' internationalisation process under

such condition. The main shortcoming of Sullivan and Bauerschmidt's study however,

is its failure to identify any factors which could be categorised as specific for the

internationalisation process of firms which are faced with the situation of "export or



die". In view of the above findings, we can conclude that the step-wise models of

internationalisation have little relevance in explaining the process of

internationalisation of firms in the export sector of the Icelandic fishing industry.

However, a number of initiating factors have been outlined in the literature of many

which also are strongly associated with the "export entry models" of

internationalisation. The main initiating factors identified are: the activity of various

"change agents"; unsolicited export orders; saturated home markets; excess

production capacity; profit increasing; sales increasing; diversification; competitive

advantage; efficiency in transportation; and different government incentives. In the

context of the Icelandic fishing industry the factors which are most likely to be of

most relevance are: the activity of various "change agents"; unsolicited export orders;

efficiency in transportation; enterprise; and, government policy. Conversely, some of

the other motivating factors such as saturated home market, excess production

capacity, and diversification, are not likely to be relevant factors in this study mainly

because of the "export or die" characteristic of the Icelandic fishing industry.

The influence of government policy on firms export behaviour, has within the export

literature mainly been focused on the impact of various government incentives to

encourage exporting, exporters attitude towards the usefulness of various government

programs, and the effects of state subsidies on firms export activity and performance.

Generally, the results from these studies have been very mixed, and their outcome

dependent on various external factors such as the type of firms, geographical location,

and stage of development of the economies and industries concerned. 1 lowever, there

seems to be a need for more empirical studies on how the industries and firms'

requirements for government services and programs differ according to their stages of

development and internationalisation. Furthermore, there is a lack of studies, on the

influence of government policy on the structure and behaviour of export industries

and firms, and the implications of such policy on export and economic development,
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especially in developing countries and those heavily dependent on exporting.

Research in this field would not only serve the need for more efficient targeting of

government programs to encourage exporting but, also provide valuable information

on the implication of government policy on long-term export and economic growth

and in creating export income stability.

The perceived barriers and problems in exporting usually appear to be associated with

the firm's degree of internationalisation, personal characteristics of the exporters, and

also factors such as the type of products exported and geographical location of the

firms. A common characteristic of most of the studies on perceived barriers to

exporting, is their use of quantitative information, collected by using survey

questionnaires but, the use of qualitative information is rare. Subsequently, most of

the factors listed as export obstacles in the literature are rather industry general, and

few of the export studies have attempted to identify factors which could be

categorised as industry or product specific. The most commonly perceived barriers in

exporting or problems associated with exporting, in the export literature have been

identified as: paperwork; building up of distribution network and selection of reliable

distributors; import duties and other government barriers; communication; cultural

and language barriers; the obtaining of funds to start exporting; financing export sales;

collection of money from foreign markets; foreign currencies fluctuations; obtaining

financial information; gathering market information; high production cost; high

transportation cost; firm size; honouring letters of credit; understand foreign business

practices; large domestic market; competition in foreign markets; and lack of people

with knowledge in exporting. As relates to the Icelandic fishing industry, and in view

of the information outlined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the factors of: high

transportation cost, high production cost; and, import duties in the foreign markets,

are likely to be particularly relevant as barriers in the exporting of Icelandic marine

products.
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This chapter has shown that the characteristics of the export management (export

decision maker) such as experience, education, age and command of foreign language,

are critically important in influencing: initial involvement in exporting; use of

informational sources in the export activity; attitudes towards exporting and export

markets; and, attitudes towards factors such as risk, profit and cost associated with

export activity. Despite, the importance of management characteristics within the

behavioural relationship there exists between members of the export distribution

system, Frazier and Kale proposed that differences in economic environment, the

amount of natural resources, and supply and demand conditions in different world¬

wide markets, are decisive factors for the initiation of exporting and the relationship

between exporters and foreign distributors. In the case of the Icelandic marine

product exporters some of these theories are be of particular interest, such as whether

Iceland's possession of rich marine resources, does affect the exporters relationship

with foreign buyers and distributors.

This review of the export literature has established that there is no clear formula for a

export programme which guarantees successful export performance. It is also

impossible to state how the various company, management and marketing variables

influence export performance. A number of criterion have been used to measure

export performance but, the two most commonly used are growth in export value and

the company's actual export value as a proportion of its total sale There are no clear

signs about the effects of firm size on export performance although, there are some

indications that larger firms and those which have a larger proportion of their total

sales from exporting are more likely to plan their export activity than smaller firms

who are less dependent upon exporting. The main elements of an export strategy:

product; markets; price; and promotion have all shown to influence export

performance of firms. Product adaption and product quality have shown to be

strongly related to export success. However, theories differ as to whether



diversification or concentration strategies lead to better export performance. Also, it

is likely that the most successful market strategy is dependent on various situational

factors such as the type of firm, type of product and market situation.

Finally, one of the main conclusions from this study of the literature on export

behaviour of firms, is the absence of any single or general models on firms export

behaviour which can be directly applied in the Icelandic context. Many of the export

behavioural studies are based on relatively small sample size and many of the empirical

studies have shown statistically weak results. Export behaviour of firms seems to be

dependent on various external and internal factors, such as type of industry,

geographical location, and various characteristics of the firms and persons involved It

has bee established in this review of the export literature that most of the studies on

firms export behaviour have been focused on manufacturing industries in western

industrialised countries, but relatively few studies have dealt with exporting firms in

developing countries, and on those exporting primary commodities. Furthermore,

that few of the firms or industries investigated in these studies have been faced with a

situation of "export or die", i.e. where exporting is a prerequisite for survival of the

respective industries and firms, due to small home markets.
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III. Export Behaviour of Icelandic Marine Product Exporters

5. Current Structure of the Export Sector and
Nature of the Firms Researched

Introduction

This chapter is based on information obtained through informal interviews with

managers in 60 Icelandic firms exporting marine products (Section 1.2 ). The chapter

outlines the main types of firm included in this research and the current structure of

the export sector. It examines firms' form of ownership, age and export experience

and their regional distribution. The sixty firms included in this study are estimated to

have handled around 92 per cent1 of the total export value of marine products from

Iceland in 1991. Thereof the Export Management Companies (EMCs) are estimated

to handle around 85-90 per cent, and the Partially Integrated Exporters (PIE) around

10-15 per cent. The remainder of the total export was handled by firms not included

in the study, firms which either would be defined as Other-Export Management

Companies (Other EMCs) or Partially Integrated Exporters or individual vessel

owners who land their fresh fish directly at the fresh-fish auction markets in; Hull,

Grimsby or Bremerhaven.2

5.1. Profile of the Firms Researched

This section categorises the exporting firms included in this study on the basis of their

principal activity. Two main types of firms are identified, namely; "export

management companies" (EMCs) and "partially integrated exporters" (PlEs).

5.1.1. Export Management Companies (EMCs)

Czinkota and Ronkainen3 defined two types of EMCs, firstly, domestic firms which

specialise in exporting and perform their services as agents and, secondly, domestic

firms which specialise in exporting as distributors and operate internationally on their

own account. The Icelandic definition of EMCs introduced here differs significantly
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from these two defined forms. The Icelandic EMCs operate mainly as "commission

firms" (umsyslufyrirtseki) where transactions and sales agreements (exports

agreements) with foreign buyers are made in the name of the EMC but for the account

of the processor. The processor however has title to the product until the sales

agreement has been reached with the foreign buyer. If the product does not meet

standards previously agreed between the EMC and the foreign buyer, the latter will

make his complaints and seek some resolutions from the EMC who then has a

recourse on the processor.4 In the case of the Icelandic EMCs all shipping documents

such as bill of ladings and invoices usually list the name of the EMC as a shipper or

exporter, which seems to be paradoxical to the general understanding that the exports

are on the account of the processor (producer) i.e. at his risk. However, there exists

no direct law in Iceland governing "commission trading" (umsysluvidskipti)5 even

though it is generally acknowledged that the bulk of all exports of marine products

from Iceland takes this form of trading.6 A calculated commission based on the value

of the products exported is usually the main base of income for the EMCs. This

commission is usually in the range of 2-4 per cent, although it differs between firms

and product categories. Another common activity of most of the Icelandic EMCs is

their role as importers and/or providers of various materials, necessary for the

production and exportation of fish products such as packages.

5.1.1.1. The Principal EMCs

The three principal export organisations S.H. S.I F.7 and I S.8 together with

Sildarutvegsnefnd could be defined as EMCs. In 1991 these four organisations shared

about 58 per cent of the total exports of marine products from Iceland and the three

major companies S.H., S.I.F. and I S. are by far the biggest exporting firms in Iceland.

Table 5.1 shows the absolute size of these firms in millions of Icelandic kronur (ISK)

1%



in 1991 and their percentage share in the total exports value of marine products

during that year.

Table 5.1.
The Size of the Principal EMCs

Name of Exports in % share of Total number
firm millions total exports of employees

oflSK of marine at 1991
products

S.H. 18,100 24.1 85
S I F. 12,600 16.8 45
IS. 12,100 16.1 60

Sildarutvegsnefnd 900 1.2 40

1) The number of staff in various subsidiaries are not included.

These firms are thought to be significantly different from most other EMCs in Iceland.

All of the firms, with the exception of Sildarutvegsnefnd, are owned by their

respective processors and have some central functions such as sales and export

marketing organisations, in a network of independent fish processing firms. A

common feature of these organisations is their 'product specialisation' and central role

in advising and informing their members (the processing firms) on: product and

quality standards, production planning, packaging standards, R&D services and in

collecting and redistributing information to their members about export markets

conditions and prospects. A managing director in one of the 'principal export

organisations' described the role of his company such that:

" The company is first and foremost a collection-box of domestic and foreign
markets information. When I say collection-box, it is obviously quite apparent that
there is nothing which could be left there to remain, but rather the information must
be on a continuous flow in and out of the box"
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Another important characteristic feature of these EMCs is their relatively formal

relationship with their members and producers. Prior to the reformation of; S.I.F. and

IS. these two export organisations were very similar in their organisational structure

to S.H. which has remained largely unchanged from its foundation.9 The firms

operated relatively strict laws and resolutions,10 which included the retention of

members or reservation funds and a voting power system which favoured, in some

cases, smaller producers. Strict discipline exists within these organisations to prevent

the members of these co-operative networks directing their exports through other

channels of export. As stated in section 3.6.1. these organisations all operated as non¬

profit organisations and I S. and S.I.F. have continued this policy despite their

formation into shareholding companies. The calculated commission on products sold

is primarily aimed at covering marketing and operational costs. After the reformation

of S.I.F. and I S. into shareholding companies they have continued to be, by majority

shares owned by their previous members, but voting power is now based on each

shareholder's share in the companies. The strict laws and resolutions have been

abolished but formally documented agreements exist between the respective EMCs

and the respective processors. The form of agreement between the processors and

the exporting organisations can now be varied from long-term agreement, including

the export of all relevant products for a unspecified length of time, to "one off" sales

agreements, including only one exporting or selling organisation.

In addition to their primary role as EMCs these firms and various subsidiary

companies serve their processors by importing various production supplies, such as

packages, barrels, salt, etc.

5.1.1.2. Other EMCs

Most of these firms are relatively young and very small in size, when measured in

terms of export value. They employ 5-6 persons on the average, typically including
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the owner. In 1991 these companies accounted for around 22-24 per cent of the total

export value of marine products in Iceland. The relationship these firms have with

companies in other sectors of the fishing industry (harvesting and processing) are

usually very informal i.e. not based on any documented agreements. Like the

Principal EMCs, these companies often provide other services such as packaging

materials etc for the firms in the processing industry. Other EMCs are usually very

small, and the majority of firms have an export value of less than 800 million ISK.

(Table 5.2.). The average number of employees in companies sized between 800-

1200 millions is somewhat above the average for the group of Other EMCs. This is

explained mainly by the fact that many of these firms are providing more extended

services to companies in the processing and fisheries sectors such as supplying them

with various services including packaging and fishing-gears. On average the Other

EMCs received about 97 per cent of their operating income from the exporting of

marine products. Only 9 of the Other EMCs had some production and financial links,

usually through partial ownership, with firms in other sectors of the fishing industry.

Table 5.2.

The Size of the Other EMCs

Exports in Number Average number
millions of 1SK of firms of employees

0 - 200 6 2

200 - 400 8 4

400 - 800 6 5
800 - 1200 7 11

1200 - 1600 3 7

The Other EMCs, like the Principal EMCs seem to have widely adopted the strategy

of'product specialisation'. In 1991, 22 out of the 30 Other EMCs could be defined as

'specialised exporters'." Three of these 22 firms specialised in the exporting of fresh

fish on ice in containers, 2 firms were specialised exporters of fresh fish on ice by air,

/
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13 firms specialised in the exports of frozen fish products, and 4 firms specialised in

the exports of fish oil and fish meal. The average share of the related products in each

firm's exports value was around 95 per cent (St.Dev. 8.9) during the respective year.

Exports of the 8 Other EMCs defined as 'non-specialized exporters' was usually

spread among 2-3 product groups.

5.1.2. Partially Integrated Exporters

The second main type of exporters defined in this study are companies which are

partially backward integrated i.e. are actively involved in at least two of the three

defined sectors of the fishing industry. This means that these companies are either in

the business of primary or secondary processing and exporting, or are actively

involved in all the three defined sectors. Hereafter, in this dissertation these types of

exporting firms will be named; "Partially Integrated Exporters" or "PIE". Of the 60

exporting firms included in this study 26 of them are defined as "PIE". As these

"Partially Integrated Exporters" are a very heterogeneous group of firms, they are in

this study categorised into some five sub-groups. In 1991 PIE firms handled around

10-15 per cent of the direct exports of marine products from Iceland.

5.1.2.1. Partially Integrated Exporters - 1 (P1E-1)

The Partially Integrated Exporters-1 (PIE-1) are key members and principal owners of

at least two of the Principal EMCs, (S.H., S.I F., I S., Sildarutvegsnefnd) and sell all

their frozen and salted products through these companies. Most of these firms are

product-diversified on-shore processing firms which are chiefly in the business of

primary processing but in some secondary processing as well. In addition to their

processing activity all these firms operate some big fleets of fishing vessels, which in

all cases serve as the principal supplying units of raw materials for the processing

plants. The secondary processing mainly includes the production of frozen groundfish
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products in retail packages which are usually produced under the labels of foreign

retail-chains and exported by the respective Principal EMCs. The direct exporting,

handled by the PIE-1 firms, is mainly of whole fresh fish on ice. In those cases these

firms are producers of fish meal and fish oil, the export of these products is sometimes

handled by them as well.

In 1991 the turnover of PIE-1 companies ranged between 1200 - 2500 millions ISK.

The number of employees ranged between 250 - 400 people, but the number of staff

tends to fluctuate according to fishing seasons. The combined share of the 6 PIE-1

companies was in the fishing year 1992-1993 around 1 5 per cent of the total allowable

catch in Icelandic waters (cod equivalent).12 Around 75-80 per cent of the total

production value of the PIE-1 companies was in 1991 exported by the Principal

EMCs and around 20-25 per cent directly by the firms themselves, or through any of

the Other EMCs.

5.1.2.2. Partially Integrated Exporters - 2 (P1E-2)

The second group of Partially Integrated Exporters are in this study named Partially

Integrated Exporters - 2 (PIE-2). These firms are primarily in the business of

harvesting but like the PIE-1 are in all cases exporting directly some parts of their

products. The main products exported are either whole fresh fish on ice or products

which are primary processed and frozen on-board the trawlers. In some cases these

firms sell their fresh fish catch at the domestic auction markets as well Firms which

primary process and freeze their products on-board, either sell them directly to foreign

buyers or they use the services of any of the Other EMCs or are selling via foreign

agents. The exports of whole fresh fish on ice are usually handled abroad by special

agency companies, which are located in the foreign ports and are in most cases either

owned by people of Icelandic origin or are employing some Icelanders. The

combined share of the 5 PIE-2 companies included in this study, was in the fishing
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year 1992-1993 around 5.5 per cent of the total allowable catch in Icelandic waters

(cod equivalent).13 Two of these firms are primary processing some large part of their

catch on-board the fishing trawlers but the other three are mainly exporting their catch

whole on ice. Turnover, of these companies ranged in 1991 between ISK 200 million

to ISK 1,700 million and in terms of number of employees, their size ranged between

12 to 200 people.

5.1.2.3. Partially Integrated Exporters - 3 (PIE-3)

The third group of Partially Integrated Exporters is in this study named Partially

Integrated Exporters - 3 (PIE-3). These firms are chiefly in the business of fish meal

and fish oil production. Many of these companies are by majority shares owned by

the PIE-1 firms or are closely linked to them. The supply of raw-material is primarily

based on landings from independent vessels, but formal agreements between these

firms (reduction factories) and the vessel companies are more an exception than a

general rule. The following comments made by two respondents sum up the situation

which exists at this market:

"We have bought much of our raw-material (capeIin) from the same vessels but we
have never made any formal agreements or documented contracts with them. Such
agreements are totally meaningless and inadequate when you reach the point they
should be honoured."

"In the cape/in business the ruthlessness is total and you never experience anything
like that. In the capelin business I don't want to have any formal agreements or
contracts with the vessels and I think its best to be on this spot-market."

The nature of the fish-reduction industry in Iceland, which is primarily based on the

harvesting of capelin and herring, means that there are usually some big seasonal

fluctuations in the number of staff working in these firms. The dominating firm in this

category is the only state owned firm included in this study; "SildarverksmiSjur

rikisins", (SR.) which produces about 1/3 of the total amount of fish-meal and fish-oil



which is produced in Iceland.14 Like most other firms in the fish-reduction industry

the PIE-3 firms export the bulk of their production through the Other EMCs except in

the case of S.R. which exports about 50 per cent of its bulk production directly. In

1991 around 0.3 per cent of the total exports value of marine products in Iceland was

exported directly by these firms.15

5.1.2.4. Partially Integrated Exporters - 4 (PIE-4)

Partially Integrated Exporters - 4, (PIE-4) are defined as companies which are in the

business of primary processing, mainly of groundfish species, and exporting directly to

foreign markets. Supplying of raw-material for these firms is largely served from the

fish auction markets but some direct buying from other primary processing firms or

from fishing vessels, especially small vessels or boats, is also quite common.

Compared to other firms in the processing sector, these firms tend to be relatively

small and usually family owned. The principal owner is usually the managing director

and responsible for the company's exporting activity. Seven firms of the 26 firms

defined as PIE in this study are here defined as PIE-4. Average turnover of PIE-4

firms in 1991, was around ISK 200 millions. They employ on the average of 20

people. Four of the PIE-4 firms specialised in the processing and exporting of frozen

marine products and three firms in processing and exporting of fresh fish, usually

filleted and exported by air-cargo.

5.1.2.5. Partially Integrated Exporters - 5 (PIE-5)

The fifth type of PIE firms, defined as Partially Integrated Exporters - 5, (PIE-5) are

companies which are only exporting their own products, produced within their own

factories. The main features of these firms are; first, the majority of products are

exported as fully processed, either under the firm's own label or under the labels of

some foreign buyers. Second, unlike the other marine products exporters, the PIE-5
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firms trade in the domestic market, which usually receives some substantial share of

their total sales. The following comments sum up the importance of having a

domestic market to the PIE-5 firms.

" It is the nature ofany successful exporting company to have a strong home market
and we feel it's crucial for a company like ours to have a strong home market to
develop the consumer products which we aim to sell and export at some later stages
in the future."

(World leading exporter of cod liver oil products)

" Even though we are exporting around 90 per cent of our production, we find it's
important to have some home market for testing our products. "

( Exporter of canned products)

" First andforemost, you must have a home market ofsuch size that it enables you to
survive. The Icelandic market is my "lest market" and I don't think I would have
survived ifI had solely aimed at the export markets."

( Small company and new in exporting)

Of the five PIE-5 firms included in this study, only the three biggest firms could be

defined as what Cavusgil16 called "active exporters" but the two smallest firms could

be defined as "experimental exporters" i.e. where exporting usually plays a minor role

in these companies activity. The size distribution of these firms varies significantly,

both in terms of sales value and in terms of number of employees, ranging from ISK

30 millions to ISK 900 millions and from 7 people to 100 people respectively. In

addition to their exports of consumer packaged products, two of the biggest firms

included in this category are active exporters of some primary processed products.

Among the marine products exported by the PIE-5 are various canned marine

products, fresh and frozen fish terrines, cod liver oil and cod liver oil capsules.
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5.1.3. Product Categorisation of Exporting Firms

One of the main features, characterising the export sector is its fragmentation by

product categories. Table 5.3. sub-categorises the three main types of exporting firms

by the products they are exporting i.e. fresh, frozen, salted, dried, meal & oil, canned

and other products. The category "Other" includes various products which are

exported in retail and consumer packaging (except canned products), such as frozen

groundfish products, and cod liver oil for human consumption. To avoid some double

counting of firms in this analysis, the categorisation of firms in Table 5.3. is based on

their direct exporting of marine products. This means that firms which we have

defined as PIE-1 firms are categorised on the grounds of their direct exports ofmarine

products but not on the basis of their production.

Table 5.3.

Categorisation of the firms by their types
and products exported

(Based on each firms direct exporting at 1991)

Product \ Type of firms Principal Other Partially Total
EMCs EMCs Integrated num her

Exporters

Fresh on ice 2 16 15 33

Frozen 2 21 7 30

Salted 4 6 2 12

Dried 2 6 1 9

Meal & Oil 1 6 5 12

Canned 1 4 3 8

Other J 1 3 7

A detailed analysis of the data collected in this study showed that in a majority of

cases, the firms which are specialising in the exporting of either fresh or frozen marine

products, tend also to be actively involved in the exporting of the other. Of the 33

firms identified as exporters of fresh fish on ice, it was found that in 23 firms this

export was of some importance. By importance we mean that the export accounted
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for 10 per cent or more in the total export value of the respective companies. The

export of frozen and salted marine products, as previously stated, is still dominated by

the Principal EMCs. In 1991, the two companies SIT and I S. accounted for around

70 per cent of the total exports of frozen marine products and the export of salted

products is largely controlled by S.I.F. and Sildarutvegsnefnd. The main salted

products, exported by the Other EMCs and the PIE firms, have been salted lump-fish

roe and salted cod-roe and increasingly various salted groundfish products. The

exports of dried fish products remains mainly in the hands of Export Management

Companies. None of the 8 EMCs identified as exporters of dried products, would fall

within our definition as 'specialised exporters' of these products. The export of fish

meal and fish oil, is however, characterised by the relatively large share, retained by

the Other EMCs. Four of the six Other EMCs exporting fish meal and fish oil are

specialised in the export of these products and for the two remaining the export of

these products is an important part in their total exports. The export of canned

products, which during the 1970s and 1980s was dominated by only one company,

S.L., is now mainly in the hands of a number of small exporting firms, such as the

Other EMCs or the production companies themselves (PIE-5). None of the EMCs

and only one of the PIE firms, fall within our definition of 'specialised exporters' of

canned products. In three of the Other EMCs and in one of the PIE firms, the exports

of canned products are a very important part of their total exports value, usually in the

range of 30-50 per cent. The exports of "other" which includes various products

exported in retail packaging or ready meal products is primarily dominated by the

Principal EMCs and some small PIE firms.
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5.1.4. Form of Ownership

All the Principal EMCs used to be operated on some kind of co-operatives basis.

Sildarutvegsnefnd was founded on the basis of special laws, and is operated as a

private foundation but not as a state company. Two of the Principal EMCs S.I.F. and

IS., have been turned into shareholding companies, but are still relatively closed for

investors outside their processor's base. Most of the Other EMCs are organised as

shareholding companies, but none of these firms is open for outside investors and

most of them operate as private companies, usually with the principal owner as the

head of operation. Similarly, most of the PIE companies, except the PIE-1

companies, are organised as shareholding companies but as in the case of the Other

EMCs their ownership is on a rather restricted basis. The only publicly listed

shareholding companies in the Icelandic fishing industry are found among PIE-1

companies. Of the 6 firms we have defined as PIE-1, 3 firms have their shares traded

on the market and are open for public ownership. At the time this research was

conducted, only one company, S R., remained in State ownership. E3y laws enacted in

1993 the company was transformed into a shareholding company but for the time the

majority of shares are owned by the State.17

5.1.5. Firms' Age and Export Experience

The absolute importance of exporting, for practical survival in the Icelandic fishing

industry, means usually for most Icelandic marine product exporters, that there exists

no time lapse between the time the marine product exporting companies are

established and to them become actively involved in exporting. The only significant

difference between companies' average age and the average numbers of years they

have been involved in direct exporting could be found among the PIE companies,

mainly the PIE-5 companies. This could be explained mainly by the type of products

these firms are exporting and importance of the domestic market for these firms. The



oldest firms in the export sector remain the Principal EMCs, as they were purposely

established as special exporting firms during the 1930s and 1940s. Even though, I S.,

was formally established as a shareholding company in 1991 it is based on the

foundations of S I S., which became actively involved in exporting of marine products

at a similar time as S.H , S.I.F., and Sildarutvegsnefnd. Some of the oldest firms

included in this study are the PIE-1 companies, which many were founded in the early

years of this century, primarily as harvesting and processing firms but have, as

previously stated, over the years become increasingly active in direct exporting. As

shown in Table 5.4. the Other EMCs are on the average, the youngest exporting firms

in the sector but, during the 1980s the number of these firms showed some phase of

growth. Information collected in this study shows that 21 firms of the 30 Other

EMCs were established during the period from 1981 to 1991.

Table 5.4.

Age and Export Experience
of Icelandic Marine Product Exporters

( 1992 as a reference year.)

Average Average
age direct export

in years experience
in years

Principal EMCs 55.7 52.3
Other EMCs 9.7 9.2
PIE 27.3 20.0

5.1.6. Regional Distribution of the Exporting Finns

The increase in the number of exporting firms in the 1980s brought about a

corresponding increase in number of firms which were based outside Reykjavik and

the surrounding region. Previously nearly all of the exporting firms were located in
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Reykjavik, even though, most of the harvesting and fish processing took place in

other regions of the country. This could most likely be explained by the fact that few

places outside Reykjavik offered the necessary infrastructural facilities to handle

exports and foreign business transactions such as international communication

systems (telex) and banking facilities.18 The two factors which seemed to have

contributed most significantly to this increase in number of exporting firms, located

outside Reykjavik were the emergence of new communication technology (the

telefax), and in the case of fresh fish exports, new transportation technology

(containers). Of the 60 firms included in this study, only 15 firms are domiciled

outside Reykjavik and it's surrounding regions. The majority of all firms exporting

fresh fish on ice by containers are located in towns outside Reykjavik, but all the firms

which are exporting fresh fish by air-cargo (usually fresh fillets) are located in

Reykjavik and surrounding region.

5.1.7. Size Distribution of the Exporting Finns

By calculating the stated value of direct exporting in each firm in 1991 as a ratio of

the total value of marine products export at that year, the Lorenz Curve19 plotted in

Figure 5.1. indicates clearly the significant concentration which exists in the exporting

of marine products from Iceland and the considerable differences which remained

between the Principal EMCs and other firms included in this study.
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Figure 5.1.

Size Distribution of the Exporting
Firms by Value of Exports.

Percentage share of the total number of firms

5.1.8. Structure of the Export Sector - An Overview

The structure of the export sector as outlined in this study and the form of

relationship that exists between firms within the sector and with firms in the other

sectors of the fishing industry is indicated in Figure 5 .2.. As previously stated and as

shown in Figure 5.2. the relationship between the Principal EMCs and other firms in

the harvesting and processing sectors, is generally, rather formal i.e. based on written

contracts or agreements. This is indicated by the whole-line which is drawn between

the Principal EMCs and other firms in the industry but, the dotted-line indicates the

form of relatively informal links there usually exist between firms in the harvesting and

processing sectors and the Other EMCs and which is usually, based on personal

contacts, or "gentlemen's agreement".
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Figure 5.2.

Structure of the Export Sector.

= Formal relationship = Informal relationship
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Conclusions

This chapter has outlined the main categories of exporting firm included in this study.

It's estimated that around 92 per cent of the total exports of marine products from

Iceland in 1991 was accounted for by these firms. Categorisation of firms was made,

firstly, on the basis of their principal activity and, secondly, where the above

categorisation was considered insufficient for some distinct analysis, categorisation

was made on the grounds of the main products exported by firms. Two main

categories of exporting firms were identified on the grounds of firms' principal

activity, namely 'export management companies' (EMCs) which we further sub-

categorised into Principal EMCs and Other EMCs, and 'partially integrated exporters'

(PIEs) which we sub-grouped into five types of firm, ranging from PIE-1 to PIE-5.

Categorisation of firms on the basis of their main products exported was into fresh,

frozen, salted, dried, meal and oil, canned and other. It appeared in this research that

the majority of firms included could be defined as 'product specialised' in their

exporting which means that at least 70 per cent of their total export derived from the

exporting of one of the above listed product categories. Apart from some of the

Principal EMCs, ownership of the firms remains mainly in the form of shareholding

companies although many of the Other EMCs and PIE firms are literally operated on

a family basis. Only a few firms remain open for outside investors i.e. their shares are

traded on the stock market. The distinctive nature of the Icelandic fishing industry as

being entirely dependent upon exporting, generally means that there exists no

significant time lapse between firms start of exporting and their year of establishment.

The Principal EMCs and some of the PIE-1 firms remain the oldest firms in the sector,

but in the early 1980s, there was a wave of new firms, especially, Other EMCs which

entered the sector and started exporting. This chapter concludes that there are four

factors which are mainly characteristic for the current structure of the export sector

and the firms involved.



First, the export sector is still largely dominated by relatively few firms despite

important changes in it's structure in recent years, and the apparently increasing

number of small firms starting exporting and more active involvement in exporting of

firms in other sectors of the fishing industry.

Second, despite substantial reduction in the share of the Principal EMCs in the total

export of marine products in the late 1980s, the largest share of the marine products

export still remains in the hands of 'export management companies,' i.e. Principal

EMCs and Other EMCs.

Third, like the Principal EMCs most of the younger and smaller firms in the export

sector are significantly product specialised in their exporting activity.

Fourth, there are important differences between the Principal EMCs and the Other

EMCs in the form of links they have with firms in the two other sectors of the fishing

industry (fisheries and processing) with the Principal EMCs keeping much stronger

and more formal links with firms in these sectors.
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6. Initiation of Exports and Problems Associated with Exporting

Introduction

In the previous chapter we outlined the main structural characteristics of the export

sector and the firms included in this research. The main objective of this chapter is to

explore some of the behavioural factors which characterise these firms in their

exporting activity, such as the factors which initiated their initial involvement in

exporting, the firms' process of internationalisation and factors identified as problems

associated with exporting by managers in the exporting firms. This chapter, like

Chapter 5, is based on informal interviews with 60 managers in firms exporting marine

products from Iceland, (Section 1.2.).

The first section identifies the main internal and external factors which initiated or

motivated the establishment of new exporting firms in the sector and encouraged

more direct involvement of firms in other sectors of the industry into exporting. We

examine what factors influenced their first export order and affected their initial

selection of export markets. Furthermore, considerations are given to whether some

of the identified factors could explain some of the structural changes which emerged

in the export sector in recent years. Finally, we examine the different process of

internationalisation by firms in the sector.

In the second section, we examine what factors are perceived by managers in the

exporting firms as obstacles or problems associated with exporting of marine products

from Iceland. Considerations are given to how factors such as natural fluctuations in

the marine environment (industry-specific), geographic distance from export markets,

small home market and small size of the Icelandic economy (country-specific), are

affecting the export behaviour of different types of firms in the sector.
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6.1. Initiation of Exports

In the following section we will examine the initiation of export, by the Principal

EMCs, Other EMCs and the different types ofPIE firms.

6.1.1. Initiation of Export by the Principal EMCs1

It is generally acknowledge that the foundation of the three Principal EMCs

(excluding Sildarutvegsnefnd) was initiated by individuals within the fishing industry,

but external factors such as government policy in Iceland at the time of their

foundations, largely encouraged their formation in the 1930s and 1940s. The main

government incentive was undoubtedly the issuing of monopoly or duopoly licences

to these firms, which granted them exclusivity in the exporting of certain types of

marine products from Iceland to particular markets. The existence of

Sildarutvegsnefnd, one of the Principal EMCs, is still based on law and its exports

largely protected from domestic competition.

6.1.2. Initiation of Export by the Other EMCs

As government policy encouraged the foundation of the Principal EMCs, we can

similarly argue, that by gradually abolishing these exclusive rights retained by the

Principal EMCs, government policy strongly influenced some of the structural

changes which have been taking place within the export sector and reflects in an

increasing number of Other EMCs. It seems however, that there was a variety of

other factors, both internal and external, which contributed more significantly to the

formation of the Other EMCs during the 1980s and 1990s. The external factors

appear to be: first, the encouragement and support which many founders of these

companies got from domestic processors (processing firms), with whom they had

made some contacts in their earlier jobs. In some cases the encouragement also came

from previous foreign buyers. This relates to the fact that many of the managing
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directors and principal owners in the Other EMCs, had usually gained their initial

experience in exporting within other marine products exporting companies, often the

Principal EMCs or the Other EMCs.

"One of the processors, who produced for the exporting company I worked for
earlier, encouraged me to start on my own and he promised to support me by the
supplying ofproducts"

(Managing Director, in a small Other EMC)

"The main reason behind the establishment of this company, was that 1 was backed
up and encouraged by some domestic producers and also foreign buyers to establish
my own firm "

( Managing director, one of the biggest Other EMC)

Second, structural changes within other sectors of the fishing industry which opened

up opportunities for many of the existing Other EMCs to expand their base of

producers, but also initiated the establishment of new exporting firms. These

structural changes were mainly the increasing number of freezing-trawlers, which

normally process and freeze their catch onboard, and the increasing number of small

landbased processing firms, which usually get the bulk of their raw material at the

fresh fish auction markets in Iceland. (The first auction market was established in

1987).

" This company has been specialising in the exporting of sea-frozen products
The advent offreezing trawlers into the fishing industry in the early 1980s opened up
some opportunitiesfor us, 'the small guys' especially as the 'big export organisations'
didn't give these new 'processors' a proper service or show interest in what they were
doing."

(Managing director, one of the biggest Other EMC)

Third, favourable market conditions during the late 1980s. This appeared inter alia.

in a big demand for various marine products such as cod and haddock, especially in
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the West-European market. Consequently, it remained relatively easier for new

exporters to find foreign buyers than otherwise might have been the case. Evidently,

many of the Other EMCs, which chiefly focused on the exporting of fresh fish on ice

in containers emerged during the 1980s following an increasing demand for marine

products at the principal fresh fish markets in the U.K. and in Germany. These firms

were, typically, established by people who had some strong links within the harvesting

sector (in many cases former fisher-men). The factors which most heavily contributed

to the establishment of these firms (Other EMCs) however, or persuaded existing

firms (mainly PIE-2) to start direct exporting were the large degree of encouragement

these firms got from individual vessel owners in the towns where these firms are

located and the two factors outlined in section 5.1.6. i.e. new transportation and

communication technology.

" What initialed the establishment of this company in 19X6 was that at the time of its
foundation, there was only one big buyer offish (PIE-1) in the town, which literally
bought nearly all the fish which was landed and at prices which were officially fixed.
This meant that at this time many of the individual vessel owners felt they were under
the heel of this company (PIE-l). Emergence of this company was therefore,
especially welcomed by these individual vessels owners who now got a new
alternativefor selling their catch"

(Manager Oilier EMC w hich specialises
in (lie exporting of fresh fish on ice in containers.)

Internal factors, which possibly contributed most significantly to the decision made

by many of the managers in the Other EMCs to start exporting were: First, the

experience which many of them had from living abroad and which complemented their

generally good command of foreign languages. About 50 per cent of the managing

directors in the Other EMCs had lived abroad for a longer period than one year and

43 per cent of them had obtained their university degree from foreign universities.
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Second, the generally felt desire by many respondents in these firms to become their

own masters and their expectations about making profit.

" This firm was initially established as an importing company, but in 1982 it stalled
to export fresh fish on ice in containers. I don't know exactly, what led to this, but
the owner of this company always looks for everything which possibly could make
him some money."

(Managing director of one of the biggest Other EMC )

" When I hadfinished my study in 1984, I started to work as a marketing manager in
a small company which was exporting fish and fish products. As exports were
growingfast and going well, Ifelt my salary were constrained, so in 1986, I decided
to establish my own exporting company."

(Managing director and principal owner
of a medium sized Other EMC)

" I established this company in the late 1980s and I can tell you veryfrankly that the
main reason for itsfoundation was my expectation ofmakingprofit"

(Managing director and principal owner
of one of biggest Other EMC.)

6.1.3. Initiation of Export of the Partially Integrated Exporters

It's generally acknowledged, that many of the PIE firms have in recent years become

more actively involved in the export side of the fishing industry. As in the case of the

Other EMCs, managers' experience from living abroad and extensive travelling abroad

are among factors identified in this study, which suggests generation of greater

involvement of these firms into exporting. Exporting of whole fresh fish on ice by the

PIE-1 companies, which in some cases is their only direct export, seems usually to be

based on: first, the expected prices for whole fresh fish on ice at the main foreign

auction markets, which frequently were stated could out-weight the calculated value-

added received from primary processing the fish domestically; second, some of the
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processing firms have used the fresh-fish markets abroad as alternative product

markets, in order to smooth out some peaks in the amount of fish landed by their

trawlers, which is in excess of the amount of fish which keeps utilisation of the

processing plants at an acceptable level.2 The following statements made by some of

the managing directors of these firms, sums up their general reasonings for exporting

whole fresh fish to the foreign auction markets rather than processing it in their

processing plants.

"As we have a relatively big quota of redfish, which is very difficult and costly in
primary processing so our exports ofwholefreshfish on ice has been increasing"

"We are increasingly relying on independent vessels, which we have some formal
agreements with, as the main sources of raw-material for our processing plants, as
we have increasingly exported the fish caught by our own trawlers, whole on ice,
especially the redfish"

" Our exports of whole fresh fish on ice in containers have been aimed at exporting
only that amount offish which is in excess of what guarantees an acceptable level of
processing in our plants, which means some continuous work for our people in the
plant"

Despite the above reasons for exporting of fresh fish on ice, the main factors

stimulating increasing involvement of the PIE-1 firms in exporting and more active

involvement in the Principal EMCs,3 appear to be an increasing export-marketing

orientation and enthusiasm by the management of the PIE-1 firms and a failure by

some of the Principal EMCs to respond to some of the previously outlined structural

changes in the industry's environment.4 Even though managers in the PIE-1 firms

generally felt that their membership in the Principal EMCs was a major strength for

their companies, their attitude was that the formation of more direct links between the

PIE-1 and the foreign buyers would be imperative in the future, particularly if the

Principal EMCs were going to retain their shares in the total export of marine

products from Iceland. The following notions, made by some of the managers in the
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PIE-1 firms, outlines the increasing desire within these firms of more direct

involvement in exporting.

"The new generation ofpeople, which is gradually taking over the top-managment
positions in these firms (the PIE-l) are much more market conscious than the
previous generation who expected to he fed on market information from the big sales
organisations (Principal EMCs)."

( A 30 year old managing director of a big PIE-1 firm)

" There is a general desire within these bigger firms (PIE-1) to create some closer
links between them atid the respective foreign buyers. If the Principal EMCs don't
respond positively to this desire, and also realize that we might have interests in
other fish products than just the one which they are exporting, I think we might see
some bigger share of the production of these companies exported by them directly."

( Managing director of a PIE-1 firm, w ho is in his thirties)

"The main drawback of the big export organisations (Principal EMCs) has been the
tendency within them to block the flow of information between the export markets
and the producers. I therefore, think we will see more direct links between the
producers in Iceland and the respective foreign buyers."

(Managing director of a PIE-1 firm, w ho is in his forties)

"Our generation will never accept to be excluded from marketing. The people who
are now in the management positions in these companies (PIE-1) will never

relinquish their right to be involved in marketing. Marketing is just one part of the
function of these companies."

(Managing director of a PI E-1 firm, who is in his forties)

The second factor which possibly explains a greater enthusiasm by some of the PIE

firms in direct exporting, relates to the current product specialisation of the Principal

EMCs. Managers in some of the the PIE-1 firms and also in other PIE firms, which

had suspended their membership in the Principal EMCs and started direct exporting,
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felt that in some cases these product specialisations were working against the interests

of the member firms.

"I am of the opinion that the "sales organisations" (Principal EMCs) are too
specialised and that this specialisation is often working against our interests as we
are a company which can supply all kinds ofmarine products. I can give you an
example. We are members of X and last year it happened that there was a big
company in Denmark which wanted to visit us. They sent a telefax to X's sales office
in Hamburg where they explained that they were about to go to Iceland and among
many things which they intended to do there was to visit our company. This Danish
company got a telefax back from X's sales office which stated: "we will not permit
any visits to our plants except escorted by people from X". I can tell you that this
really did upset us. This is what I mean when 1 say that the "sales organisations" are
to specialised. In this case they didn't understand that we are a company which has
interests in all kinds ofmarine products such as fresh, frozen, salted, dried, meal &
oil, and so on, and that this particular company in Denmark was possibly interested
in other things than frozen fish

( Managing dirccior of a big P1E-1 firm)

" We used to produce fresh fish fillets which were exported by Y to the U.S. market.
When Y decided to stop exporting fresh fish, we decided to continue to supply this
buyer in the U.S. by exporting directly. Then, when there became a pressure from
this buyer that we supplied him directly with frozen fish fillets, we couldn't do it,
because ofour membership in Y. At that time we made the "big decision" to suspend
our membership and leave Y."

( Managing director of a PIE firm w hich suspended ils
membership in one of the Principal EMCs)

A failure by the Principal EMCs to respond to certain structural changes within the

fishing industry, and desires among their members to become more involved in

exporting, was underpined by views expressed by respondents in some of the firms,

which previously were members of one or more of the Principal EMCs, but also by

one of the managing directors in the Principal EMCs.
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" When we initially stal led our business, i.e. to produce sea-frozen fish, we decided
to use the services of the sales organisations (Principal EMC-s). It was however,
apparent, that people within these organisations had very little confidence in this
idea of processing and freezing onboard, and they didn't show much interest in
selling these products. What, however, was most decisive, was our desire to sell
under our own label, but also that within these sales organisations, everybody is
treated equally."

( Managing director of one of the biggest
harvesting firms producing sea-frozen fillets)

" The main reason I decided to suspend our membership for the freezing trawler in X
and rather export the products directly, was I found it extremely irritating, to have
no guaranteed sales when the trawler came in to harbour for landings. Secondly, it
up-set me tremendously, that Y couldn't quote us the actual export prices, but only
their "list prices". That meant I had to make provisional pay settlements with the
crew after each fishing trip. Consequently, if I had to pay back, because the "list
prices" were higher than the actual export prices, it was sometimes extremely
difficult to convince the fishermen about that."

(Managing director of a P1E-1 firm)

" I felt I was kept away from the market place. / was only producing for a freezing
storage but notfor a market. There was no incentive or encouragement."

(Managing director, PlE-4 firm which
suspended membership in its Principal EMC)

" During the last 10 years or so, we have seen this awakening among the producers
(processors) to start exporting directly. 1 suppose that we have failed to some extent,
in getting them to understand that they are in fact exporting themselves by selling
through us.
We admit that we failed to incorporate the freezing trawlers and I have to say, it was
mainly because they were principally against marketing. They just wanted us to take
all their produce, sell it at the highest possible prices each time andpay it outright

( Managing director of a Principal EMC)

Different to most other firms in the sector, the most significant factors motivating

managers of the PIE-5 firms to start exporting were their desire to increase sales and
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to enlarge market sizes. These factors were also generally perceived by managers in

these companies as the prerequisite for putting more financial resources into product

development, but product development was generally recognised as the key for future

survival of these firms.

6.1.4. Start of Exporting and Selection of First Export Markets

Overall it seems that the selection of the first export markets by the exporting firms, is

decided significantly by the type of products they start to export. This relates to the

fact that the export of different fish species and marine products, is in many cases

restricted to a limited number of countries or areas, depending on consumers' tastes

and preferences in these markets. An example of this is the export of salted

groundfish and salted herring which (as indicated in Chapter 3) is only exported to a

limited number of markets. The initial structure of the export sector and foundation

of the Principal EMCs5 was a direct result of this product fragmentation in exports

and export markets. In the cases of S.I.F. and Sildarutvegsnefnd the initial markets

were in the Mediterranean countries and in Northern Europe respectively, but the first

exports of frozen fish products by S.H. and I S. were to the U.K. market. However,

in their very early years of operation, these firms turned their main emphasis in export

of frozen groundfish products to the U.S. market, where they both established

subsidiary companies and subsequently invested in secondary processing plants. The

main reason for this early emphasis by S.H. and I S in exporting to the U S market,

rather than to the European market, was based on "judgemental decision, by people in

these companies, that the European market would not be a feasible market for frozen

fish products, as Europe at the time, after the Second World War was both in physical

and economic ruins."6 As in the case of the Principal EMCs, the exports of other firms

in the export sector is still very 'product specialised'. Consequently, the type of
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marine products exported by these firms significantly affects their selection of first

export markets. Managers in the Other EMCs and the PIE firms claimed that their

first export order and selection of first export markets was by no means the result of a

thoroughly planned activity. Before beginning to export, these firms only collected a

very limited amount of market information. In no instance was the first export order

unsolicited, but was frequently the result of a vigorous search abroad for business

contacts. Contacts made with foreign buyers in earlier jobs were also vital, and

sometimes led to the first export order.

" My first exports were fresh haddock fillets, which 1 exported to Baltimore in the
U.S.. The buyer M'as a company which I had found by searching the "yellow pages".
I was lucky because Ijumped on this totally blind."

(Managing director of a small Other EMC. which specialises
in the exporting of fresh fillets to the U.S. market)

" Most ofour exports, as well as most of the exports ofmarine products from Iceland
is what could be called "bulk" sales. In our case, we did not collect much
information about the export markets. The marketing methods could be described as
very primitive or basic. You obviously try to collect information about the existing
market prices, but there is no systematic collection of information. This fish business
is asyou probably know a relatively small world "

(Managing director of a medium sized Other EMC firm, which was
established in 1983, and is mainly exporting frozen products.)

There were 2 factors, modestly stated by managers in the Other EMCs and the PIE

firms, as being of some importance in creating their first export order and affecting

their selection of first export markets. First, existing personal contacts abroad, often

gained through experience of foreign living and second, the felt "relative closeness" of

the North European markets, especially the U.K. market, compared to some other

markets such as the U.S. market. "Relative closeness" related to factors such as

culture, mentality, and general knowledge about business practices. The above notion
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was also supported by the fact that in a majority of cases did managers of the Other

EMCs claim, they started exporting to various markets in Europe rather than to more

distant markets such as in America and Asia.

"My first exports were to Japan and 1 used some contacts which I had there. I was
the first person, who sold seafrozen Greenland-halibut to Japan, but there was no
systematic collection of information on my behalf"

( Managing director, who studied in
Japan and lived there for 5 years. )

" My first export was to France. I did have some contacts there, and I used them.
This was literally a "one off sale. The buyers were people which I am always in
contact with even though I am not selling to them on a permanent basis."

(Managing director of a small Other EMC who studied
in France and lived there for several years.)

" The mentality in Europe is totally different from what it is in the U.S.. In Europe
there is a much stronger tradition for fish consumption and the ordinary consumer
there knowsfor example that a naturalfishfillet has bones just like chickens. In the
U.S. things are different. That market has stronger processing requirements for the
fish than the European market. The U.S. are, as you know, chock-full of lawyers and
if somebody finds a bone in his mouth, it's a threat of some litigation hanging over
you."

( Managing director of a small Other EMC)

" I find the U.K. market and the Danish market are much closer than the other
markets I am exporting to. I am not sure whether it's because of these historical
relationship between Iceland and these countries. I think it's more because we have
similar mentality as people in these countries and that business is mainly based on
personal contacts."

(Managing director of a medium si/cd Other EMC)

Even though it seems that most of the exporting firms could be defined as

"aggressive"7 in the sense that they seem normally to be seeking their first export

order, the receipt of inquiry from abroad sometimes leads to actual exports. The
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arrival of "telefax machines", one of the most used communication devices in the

exporting firm, was generally viewed by interviewees, as having increased the tlow of

inquiries from foreign firms. The way in which these inquiries are dealt with tends,

however, to differ among firms. Some managers endeavour to answer all incoming

inquiries, but others claimed that most of the general inquiries coming in on the

telefax tended to be "junk mail" which usually meant that they restricted their

response to firms with which they were familiar. Exporting firms which had

implemented certain quality systems such as ISO 9000, had some systematic handling

on all inquiries, in line with directed standards. Circumstances frequently encountered

in the interviews, especially with managers in the Other EMCs and the PIE firms, was

the relatively big number of these firms which had experience of being approached by

Icelanders living abroad, even though it was stated to be less common than it was

three to four years ago. These Icelanders, who usually state their interests in

marketing Icelandic marine products in the countries where they are living, often

assert to have foreign buyers and are offering their services as agents to the exporters.

Generally, my respondent managers expressed, "bad experience" from these business

relationships with Icelanders living abroad. "Bad experience" usually, related to the

fact that many of them admitted having lost considerable amounts of money in this

type of trading.

" It has happened to us that we have lost money, because we have been dealing with
"unscrupulous characters". In most cases when this has happened, there have been
Icelanders involved. We have therefore adopted the policy to make no business with
Icelanders living abroad."

( Managing director of a Other EMC)

" There are a number of Icelanders living abroad who have contacted us and
expressed their interest in selling fish. I have bad experience from that since early
days so I don't respond to such inquiries any longer."

( Managing director of a P1E-4 firm)
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6.1.5. Process of Intemationalisation

Generally, the process of internationalisation by the exporting firms is characterised by

the "export or die" peculiarity of the Icelandic fishing industry, which means firms

leap into direct exporting without previous domestic presence.

6.1.5.1. Principal EMCs - Process of Internatioiialisation

In view of various models on the process of internationalisation of firms the three

biggest firms in the export sector; S.H., S.I.F. and I S. have arguably progressed

furthest along the internationalisation process as they are the only firms in the sector

which are operating foreign sales subsidiaries and have invested in foreign production

units. S.H. and I S., the two principal exporters of frozen fish products, have

followed a similar process of internationalisation. These firms have both established

sales offices and invested in secondary processing plants in their main markets.8 Both

follow a similar policy to not use foreign representatives. Markets which are not

served by their foreign subsidiaries are served directly from their head-offices in

Iceland.9

S.H. set up its first sales office in the U.S. in 1944. In 1947 the company established

a fully owned sales subsidiary (Coldwater Seafood Corporation) which started

operation of a processing plant (secondary processing) in 1954. Since then the

company has opened sales offices in all its other four main markets10 and in 1983 it

established a processing plant (secondary processing) in the U.K. (Icelandic Freezing

Plants Ltd)

I S. initially used the services of offices which the Samband of Iceland (S I S.) was

operating in some foreign markets such as in the U.K. and the U.S. In 1951 the

company established its first sales subsidiary (Iceland Seafood Corporation) in the

U.S. and in 1958 the Iceland Seafood Corp. opened its first processing plant
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(secondary processing). Since then the company has opened sales offices or

subsidiaries in its three other main markets.11

S.I.F.'s process of internationalisation and representation in its main export markets

followed a slightly different path to SIT and I S. Initially, the company's selling

abroad was through foreign representatives which have gradually been replaced with:

sales offices, subsidiaries or production companies abroad. "Our policy is to honour

all agreements which were done by our predecessors. When the foreign

representatives quit or retire, we replace them by setting up our own sales office or

sales subsidiary."12 The first sales subsidiary in Spain (1990) replaced a sales office

which opened there in 1987 but, prior to that, selling was through a foreign

representative. In Italy, a sales office replaced a foreign representative in 1960 and in

France where the company established its first production plant, it replaced a foreign

representative. In other main markets, i.e. Portugal and Greece, the company still

sells through foreign representatives. Markets which are not served directly by their

foreign subsidiaries are served from the company's head-ofiice in Iceland.

It was generally claimed by managers in these firms that the main benefits gained from

replacing foreign representatives with the setting up of sales offices were the closer

contact which they usually made with buyers at the foreign markets and some better

feeling for customers' requirements and development at the respective export markets.

The establishment of sales subsidiaries and processing companies abroad, has not

necessarily meant increased volume of exports by these firms to the respective

markets, but the general view of the managers in these companies however, was that

these firms had generally increased their "commitment" in these markets. By

"commitment" they meant the supplying of resources such as raw-material, financial

and management resources.



6.1.5.2. Other Exporters - Process of Internntionalisation

The general policy and practice of other exporting firms, than the three above listed

Principal EMCs, is to sell directly to foreign buyers in the respective foreign markets,

and the employment of foreign agents or representatives is largely an exception. The

process of internationalisation by these firms, except in the case of some of the PIE

firms, has been from their start of operation, exporting by direct selling to foreign

buyers and despite their heavy reliance on domestic selling, the P1E-5 firms generally

export directly to foreign buyers when entering the export markets. The selling of

whole fresh fish on ice and of fish meal and fish oil is through foreign representatives.

The order in which these goods are represented abroad seems to be based on three

main factors. Firstly, the basic nature of these goods as primary commodities and the

way in which many primary commodities are traded i.e. by auction or on spot-prices

through international trading. Secondly, is the need of bridging the gap of

information between the foreign markets and the Icelandic exporters. The use of

agency firms abroad, who are employing Icelanders or are run by people of Icelandic

origin explains the importance of this factor.

" It is very common that foreign buyers offish- meal and oil, don't want to buy
directly from producers, but prefer to buyfromforeign agents"

(Managing director in a company which is one of
tlic biggest producers of fish- oil and meal.)

" The prices are changingfrom day to day and even between hours, so ifyou are not
constantly in touch with a foreign agent or correspondent you fall out of tune with
what is going on in the market."

(Manager of a Oilier EMC. which specialises
in exporting of fish- oil and meal.)

" I find it's very convenient to have Icelandic agents abroad, especially when the
vessels are landing in these foreign ports, but also when we are sending the fish
whole on ice in containers. The fishermen frequently ring up these agents to get news
about at what prices theirfish was sold."

(Manager of a PIE-2 firm)
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" We have telefax machines in all our vessels. So immediately after selling at the
foreign auction markets, the crews know what prices they have got for their catch. If
they are not happy with the prices they ring up these Icelanders in the agency firms
to get news about what was wrong with their fish."

(Manager of a P1E-2 firm)

Summary

The various government regulations, such as issuing and abolishing of exclusive

export licences to the Principal EMCs, was evidently influential for the creation and

initial formation of the export sector, and in causing some of the structural changes

which appeared in the sector in the 1980s and beginning of 1990s. A variety of other

factors, both 'internal' and 'external' contributed though more significantly to the

formation of the Other EMCs and more active involvement of the PIE firms into

exporting, during the 1980s and beginning of 1990s. Increasing involvement of PIE-1

firms into exporting derives from factors such as: increasing marketing orientation and

enthusiasm among managers in these firms, to much product specialisation of the

Principal EMCs, inadequate communication between the PIE-1 firms and the Principal

EMCs and a failure by the Principal EMCs to respond to some structural changes

within the fishing industry. The choice of first export markets is importantly affected

by the type of marine products exported by the exporting firms. Generally, the first

export order and selection of first export markets by the Other EMCs and the PIE

firms, was not a result of any kind of systematic collection of information or export

planning, but was more often based on earlier contacts which the respective persons

had made in earlier jobs or through previous experience from living abroad. Figure

6.1. summarizes the main 'internal' and 'external' factors identified in this research

which initiated firms direct involvement in exporting of marine products from Iceland.

The Principal EMCs have evidently moved furthest along the process of

internationalisation by investing in foreign sales subsidiaries and foreign processing

plants. The general form of internationalisation by the Other EMCs and most of the



PIE firms is, however, to sell directly to buyers at the foreign markets, without the use

of any middle-man except, the exporters of fish oil and fish meal and of whole fresh

fish on ice.

Figure 6.1.
Factors Initiating Firms' Direct
Exporting of Marine Products.

Internal factors External factors

Personal Characteristics
— education
— foreign living experience
-- entrepreneurial ambitions
— experience in the fishing industry

Firm Characteristics
— type of products
— organisational objectives
— firm's size

Technology innovations
— transportation
— communication

Encouragement
from potential
foreign buyers

Encouragement
from domestic proccssing-
and harvesting firms

Domestic government
regulations and policy

Foreign government
regulations and policy

Favourable market
conditions abroad

Organisational structure
and policy of the
Principal EMCs

6.2. Barriers to Export and Problems Associated with Exporting

Various 'external' and 'internal' factors are perceived by the marine product exporters

as problems associated with their exporting activity. Generally, these factors are both

related to product categories and to the firm's principal activity. 'External factors' are

here defined as factors which are outside the direct control or decision area of firms,
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such as tariffs and import restrictions at foreign markets. 'Internal factors' are defined

as factors which could be controlled by individual firms at least to some degree, such

as company size and various company resources.

6.2.1. Seasonal Fluctuations

Despite some regularities in the main fishing season in Iceland, seasonal fluctuations in

harvesting and uncertainty about fish supply were seen by many respondent managers

as an important problem in their exporting activity. In the exports of fresh fish fillets,

seasonal disparity between product demand and supply availability in Iceland was

generally perceived as a major problem by exporters of these products.

" There is a very strong demand in Decemberfor fresh fillets but then you can't get
fish in Iceland

(Manager in a PIE-4 firm)

Likewise, seasonal fluctuations in the production offish meal are a major problem for

exporters of these products. Geographical distance from the main export markets and

limited storage capacity by the reduction plants does, however, strongly relate to this,

as currently most of the fish meal production is sold and exported in a bulk form over

a relatively short period of time to foreign producers who further process the meal

before selling it to end users. This often leads to excessive pressure in the export

channels which usually means reduction in export prices.13

" It's our main problem that we are producing an immense quantity offish meal over
a relatively short period of time. The reduction plants have very limited storage
capacity so we have to sell the meal very quickly. The foreign buyers have exact
information about our situation, i.e. about catch, production and distribution
channels, so the prices have tendency to go to "hell".

(Managing director, PIE-3 firm)
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" If we want to develop this fish-meat industry further, by exporting to new and more
distant markets such as in East-Asia, instability in supply is a major problem in such
exports."

(Managing director, PIE-3 firm)

More emphasis on the production and exporting of specialised herring products, such

as cured fillets, has made the problem of seasonal fluctuations even more compelling

in recent years. Since the closing of the Russian market, Iceland's dominant market

for whole-salted herring,H more emphasis has been put on the production and

exporting of specialised products. Exporting of these products however, requires

more continuous supply of the product to foreign buyers, which means that seasonal

fluctuations are hampering these exports, both competitively and economically.15

" Even though import tariffs on cured herring fillets may be reduced or abolished in
prospective markets such as the German one, we are still incompetent at that market,
because we have some extra burdens of inventories costs. The harvesting period in
Iceland is only 3-4 months but our main competitors such as the Panes and the
Dutch are catching herring in the North Sea the whole year around, except in March
andMay."

(Managing director, Sildarutvegsnefnd)

Exporters of salted groundfish products, see similar problems arising from seasonal

fluctuations in production and supply of salted groundfish products, as those

described by the exporter of salted herring. The following remarks made by the

managing director of S.I.F. outline his problem in a nutshell.

" It has happened to us several times, that we haven't been able to supply enough fish
to our buyers. Our policy is to retain a minimum stock level. The problem is that
nobody is willing to keep stocks, because it means not only some extra financial
burden but also some reduction in the physical volume of the product."
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Managers in the PIE-5 firms perceive seasonal fluctuations in supply of raw-material

as one of their main problem associated with exporting. Managers in these

companies, which commonly are using herring and lump-fish roe as the main material

in their production, claimed that seasonal fluctuations in fish supply meant that they

sometimes had to keep a stock of raw-material for 6-8 months. The increased

financial burden of holding stock, often made them uncompetitive and sometimes this

instability in supply even jeopardised one of the top priorities of these firms to

maintain stability in supply.

"The supply of raw-material is so seasonal, and iffor example you don't buy lump-
fish roe during the catching season you wouldn't get any later on. Financing stocks
ofraw-material is therefore, a major problem for us."

(Managing director, PIE-5 firm)

"It has happened to me that / have not had enough raw-material ami that is very
serious when you are selling consumer packaged products directly to big retail
chains."

(Managing director, PIE-5 firm)

Among exporters of frozen groundfish products, seasonal fluctuations are generally

not perceived as problematic. This could possibly be explained by the nature of the

product16 but, also by the fact that the two principal exporters of frozen marine

products, S.H. and I S., account for the great majority of all exports of frozen marine

products from Iceland. These firms have as one of their main objectives, to maintain

minimum stock level of frozen products, which guarantee continuous supply to their

main markets.17



6.2.2. Restriction in Fish Supply

Many managers expressed concerns over shrinking fish supply in Iceland, due to catch

restrictions in Icelandic waters, and managers of the three Principal EMCs exporting

groundfish products, perceived this as a severe problem in their exporting, which not

only restrained their export expansions opportunities but also, even caused them to

lose valuable customers.

" The main obstacle for us is the shortage offish. We have been in a starving
position for the last 3-4 years. It has been very difficult and it puts a lot strain on all
channels within the company. This also means that you lose customers which you
preferably would have liked to keep."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

6.2.3. Foreign Subsidies

Subsidies granted by foreign governments to their domestic fishing industries were

generally claimed by my respondents as one of the most severe obstacles or problems

which their firms had in exporting. Subsidization of substitute products such as

agricultural products, especially within the EEC regime, was also perceived as an

important problem. Most of the criticism of subsidization was aimed at the two

countries Norway and Canada, which generally were seen by my respondents as

Iceland's main competitors in the international markets for marine products.

"We are continuously wrestling with difficult barriers in foreign markets, like all
exporters of marine products from Iceland. The most severe one is the extensive
subsidies which are provided to firms in our main rival countries, i.e. Norway and
Canada but also by countries within the EEC. The biggest matter of interests for the
Icelandic fishing industry in any forthcoming international trade agreements is that
these subsidies will be abolished."

(Managing director of a Principal EMC)
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"Our wain problem are price fluctuations at foreign markets, but it is also very

difficult to fight the subsidization by the Norwegian's which have been very visible"

(Managing director of a PIE-5 firm)

6.2.4. Unfavourable Business Environment

Managers in the PIE firms, and in those EMCs which have strong backward links with

companies in the processing and fisheries sectors, frequently stated the high

production cost in Iceland, high real exchange rate, fluctuations in foreign currencies

and the unstable business environment in Iceland as a problem affecting their

exporting activity and providing barriers to their export planning. Labour union policy

were also articulated by some of these managers as an indirect obstacle in exporting.

The 'unstable business environment' was usually, explained by factors such as

uncertainty about government policy and various government laws and regulations

relating to the fishing industry, such as the government fisheries policy and export

regulations. Factors causing a high production cost were stated as; underutilized

production (processing) capacity and high labour costs, but labour union policy was

usually referred to as a problem which the processing companies had experienced in

implementing a system of time shifts in production at the processing plants.18

" These fluctuations in the business environment are our main problem and it is
certainly an official barrier to export as long as the Icelandic government can
centrally decide the exchange rate of the Icelandic krona"

(Managing director of a PIE-1 firm)

" This instability in our business environment is absolutely one of the major
problems we have in our exporting, and especially our export planning, as we never
know what is going to be the official policyfor the fishing industry tomorrow"

(Managing director of a Principal EMC)
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" All this mix-up in government rules and uncertainty about future arrangements in
the fishing industry is a major problem for us. I am talking about; export
regulations, currency regulations, hygiene regulations and so on. It has for example
been very difficult for us to prepare in a orderly manner the introduction of new
hygiene standard rides in processing plants, set by the EEC, because nobody knows
who will control these things in Iceland."

(Managing director, Principal EMC)

" The foreign currency exchange rate' has been wrongfor many years now. Foreign
currency is not different from commodities like cod in that its price depends on
supply and demand, whether or not the Icelandic Central Bank understands it or not.
If it costs more than 70 ISK to produce the cod-equivalent of one [I.S. dollar, but I
get only 55 ISKfor it when I exchange it in my Icelandic bank, everybody must see
that it's ludicrous."

(Managing director. PIE-4 firm)

6.2.5. Paperwork

Paperwork related to exporting was certainly not perceived as a problem within the

Principal EMCs, but among some of the smaller exporters in the Other EMCs and the

PIE firms, (except the PIE-1), "unnecessary" paperwork required by the Icelandic

authorities such as the provision of "Export permits" was claimed as a hindrance in

exporting, although it was not described as a major problem.

" The cost which is related to all this paperwork in this company, I mean these export
documents, is unbelievable. First you have to get an "export permit" in the Ministry
of Foreign Trade, then you have to get "certificate of inspection" in the Icelandic
Fish Quality Institution and finallyyou have to go the Customs Office."

(Managing director in a small Oilier EMC)

" The only problems I find in this fresh fish exports is all this mess of papers you
have to fill out and that you can't export without getting "permissions" from "The
Fresh Fish Allocation Board".

(Manager in a Other EMC which specialises
in the exports of w hole fresh fish on ice)



" This system of "export permissions" where yon have to yet a special permission for
every single export is ludicrous. It has even happened to me that the "men" in the
Ministry pick up the receiver on his telephone and rings a competitor and asks him
whether he considers my export prices are acceptable."

(Managing director. P1E-4 firm)

Similarly, paperwork relating to regulations in importing countries was not seen as an

important problem associated with exporting, except by some of the smaller exporting

firms (Other EMC and PIE) which were exporting to France. These firms,

complained about problems in exporting to that market because of things such as the

language problem in documentation, labelling and other import regulations.

6.2.6. Government Export Regulations

Official limitations, set by "The Fresh Fish Allocation Board" on the amount of whole

fresh fish on ice exported to foreign fresh fish markets, was generally perceived by

exporters of this commodity as a problem specifically associated with their exporting

activity. Exporters of fresh fillets on ice, however, generally perceived the exports of

whole fresh fish on ice as the most serious problem they had in their exporting activity

as it limited the amount of whole fish auctioned at the domestic markets, and

constrained the amount offish available for domestic processors and the production

of fresh fillets. The following remarks made by two of the most prominent exporters

of fresh fillets on ice spells out the importance of this factor.

"It has happened frequently that I haven't been able to supply my buyers with the
amount offreshfillets which they needed. The reason is that a lot of the fish which is
landed here is exported unprocessed (whole on ice) in containers and never does
reach the domestic auction markets."

(Manager in a Oilier EMC which specialises
in the export of fresh fillets by air)



" Exports of unprocessed fish in containers is a constraint on my exports, as when
there is a big quantity of whole fish coming in to the foreign markets, this fish is in
direct competition with the fresh fishfillets, which I am selling to these markets"

(Manager of a PIE-4 ru in)

6.2.7. Import Tariffs and Quotas

Only managers in firms exporting salted groundfish, salted herring and fresh fillets,

perceived any important import barriers at their export markets. These import

barriers, which mainly were in the form of import tariffs and quotas, were usually only

seen to persist in the EEC market, but no such barriers were referred to in markets

such as the U.S. or in Asia. The closing of the Russian market for whole-salted

herring seems to have magnified the importance of import tariffs as barriers in

exporting of salted herring. The significance of this factor along with seasonal

fluctuations in production and supply was viewed as the most severe problem

associated with exporting of salted herring.19 Identically, in the exports of salted

groundfish, which is exported almost entirely to the EEC market, import tariffs and

import quotas were perceived as the most severe problems associated with exporting

these products. Not only are these import tariffs believed to weaken the exporters

competitive positions against exporters from other countries in the export markets,

but also hamper the domestic position of saltfish producers in competing with frozen-

fish processors for the raw-material.20 A similar view was expressed by exporters of

fresh fillets, who felt that the 18 per cent import tariff on fresh groundfish fillets at the

EEC market, constrained their scope to compete for the raw-material in the domestic

market, but also limited their choice of export markets and diversification

" It's obviously a hindrance in my exporting, this 18% tariff which is on fresh fillets
in the EEC market. Now I am only exporting to the U.S. market, but J would
obviously prefer to have an option on both markets."

(Managing director of a PIE-4 firm)
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6.2.8. Geographical Distance from Export Markets

In my interviews with exporters, it was clearly signalled that geographical distance

from export markets is a hindering factor in exporting, even though it is generally not

perceived as a major obstacle to exporting. Many respondents felt, however, that the

significance of this factor tended to increase with more advanced processing and

value-added to products. This was firmly supported by managers in the PIE-5 firms,

who generally perceived geographical distance from export markets as a critical

factor, as they viewed; delivery, packaging and "shelf-life" as being of absolute

importance in the exporting of their products.

" The only harriers which I find in exporting is the geographical distance from the
markets. I must be very clear between the domestic processors and the foreign
buyers, how the product should be cut and what should be the size and weight of
each portion and how its appearance should be in general."

(Managing director in a P1E-4 firm, which specialises in
the production and exports of frozen fish portions)

" Geographical distance from the export markets is an obstacle in exporting, even
though that is something we can do nothing about. This factor becomes especially
critical, when you are exportingproducts which are fully processed and sold directly
to the consumer. These products have normally, a limited shelf life, you must be very
accurate in product delivery and the packages are usually more fragile."

(Managing director in a PIE-5 firm)

Managers in firms exporting fish meal generally emphasised the importance of

geographical distance from export markets as a barrier to export. The extent of this

problem is though, as stated in Section 6.2.1. strongly related to other internal and

external factors affecting the export of this commodity.
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6.2.9. Relationship with Processors

A considerable number of managers in the Other EMCs mentioned informal and

unstable relationship with producers in other sectors of the industry as a problem in

their exporting activity. Some managers even claimed that the formal links which the

Principal EMCs, especially S.H. and I S., have with their member firms was a

hindrance in their activity as it limited their scope in offering their services to these

firms even on a limited basis.

" 'The big soles organisations' are to some extent an obstacle in exporting as their
members are bound with very strong ties to them. To get access to the producers and
to get the product is a barrier."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC)

The problem of unstable relationships with producers was usually directly related to

the excessive price orientation by the producers, which often made them switch

between exporters on the basis of what prices the different Other EMCs were

offering. In an attempt however, to increase interdependence between them and the

respective producers, many of the Other EMCs have provided the processing firms

with loans to finance buying of things such as packaging and raw-material.

" Recently it happened to me that we couldn't honour a contract of selling frozen
shrimps to one ofmy buyers in Denmark. The reason was simply that the producer
didn't stick to his words and sold it to some one else for I suppose a higher price."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC)

" It's very difficult to offer specific products for sale when you in fact don't know
whether you have them for sale or not. It happened to me that / had sob! to a foreign
buyer a certain amount ofplaice fillets. When they were about to be loaded in a
container and exported, the processor suddenly changed his mind and sohl it to
someone else as he now felt the price was too low."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC)
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" There is at least one producer which 1 will forget to contact in the next few years
or so. In my relationship with him it has happened at least twice that we have agreed
on all conditions made by the foreign buyer and the prices as well. When it came to
the stage that he shouldpackage andfreeze the products he had changed his mind."

(Managing director, Oilier EMC)

" We can say, that we often behave as the banks do in getting the grasp of the
customer, i.e. you lend them some money. Study who these processors are, which we
are exporting for and why they are not within the big sales organisations (S.H. I.S.
S.I.F.)! These on-shore producers, which I and many other of these smaller
exporters are in contact with, are often more wobbling producers both financially
andproduction wise."

(Managing director in one of the biggest Other EMC)

6.2.10. Transportation and Transportation Cost

In the export of fresh fillets, limited air-transportation capacity and high freight costs

were generally perceived as very severe problems by exporters of these products.

"The only obstacle I have in exporting is the limited space we can get in the
aeroplane, and the cost of this transportation."

(Manager in a small Other EMC, which
specialises in exports of fresh fillets to the U.S.)

Similarly, exporters of fish meal expressed high transportation cost as a very severe

problem, which hampered their competitive position at the main fish meal markets in

Europe, against exporters from countries like Norway and Denmark and even more

distant countries.

" Transportation is a very severe problem in the fish meal exports. We are currently
paying between -10 and 50 per cent more for each tonne offish meal from Iceland to
Hamburg in Germany, than exporters in Chile are paying for the same quantityfrom
Chile to Hamburg."

(Managing director. Other EMC)
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" Our transportation problem is: if we want to export fish-meal directly to a final
buyer in Taiwan inter alia, about 2/3 of the transportation cost would be to a trans¬
shipment port in Europe but only 1/3from Europe to Taiwan."

(Managing director. Other EMC)

6.2.11. Fluctuations in Prices and Demand at Foreign Markets

Fluctuations in prices and demand in the export markets was stated as a severe

problem associated with exporting by many exporters of fish oil and fish meal, and by

exporters of whole fresh fish on ice. By the exporters of various frozen and salted

products such as of frozen shrimps and frozen and salted groundfish products these

fluctuations were also stated as an important problem and even a more severe one, by

those mainly exporting products processed and frozen-at-sea. It appeared however,

that in the exports of more advancely processed products, such as those exported in

consumer packaging, this problem was generally stated by managers as being much

less valid.21

" I can't deny that these price fluctuations are a difficult problem in the exports of
what I would call our "core products" i.e. the land-frozen fillets and blocks. In the
"specialproducts", which are mainly these products in retail packaging, however, we
see more stability in prices."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

6.2.12. Banking Services

Only managers in some of the Other EMCs perceived problems in exporting related to

banking services. Services most frequently mentioned as lacking by Icelandic banks

were factoring,22 and information about the credit standing of potential foreign

buyers. Limited services in international business, offered by banking branches outside

Reykjavik, were also frequently mentioned by managers in firms located in regions

outside Reykjavik as a problem associated with their exporting activity.
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Summary

This section has outlined all the main 'internal factors' and 'external factors' perceived

by managers as obstacles or problems associated with exporting. Many of the factors

identified as problematic appear to be importantly related to various firm

characteristics such as their principal activity and type of products exported. The

'internal factors' identified in this research as obstacles or problems associated with

exporting were: relationship with processors, transportation cost, paperwork, and

banking services in Iceland. The 'external factors' identified were: seasonal

fluctuations in fish supply (catch) in Iceland, supply shortage due to catch restrictions

in Iceland, foreign subsidies, import tariffs and import quotas, fluctuations in prices

and demand at the export markets, unfavourable business environment in Iceland,

government export regulations in Iceland and geographical distance from export

markets. (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2.
Main Problems or Obstacles Associated with

Exporting of Marine Products.

Internal factors. External factors.

Relationship with processors. Seasonalflucluations in
fish supply.

Transportation and transportation cost.

Paperwork.
Supply shortage due to catch
restrictions.

Banking services in Iceland. Foreign subsidies.

Import tariffs and import quotas.

Fluctuations in prices and demand
at export markets.

Unfavourablcbusincss
environment in Iceland.

Gov ernment export regulations
in Iceland

Geographical distance from
export markets.
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Conclusions

The process of internationalization by the Icelandic marine products exporters is

largely characterised by the "export or die" peculiarity of the Icelandic fishing

industry, which means that the firms leap straight into exporting without prior

development in the domestic market. There were both 'external' and 'internal' factors

which initiated the establishment of most firms in the export sector. Similarly, is it

argued that the initial structure and formation of the sector as well as the apparent

structural changes within it in the 1980s and the relative changes in size of different

export markets for marine products from Iceland are a result of these various external

and internal factors. 'The relative closeness' of the European market compared to the

U.S. market, as felt by managers in many of the smaller and younger firms and the

experience which many of these managers had from living abroad, were evidently vital

in bringing these changes on. In general, the various internal factors identified as

export barriers appear to be less problematic than the various external factors.

Internal factors seem also less problematic for managers in the Principal EMCs, than

they are for some managers of the Other EMCs and the smaller PIE firms. The

external factors, identified could broadly be categorised as either 'industry specific' or

'country specific'. 'Industry specific' factors identified were: seasonal fluctuations in

the fish supply; supply shortage due to catch restriction; subsidies granted by foreign

governments; import tariffs and quotas at the export markets; and fluctuations in

prices and demand at the export markets. 'Country specific' factors identified were:

unstable business environment in Iceland, domestic government regulations; and

geographical location. From the analysis of the interviews, this research concludes

that, for the export sector in general, the most problematic 'external factors' in

exporting are the 'industry specific' factors of: seasonal fluctuation in the fish supply;

fluctuations in prices and demand at the export markets; and supply shortage of fish;

and the 'country specific' factor of unfavourable business environment in Iceland
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7. Export Strategy and Marketing Management

Introduction

This chapter outlines the main objectives and emphasis in exporting by the firms

researched and how these different objectives might relate to various firm's

characteristics such as the main products exported by these firms. It endeavours to

explain differences in the firms' export marketing management and behaviour such as

their export planning and research, marketing staff characteristics and the firms' use or

non-use of the marketing mix. Finally, it explores how the managers interviewed in

this research viewed the performances of their firms in exporting and their evaluation

of the main strengths and weaknesses of their firms in exporting. This chapter is

based on the same informal interviews as chapters 5 and 6.

7.1. Objectives in Exporting

It appeared in the interviews that, generally, the exporting firms retain no specially

written statements of objectives in exporting and only the Principal EMCs have set

themselves some written by-laws or resolutions, outlining their basic role and mode of

operation. Despite this, managers in the Principal EMCs, and in some of the other

firms as well, articulated some underlying objectives or policies in exporting which

their respective firms had developed and were following in their exporting activity.

Even though it would be a serious over-simplification to argue that the whole export

sector is primarily directed by prices, it was clearly recorded in the interviews with

exporters, that all the firms in the sector tend to put much emphasis on seeking

highest possible prices in exporting each time.

"Of course, we are too much directed by prices, and that applies as much to the big
'sales organisations' as to the smaller exporters. The difference is thai we have a
better chance to oversee some of these more 'short-time' price fluctuations than the
smaller exportingfirms."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

/
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"Unfortunately, it increasingly happens that we are directed by prices, which means
we are seekingfor the highest possible prices at the export markets and shifting from
one export market to another."

(Managing dircclor. Principal EMC)

When explaining this increasing emphasis on prices, managers frequently argued, it as

being the result of three main factors. First, the nature of some of the export

products, i.e. as unprocessed or semi-processed primary commodities which are

significantly traded at international spot-markets.1 Second, the serious and long

lasting financial crisis which many firms in the harvesting and processing sectors have

experienced in the recent years (see Section 3.3.7 ). Third, the share based salaries

system in the harvesting sector, which many managers in the exporting firms claimed

increased the pressure on them to seek for the highest possible export prices each

time.2

"The export is rather price oriented. When prices are rising then the producers are
always searching for the highest possible prices but when times becomes a little bit
more bleak and you may have difficulties in selling, then the producers frequently
proclaim that they are not necessarily looking for the highest prices but more for
some stability in delivery and long term contracts. When prices again turn in their
favour they tend to forget this however. I think however, that this short sightness by
the producers is quite reasonable when you consider that 99% ofour exports is raw-
material. "

(Managing director in a middle sized Other EMC
which mainly exports frozen shrimps.)

" This price orientation which we are describing as a short sightness by the
producers, is I think quite understandable. Ifyou consider the unfavourable business
environment which these firms are usually operating within, and the financial
position ofmost of these companies, where every day is a battle to keep your cheque
account in order, I think that explains a lot. You tend to feel that you can't afford to
get some few cents lower pricesfor your exports."

(Managing dircclor. Principal EMC)

/
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"As the fishermen are able to always demand the highest existing prices for the raw-
material (fish), as is currently stipulated in a 'wages agreement' between the
fishermen and the vessels owners, it is very difficult to guarantee continuous supply
to the foreign buyers except that you as a producer pay always the highest prices.
Business which is supposed to take some long-term view in its pricing decision must
however, sometimes be ready to accept some price cuts. To convince the Icelandic
fishermen about that is, however, deadly impossible."

(Managing director, Principal EMC)

"It is not enough to convince the producers about the importance of the long-term
view in pricing policy. You also have to convince the fishermen as they are an
important link in the chain. It is however, only one thing which the fishermen have
on their mind, and that is to get higher prices as in the share based system that will
give them higher salaries."

(Managing director, Other EMC)

Despite some emphasis on prices, the overriding objectives in exporting of the

Principal EMCs rest around two principal factors: product quality and reliability in

product delivery. Additional objectives of these firms, indicated by their managers,

were: to get as close to the final consumer or user as they possibly can in their

exporting; the build up of their own brand names and labels at the main export

markets and; the establishment of long-term relationships with their foreign buyers.

Among the Other EMCs the underlying objectives in exporting are usually, less

specified than by the Principal EMCs, and more diverse. Their main aims appear to be

related more to the different products exported by these firms than to various firm

characteristics, such as size and age. Generally, however, managers in these firms

emphasised the importance they attached to selling only quality products and to

building up some long-term relationship with foreign buyers. The main objectives of

firms exporting whole fish on ice in containers, fish oil (crude oil) and fish meal seems

generally to be the seeking of the highest possible prices available each time at the

export markets, but also receiving quick payments for the products exported.
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Similarly, it was strongly indicated in the interviews that exporting of various

products frozen-at-sea is largely driven by these highest price seeking and quick

payment factors, even though managers in firms exporting these products, of which

many are Other EMCs, used to express some strong desire to build up long-term

relationships with their foreign buyers. Relatively loose ties between many of these

firms (Other EMCs) and the processing and harvesting firms seems, however, often to

override their intention, making them chiefly focus on the prices.

"This branch is totally price oriented and the producers tend to take always the
highest bids. So obviously, one of our main objectives is to look always for the
highest possible prices."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC, which
specialises in ihe exporting of fish meal)

"The main weakness in this exporting is that there exists no long-term views by the
producers. They are always lookingfor the highest prices."

(Managing director, Oilier EMC, which
specialises in (lie exporting of fish oil)

" These exports are mainly based on the prices you can get, but also on being able to
sell quickly. It is our policy to sell quickly but not to build up some stocks of the
product When we decide who we sell to we look at what volume these
buyers are ready to take. There are some buyers who don't pay higher prices than up
to a certain level and then you may have to switch to other countries and markets."

(Managing director in a Other EMC w hich is one of
llie biggesl exporters of sea-frozen products.)

"Sea-frozenproducts (fish) are by nature a much more 'spot-market' commodity than
the various land-frozen products as there are much more fluctuations in production
when you are processing and freezing at sea than when you are processing and
freezing onshore. Production planning is much more difficult in the sea-frozen
production than in the land-production, which means that there cue much more
fluctuations in supply of ihe product and in its prices."

( Managing director. Other EMC which is a
big exporter of sea-frozen products)



Among the PIE firms the underlying objectives in exporting seem to be similarly

diverse as among the Other EMCs, and mainly related to the principal activity of these

firms and their main export products. The main objectives of the PIE-1 firms, which

are key producers of products exported by the three main Principal EMCs, are

generally associated with the main aims of the Principal EMCs. For these firms the

main focus is on product quality and reliability in production and delivery.

Increasingly, though, these firms are putting emphasis on establishing some direct

relationship with the foreign buyers of products exported by the Principal EMC,

especially those which are producing some special products such as various

groundfish products in retail packs. In their direct exporting, which is largely of

whole fish on ice, fish meal and fish oil, these firms mainly seek for the highest

possible prices. In the PIE-2- and PIE-3 firms, the main emphasis in exporting relates

strongly to the nature of the products they are exporting. The main emphasis by these

firms is therefore usually on export prices and the receiving of quick payments. The

notable differences however, between these firms and the Other EMCs exporting

similar products, was that the managers in the PIE firms generally expressed more

enthusiasm in building up some long-term relationship with foreign buyers, than

managers in the Other EMCs. Building up long-term relationship with foreign buyers

was also the most frequently stated aim in exporting, by managers in the PIE-4 and

PIE-5 firms, along with the intention to sell as close to the final consumer as possible.

Although, many managers in the PIE-4 and PIE-5 firms, stated their desire to build up

their own product labels and brand names most of them recognised the limitations

they had in doing so, at least in the exporting of consumer packaged products, mainly

for the reason of their small size.



"Our aim and future export policy is very clear. We are going to put as much as we
possibly can of our production of medicinal cod-liver oil in consumer packaging.
Whether, it's under our own labels or under the labels of some foreign buyers is a
sub-issue."

( Managing director of a company which is a
world leading producer of medicinal cod-liver oil.)

"I find it's immensely important to establish long-term relationship with my foreign
buyers as that's the base to build on some ofmy future aims in exporting such as to
maintain the existence of the 'brand name' which, 1 believe could become one
ofmy most valuable assets in the future."

(Managing director, P1E-4 firm)

7.2. Export Organisations and Management

This section will examine, whether and how the different type of firms included in this

research undertake the various elements of the export organisation and export

marketing management.

7.2.1. Export Planning

Uncertainty at both ends of the marketing chain, i.e. in supply and demand, is one of

the peculiarities of the fishing industry and a characteristic which distinguishes it from

most other industries. Despite all my respondents being generally very aware of these

problems there remains a big difference between the exporting firms in their extent of

export planning. Generally, only the Principal EMCs seem to be undertaking some

formal export planning and in these firms, centralized planning and control in

exporting and even production is one of the centre-pieces in their operational strategy.

Despite the fact that the member firms of the Principal EMCs principally make all

decisions about what they produce each time, the Principal EMCs have a central role

in informing and persuading their members each time, in what to produce, in what

packaging and for which markets.3 This means that in the PIE-1 firms, all planning

activity is importantly linked to that made by the Principal EMCs. In other PIE firms,
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the very limited extent of planning is usually more centred around the production side

of their operation, rather than the export and marketing side. Managers of the Other

EMCs frequently stated that formal export planning was "meaningless" and a number

of managers in these firms felt that the nature and volume of their business did not

offer any scope for such formal export planning. By the phrase "meaningless"

managers commonly meant the extent of uncertainty which existed firstly, in demand

and prices at the export markets and secondly, in the amount of products available for

exporting and which often was quoted as the result of two main factors, i.e. loose ties

with producers and uncertainty in catching. Many of the managers in the exporting

firms felt however, that the "quota system" in fisheries had had a positive impact on

reducing the uncertainty in the fish supply.

"We plan every stage of the production and export process, i.e. from the vessel to the
foreign buyer. This plan is then monitored every week, so we can see how far away
we are from our targets and where the deviations are. 'The producers' are all
collaborating with us in making these plans and every year we have a formal meeting
with 'the producers' where we explain these plans. Our export plans, which follow
the 'quota year' but not the calendar year, are usually based on some past
information about the development at the export markets, prospective information
from our foreign buyers and last but not least, various information from the
producers such as the size of their 'quota' and their plans ofproduction. In our case
it hasfor example major effects on what is going on at the salfish markets as we are
talking about the same raw-material."

( Managing director. Principal EMC)

"We practice some substantive consulting with 'our producers' in what to produce.
At least every month in the 'standardproducts' and every day or more, in products
which are more sold on a 'hot basis', we send out information about the market
conditions. The decision obviously lies with the producers about what they produce
but we try our utmost to direct their production into those avenues which we feel are
most desirable with the hindsight ofdevelopment in prices and our level ofstocks."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)
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"I don't even try to make any kind of export plans and it's totally useless in this
branch, but at the end of each month I make a statement of my sales performance
and compare it to my previous performance. I find thai is quite imperative ifyou
want to make some progress."

(Managing director, PIE-4 firm which is one of
the biggest exporters of fresh fillets)

"We don't make any special exporting plans, but we make some annual plans about
how we intend to behave in our harvesting activity. This is where we benefit from the
'quota system', as I know exactly how much quantity I have available of each species
each year and I can tell myforeign buyers when I am going to let our trawlers catch
the specific species."

(Managing director, P1E-2 firm w hich is one
of the biggest producers of products frozen-at-sea)

"We make no export plans. There are so many uncertain factors. Let's take for
example Nigeria which is one ofmy main export countries. There you only need one
government decision, such as the imposing of import restrictions and all your exports
to that market are stuckfor maybe some months, as has happened to me."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC)

"It's very difficult to make any export plans. You will for example not know in
advance what size of shrimps you will gel. That was among some of the reason
which pushed one of my producers out of the business. We had made some sales
agreement with foreign buyers about the selling of large-sized shrimps.
Unexpectedly, however they only caught some small-sized shrimps that year and then
small-sized shrimps which the producer was buying from the vessels at some pre¬
fixedprices piled up in stocks."

(Managing director, Other EMC)
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7.2.2. Export Management and Marketing Staff Characteristics

As outlined earlier, one of the main characteristics of the EMCs is their specialisation

in exporting. Apparently, though, there is a big difference between the Principal

EMCs and most of the Other EMCs in how the exporting activity is managed. Within

the Other EMCs, the managing director, who usually is the principal owner of the

firm, is mainly responsible for most decisions within the firm, such as the making of

most export deals and keeping in touch with stakeholders such as foreign buyers and

domestic producers. Typically, in these firms there are one or two persons working

on paperwork and in the case of the larger Other EMCs the owner has commonly

hired one or two sales assistants. The PIE firms have a similar structure i.e. with the

managing directors generally playing a central role in all exporting decisions and in

closest touch with outside parties related to the exporting activity. Even though some

of the bigger PIE firms are structured and organised on a departmental basis, only one

of the PIE firms (none of the PIE-1 firms) had a specialised sales and export

department, employing people who are mainly working on exporting issues. The

Principal EMCs are much more formally structured than the Other EMCs, and in all

cases organized on a departmental basis. Within the three "principal export

organisations" (S.H., I S., S.I.F,) day to day relationships with producers and foreign

customers, and decisions related to exporting are usually in the hands of people within

some of the respective departments, or in the hands of their people in any of their

foreign subsidiaries. In hiring sales and export marketing staff the general

requirements made by the Principal EMCs to such people are however, ostensibly

different. The main criterion, as explained by the managing directors of these firms,

ranges from being, as in one of the firm based on the amount of knowledge the

prospective candidates have of fish and fish products, to the practice in another of

these firms, as being more based on the knowledge the prospective candidates have in

selling and export marketing. For some obvious reasons, most of my respondents in

the Other EMCs, claimed to have no such general criteria. Five of the thirty Other



EMCs, however, were employing sales people of foreign national origin, which in all

cases were people for whom English was not the national language but from countries

where the respective managers claimed they intended to increase their exporting

activity.

"The requirements we are making to our employees are gradually increasing. One
needs to have a generally good educational background and some good knowledge
of the fishing industry. Ifyou can't explain to a potential buyer that you are selling a
much better fish than any one else and why it's better, I would say that you were not
able to be a sales person in this company. To be able to retain some power over
your customers, you must have quite a lot ofknow-how"

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"I have quite a strong opinion myself that ifyou find an individual who is a good
marketing and sales person it's relatively easy to teach him about the product itself.
It's however, hellish difficult to leach an individual, who is not by nature or by
instinct a sales or marketing person to be good in that."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"It's very different to start exporting to the different markets. We for example hired a
Spaniard whofirst came here as an exchange student. With his arrival our business
with Spain has increased significantly. I found it very important to hire a Spaniard
before we went into that market because of the language."

(Managing director, one of the
biggest Oilier EMCs)

"Our exports to France has shown the most increase and I hired a Frenchman to
look after that market. It was very important to get a man who speaks the language
and understands their culture "

(Managing director, one of the
biggest Other EMCs)
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7.2.3. Export Marketing Research

Over all, firms in the export sector are undertaking a very limited amount of any

export market and marketing research or export studies. The very limited amount of

export marketing studies appears to be undertaken by the three principal exporting

firms (S.H., I S., and S.I.F.) which are the only firms which strategically allocate

financial resources for that purpose even though none of them are committing special

people to the task. Generally, the managers of firms which are exporting more highly

processed products expressed more enthusiasm for undertaking export-marketing

studies than managers in firms which are exporting unprocessed or primary processed

products. This is also reflected in the nature of marketing research undertaken by the

three principal exporting firms, where research has usually focused on their exporting

or prospective exporting, of various value added products or the marketing of

products manufactured by any of their foreign based secondary-processing plants.

These marketing studies have, however, generally been carried out by outside experts

or consultancy firms but not made in-house. Very few of the firms in the sector had

used the export services provided by the Icelandic Export Council and many

respondent managers held apparently negative attitudes towards the current function

of the Export Council, especially those in the smaller firms.

"The main weakness of our function is the collection of various market and
marketing information. We are, first and foremost, some production controllers and
export sellers, but we have no strong marketing arm within the company, even
though we are now developing a special division which looks after research and
development and also some export marketing."

( Managing director. Principal EMC)

"We make no export marketing research in-house but we have occasionally bought
such services from foreign individuals or firms. In most cases we have been very
satisfied with the results which we have got from this research and they have backed
our decisions. The problem is that much of this foreign research is relatively
expensive."

( Managing director. Principal EMC)
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"We spend some time and money on studying the export markets but we do no
marketing research. 'The volume of our business is not on such a scale that it offers
you such things."

(Managing director one of lire biggest Oilier EMCs)

"We do no market studies or marketing research. I have been of the opinion that as
long as we have plenty on our hands there is no needfor us to spend money on such
things."

(Managing director, one of the biggest Other EMCs)

"The Export Council is not my business. I have not used their services and I don't
think I will do so in the future. 1 have seen some of their reports and I very much
doubt whether any of them has been of any use for anybody. This body is more or
less governed by the "big export organisations" who have their people on the board
of the Council and there is no room for our voice within this organisation In
my opinion the Export Council has failed to define its role and I don't understand
their daily operation or choice ofprojects."

(Managing director, one of the biggest Other EMCs)

"Certainly we have used the services provided by the Export Council. I find,
however, that it's regrettably little we can get from them. It's maybe our own fault,
even though I believe that you usually, seekfor the services which you expect to get.
The various marketing studies and reports on marine products made by the Export
Council have never been of any use to us, maybe because they have all focused on
areas where we are already operating."

( Managing director. Principal EMC)

7.2.4. Uses of Marketing Mix

A strategic use of the marketing mix i.e. the four commonly identified variables

product, place (market/distribution), price and promotion seems in this study, mainly

to be limited to certain firms in the export sector and to the exporting of particular

marine products. The following sections examine each of the four above listed

variables and the use or non-use of them by firms in the sector.
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7.2.4.1. Product

Two factors firstly, to adapt products in accordance with foreign buyers' requirements

and secondly, to maintain high standards in product quality, were commonly argued

by managers, as being of most importance in their use of "product" as a part of their

export marketing. Regarding other product related factors, like branding, packaging,

and product research and development, some logical differences remain amongst

firms, mainly on the grounds of the type of products they are exporting.

7.2.4.1.1. Product - Quality Standards

Exporting of commodities like fish meal and fish oil, usually adheres to some

internationally accepted product standards, embodying criteria such as product

freshness and chemical composition,4 In the case of "standard" frozen groundfish

products,5 product and quality standards have significantly been developed by the two

leading exporters, S.II. and I S., especially through their long standing exports to the

U.S. market. These standards, laid down by S.H. and I S., have since been largely

adopted by other exporters of frozen groundfish products from Iceland, as was

commonly admitted by the managers in these firms. In the exporting of various other

frozen products, such as products which could be described as more specialised or

value-added and consumer packaged products, product and quality standards seem to

be more variant and tailored to the requirements of individual buyers. Despite the

emphasis on product quality as a top priority in exporting, the way in which this is

controlled by the exporting firms remains significantly different. All the Principal

EMCs employ some kind of a centralised system in their provision of information to

producers concerning product quality standards and other product requirements,

despite making the individual producers predominantly responsible for the quality

level of their produce. Within the Other EMCs generally, no organised quality

systems remain in effect but managers in these firms frequently stated that they



personally endeavoured to make some product inspection before shipping off the

products. Even though managers of these firms usually argued that product quality

primarily rested with their respective producers, many of these managers also

perceived the lack of a comprehensive product quality system as one of the

weaknesses in their exporting activity. In the exporting of whole fresh fish on ice in

containers, exporters generally undertake no quality scanning, and responsibility for

which fish is exported is left to the individual vessel owners. Admittedly, many

exporters of whole fresh fish on ice perceived the state of quality of this fish as

frequently very poor as was its image in the foreign markets.

"It applies to all our grouncfish products, that we get some higher prices in the U.S.
market than we are getting in other markets. This is though, mainly because the
products exported to that market are usually more developed than to other markets.
Increasingly however, we have seen other markets demanding these products, which
means we are utilising our product development made in the U.S. market in the
beginning of the 1980s"

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"We are not employing any special people who are monitoring quality control or
carrying out product quality inspections by our producers. What we do, however, is
that we provide our producers with printed production and product specification
guide-lines which also includes various quality marks requirements These
guide-lines are usually made by us in co-operation with the respective foreign
buyers, but in the case of the standardised products such as of frozen- fillets and
blocks we have been using the guide-lines issued by the 'sales organisations'for their
producers, ahhough we usually put them into a new cover."

(Manager Other EMC. which mainly
is exporting frozen marine products)

"Most of our sales contracts include some special clauses which include details
about the products to be exported, such as their size, quality and type ofpackaging.
It differs a lot between markets what the requirements are, and we inform our
producers by hand of all the changes which are taking place there, livery year, we
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run a special course or a seminarfor the producers, where all these issues ofproduct
standards and quality requirements are covered. Last but not least, we are
employing 6-7 inspectors who travel between the producers and advise them on
various things in their production, and they take product examples for quality
testing. Despite this, after the producers have received from us all information
about quality etc, the final quality of their products remains chiefly in their hands."

(Managing director, Principal EMC)

"When you mention product quality control, you are touching on a very sensitive
area in our operation and on one which we feel we definitely have to improve in the
future. We supply our producers with certain 'specifications' regarding product
quality for use in their production. What we tack, however, is some kind of an
internal system where every producer controls product quality, and that is something
we are now looking at. If this company was of the size that it was exporting more
than 2 thousand million ISK, there would be some grounds to employ a special
person to look after these things, as is done by the 'big sales organisations'. We,
however, are spontaneously running and taking some random samples for testing,
even though we have learnt to know whom we can trust and whom not "

(Managing director, one of the
biggest Other EMCs)

"My quality inspection system is obviously very constrained as / am alone in this
company. 1 usually, try to go and have a look at products during their processing or
production. 1 know where they buy the fish and usually by which vessel it was
caught. You start to learn which vessels and which producers tend to handle the fish
properly and that some producers are more identified with quality products but
others more related to quality complaints. The thing is, therefore, to visit the
producers as often as you possibly can and have a look. "

(Manager, in a small Other EMC)

"There is no quality examination on the fish which we export in containers.
Everything is just shovelled into the containers. If we feel it's a very goodfish we
sometimes attempt to put it into a separate container Compared to
the frozen fish, I think the image of the fresh fish which is exported whole on ice is
rather poor, among foreign buyers."

(Managing director. P1E-2 firm)
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"I feel the image of this fresh fish is not as good as we sometimes want to believe.
Much of thisfish is simply too old "

(Managing direclor. Oilier EMC w hich specialises
in exporting of fresh fish in containers.)

7.2.4.1.2. Product Research and Development

It was a general view among managers that, over-all, far too little resources had been

spent by exporters and producers of marine products on research and development,

and far too little had been achieved in that area during the last decades.

Consequently, most of these managers recognised product research and development

as being a key issue in the future development of the industry although only the

Principal EMCs and one P1E-5 firm seemed to be strategically committed to laying

out money for that purpose.6 Managers in two other firms (P1E-5 and Other EMC)

also claimed some tangible spending on research and development, mainly through

their operation of special product laboratories, though they admitted these were

mainly used for product quality testing and issuing of 'product quality certificates'

rather than for direct product research and development.

It was the view of many managers that the relatively little attention and progress

which had been given and made in product research and development in the last few

decades could significantly be blamed on various tariff barriers which have existed at

the export markets. Another argument made by managers, especially in the Other

EMCs and the PIE firm related to the relatively small size of their companies and their

belief that the small size of their firms did not give them realistic opportunities to

spend significant amounts of money on research and development. Many Other

EMCs managers also felt that it would be very difficult to get adequate support from

their respective producers as many of them seemed to be very price oriented and weak

financially, and did not have any tolerance in waiting for results from product research

and development. Despite somewhat similar comments made by managers of the

Principal EMCs, managers of the PIE-1 firms generally felt that their collective
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spending on research and development made through their membership of the

Principal EMCs was one the main strengths of their membership in these firms.

"Product development and product quality is a top priority in our future export
plans. I don't hesitate to say that our system of tight product quality control and the
emphasis which we have put on a steady product supply has been the pre-eminent
factor behind the trust which we have created in our export markets."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"We are not spending any money on product development at the moment but, we
have recently become co-partners in a 'research company' which had recently been
established. We are determined to spend money in this area in the future because, if
you are going to rely on the exports of commodities or homogeneous products in the
future, you will always be dependent upon these big price fluctuations in the markets.
I suppose 'the big sales organisations' are partly using their sales office abroadfor
sounding the markets, but I think we must, instead work more closely with our foreign
buyers on these things."

(Managing director. Other EMC w hich is
mainly exporting landfrozen products)

"We have set ourselves some objectives in what percentage of our total income we
will spend on product research and development."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"Product development has very much been constrained by various tariff barriers
which have existed in several foreign markets. Good examples of this are the U.S.
market for frozen fish and the European market for fresh fish. As the fish or the
products become more value added the higher becomes the tariffs."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)
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"The tariff system has definitely been a hindrance in all product development, such
as in the developing ofproducts in consumer packaging. 'This is because as soon as
we start packaging fillets or oil fish portions into vacum packaging, we get some 20
per cent tariff imposed on. However, when the fish is exportedfiat as we are mainly
doing now there is no tariff at least up to a certain quantity."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"I think I am perfectly honest when I say that these smaller companies like mine are
not likely to make much contribution to product developments. We are maybe best in
sudden attacks and gorilla fighting. Product development is, however, very
important for this business and I think 'the big sales organisations' are much more
likely to make some successful contribution in that area than we are."

(Managing director. Other EMC)

"In Finland we managed to get into business with the second biggest retail chain
which also holds 60 per cent of the 'cash and carry market' in bin/and and 50 per
cent of the 'catering market'. Our exports of retail products are under their own
labels but under our labels for the 'cash and carry' and 'catering' markets. A very
important factor, which undoubtedly enabled us to take this inroad into the retail
sector, were our capabilities in amending our products to their requirements. This
meant we could avoid any spending on advertising andpromotion."

(Sales Manager. P1E-5 firm which lias its
own research laboratory)

7.2.4.1.3. Packaging tiiul Branding

The use of own brands and labels in product exporting is evidently a policy which is

most established within the Principal EMCs, as literally all the export of these firms is

under their own labels and brand names, except some of their export in retail or

consumer packs. It was a general view among managers of these firms that the

generally long- established product brand names used by these firms were in all cases

significantly associated with product quality in the mind of their foreign buyers and

one of these firm's major assets. Similar views were expressed by managers in the

PIE-4 firms, although they generally admitted the limitations of promoting their brand

names widely. Within the Other EMCs, there is generally much less emphasis placed
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on exporting under own brand names, and more often than not these firms are

exporting under the different brand names of their producers. Managers in Other

EMCs, which have pursued as a main policy to export only under their own brand

names and labels, claimed that one of the main problems and disadvantages in doing

that was the inability of their firms in controlling product quality, or giving adequate

services or advise to their respective producers in relation to product quality and

standards. Branding of products in consumer or retail packages remains largely under

the labels and packaging formations of some pertinent foreign buyers. Only in a

minority of cases are these products marketed abroad under the exporters' own brand

names and labels.7 There was a general perception by managers in the relevant

Principal EMCs and PIE-5 firms, that the relatively small size8 of their companies and

the increasing competition in retail distribution at most foreign markets made it, in

most cases impossible for them to achieve a necessary market share abroad if

exporting under their own labels. Future development of these exports would,

therefore, largely and increasingly depend on establishing links with foreign retailers

and distributors, which meant in most cases to produce and export under their own

brand names and labels. For some obvious reasons, packaging and branding were

generally perceived by exporters of fish meal, whole fresh fish on ice, and other

marine products which are largely exported in a bulk form like, salted herring and

dried fish, as much less of an issue than by exporters of some more highly processed

and value-added products. In the exporting of other products, such as various

products frozen-at-sea, either in industrial packaging7 or packaging accommodated

for the catering sector, product branding and labelling have become increasingly

important. This is despite the fact that these products seem in some aspects, to

adhere to similar methods and determinants in exporting as the commodities listed

above i.e. as 'spot-market' commodities. Managers in the Other EMCs and PIE-2

firms who are significant exporters of these products frequently claimed that the
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increasing importance of product branding and packaging could be described as a

double facet. Firstly, it tended to function as a powerful motivational factor for crew-

members of the freezing trawlers, by encouraging them to maintain high quality

standards in all their handling of the fish. Secondly, there remained some strong

desire among many frozen-at-sea producers to build up their own brand names,

mainly in the hope of being able to establish in the mind of foreign buyers some parity

between their brand names and product quality.

"We can say that our product exports are of three kinds. Firstly, commodity exports
which includes among others the various block products. Secondly, products in
relatively simple and large packaging for the catering sector and thirdly, we have
products in retail or consumer packaging which now are showing fast growth, even
though it's still a relatively small share of our total exports. All products in the first
two categories are exported under our own brand names, but products in retail or
consumer packs are mainly exported under the labels offoreign retail chains ."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"Our product policy is to produce the fish in packaging which is most valuable each
time and within the bracket of as much long-term vision as we possibly could. This
doesn't mean that we believe it's a final goalfor us to put all our products into 75 gr.
plastic boxes even though that may be a good objective per se. In the U.S. and the
French market the catering market is much more attractive, but in the U.K. most of
what we are producing there in our plant is in retail packaging and under the labels
of various retailers there."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"One reason for suspending our membership in X was our desire to produce and sell
our products under our own brand name We are convinced, that by
producing under our own brand name and in packaging which even have coloured
pictures ofour trawlers on the lid, our crew members pay much more respect for the
raw-material they are handling andfor the products they are making. I don't think
they would like it to become known that fish which is sold under our own brand name
in foreign markets and in packaging which have some coloured pictures of their
trawler on the front, would be related to bad quality"

(Managing director, PIE-2 firm and one of the biggest
producers and exporters of products frozen-at-sea )
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" The main strength of Y is out at the export markets and in our brand name which is
well known there."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"The main strength of X is included in its relatively big size and the good image
which our products have achieved in the U.S. market, through using our brand name
Y. Strict quality control and guaranteed product supply have created the firm an
extensive trust among its foreign buyers "

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"In the future I will concentrate on keeping grip ofmy brand name as I believe
that is one ofmy most valuable assets. I can replace everything, except that"

(Managing director, P1E-4 firm w hich mainly exports
frozen groundfish products to the U.S. market)

"Although, I realize that most of the values could lie in the 'spread of words' ofyou
as a producer and exporter, and of which your brand name could be the most
valuable factor, I think I will continue to produce and export under the labels of
others. Even some big individual 'own label' producers abroad seem now
increasingly under the shoe-heels of the big retailers, so I think my only chance is to
export under their labels."

(Managing director, PIE-5 firm)

7.2.4.2. Price

Although the Icelandic exporters of marine products could generally be described as

"price-takers,"10 in the export markets some of the Icelandic exporting firms have

established a leading position as influencers on prices of marine products. In the

export of primary commodities like whole fresh fish on ice, fish oil and fish meal, the

formation of export prices is typically made at the fresh fish auction markets abroad or

through what we could call spot-market transactions, where a process of "bids" and

"tenders" between foreign buyers and domestic exporters forms the export prices.

Export prices for most fresh fillets are similarly mainly decided on the grounds of the
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existing spot-market prices at the respective foreign markets. In the exports of other

marine products such as those frozen-at-sea, the prevailing spot-market prices seems

to be the principal determinants of the export prices. It was frequently admitted by

managers that this quite common form of "spot-trading" in exporting of marine

products, and the fact that many of the Other-EMCs are keeping relatively loose ties

with their domestic processors, had on a number of occasions led to the giving of

misleading information to potential foreign buyers, which more often than not has led

to price reductions for these products in the foreign markets."

In the export of salted herring, which remains solely in the hands of

Sildarutvegsnefnd, export prices are regularly fixed with foreign buyers at the

beginning of every catching season, with prices significantly taking account of cost in

production and of foreign competitors. Similarly, in the export of salted roes and

stock fish, exporters and domestic producers commonly endeavour to form some kind

of agreement, in order to fix a minimum level of export prices at the start of the

catching season.

The formation of export prices for various value-added products, such as of canned

and other products in consumer packaging, are usually decided differently from most

other marine products. Prices for these products are frequently determined between

sellers and buyers for a longer period, even up to one year. Another common pricing

practice for marine products in retail packaging is to calculate the export prices as a

percentage of the final retail prices. Despite, the general emphasis on prices by the

exporting firms there are indications that the only firms included in this research,

which employ prices meaningfully in their export marketing strategy are the two

biggest exporters, S.H. and I S., and some very limited number of firms which are

exporting products in consumer packaging such as Lysi hf. To a limited extent,

S.I.F., has also been using prices as a element in their export marketing strategy,

especially in their marketing of saltfish in retail packaging, but in its main product
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exports and at its biggest markets, the relative size of the company as a leading

exporter of saltfish in the World, has been even more important in creating and

maintaining higher export prices than some of its competitors.12 The best example of

the use of pricing by S.H. and I S. as an element in their marketing strategy is in the

U.S. market where both these firms operate "secondary processing" plants and where

they both have built up strong brand images, mainly in the catering sector. It is

generally accepted that both these firms have been commanding a price premium

compared to other importers to the U.S. market,13 generated through some early

existence and dominance in that market, steady supply of products, and a tight

product quality control system.1"1 Among other Icelandic exporters of groundfish

fillets to the U.S. market it was a common opinion that S.H. and its brand name

"Icelandic" were frequently used as a benchmark by these firms when negotiating their

export prices with U.S. importers and quoting their prices to the domestic processors.

In the other main export markets for frozen groundfish in Europe and Asia, S.H and

I.S., seem not to be enjoying any similar premium or leading position in their export

prices as in the U.S. market, nor are they used as a price reference by the smaller

exporters to these markets. A number of the managers in these firms argued that in

these markets the smaller exporting firms were even more than level with S.H. and

I S. in terms of export prices obtained at these markets. Two hypothesized

explanations for this, and mentioned by some of my respondents were: first, until the

beginning of the 1980s the two above listed companies had put most of their

marketing effort in the U.S. market, but paid relatively little attention to other markets

such as in Europe, and therefore not established any strong presence in these markets

when other exporters entered them; second, the view that there are important

differences between the European an the U.S. markets, with the European market

much less competitive and easier to enter than the U.S. market, regarding things like

product quality requirements and reliability in product delivery. Like other aspects of
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their pricing practices, the three "principal export organisations" differ from the other

exporting firms in their collection of price information. Only managers in four of the

firms studied, S.H., I S., S.I.F. and Lysi hfi, asserted they were systematically

collecting information about prices of marine products at their export markets, such as

those of their main competitors and the selling prices of their exported products to the

final consumers or users.

"The price is shaping in the last half-an-hour before the domestic fish-auction
markets opens. The foreign buyers and /, we exchange some information about how
the situation is at their end of the market and I give them information about the
supply offish at the auction-markets in Iceland and what the prices are likely to be"

(Managing director. Other EMCs w hich specialises
in the exporting of frcsli fillets to the U.S. market)

"These exports are more or less about prices and to being able to sell quickly. I
collect information about the prices at my main export markets and try to find out
what are the top prices in different markets"

(Managing director, one of the biggest
Othcr-EMCs, which specialises in the
exporting of products frozcn-at-sca.)

"Prices are the most important thing in the export of this product. Our price
formation is importantly based on the minimum contribution, n c need to get in
production. For decades we have been enjoying between 20-10 per cent higher
prices than our main competitors in other countries "

(Managing director. Principal EMC )

"If we are talking about some of the traditional species which the 'sales
organisations' are selling, then we tend to be squeezed in prices, as our prices are
always compared to the lowest prices obtained by the 'sales organisations'"

(Managing director. Other EMC w hich
is exporting to the U.S. market)
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"I keep a close eye on the prices listed by the 'big sales organisations' which are a
dominatingforce here, and I always ensure that I get a copy of their price lists."

(Manager. Olhcr-EMC which is
mainly exporting to tlie U.S. market)

"When I started my exports to the U.S., I compared my ways ofmarketing, to what
"the sales organisations" were doing there, but they have a premium on everything
they are doing at that market, as you probably know. However, what / realized very
soon vim that importers in the U.S. market were not ready to compare my prices with
the prices obtained by Coldwater and Iceland Seafood, but to what they could get
cheapest from Canada. This meant obviously, that initially there was a big gap in
prices but, gradually the importers started to learn that my products were
comparable to what they are buyingfrom Canada. Since then the battle has been to
establish a position where you are compared with " the sales organisations. In the
European market, which I am exporting to as well, "the sales organisations" are not
leading in prices and we tend to compare our prices with competitors from Norway
or Denmark."

(Managing director. PIE-4 firm)

"The prices we are getting are mainly the market prices, t'ertainly, we compare our
prices to the prices obtained by the 'sales organisations' and we want to get higher
prices than they. What we are most concerned about is how much can we
increase our prices, until they stop buying our products. Thai's our strategy."

(Managing director. P1E-2 firm and one of the
biggest exporters of products frozen-at-sca.)

"Export prices are usually decided in advance for a period even up to 12 months and
allfluctuations in the raw-material have to be matched by ourselves."

(Managing director. P1E-5 firm)

"In the export of consumer products, i.e. products in consumer packaging, our prices
mainly take a reference of the prices of our main competitors. In the U.K. for
example, we fully recognise, that we are competing with Seven Seas, which has a
dominating position at that market. 'There we price our products below the prices of
their products at least during the time we are getting some position a! that market.
In other markets where we have a more leading position in market share we a/so are
more leading in prices."

(Managing director, PIE-5 firm.)
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7.2.4.3. Markets

One of the general characteristics in the export of most firms in the sector, especially

the smaller firms, is how concentrated it is in terms of export markets and foreign

buyers. As mentioned earlier, this concentration looks to be significantly decided by

the type of marine products exported by the respective exporters, such as in the

exporting of various salted products which consumption is restricted to a relatively

limited number of countries or areas in the world, based on different consumers' tastes

and preferences. In the exporting of some other marine products like the various

frozen products, different firm characteristics seem more crucial in deciding the

number of markets the firms are exporting to. Information collected in this study

indicates, that smaller exporters of frozen products are frequently dependent upon

only one or two export markets and also upon only one or two foreign buyers. In

contrast the two principal exporters of frozen marine products, S.H and I S., are

spreading their exports much more by different export markets and foreign buyers.

Data collected in this research showed that of the 30 Other EMCs studied, 22 firms

exported more than 70 per cent of their total exports to two markets (countries) or

fewer and of the 20 PIE firms researched, (not including PIE-1) 15 firms had some

similar concentration in exporting. Consequently, many of the managers in these

firms mentioned too much dependence on a few export markets and a small number of

customers as one of their main weaknesses in exporting.

This study indicates that there remains generally very little strategic segmentation of

export markets by the exporting firms, except in the case of the three 'big sales

organisations', S.H., I S., S.I.F., and some of the PIE-5 firms. Among managers of

the three above mentioned firms there was usually a very clear division of export

markets and market areas, which normally reflected their firm's network of sales

subsidiaries abroad. The prime segmentation of the export markets by these managers

was usually broadly into "catering" and "retailing", and in their exports of products in

"retail or consumer packages", segmentation was claimed to be made on the grounds
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of other variables, such as, geographic and demographic. In the case of the PIE-5

firms it was a general feeling among their managers that the absolutely small size of

their firms and often rather weak financial position usually meant that these firms were

predominantly in the position of being unable to apply any strategic segmentation at

the export markets. Finding every possible foreign buyer to whom they could offer

acceptable export prices and obtain security in payment was claimed by the PIE-5

managers as the usual alternatives open for their firms, rather than any systematic and

strategic segmentation of export markets. Despite becoming increasingly active in the

exporting of frozen marine products in recent years, the Other EMCs and the PIE

firms seem not to be employing strategic segmentation of export markets to the same

extent as S.H. and I S. A possible explanation for this difference might be the fact

that in a majority of cases the smaller exporters of frozen products sell their products

to foreign importing firms, which in turn sell and distribute the products to different

levels in the distribution chains at respective markets. In contrast, S.H and I S.

approach the export markets through a much more diversified sales network

consisting of sales subsidiaries and processing units abroad as well as some direct

exports into various segments of final users and consumers at the export markets .

"The main weakness in our exports is how dependent we are on few export markets
andforeign buyers."

(Managing director. Other EMC,
and big exporter of products frozen-at-sea.)

"All our exports has been direct to buyers. The main weakness of our system is, I
think, that often you don't follow what's going on at some other export markets and
you a/so become too dependent on these individuals orfirms."

(Managing director. P1E-4 firm)

"The main markets for saltedfish are where there lives people with Catholic beliefs.
As we are competing with the freezing production' for a limited supply of raw-



material, we attempt to sell to those markets where we conk! pet the highest prices in
the long-term. This means we sell relatively little to various islands in the Caribbean
and more to some of the richer parts in Portugal rather than to the poorer areas in
Spain. The main point is that salted fish is a complicated product which is not
convenient in preparation or cooking.
Segmentation ofmarkets is much more apparent in Spain than in Portugal and our
main focus has been on that market during the last few years. Our main objective has
been to build up the consumption of our products at the higher priced end of that
market by employing a mixed program of J'.V. advertisements and promotional
things such as; prize winning competitions among school children in Spain and the
publication of recipe books. In Portugal, however, we have not been ready to do
anything similar to this as that market is much less segmented and, therefore, it is
much more difficult to target your advertising andpromotional programme."

(Sales manager, S.i.F.)

"In our exports in retail packs we have attempted to find some niche markets which
suits our size and capabilities. An example of this is one of our producers who is
producingfor a supermarket chain in Belgium, which has a strong market position in
one ethnic area there. This export is all under our own labels and we have spent
substantial amounts in advertising and promoting these products on local T. V.
stations and by the publishing of recipe brochures."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"It differs quite a lot between markets how much we use market segmentation. In the
U.K., cod liver oil is consumed for various reasons but mainly to prevent arthritis.
This is therefore our main marketing point there, hi the Scandinavian countries, like
in Iceland, we put more emphasis on other attributes of the product such as its
vitamin and omega content and its potency in preventing cardiovascular diseases."

(Managing director. P1E-5 firm.)

7.2.4.4. Promotion

Personal contacts and visits to foreign customers, appeared in this study, to be the

most heavily and widely used promotional methods by the exporting firms. Within the

Principal EMCs, day to day relationships and contacts with foreign customers are

usually in the hands of people in middle management positions Regular visits by the
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managing directors of these firms to major customers abroad are also an important

part in establishing links between foreign buyers and the respective exporting firms. It

was a general opinion of managers in the Principal EMCs, that in recent years there

had been an increasing interest among their foreign buyers to regularly visit the

domestic producers and member firms of the Principal EMCs. Among the other

exporting firms, personal contacts and relationships with foreign buyers are chiefly

conducted by the respective managing directors of these firms. Typically, these

managers claimed, they attempted to visit their foreign counterparts at least once a

year, although in some cases daily contact was reported. Apart from the very limited

use of advertising by the Principal EMCs, as partly outlined in Section 7.2.4.2., the

most commonly used types of media advertising by firms in the sector, have been in

the form of small ads or inserts in 'special fishing industry magazines', or 'international

trade directories'. The principal aim of these advertisements and inserts is customarily

to capture the attention of potential foreign buyers of marine products, or to maintain

some awareness of existence among the international traders of marine products. The

third main promotional method, and chiefly used by the Principal EMCs, but also by

some of the bigger Other EMCs and PIE firms, is the publishing (usually printed in

English) of different brochures, containing relevant information about the respective

companies, and frequently also general information about the Icelandic fishing

industry as a whole. Despite the scepticism expressed by many managers about the

effectiveness of participating in various international fisheries or food exhibitions, this

form of promotion has been used to a limited extent by the Principal EMCs, as well as

by some of the smaller exporters of various canned marine products and products in

consumer packaging. Managers in the other exporting firms admitted, however, that

one of the reasons why they usually attempted to visit at least one of these exhibitions

each year, was their desire to catch up on the most recent technical developments in



the fishing industry. Secondly, there were many who felt that this was a convenient

way to meet at one point many of their business counterparts abroad.

"We don't spend much money in advertising our brand name or our products. We
believe that the size of this company is not big enough in an international sense,
whether in terms of value or volume, to justify the spending ofa considerable amount
on such things. We make things more going by keeping up good personal contacts
and relationship with our foreign buyers. We believe that our money is more wisely
spent by inviting some of our buyer's purchasing managers to Iceland, than by
spending it on advertising, although we obviously spend some money on that
especially when we are appealing to more specialised potential buyers in the
catering sector."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"Ifind our gainfrom participating in the various industry exhibitions abroad has not
been very effective when compared to some of our other promotional activities. In
my opinion the most effective way to approach foreign markets is by finding some
reliable and enthusiastic counterparts abroad."

(Managing director. P1E-5 firm)

"We were offered by the Icelandic Export Council to take pent in a 'trade exhibition'
in South Korea, which we did. In retrospect, Ifind this gave us very little return. We
spend very small amounts on advertising but 3 years ago we published and
distributed a brochure abroad which contained some information about the
company. This brochure was sent by mail to all our remaining and former buyers
abroad, and was also displayed in most of the Icelandic embassies abroad. 1 am not
exactly sure how effective this was for us but, I believe it considerably improved our
image amongforeign buyers and also helped us in maintaining our trust among the
domestic producers."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC)

"I usually visit our buyers abroad once a year. / am just recently back now from one
such tour, on which I invited one ofmy domestic producers to go with me ."

(Managing director. Other EMC)
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"This company has not taken part in any trade exhibitions, as we feel that's too costly
for vs. On the other hand, we usually try to visit at least some of these exhibitions in
order to meet some of our foreign buyers, but also to establish new contacts. The
only other promotional activity by this company has been the insertion of
advertisements in afewforeign hade directories."

(Managing director. Other EMC)

7.3. Export Performance and Strength and Weaknesses in
Exporting - Managers' view

This section explores how managers of the firms researched, viewed the export

performances of their companies, and also considers their evaluation of the main

strengths and weaknesses their firms' have in exporting.

7.3.1. Export Performance

Overall, managers of the exporting firms expressed some reasonable satisfaction with

their firm's export performance, although there remained some meaningful differences

amongst firms in how their performance was evaluated by their managers. Managers

of the Principal EMCs stated some apparent different measures of export

performance, compared to most interviewees in the Other EMCs, and the PIE firms.

PIE-1 firm managers however, did usually not express any special yardsticks on their

firm's individual export performance, but used to evaluate it more in relation to the

one of their respective Principal EMCs. The three most commonly stated benchmarks

of export performance by managers of the Principal EMCs could be summarized as:

1) the firm's export expansion into new markets; 2) the firm's general build-up of their

products' quality image in the export markets; 3) the managers' perception of some

generally felt satisfaction among their member firms and principal owners in how the

Principal EMCs were performing. Other measures of export performance, mentioned

were: 1) the firm's ability to accomplish a closer presence in the export markets such

as by establishing sales subsidiaries and production plants abroad; 2) the firm's
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increased product diversification in exporting.15 In the Other EMCs, 26 managers of

the 30 managers involved expressed satisfaction with their firm's export performance.

The most commonly stated yardstick on export performance by these managers,

similar to managers of the PIE-2 firms, the PIE-3 firms and the PIE-4 firms, was

"company profit", with "export growth" and "the firm's relative share in the total

exports of marine products from Iceland" as the second and third most used criteria.

Two other measures of export performance, stated by some managers of these firms,

but more subjective, were: "receptivity if their business afforded them a job and some

acceptable salaries" and a measure stated by managers in three Other EMCs, which

subsequently are also among the oldest firms in that category, i.e. "some appreciation

of being still in the business". The commonly stated criterion on export performance

by managers of the PIE-5 firms were "export sales as a proportion of total sales" and

"export growth".

"Ifind this company has been doing well, and I assess ilial by increased- exports and
profit."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC)

"I evaluate our performance primarily in terms ofprofit as there has not been any
growth in our exports."

(Managing dircclor. Oilier EMC which
specialises in the exports of fresh fillets)

"Overall, I think we have been doing well and last year this company was among the
twenty biggest exporting firms in Iceland and our aim is to be in the group of the ten
biggest."

(Managing director. Oilier EMC w hich
is a big exporter of fish oil and fish meal.)
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"The firm has been making profit in most years, but in the end 1 measure our success
in being still alive after twenty years in the business."

(Managing direclor. Oilier EMC and one of
the oldest of its type in ihc sector.)

"One of the reasons we decided to leave the 'sales organisations' was our intention to
shorten our distribution channels. This has been achieved and led to improved
operational profit. To maintain this performance, and even improve it, we must keep
the fishermen in touch with the export markets "

(Managing direclor. PIE-2 firm which is a
big exporter of products frozen-at-sea)

"In retrospect I find the company has been doing well. I measure this by some
marginally increased exports and some decent profit margin."

(Managing director. PIE-4 firm which
specialises in the exports of fresh fillets.)

"I have sometimes told the branch manager in my bank, that I have now been doing
things like this for nearly -4 years and we are still in the business. During the same
time, several dozen firms have ceased operation or gone bankrupt. I think this might
be a good indicator ofour performance in exporting "

(Managing director. PIE-4 firm w hich exports frozen ground-fish products
and w hich previously was a member of one or more Principal EMCs)

"/ think in our exporting business, we have been doing cp/ite well. / measure that
mainly in increased sales ofproducts in consumer packaging and by the fact that
exports of these products is now a much higher proportion of our iota/ sales than it
was some years ago."

(Managing director. P1E-5 firm)

"I think I can be reasonably pleased with our performance. Our exports have grown
steadily and our profit has also improved by the years."

(Managing director, small P1E-5 firm)
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7.3.2. Strengths and Weaknesses in Exporting

7.3.2.1. Strengths in Exporting - Managers' view

Good product quality, was commonly viewed by managers as one of their firms' main

strengths in exporting. (Except those exporting whole fish on ice.) However, many of

these managers believed 'good product quality image' was particularly associated with

the various frozen groundfish products exported. Apparently, many managers in the

Other EMCs and the PIE firms, acknowledge the leading role of S.H. and I S., in

creating this favourable image among foreign buyers, especially in the U.S. market.

Managers of the Principal EMCs generally perceived product quality as one of their

firm's main strengths in exporting along with three other factors equally mentioned as:

1) a partially or fully centralised system in production and quality control; 2) relatively

formal ties with producers; 3) good marketing and distribution system abroad. This

view and these factors were largely shared by my respondents in the PIE-1 firms who,

despite expressing various criticisms about the Principal EMCs and their form of

operation, generally perceived their shareholding or membership in these firms as a

major strength for their companies. In my interviews with the managers of S.I.F. and

Sildarutvegsnefnd, they both reckoned the strength which their firms had possessed

during the years, from being the exclusive exporters of salted groundfish and salted

herring from Iceland. Apart from 'product quality', managers in the Other EMCs

usually mentioned two other factors as their firm's main strengths in their exporting.

These are: "established personal trust with foreign buyers and domestic producers"

and "their firm's ability to respond quickly to changes in the fishing industry and at the

export markets". Among managers of the PIE-4 firms and the PIE-2 and PIE-5 firms,

there was a general feeling that one of the main strengths of these firms in exporting

was "to be exporting their own products" i.e. products which were their own produce.

This view was usually backed by the opinion that this kept the respective firms in a
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much closer touch with the needs and demands of their foreign buyers which enabled

them to perform better in their exporting.

"Even though I decided to leave X and start exporting directly, I can readily admit
that the 'sales organisations' are in many respects very good. They have in most
cases, for example, made a leading job at the main export markets and I don't
hesitate to say that the very good image, which many of our marine products,
especially the frozen ones, have accomplished abroad is largely based on their
efforts at these markets."

(Managing director, PIE-4 firm which mainly exports
frozen groundfish products to the U.S. market.)

"I believe that the main strengths of this firm are embodied in its somewhat
centralizedproduction and quality control system. Our strongest marketing point in
the competition in the foreign markets is consistency in product quality and
reliability in delivery."

(Managing director, Principal EMC)

" The main strength of X is founded in its relatively big size and the good image
which our products have achieved at the U.S. market, through using our brand name
Y. Strict quality control and guaranteedproduct supply have createdfor the firm an
extensive trust among itsforeign buyers."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

" The access which we get to the markets and the knowledge which persists within the
'sales organisations' is absolutely one of the strengths of this company. We also
believe we are benefiting immensely from being within a environment which has a
certain "image" andfirm product quality standards"

(Managing director, PIE-1 firm)

"I think our main strength lies in the trust which we have established among the
domestic producers and among our foreign customers. Our policy has always been
to stick to our words."

(Manager, Other EMCs which
mainly is exporting frozen products)
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"Flexibility, and ability to respond quickly to all changes which are taking place at
the export markets, such as changes in prices, is undoubtedly one of our great
strengths."

(Managing director. Other EMC. which is
mainly exporting products frozen-at-sea.)

"I think absolutely, that one of our strengths in this company is to be producing and
exporting our own products. This enables us to be in much closer contact with our
foreign buyers, which means that we gel a much better feeling for their needs and
demands and they get a much better understanding ofour capabilities andproblems,
such as when there is a shortage in raw-material supply "

(Managing director. PIE-5 firm which previously sold its
products through one of the main 'stiles organisation'.)

7.3.2.2. Weaknesses in Exporting - Managers' view

Like many other interviewees, the managers in the Principal EMCs generally showed

some reluctance in stating the factors which they perceived as the main weakness of

their firms in exporting. Willi reference to the analysis in section 6.1.3., all the

respondents in the Principal EMCs acknowledge some recognition of the alleged

deficiency in their firm's "system of communication" with producers, although they

hardly identified it as a factor of weaknesses in exporting. It was, however, commonly

agreed by managers in both the Principal EMCs and the P1E-1 firms, that significant

changes and improvements had occurred in the form of relationships between these

parties in the last few years. Among managers of the PIE-1, PIE-4, and PIE-5 firms,

"inadequate or relatively weak financial position" was frequently stated as a weakness

in exporting, although some managers perceived the above factor more as a weakness

in their firm's overall operation rather than specifically hampering their exporting

activity. Subsequently however, it was claimed that the financial hardship,

experienced by many of the PIE-1 firms, and other firms in the processing sector, in

recent years, had made these firms increasingly price orientated and adamant on

getting quick payments for their produce and export. "Informal ties with producers",

as outlined in Section 6.2.9., was perceived by many Other EMC managers as
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somewhat a problematic factor in exporting, and was similarly seen by many of them

as one of their firm's main weakness in exporting. "Too much, reliance on few export

markets" and "hefty dependence on a small number of foreign buyers" were two

additional factors also mentioned by some Other EMCs managers as a weakness of

their firms in exporting. This view was also shared by some managers in the IME

firms and by the managers of S.I.F. and Sildarutvegsnefnd. This refers back to our

analysis in Section 5.1.3. and Section 7.2.4.3. which indicated how narrowly based the

exports of many of these firms are, i.e. limited to a relatively very few type of

products and to few export markets.

"We find that our producers are sometimes not willing enough, to commit adequate
resources to product research and marketing. This is unfortunate, and probably we
could define this as a weakness in our exporting activity and even in our
relationship with producers "

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"We have always attempted to keep up as much self-criticism as possible. We
organize meetings with the producers where we try to answer all those questions
which arise in our relation with the producers. One of the weaknesses of this system
of "collective exporting" is the danger that the "shoddy guys" try to benefit from
being under the shelter of the 'sales organisations'."

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"We are fully aware that it's a weakness per se that we are between the producer and
the foreign buyer, as it lengthens the communication line. What we are increasingly
doing however, is to establish more direct contacts between the foreign buyers and
the domestic producers through mutual visits etc "

(Managing director. Principal EMC)

"Since I entered this business there have occurred some tremendous changes and
improvements in the relationship and transferring of information between the staff
ofXand the owners ofX."

(Managing director, PIE-1 firm)
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"Our main weakness is that there persists no long-term objectives by the producers.
They are totally price oriented so ifwe can not always offer them the highest prices,
we are out"

(Managing director. Other EMC which specialises
in the exporting of fish oil and fish meal.)

"Our main weakness is, that we don't have these strong ties with producers as "the
big sales organisations" have. This definitely gives them some advantage over us, as
they know how much they have on their hands, but our exports are more surrounded
by uncertainty."

(Managing director, one of the
biggest Other EMCs)

"It's a weakness how dependant 1we are on the exporting offish meal and fish oil,
especially when you consider how volatile the cape Iin catch is. Last year for
example, the capelin catch totally collapsed and left us with more than less, no
income."

(Managing director. Other EMC which
mainly exports llsh meal and fish oil)

" Too much dependence on only one product, which also is mainly sold to only one
market, makes us sometimes a little bit vulnerable for fluctuations in catches and
export prices."

(Managing director. Other EMC which
mainly is exporting products frozcn-at-sca.)

"The main weakness of this company as of every oilier company in the fishing
industry in Iceland is it's financially weak. It's a sad fact that despite getting around
80 per cent of our exports revenue from exporting ofmarine products you can only
find c.a. 4-5 firms in this sector which are financially in a good shape."

( Managing director. PIE-1 firm)

"Our -weakness is some lack of capital. We need fresh capital into the firm to do
some of the things which we feel could create more revenue for us"

(Managing director. P1E-5 firm)
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Conclusions

This chapter has shown that there remains some significant differences between the

firms in the export sector in their export management and pursuit of export marketing

strategies. These identified differences in the firms' export behaviour seems

significantly related to the two main firm characteristics used to categorise firms in

this research, i.e. the firm's principal activity and products exported. Generally, the

firms' in the sector have not set themselves any clearly stated export objectives.

Despite some differences between firms, this study has indicated that one of the

characteristics of the export sector is the price orientation of firms in the sector, i.e. to

seek highest possible prices in their export each time. This emphasis on export prices

seems largely to be the result of three principal factors: first, the nature of the

commodity exported as produce of natural resources, and which to a large extent is

exported unprocessed or only primary processed; second, the weak financial position

of many firms in the fishery and processing sectors; third, the share based salary

system in the fisheries sector which seems to have important effects through the two

other sectors of the industry. However, the research analysis has indicated, that as

products become more highly processed, less emphasis seems to be put by firms on

export prices and getting quick payments, but more on other factors such as the build¬

up of long-term relationship with foreign buyers.

Export planning activity by firms in the sector is apparently affected by one of the

sectors' main peculiarities, i.e the uncertainty which exists in both produce supply and

in product demand. Significant differences remain between firms in this area with the

Principal EMCs usually undertaking quite an extensive and centralised export

planning in association with the PIE-1 firms, but most of the Other EMCs and PIE

firms usually making very little or no export planning.

The Principal EMCs have in their exporting pursued an export policy or strategy

which has principally emphasised product quality, reliability in product delivery, long-
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term relationship with foreign buyers, and increasingly in recent years, getting closer

to the final consumer in their exporting. Differences in export emphasis among the

Other EMCs and PIE firms appears to be more determined, by these firms main type

of products exported, than by various firm characteristics such as their size, age or

principal activity. This chapter has shown, that in some areas of export management

and marketing, the Principal EMCs, especially S.H. and I S., have established a clear

advantage over other firms in the sector. This is particularly in areas such as, product

development, product quality control, product availability or supply, the establishing

of product brand names, export prices in some export markets, a bigger and more

controllable marketing and distribution system and more diversification in exporting

by export markets. Consequently, many of the Other EMCs and PIE firms in the

sector, use the Principal EMCs as a reference point in their exporting activity, such as

in export pricing and product quality standards. As many of the above listed factors

also seem to sum up the main strengths of the Principal EMCs in exporting the main

strengths of the smaller firms, i.e. the Other EMCs and the PIE firms, appears to lie in

their flexibility and quickness to respond to changes in the fishing industry and at the

export markets. The main weakness of many of the Other EMCs, appears to be the

informal ties they have with producers and the factor they share with many of the PIE

firms i.e. the concentration or invariety there exist in their exporting by markets.

Relatively weak financial position is the factor most frequently claimed by PIE firm

managers as their firm's main weakness in the export activity.
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8. Export Behaviour

Introduction

This chapter outlines the main results from a questionnaire survey which was carried

out with the aim to follow-up some of the qualitative findings, generated in the

interviews conducted earlier with managers in the export sector. It is an opportunity

to emphasise here, what was previously outlined in Chapter 1 and Chapter 5, that the

firms included in this study are estimated to have handled around 92 per cent of the

total export value of marine products from Iceland in 1991, and that the response rate

to the questionnaires was around 95 per cent.

Quantitative measures of some of the variables identified in the interviews are aimed

at achieving some generality, providing measures that are amenable to statistical

manipulation, and facilitating the undertaking of comparative research in other

countries or social settings. The small number of firms in this survey, however,

inhibits the drawing of many significant statistical conclusions, but provides

indications of the importance of different factors included in the questions and for

different firms in the export sector.

This chapter is divided into 2 main sections. The first section sets out in four sub¬

sections the results from each of the four questions in the questionnaire and the

second section provides conclusions. The research methodology used in the survey,

the questionnaire design, the survey process and the methods of analysis are outlined

in the first chapter of this thesis.
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8.1. Results

This section is divided into four sub-sections. It sets out the main result for each of

the four questions included in the questionnaires. The first section outlines the main

factors perceived as problems associated with exporting. The second section

discusses the perceived objectives in exporting and the third and fourth sections the

managers perception of their firms' main factors of strengths and weaknesses in

exporting.

8.1.1. Problems Associated with Exporting

As indicated in Table 8.1. there were 56 responses to the 30 elements included in the

first question. Table 8.1. shows the frequency of responses to each of the elements of

the five-point scale as well as the mean and median values of these responses and the

standard deviation, recalling that the responses were measured on a scale from 1 to 5

with the notion "extremely problematic" taking the higher value.

As shown in Table 8.1. several factors were perceived by managers as a problem in

exporting, although none of the factors was indicated as an obstacle of major

importance for the export sector in general. Table 8.1. shows that a total of 9 factors

have a mean response of 3 or greater and 12 factors a median response of 3 or

greater.

In Table 8.2., cross-tabulation of responses is made to the two previously defined

categories of firms, by showing their mean response, median response, and standard

deviation. Categorisation of firms is, as outlined above, in accordance with our

previous definitions i.e. firstly, on the grounds of their principal activity, and secondly,

on the grounds of their specialised product export.1 The number of firms included in

each of the defined categories is indicated in Table 8.2., below each category

headings. As shown in the table all the 56 firms responding are included in the

"principal activity" categorisation but the total number of specialised exporters



included in the analysis remained at 40 firms. However, the only specialised exporter

of dry fish products was excluded from the table which left the total number of firms

in Table 8.2, grouped by their specialised export at 39 firms.

In the following text a description is supplied to the analysis of the 30 factors included

in the first question, and outlined in Table 8.1. and Table 8.2.

Paperwork. This is not perceived by managers as a problematic factor in exporting.

As shown in Table 8.1., more than 73 per cent of 56 respondents indicated paperwork

as either not at all problematic, or not very problematic, and only 3.6 per cent of

managers perceive it as a very problematic factor.

Seasonal fluctuations in the fish supply. More than 23 per cent of managers perceived

seasonal fluctuations in the fish supply as a very or extremely problematic factor in

exporting. As indicated in Table 8.2., this factor appears to be particularly

problematic for exporters of fresh fish on ice by air, exporters of oil & meal, and

exporters of salted products.

High real exchange rate of the Icelandic krona. This factor is generally perceived by

exporters as being somewhat of a problem in exporting, and more than 30 per cent of

the respondents perceived it as either very problematic or extremely problematic. As

shown in Table 8.2., this factor was especially emphasised by managers in the

Principal EMCs and managers in PIE-4 firms, but in both these group of firms the

mean value for this factor was around 4.0.

Unstable business environment in Iceland. As shown in Table 8.2. all the main groups

of exporters, except exporters offish oil and fish meal (PIE-3, Oil & Meal), perceived

this factor as an important obstacle in exporting. The significance of this factor is

indicated by the fact, that nearly 54 per cent of the 56 managers responding, perceived

this factor as either a very problematic or extremely problematic barrier to export.

(Table 8.1).
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Informal ties with producers. As indicated in Table 8.1. this factor is generally not

seen as a problematic factor in exporting among exporters. However, of the different

firm categories managers in the Other EMCs, especially oil and meal exporters,

assigned this factor an apparently higher score than managers in other groups of firms.

Import tariffs in foreign markets. Around 2/3 of the responding managers ranked the

importance of this factor as being in the range of somewhat problematic to extremely

problematic. As shown in Table 8.2. this problem is particularly critical for

specialised exporters of fresh fish on ice by air and for exporters of salted products.

High transportation cost to export markets. This is a factor generally perceived by

exporters as an obstacle in exporting. As shown in Table 8.2. this factor is strongly

posed as being problematic, by exporters of oil & meal, and exporters of fresh fish on

ice by air. Among PIE-4 and PIE-5 firms this factor is also ranked as a barrier to

export, with a mean value of 3.5.

Export monopoly licences in Iceland. This factor is not indicated by exporters as

being a barrier to export, either among firms in general or among firms in any of the

defined firm categories.

Subsidies granted to foreign competitors. Around 45 per cent of the 56 responding

exporters, valued this factor as being either a very problematic or extremely

problematic obstacle to exporting. As shown in Table 8.2. this factor is particularly

important among exporters of frozen and salted products.

The export of whole fresh fish on ice (unprocessed). Not surprisingly, this factor was

perceived as an extremely important problem in exporting among exporters of fresh

fish on ice by air. Similarly it was indicated as an important problem in exporting by

managers in the PIE-4 firms, who assigned it a mean and a median value of 4.0.

Among mangers in the Principal EMCs and firms specialising in the exporting of

salted products, the factor was assigned a median value of 3.0.
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Shortage of fish due to catch restrictions. As shown by a median value of 3.0 this

factor is generally perceived by managers as being somewhat of a problem in

exporting. However, as Table 8.2. indicates, managers in firms exporting various

canned products and products in consumer packs (P1E-5, Canned) did not perceive

this factor as problematic.

Restrictions in the exporting of whole fresh fish. Only specialised exporters of whole

fresh fish on ice indicated this factor as an important problem in exporting, with mean

and median values of 3.667 and 3.5 respectively. (Table 8.2.) Among other exporters

this factor was not indicated as problematic, and the mean and median values assigned

by the 56 managers were 1.643 and 1.0 respectively.

Geographical distance from export markets. This is a factor generally indicated by

exporters, as somewhat of a barrier in exporting, and as shown in Table 8.2.,

particularly emphasised by exporters offish oil and fish meal (PIE-3, Oil & Meal), and

exporters of products in consumer packs (PIE-5, Canned).

Small home market. As shown in Table 8.2., only exporters of products in consumer

packs, (PIE-5, Canned), perceived this factor as a important barrier to exporting,

assigning it a median value of 4.0.

Small size of the company. This factor was generally not indicated as an obstacle in

exporting or by any of the different firm categories, as indicated by a mean value of

1.893 (Table 8.1.).

Fluctuations in demand at the export markets. Generally, managers in the exporting

firms perceived this factor as somewhat of a problem in their exporting, as indicated

by a mean and median values of 3.161 and 3.0 respectively (Table 8.1). As shown in

Table 8.2 this problem appears to be especially important for exporters of fish oil and

fish meal and exporters of salted products (PIE-3, Salted, Oil & Meal).

Foreign exchange restrictions at export markets. This factor is generally not

perceived by managers as an obstacle in exporting. Despite not being portrayed in

/
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Table 8.2., "foreign exchange restrictions at export markets" was indicated by the

only specialised exporter of dry fish products as an important problem in exporting.

Language and cultural differences. The mean and median values of 1.643 and 2.0

respectively indicates the low importance of this factor as a barrier to export. As

shown in Table 8.2. this attitude is largely shared by managers within all the firm

categories.

Finding reliable buyers abroad. Like the two previous factors, this factor is not

perceived as a barrier to exporting by managers, and no important differences appear

to remain between the different types of firm portrayed in Table 8 2,.

Foreign currencies fluctuations. Around 60 per cent of managers indicated this factor

as being "somewhat problematic" in exporting. However, no apparent differences

remain between the defined groups of exporting firms in relation to the importance of

this factor.

Obtaining information about financial position of foreign buyers. This was a factor

generally indicated by managers, as being of little problem in exporting, as was

indicated by mean and median values of 2.268 and 2.0 respectively.

Export services provided by the Icelandic banks. This factor is generally not

perceived by managers as a problem associated with exporting, and no apparent

differences seem to remain between the different categories of exporters.

Technical requirements at export markets. This factor was not indicated by managers

as an important obstacle in exporting, and nearly 70 per cent of the 56 respondents,

valued this factor as not at all problematic or not very problematic.

Financing export sale. Only managers in the 6 PIE-4 firms, included in the study,

assigned this factor as being an obstacle in exporting, as is indicated by their mean and

a median values of 3.0 (Table 8.2).

Geographical location of the company in Iceland. Generally, this factor was not

perceived as a barrier to export by managers, and no apparent differences appear to
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remain between the different categories of firms'. However, the highest mean value of

just over 1.8 was indicated by exporters ofwhole fresh fish on ice (Iced) (Table 8.2.).

Meeting product quality requirements. This factor is not perceived by managers as a

problem related to exporting of marine products, either in general or within any of the

defined firm categories.

Price fluctuations at the export markets. Generally, this factor is perceived by

managers as being somewhat of a barrier to export. However, the importance of this

problem is particularly apparent among exporters of whole fresh fish on ice and those

offish oil and fish meal, (PIE-3, Iced, Oil & Meal)

High production cost in Iceland. This is a factor which clearly was indicated by

exporters as an export obstacle, and more than 80 per cent of the responding

managers ranked this factor in the range from being "somewhat problematic" to

"extremely problematic".

Labour union policy. In general, this factor was not perceived as being an important

barrier to export. However, among managers in the PIE-1, PIE-2 and PIE-4 firms,

this factor was indicated as being of some problem in their exporting activity, showing

a mean value ofmore than 3 .0 for each of the defined firm categories

Obtaining market information. Overall this factor was not perceived by managers as

an important problem associated with exporting.
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Table8.1

PercentageResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheImportanceofObstaclesor ProblemsRelatedtoExportingofMarineProducts.
Obstaclesorproblemsassociatedwith

Number

NotatAll

NotVery

Somewhat

Very

Extremely

Mean

Median

Standard

exportingofmarineproducts.

Responding
Problematic
Problematic
Problematic
Problematic
Problematic

Response

Response

Deviation

I

Paperwork.

56

37.5%

35.7%

23.2%

3.6%

0.0%

1.929

2.000

0.871

2

Seasonalfluctuationsinthefishsupply.

56

1.8%

23.2%

51.8%

17.9%

5.3%

3.018

3.000

0.842

3

HighrealexchangerateoftheIcelandickr6na.
56

3.6%

33.9%

32.1%

17.9%

12.5%

3.018

3.000

1.087

4

UnstablebusinessenvironmentinIceland.
56

0.0%

14.3%

32.1%

41.1%

12.5%

3.518

4.000

0.894

5

Informaltieswithproducers(processors).
56

35.7%

30.4%

19.6%

12.5%

1.8%

2.143

2.000

1.103

6

Importtariffsatforeignmarkets.

56

17.9%

16.1%

39.3%

14.3%

12.4%

2.875

3.000

1.237

7

Hightransportationcosttoexportmarkets.
56

1.8%

19.6%

44.6%

17.9%

16.1%

3.268

3.000

1.018

8

ExportmonopolylicencesinIceland.

56

46.4%

25.0%

16.1%

5.4%

7.1%

2.018

2.000

1.228

9

Subsidiesgrantedtoforeigncompetitors.
56

7.1%

14.3%

33.9%

32.2%

12.5%

3.286

3.000

1.091

10

Theexportofwholefreshfishonice(unprocessed)
56

42.9%

17.9%

21.4%

8.9%

8.9%

2.232

2.000

1.335

11

Shortageoffishduetocatchrestrictions.
56

17.9%

19.6%

42.8%

16.1%

3.6%

2.679

3.000

1.064

12

Restrictionsintheexportingofwholefreshfish.
56

66.1%

14.3%

10.7%

7.1%

1.8%

1.643

1.000

1.052

13

Geographicaldistancefromexportmarkets.
56

8.9%

14.3%

57.1%

14.3%

5.4%

2.929

3.000

0.931

14

Smallhome-market.

56

26.8%

33.9%

23.3%

12.5%

3.6%

2.321

2.000

1.114

15

Smallsizeofthecompany.

56

32.2%

46.4%

21.4%

0.0%

0.0%

1.893

2.000

0.731

16

Fluctuationsindemandattheexportmarkets.
56

1.8%

14.3%

57.2%

19.6%

7.1%

3.161

3.000

0.826

17

Foreignexchangerestrictionsatexportmarkets.
56

69.6%

17.9%

10.7%

1.8%

0.0%

1.446

1.000

0.761

18

Languageandculturaldifferences.

56

48.2%

39.3%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

1.643

2.000

0.699

19

Findingreliablebuyersabroad.

56

21.4%

39.3%

30.4%

8.9%

0.0%

2.268

2.000

0.904

20

Foreigncurrenciesfluctuations.

56

5.4%

14.3%

58.9%

14.3%

7.1%

3.036

3.000

0.894

21

Obtaininginformationaboutfinancialpositionofbuyers.
56

17.9%

44.6%

30.4%

7.1%

0.0%

2.268

2.000

0.842

22

ExportservicesprovidedbytheIcelandicbanks.
56

33.9%

32.2%

21.4%

7.1%

5.4%

2.179

2.000

1.146

23

Technicalrequirementsatexportmarkets.
56

19.6%

48.2%

26.8%

3.6%

1.8%

2.196

2.000

0.862

24

Financingexportsales.

56

26.8%

35.7%

23.2%

10.7%

3.6%

2.286

2.000

1.091

25

GeographicallocationofthecompanyinIceland.
56

73.2%

17.9%

7.1%

1.8%

0.0%

1.375

1.000

0.702

26

Meetingproductqualityrequirements.

56

50.0%

37.5%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

1.625

1.500

0.702

27

Pricefluctuationsattheexportmarkets.

56

1.8%

23.2%

50.0%

19.6%

5.4%

3.036

3.000

0.852

28

HighproductioncostinIceland.

56

5.4%

14.3%

41.1%

32.1%

7.1%

3.214

3.000

0.967

29

LabourunionpolicyinIceland.

56

16.1%

41.0%

23.2%

14.3%

5.4%

2.518

2.000

1.095

30

Obtainingmarketinformation.

56

12.5%

57.1%

30.4%

0.0%

0.0%

2.179

2.000

0.636

Note:1=notatallproblematic,2=notveryproblematic,3=somewhatproblematic,4=veryproblematic,5=extremelyproblematic.



Table8.2.

Cross-tabulationofResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheImportanceofObstacles orProblemsRelatedtoExportingofMarineProducts.
Obstaclesorproblemsassociatedwith

Principal

Other

PIE-1

PIE-2

PIE-3

PIE-4

PIE-5

ICED

ICED

FROZEN

SALTED

OIL&

CANNED

exportingofmarineproducts.

EMC

EMC

BYAIR

MEAL

N=4

N=28

N=6

N=5

N=3

N=6

N=4

N=6

N=4

N=17

N=3

N=7

N=2

Mean

l.(XXK)

2.1429

1.6667

2.0000

l.OCMX)

2.5000

1.5000

2.1667

2.(XXX)

1.8824

1.3333

1.5714

2.00(H)

1

Paperwork.

Median

1 .(XXK)

2.1XXX)

1.5(XX)

2.0000

l.(HXX)

2.50(H)

l.tXXX)

2.00(H)

2.0000

2.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.(XXH)

2.(XXX)

S.l>.

O.(XXX)

0.8034

0.8165

0.7071

0.0000

1.0488

l.(XHH)

0.7528

0.8165

0.9275

0.5774

0.9759

1.4142

Mean

3.25(H)

3.IXXX)

2.5(XX)

2.6(XX)

3.6667

3.6667

2.75(H)

2.6667

3.5000

2.7059

4.3333

3.4286

2.5(XH)

2

Seasonalfluciualionsinthefishsupply.
Median

3.CXXX)

3.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

3.(XXX)

4.(XXX)

3.5(HH)

3.IXHK)

3.(XXX)

3.5(XX)

3.(XXH)

5.(XHX)

3.IKXX)

2.51XX)

S.I).

1.25X3

0.7698

1.0488

0.5477

0.5774

0.8165

0.50(H)

0.5164

1.2910

0.5879

1.1547

0.5345

0.7071

Mean

4.2500

2.75IX)

2.5IXX)

3.2(XX)

2.3333

4.3333

2.75(H)

2.6667

3.25(H)

3.(XXH)

3.6667

2.7143

3.(XHH)

3

HighrealexchangerateoftheIcelandickrbna.
Median

4.CXXXJ

3.1XXX)

3.(XXX)

4.0000

2.(XXX)

4.5(HH)

2.51XX)

2.1XXX)

3.(KXX)

3.0CXK)

4.(XXH)

2.(HXH)

3.(XXX)

S.I).

0.51XX)

l.(XM6

0.8367

1.0954

0.5774

0.8165

0.9574

1.0328

1.2583

l.(XXH)

0.5774

1.1127

1.4142

Mean

3.75CX)

3.6786

3.6667

3.6000

2.(XXX)

3.6667

2.75(H)

3.3333

3.2500

3.9412

3.1XXX)

2.8571

3.5556

4

UnstablebusinessenvironmentinIceland.
Median

4.(XXX)

4.0000

4.(KXX)

3.0000

2.0000

4.0000

3.(HHH)

3.5000

3.0000

4.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

3.0000

4.(XXX)

S.I).

0.5000

0.9049

1.0328

0.8944

0.0000

0.5164

0.5000

0.8165

0.5(XX)

0.8993

l.(XXH)

0.8997

0.8831

Mean

1.5000

2.5714

2.1667

1.2000

2.0000

1.8333

1.5000

1.5000

1.2500

2.2941

1.3333

2.5714

2.1481

5

Informaltieswithproducers(processors).
Median

1.5000

2.5000

2.00f)0

1.0000

2.0000

1.5000

1.0000

1.5000

1.0000

2.00(H)

l.(XXX)

3.0000

2.(XXX)

S.I).

0.5774

1.1684

0.7528

0.4472

1.0000

1.1690

l.(XKX)

0.5477

0.5(XX)

1.1048

0.5774

1.2724

1.1059

Mean

3.251X)

3.0357

3.1667

2.6000

1.33(H)

3.(XXX)

2.25(H)

2.8333

4.251X)

2.5294

5.(XXX)

1.8571

2.0000

6

Importtariffsatforeignmarkets.

Median

3.5(XX)

3.CXXX)

3.(XXH)

2.0000

l.(KXX)

3.(XHX)

2.50(H)

3.0000

4.5000

3.IXXH)

5.0CXX)

2.1XXX)

2.(HXX)

SJ).

2.0616

1.1701

0.4082

1.5166

0.5774

1.4142

0.9574

1.3292

0.9574

1.1789

0.0000

1.0690

1.4142

Mean

2.51XX)

3.25(H)

3.3333

2.4000

5.CHXX)

3.5000

3.5000

2.8333

4.5000

2.6471

3.0000

4.4286

3.0000

7

Hightransportationcosttoexportmarkets.
Median

2.5(XX)

3.CXXX)

3.5(XX)

2.0000

5.(XXH)

3.5000

3.1HHH)

3.00(H)

4.5(HH)

3.(XHX)

3.0000

5.(XXX)

3.(XXH)

S.I).

0.5774

l.(X)46

0.8165

0.5477

O.(HHX)

1.0488

l.(HXK)

0.7528

0.5774

0.8618

O.(XXX)

0.9759

O.(XHH)

Mean

l.(XXX)

2.3571

1.6667

1.6000

l.(XKX)

2.6667

1.5IXH)

2.3333

2.25(H)

2.(XXX)

l.tXXX)

2.1429

1.5000

8

ExportmonopolylicencesinIceland.
Median

l.tXXX)

2.0000

1.5000

l.(XXX)

l.(HHX)

2.5000

1.5(HH)

2.50(H)

2.(XXX)

l.(HXX)

l.tXXX)

1.0(XH)

1.5000

S.D.

O.(XXX)

1.3113

0.6667

0.8944

O.(XXX)

1.6330

0.5774

0.8165

0.5(XX)

1.4577

O.(HHX)

1.5736

0.7071

Mean

3.75(X)

3.50IX)

3.8333

3.0000

2.3333

3.1667

1.75(H)

3.(XXX)

3.5(XH)

3.5882

4.(HHX)

3.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

9

Subsidiesgrantedtoforeigncompetitors.
Median

3.5IXX)

4.01XX)

4.0000

3.0000

3.(HHH)

3.1HHX)

2.IXXX)

3.5(XH)

3.(HXX)

4.(XXX)

4.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

2.(HXXI

S.I).

0.9574

1.0715

0.7528

1.2247

1.1547

0.7528

0.5(XXI

1.2649

l.(XXK)

1.0641

l.(XHX)

1.5275

O.(XXX)

Mean

2.5(XX)

2.3929

1.8333

1.2(XX)

l.(HXH)

4.1XHX)

l.(HXX)

1.1667

4.5(HX)

2.3529

3.(XXX)

l.(HHX)

2.2778

10

Theexportofwholefreshfishonice(unprocessed)
Median

3.1XXX)

2.IXXX)

2.(XXX)

i.(XXX)

l.(XXH)

4.(XHH)

J .(XXXI

1 .(XXX)

5.(HXH)

2.1XXX)

3.(XXX)

l.(XKX)

2.1XXX)

S.I)

l.(XXX)

1.37(H)

0.7528

04472

O.(KXH)

0.8944

O.(XXX)

0.4082

1 .(XXXI

1.3201

2.1XXX)

O.(XHX)

1.3377

N=numberoffirms.



Table8.2.continued

CrosstabulationofResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheImportanceofObstacles orProblemsRelatedtoExportingofMarineProducts.
Obstaclesorproblemsassociatedwith

Principal

Other

PIE-1

PIE-2

P1E-3

P1E-4

PIE-5

ICED

ICED

FROZEN

SALTED

OIL&

CANNED

exportingofmarineproducts.

EMC

EMC

BYAIR

MEAL

N=4

N=28

N=6

N=5

N=3

N=6

N=4

N=6

N=4

N=17

N=3

N=7

N=2

Mean

2.7500

2.8571

2.8333

2.0000

2.3333

2.8333

2.0000

2.3333

3.2500

2.8235

3.0000

2.2857

1.5(XX)

11

Shortageoffishduetocatchrestrictions.
Median

3.00(X)

3.CXXX)

3.0CXXJ

2.0000

3.(XXX)

3.0000

1.5000

3.0000

3.(XXX)

3.0000

3.0000

2.(XXX)

1.5(XX)

S.D.

1.2583

1.1127

0.9832

1.0000

1.1547

0.4082

1.4142

1.0328

0.5(XX)

1.0744

2.(XXX)

1.1127

0.7071

Mean

l.(XXX)

1.7500

1.8333

2.4000

1 .(XXX)

1.5000

l.(XXX)

3.6667

1.0000

1.2941

1.0000

1.2857

1.0000

12

Restrictionsintheexportingofwholefreshfish.
Median

1.0000

l.(XXX)

2.IXXX)

3.0000

l.(XXX)

1.0000

l.(XXX)

3.5(XX)

l.CXXX)

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.CXXX)

S.D.

O.(XXX)

1.2057

0.7528

0.8944

O.(XXX)

1.2247

O.(XXX)

0.8165

O.(XXX)

0.5879

O.(XXX)

0.7559

O.(XXX)

Mean

3-CXXXJ

2.9643

2.3333

2.4000

4.00(X)

2.5000

4.0000

2.5000

2.5000

2.7647

3.0000

3.7143

3.50CX)

13

Geographicaldistancefromexportmarkets.
Median

3.0000

3.0000

2.5(XX)

2.0000

4.(XXXJ

3.0000

4.0000

3.0000

3.0000

3.0000

3.(XXX)

3.0000

3.51XX)

S.D.

O.(XXX)

0.9222

0.8165

0.5477

l.(XXX)

0.8367

0.8165

0.8367

1.0000

0.7524

O.(XXX)

0.9512

0.7071

Mean

1.5000

2.1786

2.6667

2.4000

2.3333

2.1667

3.7500

2.5000

2.0000

1.8824

2.3333

2.4286

4.0000

14

Smallhome-market.

Median

1.5000

2.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

2.0000

2.0000

2.0000

4.0000

2.0000

2.0000

2.0000

1.0000

2.CXXX)

4.(XXX)

S.D.

0.5774

1.1564

0.8165

1.6733

0.5774

0.7528

0.5000

1.6432

0.8165

0.9924

2.3094

0.9759

0.(XXX)

Mean

1.2500

2.0000

2.0000

1.4000

3.0000

1.6667

1.7500

1.5000

1.7500

1.7647

1.0000

2.5714

2.0000

15

Smallsizeofthecompany.

Median

1.0(XX)

2.0(XX)

2.0000

1.0000

3.0000

2.0000

1.5000

1.5000

1.5000

2.0000

1.0000

3.(XXX)

2.0000

S.D.

0.5(XX)

0.6667

0.8944

0.5477

0.0000

0.5164

0.9574

0.5477

0.9574

0.6642

O.(XXX)

0.5345

1.4142

Mean

2.75(X)

3.3571

3.3333

3.(XXX)

3.3333

2.6667

2.7500

3.1667

2.5000

3.2553

3.3333

3.7143

2.5CXX)

16

Fluctuationsindemandattheexportmarkets.
Median

3.0(XX)

3.(XXXI

3.0000

3.0000

4.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

2.5000

3.0000

4.(XXX>

4.(XXX)

2.51XX)

S.D.

1.2583

0.9114

0.5164

0.0000

1.1547

0.5164

().5(XX)

0.4082

0.5774

0.6642

2.0817

0.9512

0.7071

Mean

l.(XXX)

1.4663

1.3333

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

2.1XXX)

2.(XXX)

l.OtXX)

1.7500

1.5294

l.CXXX)

1.2857

1.5(XX)

17

Foreignexchangerestrictionsatexportmarkets.
Median

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

1.0(100

l.(XXX)

2.CXXX)

2.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

1.5000

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.(XXK)

1.5(XX)

S.D.

(J.(XXX)

0.8381

0.5164

O.(XXX)

O.(XXX)

0.8944

0.8165

O.(XXX)

0.9574

0.7998

O.(XXX)

0.7559

0.7071

Mean

1.5(XX)

1.7857

1.8333

1.2IXX)

1 .(XXX)

1.50(X)

1.7500

1.1667

1.5000

1.6471

1.3333

1.5714

1.5IXK)

18

Languageandculturaldifferences.
Median

1.51XX)

2.(XXX>

2 .(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.CXXX)

1.5000

1.5(XX>

l.(KXX)

1.5000

2.1XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

1.5(XX)

S.D.

0.5774

0.7382

0.7528

0.4472

O.(XXX)

0.5477

0.9574

0.4082

0.5774

0.7019

0.5774

0.9759

0.7071

Mean

2.(XXX)

2.4643

2.3333

2.0000

1.3333

2.1667

2.2500

1.5(XX)

2.5000

2.4118

2.0000

2.0000

2.5000

19

Findingreliablebuyersabroad.

Median

2.0000

2.5000

2.(XXX)

1.CXXXJ

l.(XXX)

2 .(XXX)

2.(KXX)

l.(XXX)

2.5000

2.0000

2.IXXX)

2.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

S.D.

0.8165

0.7927

1.0328

1.4142

0.5774

1.1690

().5(XX)

0.8367

1.2910

0.8703

l.OtXX)

0.8165

0.7071

Mean

2.7500

3.251X1

3.(XXX)

2.4IXX)

2.6667

3.1667

2.75(X)

2.(XXX)

3.2500

3.3529

3.3333

3.2857

3.(XXX)

20

Foreigncurrenciesfluctuations.

Median

3.(XXX)

3.(XXXJ

3.<XXX)

3.(XXKI

3.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

2.(XKK)

3.CXXX)

3.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

3.1XXX)

S.D.

0.5000

0.9670

1.0954

0.8944

0.5774

0.4082

0.9574

0.8944

0.5CXX)

0.9315

0.5774

0.9512

O.(XXX)



Table8.2.continued

CrosstabulationofResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheImportanceofObstacles orProblemsRelatedtoExportingofMarineProducts.
Obstaclesorproblemsassociatedwith

Principal

Other

P1E-1

PIE-2

PIE-3

PIE-4

PIE-5

ICED

ICED

FROZEN

SALTED

OIL&

CANNED

exportingofmarineproducts.

EMC

EMC

BYAIR

MEAL

N=4

N=28

N=6

N=5

N=3

N=6

N=4

N=6

N=4

N=17

N=3

N=7

N=2

Mean

2.0000

2.3929

2.(XXX)

2.00(H)

1.6667

2.3333

2.75(X)

1.8333

2.7500

2.H76

2.0000

2.2857

3.0000

21

Obtaininginformationaboutfinancial
Median

2.(XXX)

2.IXXK)

2.(XXX)

23XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

3 .(XXX)

2.(KXX)

3.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

3.1XXX)

positionofforeignbuyers.

S.I).

0.8165

0.9165

0.8944

0.7071

0.5774

0.8165

().5(XX»

0.7528

1.2583

0.8575

l.(KXX)

0.9512

O.(XXX)

Mean

1.7500

2.4643

2.3333

l.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.50(H)

1.5000

1.8333

2.50(H)

2.3553

2.(XXX)

1.8571

1.50(H)

22

ExportservicesprovidedbytheIcelandicbanks.
Median

1.5000

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

1.1XXX)

l.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

l.S(XK)

1.0000

2.5000

2.(XXX)

2 .(XXX)

l.(XXX)

l.SCNX)

S.D.

0.9574

1.2905

0.5164

0.0(XX)

1.7321

0.8367

0.5774

1.3292

1.2910

1.4803

l.(XXX)

1.2150

0.7071

Mean

2.<XXX>

2.3929

2.50(H)

1.6(XX)

1.3333

2.3333

1.7500

1.8333

2.5(XX)

2.2353

2.3333

1.5714

2.00(H)

23

Technicalrequirementsatexportmarkets.
Median

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

2.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

2.0000

2.1XXX)

l.(KXX)

2.(XXX)

S.I).

0.8165

0.9940

0.5477

0.5477

0.5774

0.5164

().5(XX)

0.7528

0.5774

1.1472

0.5774

0.7868

O.(XXX)

Mean

1.2500

2.6786

1.8333

l.(XXX)

1.3333

3.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

1.6667

2.2500

2.3529

2.(XXX)

1.8571

2.5000

24

Financingexportsales.

Median

l.tXXXI

2.(XXX>

2.(XXX)

l.(XXX)

1.0000

3.(XXX)

2.5(XX)

1.0000

2.(XXX)

2.0000

2.0000

2.(XXX)

2.51XX)

S.I).

0.5000

1.1239

0.7528

0.0000

0.5774

0.6325

0.5774

1.2111

1.2583

1.3666

1.0000

0.6901

0.7071

Mean

1.2500

1.3929

1.5000

1.6000

1.0000

1.3333

1.2500

1.8333

1.4038

1.1765

1.6667

1.4286

1.0000

25

GeographicallocationofthecompanyinIceland.
Median

1.0000

1.0000

1.5000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

2.0000

1.0000

1.0000

S.I).

0.5000

0.8317

0.5477

0.8944

O.(XXX)

0.5164

().5(XX)

1.3292

0.7211

0.3930

0.5774

0.7868

O.(XXX)

Mean

1.7500

1.8214

1.5000

1.2000

1.3333

1.6667

l.(XXX)

1.6667

1.2500

1.4706

1.6667

1.8571

2.(XXX)

26

Meetingproductqualityrequirements.
Median

2.(XXX)

2.0000

1.5000

1.0000

l.(XXX)

1.5000

1.0000

1.5000

1.0000

l.(XXX)

2.0000

2.0000

2.(XXX)

S.D.

0.5(XX)

0.7724

0.5477

0.4472

0.5774

0.8165

0.0(XX)

0.8165

0.5(XX)

0.6243

0.5774

0.8997

O.(XXX)

Mean

2.7500

3.1429

2.8333

3.2(XX)

3.3333

2.8333

2.7500

3.3333

2.5000

2.9412

2.6667

3.7143

2.0000

27

Pricefluctuationsattheexportmarkets.
Median

3.CXXX)

3.(XXX)

3.0000

3.0000

3.IXXX)

3.IXXX)

2.5(XX)

3.5(XX)

2.5(XX)

3.1XXX)

3.(XXX)

4.(XXX)

2.1XXX)

S.I).

0.5000

l.(X)79

0.4082

0.8367

0.5774

0.7528

0.9574

0.8165

0.5774

0.9663

0.5774

0.5759

O.(XXK)

Mean

3.2500

3.2857

3.3333

2.8000

3.6667

3.1667

2.7500

2.5(XX>

2.75(H)

3.4118

2.3333

3.4286

2.5(XX)

28

HighproductioncostinIceland.

Median

3.5(XX)

3.(XXX)

3.5JXX)

3 .(XXX)

4.0000

3.0(XX)

3.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

3.1XXX)

3.1XXK)

2.(XXX)

3.1XXX)

2.5(XX)

S.I).

0.9574

1.0491

0.8165

1.4832

0.5774

0.7528

().5(XX)

1.2247

0.50(H)

0.9393

1.5275

0.5345

0.7071

Mean

2.(XXX)

2.3214

3.(XXX)

3.40(H)

2.3333

3.1667

1.7500

3.6667

2.5000

2.5294

2.6667

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

29

LabourunionpolicyinIceland.

Median

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

3.1XXX)

3.(XXX)

2.CXXX)

3.(XXX)

1.5(XX)

3.5(XX)

2.5(XX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.1XXX)

2.1XXX)

SJ).

O.(XXX)

1.0905

0.8944

1.1402

0.5774

1.3292

0.9574

0.8165

0.5774

1.1789

1.1547

0.5774

1.4142

Mean

2.25(H)

2.25(H)

2.(XXX)

1.8IXX)

2.3333

2.1667

2.25(H)

1.6667

2.25(H)

2.1176

2.3333

2.2857

2.51XX)

30

Obtainingmarketinformation.

Median

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

3.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.5000

2,(XXX)

2.(XXX)

2.IXXX)

2.5(XX)

S.I).

0.5CXN)

0.6455

0.6325

0.4472

1.1547

0.7528

0.5(XX)

0.5164

0.9574

0.6(X)2

0.5774

0.7559

0.7071



8.1.2. Objectives in Exporting

There were 53 usable responses which ranked export objectives. Table 8.3. shows

the frequency of firms' responses by indicating the number of firms and the percentage

of firms, responding to each of the 9 factors included in the second question, and their

order of ranking.

As indicated in Table 8.3., the three elements most frequently ranked by firms as the

most important objective in exporting are: the building up of long-term relationships

with foreign buyers, ranked by 35.8 per cent of managers; to sell only quality

products, ranked by 18.9 per cent of managers; and to sell always at the highest

possible prices, which was seen by 17 per cent of managers as the most important

objective in exporting. By summarising the managers' selection of the first, second

and third most important objectives in exporting, it appears that long term

relationships and product quality are by far the most important export objectives.

This could be read from the column "not selected", which shows that only 34.0 per

cent and 39.6 per cent ofmanagers, did not select the two respective factors as one of

their three main export objectives. Comparable ratios for the seven other factors

included in the question range from 60.4 per cent to 98.1 per cent.

Cross-tabulation of responses, shown in Table 8.3., indicates that among the Principal

EMCs the most important export objectives are to build up long term relationship

with foreign buyers, reliability in delivery and to sell as close to the final consumer as

possible. Among other exporters the objectives look more diverse, although the main

emphasis is generally, on the establishment of long-term relationship with foreign

buyers. Among exporters of whole fish on ice (iced), two factors, i.e. to sell always at

the highest possible prices and to sell fast and get quick payments, are more highly

rated than other factors. Exporters of fish oil and fish meal similarly put much

emphasis on export prices, and notable in Table 8.4. is the number of frozen product

exporters who emphasise the two factors of "export prices" and "quick payment".

/
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Among the 17 specialised exporters of frozen products, 5 managers rank the "highest

possible export prices" as one of their 3 main objectives in exporting and 6 managers

rank "fast selling and getting quick payments" as one of their two main export

objectives. Conversely, exporters of products in consumer packs, (P1E-5, Canned),

are not including these two factors of "high price" and "quick payments" in their

domain of export objectives. The main export objectives of these exporters appear to

be more geared towards the build up of long-term relationship with foreign buyers,

product quality, and getting closer to the final consumer.
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Table 8.3.

Frequency Responses to the Question Concerning
the Main Objectives in Exporting.

Objectives in Exporting First Second Third Not

of Marine Products. Objective
N=53

Objective
N=53

Objective
N=53

Selected

Number of 9 9 2 33

a To sell always at the highest Anns.

possible prices. Percentage of

Anns.

17.0% 17.0% 3.8% 62.3%

Number of 5 11 4 33

b Selling fast and getting Arms.

quick payments. Perceulage of

Arms.

9.4% 20.8% 7.5% 62.3%

Number of 10 6 16 21

C To sell only quality products. Arms.

Percentage of 18.9% 11.3% 30.2% 39.6%

Arms.

To maintain export stability by Number of 0 1 0 52

d continious supply and through Arms.

the build up of minimum Percentage of 0.0% 1.9% 0.0% 98.1%

stock of products. Arms.

Number of 4 8 9 32

e Reliability in delivery Arms.

Percentage of 7.5% 15.1% 17.0% 60.4%

Arms.

Number of 2 4 6 41

f To sell as close to the final Arms.

consumer (user) as possible. Percentage of

Anns.

3.8% 7.5% 11.3% 77.4%

Number of 2 2 3 46

g To build up the company's own brand Arms.

name at the main export markets. Percentage of

Arms.

3.8% 3.8% 5.7% 86.8%

Number of 19 8 8 18

h To build up long-term relationships Arms.

with foreign buyers. Percentage of

Arms.

35.8% 15.1% 15.1% 34.0%

Number of 2 4 5 42

i To sell only to reliable buyers. Arms.

Percentage of 3.8% 7.5% 9.4% 79.2%

Arms.
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Table8.4.Cross-tabulationofFrequencyResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheMainObjectivesinExporting. (NumberofFirms)

Principal

Other

PIE-I

P1E-2

P1E-3

P1E-4

PIE-5

ICED

ICED

FROZEN

SALTED

OIL&

CANNED

ObjectivesinExportingofMarineProducts.

EMC

EMC

BYAIR

MEAL

1.Objective

()

5

0

1

3

0

0

3

0

2

0

3

0

a

Tosellalwaysatthehighestpossibleprices
2.Objective

1

4

1

3

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

1

0

3Objective

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

NotSelected

3

IK

5

0

0

6

4

1

4

12

2

3

2

1Objective

0

2

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

1

0

b

Sellingfastandgettingquickpayments.
2.0l>)cciivc

0

y

0

1

0

1

0

3

0

5

1

0

0

3 .Objective

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

NotSelected

4

15

6

1

3

3

4

0

4

11

2

5

2

1 .Objective

1

5

0

0

0

2

2

0

2

1

2

0

1

c

Tosellonlyqualityproducts.

2-Objcctivc

0

1

2

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

3.Objective

1

8

2

3

1

0

1

4

1

6

0

3

0

NotSelected

2

14

2

2

0

3

1

2

1

9

I

2

0

1 .Objective

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d

Tomaintainexportstabilitybycontinioussupply
2.0bjecuvc

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

andthroughthebuildupofminiumumstock
3-Objectivc

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ofproducts.

NotSelected

4

27

6

5

3

6

4

6

4

16

3

2

1.Objective

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

e

Reliabilityindelivery

2.Objective

2

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

1

4

0

1

1

3Olijcctivc

1

5

0

0

1

2

1

0

1

2

1

0

0

NotSelected

1

19

2

5

3

2

6

2

10

2

1

(.Objective

1

()

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

f

Tosellasclosetothefinal

2.Objective

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

consumer(user)aspossible.

3-Objeclivc

2

2

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

2

0

1

NotSelected

1

25

3

5

6

1

6

4

13

1

1

1 .Objective

()

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

9

Tobuildupthecompany'sownbrand
2.Objective

1

(1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

nameatthemainexportmarkets.

3.0l>jcctive

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

NotSelected

3

27

5

4

4

4

6

4

15

2

1

1 .Objective

2

10

3

0

0

2

2

0

0

7

1

3

0

h

Tobuilduplong-termrelationships
2.Objective

()

5

0

I

1

0

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

withforeignbuyers.

3.0bjeclive

0

4

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

2

0

1

1

NotSelected

2

9

i

4

1

3

0

5

1

6

2

0

1Objective

()

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

i

Tosellonlytoreliablebuyers.

2.Objective

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

3-Objecuvc

0

3

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

NotSclcctcJ

4

20

5

4

3

5

4

4

3

13

3

5

2



8.1.3. Factors of Strength in Exporting

Managers' response to the third question, resulted in 53 usable responses to the first

and second ranking, 52 to the third ranking and 51 usable responses to the fourth

ranked factors of strengths. As indicated in Table 8.5., more than 60 per cent of the

respondents selected either of the two factors, product quality (32.1%) or reliability

and trust among its customers (30.2%) as their firm's main factor of strengths in

exporting. By summarising managers' selection of the main factors of strengths, it

appears that 91.4 per cent (100.0 - 8.6) and 74.3 per cent of managers perceived the

two respective factors, reliability and trust among their customers, and the quality of

the products they were exporting, as their firm's main strengths in exporting. Other

factors most frequently selected as factors of strength were, firm's ability to respond

quickly to domestic changes and at the export markets, and export marketing know-

how and experience by the company's staffmembers.

Cross-tabulation of responses, of each of the 1 1 elements included in the third

question, are listed in Table 8.6. As shown in the table, some of the factors indicated

as strengths in exporting, are specifically associated with particular firm categories.

Two of the four managers in the Principal EMCs perceived formal ties with domestic

producers as two of their firm's most important factors of strengths, and 78.6 per cent

of managers in the Other EMCs, perceive their quickness in responding to changes in

the market place, as one of the four main factors of strengths their firms have in

exporting. Among the PIE-1 firm managers, there is a strong perception that

inclusion in the various sales networks organised by the Principal EMCs provides

strengths for their companies, as 3 of the 6 PIE-1 managers included in the study,

selected this factor as their most important factor of strengths. Among managers in

the P1E-3 firms, and other exporters of fish oil and fish meal, (Oil & Meal) there is

apparently a strong perception that product quality is the main strength these firms

have in exporting. The importance of "having own production facilities and export

/
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their own produce" is a factor strongly indicated by managers in the PIE-2 and PIE-4

firms, as a strength in exporting. Among managers in the P1E-5 firms, this factor is

similarly highly rated as a factor of strengths. One factor not included in the question,

i.e. "reliability in quantity or product supply" was mentioned by one PIE-1 manager,

as the third main strength of his firm.

/
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Table 8.5.

Frequency Responses to the Question Concerning
the Company's Main Strengths in Exporting.

Main Strengths in Exporting First

Strength
N=53

Second

Strength
N=53

Third

Strength
N=52

Fourtli

Strength
N=51

Not

Selected

a Quality of the products exported.
N=

%

17

32.1%

9

17.0%

6

11.5%

7

13.7%

14

25.7%

b The company's internal
quality system.

N=

%

1

1.9%

3

5.7%

0

0.0%

3

5.9%

46

86.6%

c Formal ties (contracts) with
domestic producers (processors).

N=

%

2

3.8%

4

7.5%

2

3.8%

2

3.9%

43

80.9%

d Quick to respond to domestic
changes and at the export markets.

N=

%

6

11.3%

4

7.5%

7

13.5%

16

31.4%

20

36.3%

e The firms distribution system
at the export markets.

N=

%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

1.9%

3

5.9%

49

92.2%

f The company's own
product brand image.

N=

%

0

0.0%

2

3.8%

2

3.8%

2

3.9%

47

88.5%

g Reliability and trust, among
it's customers.

N=

%

16

30.2%

13

24.5%

15

28.8%

4

7.8%

5

8.6%

h Export marketing know-how
and experience of, by the
compay's staff members.

N=

%

1

1.9%

9

17.0%

10

19.2%

9

17.6%

24

44.3%

i To be a specialised export
management company (agent)

N=

%

1

1.9%

2

3.8%

4

7.7%

3

5.9%

43

80.8%

j To export it's own product and
have it's own production facilities.

N=

%

6

11.3%

6

11.3%

5

9.6%

1

2.0%

35

65.8%

k To be a part of a network of firms,
which are selling their products
collectively through special
export organisations, in collective
ownership.

N=

%

3

5.7%

1

1.9%

0

0.0%

1

2.0%

48

90.5%

N = number of firms
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Table8.6.

Cross-tabulationofFrequencyResponseslotheQuestionConcerningtheMainStrengthsinExporting. (NumberofFirms)
PrincipalOther
PIE-I

P1E-2

PIE-3

PIE-4

PIE-5

ICED

ICED

FROZEN

SALTED

OIL&

CANNED

MainStrengthsinExporting

EMCEMC

BYAIR

MEAL

1-Strength

17

3

1

3

0

2

1

2

3

2

4

1

a

Qualityoftheproductsexported.

2-Strcngtli

04

2

0

0

1

2

0

0

5

0

1

1

3-Strength

»3

0

1

n

2

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

•(.Strength

24

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

No!Selected

111)

1

3

0

2

0

5

1

2

1

1

0

1-Strength

10

0

()

0

0

0

0

0

0

J

0

0

b

Thecompay'sinternal

2 .Strength

01

0

()

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

qualitysystem.

3 .Strength

00

0

0

()

0

0

()

0

0

0

0

0

4-Strength

00

1

0

1

0

1

()

0

0

0

1

0

NotSelected

327

5

5

2

5

2

6

4

17

2

5

2

1-Strength

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

c

Formalties(contracts)with

2-Strength

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

domesticproducers(processors)

3 .Strength

02

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

()

0

1

0

4-Slrcnglh

01

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

NotSelected

221

6

5

2

6

4

5

4

13

3

4

2

1-Strcngth

13

0

2

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

d

Quicktorespondtodomestic

2 .Strength

I2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

l

1

0

0

changesandattheexportmarkets.
J .Strength

05

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

3

0

0

0

•4-Strength

()12

2

1

0

0

1

2

1

5

1

2

i

NotSelected

3

()

3

6

3

0

1

5

I

5

l

1-Strength

00

0

0

0

0

()

0

0

0

()

0

0

e

TheFirmsdistributionsystem

2-Slrcngtb

()0

0

0

0

0

0

()

()

0

()

0

()

attheexportmarkets.

3-Strcngth

10

()

0

0

()

()

()

0

I

0

0

0

4 .Strength

11

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

(1

0

NotSelected

227

6

4

3

6

4

5

4

16

•)

7

->

1-Strength

0()

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

()

0

0

()

f

Thecompany'sown

2-Strength

00

1

0

1

()

()

0

(I

0

0

1

0

productbrandimage.

3-Strcngtii

1O

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

4 .Strength

0I

()

0

0

1

(1

0

0

I

0

()

0

NotSelected

327

5

5

2

4

4

6

4

15

3

6

-)
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Table8.6.continued

Cross-tabulationofFrequencyResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheMainStrengthsinExporting. (NumberofFirms)

\1uinStrengthsinExporting

PrincipalOther KMCKMC

ICED
MYAIK

FROZENSALTED
OIL& MEAL

Reliabilityandtrust,among it'scustomers.

I.Strength 2-Strength 3-Strength 4-Strength NotSelected

13
X 4 1 2

Exportmarketingknow-how andexperienceof,bythe company'sstaffmembers.

1-Strength 2 .Strength 3-Strength 4-Strength NotSelected

Tobeaspecialisedexport managementcompany(agent).

1-Strength 2-Strcngth 3-Strength 4-Slrcngth NutSelected

0 2
1

0

14

Toexportit'sownproductand haveit'sownproductionfacilities.
1.Strength 2-Strength 3-Strcngth 4-Strength NotSelected

()
1 1

0
26

Tobeapartofanetworkoffirms whicharesellingtheirproducts collectivelythroughspecialexport organisations,incollectiveownership.
1Strength 2-Strength 3-Strcngth 4-Strength NotSelected

0
() () () 28

1
0 0

() 16



8.1.4. Factors ofWeaknesses in Exporting

There were 53 usable responses to the first and second ranking of firms' main

weakness in exporting, 48 responses to the third ranking and 38 responses to the

fourth ranking. Table 8.7. shows the frequency in managers' selection of the 10

possible elements of weaknesses in their firm's exporting activity. As indicated in

Table 8.7., there are two factors which most frequently are listed by managers as

being of main weaknesses in exporting. First, inadequate financial resources or weak

financial position and second, too much dependence upon few export markets. Only

23.8 per cent of the managers, who selected all the four factors of perceived

weaknesses, did not include these two factors as one of their firm's four main factors

of weaknesses in exporting. Other factors of weakness most frequently mentioned

are: too much dependence upon few foreign buyers; too much product specialisation

in exporting, and, relatively small company size.

Cross-tabulation of managers' responses, indicated in Table 8.8., shows that there are

some perceived factors of weaknesses which are specifically related to certain types of

firms. Among managers in the Other EMCs informal ties with producers are strongly

indicated as a weakness, and 13 of the 28 Other EMC managers ranked this factor as

their primary or second main weakness in exporting. Too much product specialisation

was strongly indicated by managers in many Other EMCs, and in firms specialising in

exporting of whole fish on ice, (Iced) as a factor of weaknesses in these firms export

operation. Evidently, 3 of 6 specialised exporters of whole fresh fish on ice (Iced)

indicated this factor as their principal weakness in exporting, and 32 per cent of

managers in the Other EMCs, selected this factor as one of two main factors of

weaknesses in their firm's exporting activity. Relatively small company size is a

factor weakly indicated by managers as a company weakness, as more than 50 per

cent of the managers, who responded to all the four ranking of firms weaknesses, did

not select this factor. However, by considering the recording of this factor among the

/
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PIE firm managers, it is interesting to observe in relation to the absolute size of the

PIE firms, that managers in the PIE-1 firms indicated relatively much stronger

perception of this factor as a weakness, than managers in the other PIE firms. One

factor not included in the fourth question, i.e. "problem in getting access to producers

to obtain more products for selling and exporting" was mentioned by one Other EMC

managers as the fourth main factor ofweakness in exporting.
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Table 8.7.

Frequency Responses to the Question Concerning
the Company's Main Weaknesses in Exporting.

Main Weaknesses in Exporting Main

Weakness

N=53

Second

Weakness

N=53

Third

Weakness

N=48

Fourth

Weakness

N=38

Not

Selected

a Informal ties with producers.
N=

%

7

13.2%

6

11.3%

5

10.4%,

2

5.3%

33

59.8%

b Relatively small size
of the company.

N=

%

4

7.5%

10

18.9%

3

6.3%

6

15.8%

30

51.5%

c Inadequate financial resources
or weak Financial position. cSz

|, 13

24.5%

6

11.3%

8

16.7%

9

23.7%

17

23.8%

d To be a specialised export
management company (agent).

N=

%

0

0.0%

1

1.9%

0

0.0%

1

2.6%

51

95.5%

e Limited market- and export
know-how posessed within
the company.

N=

%

1

1.9%

2

3.8%

4

8.3%

3

7.9%

43

78 1%

f Narrow export base, i.e. the
company is too product specialised
in it's exports of marine products.

gH|,
8

15.1%

6

11.3%

6

12.5%

5

13.2%

28

47.9%

g Form of ownership.
N=

%

1

1.9%

2

3.8%

1

2.1% £

o

po

1

49

92.3%

h Communication with other
members of the supply chain,
mainly producers.

N=

%

3

5.7%

1

1.9%

3

6.3%

1

2.6%

45

83.6%

i Too much dependent on few
export markets.

N=

%

12

22.6%

12

22.6%

6

12.5%

7

18.4%

16

23.8%

j Too much dependent upon
few foreign buyers.

N=

%

4

7.5%

7

13.2%

12

25.0%

4

10.5%

26

43.7%

N = number of firms
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Table8.8.

Cross-tabulationofFrequencyResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheMainWeaknessesinExporting. (NumberofFirms).

MainWeaknessesinExporting

PrincipalOther EMCEMC

PIE-2

PIE-3

ICED

ICEDFROZENSALTED
BYAIR

OIL& MEAL

Informaltieswithproducers.

I .Weaken 2.Wnkacu 3.Woken fHtikita NotSelected

()0 ()0 00
10 43

Relativelysmallsize
ofthecompany.

1.Weaken IWMkita 3.Woken fWnkic NotSelected

1
2 3 5

17

I 1 3 2

It)

inadequatefinancialresources /weakfinancialposition.

i.i 2.Weaken 3.Wuke« 4.Woken NnlSelected

4 4 5 5

to

oI 0o
1o 02 40

Tobeaspecialisedexport managementcompany(agent).

(.Weaken 2.Weekeen 3Weaken 4.Weaken. NotSelected

()

I
I)

I
26

00
()() 00

()0 53

0 0
1

0

16

Limitedmarket-andexport know-howposessedwithin thecompany.

1.Wcakjicii 2.Weaken 3.Weaken 4.Weaken NotSelected

0 0
1

0
27

I 1 1 2

12

)wexportbase,i.e.thecompany
)productspecialisedinit's rtofmarineproducts.

(.Weaken 2.Weeken 3.Weaken 4.Weaken. NotSelected

5 4 4 I
14

10 00 0I
10 32

I 3
() () 10
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Table8.8.continued

Cross-tabulationofFrequencyResponsestotheQuestionConcerningtheMainWeaknessesinExporting. (NumberofFirms)

MainWeaknessesinExporting

Principal EMC

Ot
EN

PIE-5

ICEDFROZENSALTED
BYAIR

OIL& MEAL

Formofownership.

I-Wukncu 2.Wenknew 3.Weakness 4.Weakness NolSelected

Communicationwithother membersofthesupplychain, mainlyproducers.

1.Weakness 2.Weakness J.Wcakaew 4.Weakness NotSelected

0 0
1 1

15

Toomuchdependentonfew exportmarkets.

1.Wcakncw 2.Weakness 3.Weakness
4.Weakness NotSelected

Toomuchdependentupon fewforeignbuyers.

1.Weakness 2.Weakness 3.Weakness 4.Wcakncss NotSelected



Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter are largely consistent with the qualitative findings

presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

The factors indicated by managers as export obstacles appear to be predominantly

industry or country specific. The factors recorded as somewhat problematic in

exporting, with a mean or median response of 3 or greater are: unstable business

environment in Iceland; subsidies granted to foreign competitors; high transportation

cost; high production cost; fluctuations in demand at export markets; seasonal

fluctuations in the fish supply; high real exchange rate of the Icelandic krona; foreign

currency fluctuations; price fluctuations in the export markets; geographical distance

from export markets; import tariffs in foreign markets; and supply shortage of fish due

to catch restrictions in Icelandic waters. Cross-tabulation of responses showed that

the obstacles to exporting vary significantly among the different group of exporters,

and four factors were identified as problematic only in the exporting of particular

types of marine products or for specific group of firms in the sector. In contrast to

the qualitative analysis in Chapter 6, the quantitative findings do not confirm the

importance of "informal ties with producers" as an important obstacle in exporting for

the Other EMCs. Although, this difference might possibly have some methodology

explanations, Table 8.2., shows that the importance attached to this factor by

managers of the Other EMCs, is on average around 2.5. Furthermore, it is noticeable,

that in their response to the third question, nearly 50 per cent of managers in the

Other EMCs cited this factor as one of the two main weaknesses their firms has in the

exporting activity.

Export objectives are related to firms principal activity and the main products

exported by firms. The most generally stated export objectives by firms in the sector

are the building up long-term relationship with foreign buyers and the selling of

quality products. The third factor signified by many firms as an important objective in
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exporting is the seeking of highest possible export prices, which appeared especially

important among exporters of commodities like whole fish on ice, fish oil and fish

meal and some exporters of frozen marine products.

The factors most commonly perceived by managers as being the main strengths of

their firms in exporting are quality of the products they are exporting and reliability

and trust established among their customers. Other factors recorded in the survey as

important firms strengths are: formal ties with domestic producers, recorded by the

Principal EMCs; ability to respond quickly to market changes, recorded by the Other

EMCs; and participation in the various sales networks organised by the Principal

EMCs, indicated by the PIE-1 firms.

The factors most frequently recorded as being of weaknesses by the exporting firms

are: weak financial position; too much dependence on few export market; too much

dependence upon few foreign buyers; and too much product specialisation in

exporting. An important weakness of the Other EMCs in exporting, is informal ties

with producers. One Principal EMC manager, recorded "communication with

producers" as the prime weakness of his firm, and another manager ranked this factor

as the third most important weakness. However, only 5 of the 28 Other EMCs

managers, ranked this factor as one of their firms' four main factors of weaknesses in

exporting.
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down to 60 per cent share in the total export value. The effects of such changes however, only
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IV. Conclusions

9. Conclusions

9.1. Summary of Main Findings

The principal aim of this thesis, as outlined in Section 1.1., was to examine the nature

of the export sector of the Icelandic fishing industry, to explore the various factors

which characterise the behaviour of firms exporting marine products from Iceland,

and to identify factors which might explain some of the structural changes which took

place within the export sector, especially during the 1980s. This necessarily included

an initial study of all three sectors of the fishing industry and a review of the economic

situation in Iceland, to provide a broader perspective for the thesis results.

The first part of the thesis outlined the main characteristics of the Icelandic economy,

and emphasised the country's apparently small economic size, relatively large

geographical distance from other countries and market areas, small population

number, high dependence on exporting of primary commodities, and a relatively high

level ofGDP per capita compared to other developed countries.

The analysis undertaken in Chapter 2 showed that the country's economic

performance is significantly driven by exporting, and highly dependent on the

performance of the fishing industry. The high dependence on exporting of natural

resources, which in recent years has accounted for around 90 per cent of the annual

total export value, has among other things led to more fluctuations in Iceland's export

income and gross domestic products than in any other OECD country.

The ending of the last Cod War marked, in some sense, the beginning of a new era in

the Icelandic fishing industry, which inter alia was characterised by large increases in

fish harvesting, large investments both in the fishery and processing sectors, and major

changes in the size and importance of different export markets for Icelandic marine

products. During the 1970s, and 1980s the Icelandic fishing fleet grew significantly,
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particularly the number of deep-sea trawlers and small boats, and in the processing

sector the major investment was in land based freezing plants.

The significant growth in total harvesting in the 1970s and part of the 1980s, was due

to both increased catch of some traditional groundfish species such as cod and

haddock, and to increased exploitation of species such as capelin, Greenland halibut

and beaked redfish. Reductions had to be made in the catches ofmany species, due to

over-exploitation, in the 1980s and especially in the 1990s.

One of the peculiarities of the fishing industry is its susceptibility to seasonal

fluctuations in harvesting due to environmental variations and conditions. In the

processing sector the subsequent fluctuations in raw material supply are most

apparent in the production of fish meal and fish oil, salting, and canned sectors. This

sector has in recent years experienced a growing number of small land based

processing firms, an increasing share of the groundfish catch being primary processed

and frozen on board the fishing vessels, and since the mid 1980s an important share of

the fish catch has been exported unprocessed on ice in containers to the main fresh

fish markets in Europe. The number of landbased processing firms more than doubled

between 1980 and 1990, and the share of the 50 largest firms in the sector, fell from

around 65 per cent of the total value of raw material purchasing to around 55 per

cent, over the ten years period. The size of these processing firms is generally very

small, with around 70 per cent employing 10 people or fewer. Most are in primary

processing, but an increasing number of primary processing firms have in recent years

become involved in secondary processing, i.e. the production of various highly

processed products in consumer or retail packaging.

The formation of the export sector largely took place in the the 1930s and 1940s,

when 4 export organisations were established. Each of these export organisations

specialised in the exporting of certain product categories, mainly frozen and salted.

Initially all these organisations were granted an exclusivity in the exporting of their
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specialised products, at least to certain export markets. This position was largely kept

by these firms until in the 1980s and 1990s, and in some cases even still exists.

The analysis undertaken in Chapter 3 established three principal factors as

characteristic for the development in the export sector during the 1980s First, there

was a relatively steady increase in the exporting of all the main product categories and

considerable increases in the export prices of certain marine products. Second, during

the 1980s the "principal export organisations" lost substantial share in the total export

of marine products from Iceland, and a number of new firms entered the sector,

especially in the second half of the 1980s. Third, in the 1980s significant changes

appeared in the distribution of Icelandic marine products by market areas. The most

apparent shift was in the exporting of frozen products from the U.S. market to the

European market and the start of exporting of whole-frozen groundfish products to

the markets in East Asia.

The standard frozen groundfish products, i.e. fillets and block, constitute the biggest

share of the marine product exports in terms of value, but in terms of volume the

products of pelagic species i.e. fish meal and fish oil, usually account for the biggest

share. There tend to be significant fluctuations between years in the relative size of

the different product categories in the total exports of marine products from Iceland.

However, these variations are mainly linked to fluctuations in the export volume of

capelin meal and capelin oil, and to variations in prices of the different marine

products in the export markets.

Despite extensive deregulation within the fishing industry in recent years, its business

environment is still shaped by a number of laws, regulations and government policy

decisions, most notably the law governing the management of fisheries in Icelandic

waters. Other important factors in the business environment, relate to import tariffs in

some export markets, subsidies granted to foreign competitors by foreign

governments, and government export regulations in Iceland. The poor profitability in
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the fishery and processing sectors in recent years is mainly due to over-investments

within these sectors, and to related debt burdens.

The literature review on export behaviour of firms, provided in Chapter 4, showed

that most of the research on the export behaviour of firms, during the last twenty

years or so, has been conducted in western industrialised countries. Most of these

studies are restricted to a relatively small number of industries, usually those exporting

manufactured or semi-manufactured goods. Very few studies have dealt with firms

exporting various primary commodities, or industries where exporting is the

prerequisite for existence and survival in the face of a small home market. The few

studies which have focused on export behaviour of firms in developing countries have

in most cases dealt with the dyadic relationship between exporters from developing

countries and importers in developed countries. In summary the literature review

established various features which we now consider.

Export entry and behaviour can be understood as an adoption of innovation and an

innovation process. The process of internationalisation, at each stage, is shaped by

the interaction of factors which are internal and external to the firm, such as market

conditions, management characteristics and company characteristics. Advancing

information technology, increased globalisation of markets and market planning are

likely to shorten the internationalisation process of firms, which means that companies

could by-pass some of the early stages.

There are a variety of factors which initiate exporting and export expansion, such as

the receipt of unsolicited orders, saturated home markets and excess production

capacity. Various management characteristics such as education and foreign living

experience have also been shown to influence involvement in exporting. The initiating

factors are however likely to differ somewhat between industries and countries.

The main factors of export barriers are, like the initiating factors, somewhat related to

both industries and countries. The main export obstacles identified in the literature
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have been shown to be import duties and tariffs, paperwork, transportation, firm's

size, building up of distribution network and selection of reliable distributor,

communication and cultural barriers. Other important export obstacles have been

shown to be: financing export sale; obtaining funds to start exporting; collection of

money from foreign buyers; foreign currency fluctuations; honouring letter of credits;

obtaining financial information; gathering market information; different product and

consumer standards; product characteristics; product price-quality dimension; large

domestic market; competition in foreign markets; high production cost; and lack of

people with experience and trading knowledge.

Through consideration of various management characteristics and attitudes towards

exporting, we should be able to identify non-exporting firms who are likely to become

exporters and successful exporters. This is especially important when decisions are

made about the targeting of governmental programmes which aim to encourage and

to enhance the export activity of firms.

For small exporting firms the behavioural relationship with importers in foreign

markets is critically important and likely to affect the firm's export performance.

However, advanced information and communication technology is likely to affect this

part of the export process more than some other parts of it.

Finally, there is no clear formula for an export programme which guarantees

successful export performance. It is impossible to state how the various marketing

variables, company characteristics and management characteristics influence export

performance, even though some findings show strong support for some variables.

In Chapter 5, the 60 firms included in this study are categorised, on the basis of their

principal activity and the main products they are exporting. The two main categories

of firms identified, on the grounds of their principal activity, are export management

companies (EMCs), and partially integrated exporters (PIEs). A further sub-

categorisation of the EMCs is into Principal EMCs, and Other EMCs. The Principal
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EMCs comprises the 4 "principal export organisations" established in the 1930s and

1940s, and the Other EMCs, other export management companies in the sector,

which specialise in exporting. The PIE firms are identified as companies which are

partially backward integrated, i.e. in addition to their active involvement in the export

sector, they are involved in at least one of the two other sectors of the industry.

These firms are further categorised into five types, ranging from PIE-1 to PIE-5,

mainly on the basis of the type of products these firms are producing and exporting.

It is estimated that the firms included in this study accounted for around 92 per cent

of the total export value of marine products from Iceland in 1991. The EMCs are

estimated to have handled around 85-90 per cent of these exports, which reveals the

extensive role of export management companies in the exporting of Icelandic marine

products.

The exporting firms were further categorised on the basis of their main products

exported, into fresh (iced), frozen, salted, dried, meal and oil, and canned. All the

Principal EMCs, and more than 70 per cent of the 30 Other EMCs identified in the

study, belong to the group of product specialised exporters, i.e. at least 70 per cent of

their total export income derived from the exporting of one of the above listed

product categories.

The general form of ownership of companies in the sector is shareholding, although

many of the Other EMCs and PIE firms operate on a family basis. The Principal

EMCs are distinct from other firms in the sector as being operated either on a co¬

operative basis, or primarily owned by their respective producers.

An important difference between the Principal EMCs, and the Other EMCs, is the

form of relationships these two type ofEMCs have with firms in the two other sectors

of the fishing industry (fishery and processing). Among the Principal EMCs,

relationships with producers are usually based on formal contracts, while the Other

EMCs base their relationship with producers mainly on personal contacts.
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The findings in this study show that there were both internal and external factors

which initiated the establishment of most firms in the export sector in the 1980s, or

stimulated a more active involvement of firms in other sectors of the industry into

exporting. The internal factors identified are usually related to both personal

characteristics, such as education, foreign living experience, entrepreneurial ambitions

and experience in the fishing industry, and to firm characteristics, such as size, type of

products exported and organisational objectives.

The most influential external factors motivating changes in the export sector during

the 1980s were changes in technology, encouragement from outside parties such as

foreign buyers and domestic producers, domestic and foreign governments regulations

and policy, market conditions in export markets, and organisational structure and

policy of some of the Principal EMCs. Further involvement of the PIE-1 firms into

exporting was provoked by factors such as increasing marketing orientation and

enthusiasm among managers in these firms, too much product specialisation of the

Principal EMCs, inadequate level of communication between the PIE-1 firms and the

Principal EMCs, and a failure by the Principal EMCs to respond to some structural

changes within the fishing industry.

Although the selection of initial export markets was mainly affected by the type of

marine products being exported by the firms, factors such as personal contacts,

established through previous jobs or foreign living experience, were also important.

Furthermore, the study revealed that the first export order, and selection of first

export markets by managers of the Other EMCs and PIE firms, was usually not the

result of any kind of systematic collection of information or export planning.

In the Icelandic fishing industry, the process of internationalisation is largely a case of

"export or die". Consequently, firms usually leap straight into exporting without any

prior development in the domestic market. The Principal EMCs have evidently

moved furthest along the process of internationalisation, by investing in foreign sales



subsidiaries and foreign processing plants, while the Other EMCs and most of the PIE

firms, generally sell directly to foreign buyers in the export markets, without the use

of any middle-man. However, fish meal and oil, and whole fresh fish on ice, are the

exception as they are usually sold through foreign agents. The use of foreign agents

of Icelandic origin was seen by some exporters of whole fresh fish on ice, as important

in bridging the information gap between the export markets and the respective

fishermen in Iceland. Conversely, managers in many Other EMCs and PIE firms, who

were frequently approached by Icelanders living abroad, searching for business

contacts, reported a series of bad experiences from such contacts, and many claimed

they had lost considerable amounts ofmoney in such dealings.

The research established a number of factors, both internal and external, industry and

country specific, which were perceived by managers as being of moderate hindrance

in exporting, although they varied significantly among the different group of firms,

both on the basis of their principal activity and main products exported The factors

recorded in the study as export obstacles were: unstable business environment in

Iceland; subsidies granted by foreign governments to foreign competitors; high

transportation cost to export markets; high production cost in Iceland; fluctuations in

demand in export markets; seasonal fluctuations in the fish supply; high real exchange

rate of the Icelandic krona; foreign currency fluctuations; price fluctuations in the

export markets; geographical distance from export markets; import tariffs at foreign

markets; and supply shortage of fish due to catch restrictions in Icelandic waters.

The thesis established that there remain important differences between the exporting

firms in their export management and pursuit of export marketing strategies.

Generally, the firms have not set themselves any clearly stated or written export

objectives, but managers indicated that the most important export objectives are

usually the building up of long-term relationship with foreign buyers, and the selling of

quality products. However, a key finding of the research was that the export sector is
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highly price orientated with many firms in the sector intent on seeking highest possible

prices for their export each time. The emphasis on export prices is attributed to three

principal factors: first, the nature of the export as a produce of natural resources, and

which to a large extent is exported unprocessed or only primary processed

commodity; second, the weak financial position of many firms in the fishery and

processing sectors; third, the share based salary system in the fishery sector, which

seems to have important knock on effects on to the two other sectors of the industry.

This emphasis on export prices is apparently more perceptible among exporters of

commodities like whole fish on ice, fish oil, fish meal and among exporters of some

frozen marine products, particularly those frozen-at-sea. As products become more

highly processed, the emphasis put by firms on export prices and getting quick

payments is down-played in favour of building up a long-term relationship with

foreign buyers.

Export planning activity by firms in the sector is affected by the uncertainty which

exists in both produce supply and in product demand. However, export planning by

the Principal EMCs is usually quite extensive and carried out in co-operation with

their respective members such as the PIE-1 firms. In contrast, export planning by the

Other EMCs and PIE firms is usually either very limited or non-existent. The lack of

export planning is usually explained by factors such as the volatility in demand and

prices in the export markets and the uncertainty which exists in fish catching and in

relationships with producers.

There is generally a very limited use of export marketing research by firms in the

sector, and only some of the Principal EMCs appear to allocate any financial

resources for that purpose.

In export marketing management, clear differences exist between the Principal EMCs

and other firms in the sector. The Principal EMCs have quite formal structures, are

organised on a departmental basis and three of the four Principal EMCs operate sales
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subsidiaries and processing plants abroad. Day to day relationships with foreign

buyers and decisions related to exporting are usually in the hands of special sales and

marketing staff in the respective units. In the Other EMCs and most of the PIE firms,

exporting decisions and relationship with foreign buyers are typically in the hands of

the respective managing directors, who frequently are also the principal owners of the

firms.

It has been established in this thesis that a strategic use ofmarketing mix variables by

firms in the sector is restricted to a relatively small number of firms, mainly to the

Principal EMCs and some PIE-5 firms. In some areas of export management and

marketing, the Principal EMCs, primarily S.H. and I S., have established clear a

advantage over other firms in the sector. This is particularly in areas like product

development, product quality control, product availability or supply, the establishing

of product brand names, a bigger and more controllable marketing and distribution

system and more diversification in exporting by export markets. In some markets the

Principal EMCs have established a price premium in their exports, compared to other

Icelandic exporters and foreign competitors, especially through their build up of good

product quality image and reliability in product supply. For many of the Other EMCs

and PIE firms, the Principal EMCs act as a benchmark for pricing and product quality

standards.

This study has shown that, despite the general view among exporters that insufficient

resources are being spent on product research and development by firms in the fishing

industry, very few of the firms are strategically committed to laying out money for

that purpose. This lack of commitment to product research and development was

usually blamed by managers on the various tariff barriers which have existed in some

of the export markets, the small size of their companies, and the general price

orientation of firms in the fishing industry.
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This study has revealed, that for an important share of the marine product exports,

export prices do take account of the respective spot-market prices in the export

markets. However as products become more highly processed, like the various

products in consumer or retail packaging, more stability is established in export

prices, as they are frequently fixed for a longer period of time.

One of the general characteristics of the export of most firms in the sector, is how

concentrated it is in terms of markets and foreign buyers. This is especially apparent

among many of the Other EMCs and PIE firms, where the biggest share of the

exports is accounted for by only one or two export markets, and even only one or two

foreign buyers.

Personal contact with customers, and visits to foreign buyers, are the two most

commonly used promotional methods by firms in the sector, but company brochures

and participation in trade exhibitions are also important.

While managers in the Other EMCs and PIE firms frequently used profit, export

growth, and share in the total exports value of marine products from Iceland, as their

main yardsticks on export performance, managers of the Principal EMCs usually

stated export expansion into new export markets, product quality image, and

perceived satisfaction among their respective producers, as their measure of export

performance.

The research established that the Icelandic marine product exporters generally

perceive the quality of their products, and trust established among their foreign

buyers, as one of their main strengths in exporting. Formal ties with domestic

producers are a particular strength of the Principal EMCs, while the ability to respond

quickly to market changes is the main strength of the Other EMCs, and some of the

PIE firms.

Relatively weak financial position and too much dependence on few export markets

and foreign buyers are the most apparent weaknesses of firms in the export sector in
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general. Too much product specialisation and informal ties with producers were also

weaknesses frequently stated by some of the Other EMCs managers.

9.2. The Research Findings and their Theoretical Implications

The contribution of this study to the literature on export behaviour of firms is mainly

twofold. First, it has identified factors which are characteristic for the export

behaviour of small firms exporting primary commodities and which are faced with the

situation of "export or die". Second, it has lent clear support to some of the themes

within the current literature on export behaviour of firms.

The export behaviour of Icelandic marine product exporters is in most aspects

influenced by the "export or die" characteristic of the Icelandic fishing industry. With

limited domestic opportunities, companies in the fishing industry are faced with few

options, and therefore exporters are reactive rather than proative in their start of

exporting. Exporting of marine products is an opportunistic business venture. The

general price orientation of firms in the export sector, the perceived problems in

exporting deriving from fluctuations in product demand and prices, very limited use of

marketing research, and limited employment ofmarketing mix variables, are all factors

which are believed to be strongly related to the nature of the products the firms are

exporting. Furthermore, export behaviour of Icelandic marine product exporters is

importantly influenced by the geographical location of the exporting firms, and a

number of economic factors in Iceland.

Although, it seems that the export drivers are mainly external, the study has indicated

that many of the managers in the Other EMCs and PIE firms were, what Tesar and

Tarleton1 called, "aggressive" in the seeking of their first export order This obviously

relates to the central role of exporting for the Icelandic fishing industry and the nature

of the exporting firms, as generally being established with the special aim to start

exporting but, not developing their export from their domestic activity.



The various management characteristics such as education, foreign living experience,

enterprise, and profit, which all appeared in this study as important factors in

motivating managers in the Other EMCs and PIE firms into exporting, relate to

findings in various other studies such as by Dichtl et al.2 and by Simmonds and

Smith.3 Furthermore, the outlined management characteristics of many Other EMCs

and PIE firm managers, are in line with the conceptualisations made by Roux4 of the

"self-made-men" where all the main decisions about exporting are centrally made,

usually by the principal owner of the firm. The identified role of domestic producers

and foreign buyers in motivating managers in many of these firms to begin exporting,

could also be related to the findings by Simmonds and Smith,5 and Lee and Brasch,6

showing the role of various "change agents" in initiating involvement in exporting.

Similarly the fact that new transportation technology initiated the start of exporting by

many of the firms exporting whole fresh fish on ice, is correspondent to research

findings by Sullivan and Bauerschmidt7 and Rabino.8

Although the research provided indications that the heavy emphasis on export prices

by the exporting firms is likely to overrule a disposition such as of "psychic distance",

a concept introduced by Johanson and Wiederheim-Paul, the research found moderate

support among managers for the validity of the notion. Managers in many of the

Other EMCs and PIE firms which started exporting in the 1980s, and who primarily

are exporting to the markets in the U.K. and in North Europe, usually perceived the

European market as being closer in various terms, compared to for example the U.S.

market. This means we could at least hypothesize that the factor of "psychic

distance" was influential in bringing on changes in the geographical distribution of the

export, during the late 1980s and early 1990s.

The process of internationalisation by the Icelandic marine product exporters, as

shown in this study, seems to have only limited basis within the prevalent models of

export development. As in some of the other aspects of the firms' export behaviour,
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this relates to one of the industry's prime peculiarities, i.e. the firms' adoption of

exporting without prior development in the domestic market. This explanation

corresponds somewhat to the notion of Sullivan and Bauerschmidt,9 who felt that the

industry characteristics of "export or die" among firms in the European forest industry

which they studied, explained the lack of support for Johanson and Vahlne's

internationalisation theory. However, despite the difficulties in placing the process of

internationalisation of the Icelandic marine products exporters into any of the existing

models of export development, various factors identified in this study conform to

some of the important elements in these models. This applies to Cavusgil's10

proposition, that there is a tendency for larger firms to have progressed further along

the internationalisation process, and that these firms are more likely to have special

export divisions. Evidently, the three biggest firms in the export sector (S.H., I S.,

S.i.F.) have moved furthest along the internationalisation process, and are the only

firms in the sector which have special export divisions. However, in this respect it is

important to understand the special position retained by these firms in exporting until

the 1980s and 1990s, and the possible effects of that on their structure and position

compared to other firms in the sector.

This research has shown that many of the most severe obstacles in exporting are

strongly associated with the geographical location of the firms researched, the basic

nature of the fishing industry and its types of product exported. The factors identified

in the research as export barriers, and which arise in the export literature are, import

tariffs, government export restrictions, foreign currency fluctuations, high domestic

production cost and high transportation cost to export markets.

No direct attempt was made in this research, to relate different export marketing

strategies used by the firms, to their export performance. However, information

collected in the study, indicating the basic nature of the industry and various

characteristics of the exporting firms, enable some conclusions to be drawn about the
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applicability of different measures of export performance for firms in the sector. The

fact that the fishing industry and firms in the sector are totally dependent upon

exporting, means that the most common criterion of export performance, "export sale

as a proportion of total sale", is an inappropriate measure. Furthermore, this measure

is neither a good indicator of the firms' degree of internationalisation, as it gives little

information about their nature and capacity to conduct an international operation.

The danger of using such a measure is evident if we compare some of the smaller

exporting firms of frozen groundfish products, included in the study, with the two

Principal EMCs, S.H. and IS.. While the former group of firms frequently markets to

only one or two foreign markets, and sometimes even to only one or two foreign

buyers (often wholesalers), the latter firms export to a number of markets abroad and

operate both sales offices and processing units in their main export markets.

The use of "export growth", which some managers in the Other EMCs and PIE firms

used as their measure of export performance, could also be argued as inadequate.

This is because the firms' export volume and income are significantly constrained by

government limitations in the total allowable catch in Icelandic waters.

The use of "profit from exporting", a criterion used by managers in some Other EMCs

and PIE firms, is also inadequate for measuring the export performance of most of the

Principal EMCs, because of their current nature as non-profit" organisations, and

consequently also inadequate for inter-firm comparison in the industry. Continuing

transformation of the Principal EMCs into shareholding companies, and public trading

of their shares in the market, means, however, that "profit from exporting" might in

the future be one of the best measures of export performance of firms in the sector,

both for measuring of the individual firm's export performance and for inter-firm

comparison.

Another suitable criterion of export performance, suggested here for future

application, and presently used by managers in some Other EMCs and PIE firms, is



"firm's relative share in the total export of marine products from Iceland". Employing

this measure to evaluate the export performance of the Principal EMCs, such as of

Sildarutvegsnefnd, in past years, is inappropriate as these firms either kept, or are

keeping, exclusive export licences in their specialised product exports. Abolition of

these special rights must inevitably lead to some reduction in the relative share held by

these firms in the total export.

The third criterion for measuring the export performance of firms in the fishing

industry, and suggested here as a possible future measure, is "the share of value added

products in the firm's total export income". Providing it is a desirable objective for

the Icelandic economy, and for the fishing industry as a whole, to add value to the

marine harvest and products before exporting, this measure looks to be an adequate

indicator of export performance. However, in contrast to the two measures, "profit"

and "relative share", which both have the advantage of being fairly well defined and

relatively simple to measure, the "value added" criterion has currently the apparent

weakness of being subject to range of different definitions.12 The establishment of a

common definition, within each product category, of "value added fish products" is

therefore essential for a viable use of this measure.

9.3. The Research Findings and their Implications for Marine Products
Exporters and Government Policy in Iceland

The findings established in this research have implications, both for government policy

in Iceland and for firms in the fishing industry, and raise important points for

consideration by these parties.

The "export or die" situation of the Icelandic fishing industry, the industry's

importance for the economic performance in Iceland, the general price orientation of

firms in the export sector, and some of the stated export obstacles, outlined in section

6.2., show that the Icelandic government has a decisive role to play in the creation of
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more stability and the reduction of uncertainty in the business environment of the

fishing industry. This involves in particular: foreign exchange policy, government

laws and regulations concerning the management of fisheries in Icelandic waters;

import tariffs in export markets, and domestic subsidies granted by foreign

governments to foreign competitors. Furthermore, in the export sector of the fishing

industry, the Icelandic government has played an important role in shaping the

structure of the sector, through various changes in export regulations for marine

products, such as the abolition of exclusive export licences to some of the Principal

EMCs. The result has been an increase in the number of small exporting firms, more

short-termism and price orientation in the exporting of marine products from Iceland.

This study concludes, that the Icelandic government does have a role in promoting

and facilitating more long-term views among companies in the Icelandic fishing

industry, in areas like product development and export marketing.

Providing that no major increases could be made in the quantity of catch of the

principal fish species (which seems quite a realistic assumption), and assuming that no

similar increases in export prices could be obtained, as experienced during the 1980s

and beginning of the 1990s, then it is reasonable to suggest that one of the few viable

options for firms in the Icelandic fishing industry, is to increase their future export

income by adding more value to their exports through increased processing. Results

provided in the study, revealed that one of the main benefits gained from such a

strategic move, both for exporters and the Icelandic economy in general, would be

more stability in export prices and product demand, as this would result from more

long term planning undertaken jointly between exporters and foreign buyers.

However, the high production cost in Iceland, geographical distance from export

markets and high transportation cost to export markets, are indicated in the study as

possible barriers associated with such a move. Additionally, the very small size of the

domestic market in Iceland could also act as a barrier. It was the general view among



exporters who are involved in the exporting of various products in retail or consumer

packs, that a move towards the production and exporting of more highly processed

marine products from Iceland, requires cooperation with foreign food retailing

companies. It was also emphasised by these exporters that this export strategy

requires the handling of firms which are financially strong, who are able to guarantee

quality and stability in supply, and are committed to product development. These

views are supported by the findings of Shaw et.al.13, who stressed the importance of

suppliers being "capable of providing the appropriate quantity and quality of products

and of supplying it at the correct service level," and also the "need for suppliers to be

responsive to changes in the market, especially with regard to new product

introduction." Based on the above, and the analysis of the exporting firms'

characteristics and export behaviour, the firms which look most capable of moving

into more exporting of various highly processed products, and transform the industry

in that direction, are the larger firms in the sector such as the Principal EMCs,

particularly because of their size, form of relationships with producers, and their

quality control and commitment in product development.

9.4. Further Research

Although the results of this study are argued to provide some lessons about the export

behaviour of firms exporting primary commodities, they must first and foremost be

considered as specially related to Iceland and to firms exporting Icelandic marine

products. The author of this thesis suggests that future research into the export

sector, and the export behaviour of firms exporting Icelandic marine products, should

consider the following aspects.

First, the significant role of EMCs in the exporting of Icelandic marine products

(around 85-90 per cent of the total exports value), offers a reason to study the

relationship between the EMCs, and producers in the two other sectors of the fishing

industry. The different type of relationships between producers and the two types of
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EMCs, i.e. Other EMCs and the Principal EMCs, requires special investigation, given

that the export behaviour and policy of many EMCs, particularly Other EMCs, is

significantly influenced by the price orientation of firms in the fishery and processing

sectors, and in the case of the Other EMCs the informal ties they have with producers.

Second, the relationships between exporters of marine products in Iceland, and

foreign buyers could be studied. In this context, it would be especially interesting to

investigate the level of stability and loyalty which exists in the relationship between

these parties. Also, in the case of the EMCs, how their relationship with producers

affects their relationship with foreign buyers. Such research would add to information

already contained in this thesis, contribute to the increasing amount of export

literature which focuses on relationships between exporters and importers, and

address an area which was omitted in this research, due to financial and time

constraints.

Third, despite the analysis undertaken in Chapter 7, more research is required on the

impact of different export strategies and marketing management on the firm's export

performance, using the proposed criteria of export performance, outlined in Section

9.2.. Carrying out this kind of study would enable the identification of successful

export strategies and management for the different type of marine products exported

by firms.

Fourth, comparative studies on the export behaviour of firms exporting marine

products, such as in Norway and the Faroe-Islands, and even of firms in other

countries exporting primary commodities, will facilitate a more thorough identification

of factors which could be classified as specific for primary commodities, the particular

products exported, or the country where the firms are based.

Fifth, the research findings showing the general price orientation of firms in the export

sector, and the stated opinion of some exporters that the current and long established

share based salary system in the fishery sector is partly to blame for that, raises
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questions for specific research into the subject. Such investigation must address

whether and possibly to what extent this factor is hampering or might hamper the

development of the fishing industry into the processing and exporting of more highly

processed marine products from Iceland.

Sixth, as shown in the research, various government laws and regulations have during

the last decades been influential in shaping the structure of the export sector, and the

fishing industry as a whole. In the light of the export sector's current structure and

position, as mainly dependent upon the exporting of primary processed products, it is

felt that in-depth research is required on the possible role of the Icelandic government

in the exporting of marine products from Iceland. In particular, such research needs

to address questions like whether the government has a role in supporting firms in the

fishing industry towards more product development and the exporting of more highly

processed marine products, and if so, in what way that should be done.

Seventh, as previously outlined, exporters included in the study generally perceived

the quality of their products as one of their firms' main strengths in exporting. In

order to get a better understanding of the success of some Icelandic exporters in the

export markets, and of possible future strategies in the exporting of Icelandic marine

products, research needs to be undertaken in the export markets, both among users

(buyers) and consumers, on their perception of Icelandic fish and fish products.
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UndirritaAur hefur undanfama 16 mAnuAi unniA aA rannsdkn viA
viAskjptadeild EdmborgarhAskola f Skotlandi er miAar aA f)vi aA kanna
utflutningshegAun islenskra fyrirtsekja er flytja 6t sjAvarafurAir. Gcrt er
raA fyrir aA niAurstoAur rannsoknarinnar verAi mcgin hluti i vaenfanlcgri
doklorsnlgerA undirntaAs viA hAskblann. Rannsoknin nytur fjArhagslegs
sluAnings fra brcska scndirAAinu A Islandi.
MikJar breytingar hafa Alt sdr staA A undanfornum arum i utflutningi
sjAvarafurAa frA tslandi, einkum hvaA varAar: fjttlda
utflutningafyrirtaekja, markaAssvasAi, utflutnings aAfcrAir og tegundir
sjAvarafurAa. t>rAtt fyrir Aumdeilanlegt mikilvsegi utflutnings
sjAvarafurAa fyrir efnahagslega afkomu A fslandi, f>A hafa mjog litlar
rannsbknir veriA gerAar A fsessu mikilvsega sviAi sjAvarutvegsins.
RannsAkn min, er aetluA sem framlag til urbAta A ^essu sviAi. Til fress
aA. svo mcgi vcrAa frarfnast dg hinsvegar. frinnar hjAlpar. E-Atttaka frin i
rannsokninni cr omctanlcgt framlag i fryi aA k&nrn hycrnig fynrtaeki
scm flytja ut islcnskar gjAvarafurAir haga m&lum sinum iymsum gyiSum
ulflutningastarfscminnar og hvcrl YiShorf atjornend* cr til ymisaa
mikllyggra Mlia henni lengt. Hdr mcA 6ska dg eftir aA fi aA taka
pcrsdnulcga viAtal viA yAur, i t>vt skyni aA varpa Ijosi A mikilvaeg
atriAi i utflutningshegAun islenskra (yrirtaekja er llytja ut
sjAvarafurAir.
Urtak fyrirtaekja i rannsdkninni er byggt A upplysingum 6r "Directory of
Icelandic Exporters" ulgefinni af UtflutnmgsraAi Islands i januar 1992,
Asamt upplysingum frA AfiamiAIun, yfir staerstu aAila i utflutningi isfisks
i gamum frA Islandi.

Aietlanir minar gera rAA fynr, aA dg Ijuki tdku viAtala viA utflytjendur A
tlmabilinu frA april til AgOst A {aessu Ari. feg mun i fyrn hluta mars
manaAar n.k. hafa samband viA |>ig simleiAis og 6ska cftir fjvi aA viA
AkveAum hentugann tima til viAtalsins. £g vil taka skyrt tram, aA
mcA allar upplysingar scm fengnar vcrAa frA yAur, hvort bcldur
eru munnlegar eAa i rituAu formi, lofa dg aA fara nieA sem algjdrt
IrunaAarmAl.

McA bestu kvcAju,
Arnar Bjarnason, Cand-Oceon, MBA
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List of Firms Interviewed.

4o Date of Name of Firm Name of Interviewee
Interview

1 06.05.92 Fiskafurflir hf. Jon Sigurclarson
2 07.05.92 Tryggvi Petursson & Co Tryggvi Petursson
3 08.05.92 Triton hf. Orn Erlendsson
4 12.05.92 Stevorur hf. Ivar Palsson

5 13.05.92 Stefnir Hjortur Eiriksson
6 14.05.92 Sildarverksmifljur rfkisins J6n Reynir Magiuisson
7 15.05.92 Sildarutvegsnefnd Einar Benediklsson

8 16.05.92 fsfang 6lafur Hallddrsson
9 18.05.92 Seifur hf. Rafn Haraldsson

10 19.05.92 Islenskt Marfang hf. Bjorn Olafsson
11 21.05.92 fspdlar hf. Einar GuObjornsson
12 21.05.92 Marbakki hf. J6n GuSlaugur Magniisson
13 22.05.92 J6n Asbjornsson Jon Asbjornsson
14 25.05.92 Islenska umboOssalan hf. Bjarni V. Magnusson
15 25.05.92 Stldarvinnslan NeskaupstaS Finnbogi Jonsson
16 26.05.92 Islenska utflutningsmiOstoflin 6ttar Yngvason
17 27.05.92 FiskiSjan SkagfirOingur hf. Einar Svansson

18 29.05.92 Hafex hf. 6lafur SigurQsson
19 29.05.92 G. Ingason GuOmundur Ingason
20 02.06.92 Is. Benedikt Sveinsson
21 02.06.92 Bernhard Petersen hf. Bernhard Petersen / Gunnar Petersen

22 03.06.92 Skipa|)j6nusta SuQurlands sf. Hafsleinn Asgeirsson
23 04.06.92 G&mavinir hf. Snorri Jonsson

24 04.06.92 Isf61ag Vestinannaeyja hf Magnus Kristinsson
25 06.06.92 Vignir G. Jonsson Vignir G. Jonsson
26 09.06.92 Hrellir hf. Gudjon Forbjornsson
27 10.06.92 Eyfell hf. Ragnar Sigurjdnsson
28 11.06.92 R. Hannesson Rlkard Hannesson

29 15.06.92 S.H. Friflrik Palsson

30 16.06.92 Andri hf. Haraldur Haraldsson

31 16.06.92 Toppliskur J6n Steinn Elfasson

32 18.06.92 Norfisk Ey|)6r M. Haraldsson
33 19.06.92 Lysi hf. Agiist Einarsson
34 22.06.92 Haraldur BoSvarsson hf. Haraldur Sturlaugsson
35 23.06.92 Ferskfiskur sf. Tomas Forsteinsson



List of Firms Interviewed, (continued)

^0 Date of Name of Firm Name of Interviewee

Interview

36 24.06.92 Bakkavor hf. Agust Gudmundsson
37 25.06.92 Krossanes hf. J6hann P. Anderssen

38 25.06.92 K.Jdnsson Kristjdn Jonsson / Einar Eyland
39 26.06.92 Samherji hf. Forsteinn Mar Baldvinsson.

40 29.06.92 SfF Sigurdur Haraldsson / Asbjorn Bjornsson
41 27.06.92 Fiskmidlun Nordurlands hf Hilmar Danfelsson

42 30.06.92 Grandi hf. Brynjolfur Bjarnason
43 30.06.92 Fiskanaust hf. Emil Bogason
44 01.07.92 Islenskt-franskt eldhiis Gunnlaugur Guflmundsson
45 02.07.92 Gunnar I. Hafsteinsson Gunnar I. Hafsteinsson

46 03.07.92 Nes hf. Jonas Hallgrhnsson
47 03.07.92 Faxamjol hf. Gunnlaugur Saevar Gunnlaugsson
48 06.07.92 Islenskur gatdafiskur hf. Albert Svavarsson

49 07.07.92 Vfsir hf. Petur Palsson

50 07.07.92 Vogar hf. Sigurdur Gardarsson
51 08.07.92 Fisco hf. Kristjan P6r Gunnarsson
52 13.07.92 Ismark hf. Forleifur Olafsson

53 14.07.92 Stalskip hf. Gudnin LcirusddUir

54 14.07.92 Tros hf. Logi Formoflsson
55 14.07.92 Luna Seafood International Forsteinn Mdni Arnason

56 16.07.92 E.6lafsson Marketing Eyjtor 6lafsson
57 16.07.92 Sfldarrettir hf. Egill Thorarensen
58 17.07.92 Islenskar afurdir hf. Katrin Forvaldsdottir

59 23.07.92 Kleifar / Sadtamar hf. Gudjon Rognvaldsson
60 23.07.92 Vinnslustodin hf. Sighvatur Bjarnason
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University of Edinburgh
Department of Business Studies
William Robertsson Building
50 George Square.

Date of interview:

Time:_From: To:_

Place:

The Iclandic Fishing Industry:
The Nature and Behaviour of its Export Sector.

Factual Questions.

Name of firm:

Location:

Established / year Start of exporting / year

Name of Respondant:

Age: Position

Type of firm:
(Private/Partnership/C»operative/Limited company/PLC)

Number of employees: Number ot marketing stal 1
(sales people, etc.)

Total sales (income) in millions of ISK:
1991 1990 1989 1988 1987



Export sales as a percentage of total sales

1991 1990 1989 1988 1987

% % % % %

Exports by market areas (%) (Year 1991)

EFTA EC US ASIA E-EUROPE OTHERS

% % % % % %

Distribution of exports of fish and fish products by countries. (%)
(Year1991)

US. UK. France Germany Holland Russia

% % % % % %

Canada Denmark Sweden Italy Spain Portugal

% % % % % %

Japan Others

% %

Share of Products Categories in the Total Export Value of Fish and Fish Products:
(Year 1991)

Frozen Salted Dried Meal Oil Canned

% % % % % %

Iced Iced in Containers

% %



Number of manufacturing units abroad and location:
No:

Location:

Location:

Location:.

Number of sales office abroad and location:

No:

Location:

Location:

Location:

Location:.
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Question 1.

This questionnaire lists a number of factors which could be seen as problems or
obstacles associated with exporting of marine products from Iceland. Please indicate
how problematic the following factors are for your company in exporting marine
products from Iceland by circling one of the five possible answers available to each
statement, reaching from: not at all problematic to extremely problematic.

Not at all Not very Somewhat
problematic problematic problematic

Very Extremely
problematic problematic

1. Paperwork 1

2. Seasonal fluctuations
in the fish supply

3. High real exchange rate
of the Icelandic krona

4. Unstable business
environment in Iceland

5. Informal ties (contracts)
with producers (processors)

6. Import tariffs at some
foreign markets

7. High transportation cost from
Iceland to export markets

8. Export monopoly licences
retained by some exporters
of marine products.
(The IcelandHerring Board)

9. Subsidies granted by foreign
governments to their domestic
firms which are exporting marine
products or products which are
substitute to marine products.

10. The export of whole fresh
fish on ice from Iceland

11. Supply shortage of fish in
Iceland due to catch restrictions

12. Governmental restrictions

limiting the exported amount
of whole fresh fish on ice

13. Geographical distance from
export markets.



Not at all Not very Somewhat Very Extremely
problematic problematic problematic problematic problematic

14. Small home-market

15. Small size of
the company

16. Fluctuations in demand
at the export markets

17. Foreign exchange restrictions
at some export markets
(i.e. in the import countries)

18. Language and
cultural differences

19. Finding reliable buyers abroad

20. Foreign currencies fluctuations

21. Obtaining information about
the financial position of some
potential buyers abroad

22. Services provided by
the Icelandic banks in
relation to exporting

23. Technical requirements at
some of the export markets

24. Financing export sales

25. Geographical location of
the company in Iceland

26. Meeting product quality
requirements demanded by
foreign buyers

27. Price fluctuations at the

export markets

28. High production cost
in Iceland

29. Labour union policy
in Iceland

2

2

2

4

4

4

30. Obtaining market information
about foreign markets for
marine products.



Question 2.

Please select the three main objectives of your company in its export of marine
products and rank them in order of importance, with 1 as the most important, 2 as the
second most important and 3 as the third most important.

What are the main objectives of your company in its export of marine products?

a) To sell always at the highest possible prices

b) Selling fast and getting quick payments

c) To sell only quality products

d) To maintain export stability
by continious supply and through
the build up of minimum stock level

e) Reliability in delivery

f) To sell as close to the final
consumer (user) as possible

g) To build up the company's
own brand name at the main

export markets

h) To build up long-term relationships
with foreign buyers

i) To sell only to reliable buyers

j) Other. Please list



Question 3.

Please indicate the main strengths of your company and rank them in order of
importance, with 1 as the most important, 2 as the second most important, 3 as the
third most important and 4 as the fourth most important.

What dou you perceive as the main strengths of your company in its exporting
activity?

a) Quality of the products exported.

b) The company's internal quality system

c) Formal ties (contracts) with
domestic producers (processors).

d) Quick to respond to domestic
changes and at the export markets.

e) The firms distribution system at the
export markets.

f) The company's own
product brand immage.

g) Reliability and trust, among its
customers.

h) Export marketing know-how
and experience of by the
company's staff members.

i) To be a specialised export management
company (agent)

j) To export its own product and
have its own production facilities.

k) To be a part of a network of firms, which are
selling their products collectively through
special export organisation, in collective
ownership (SH, SIF, IS, Si'idarutvegsnefnd).

1) Other. Please list



Question 4.

Please indicate the main weaknesses of your company and rank them in order of
importance, with 1 as the most important, 2 as the second most important, 3 as the
third most important and 4 as the fourth most important.
What do you perceive as the main weaknesses of your company in its exporting
activity?

a) Informal ties (contracts) with
producers (processors)

b) Relatively small size of
the company

c) Inadequate financial resources
/weak financial position

d) To be a specialised export management
company (agent)

e) Limited market- and export know-how
posessed within the company.

f) Narrow export base, i.e. the company
is to product specialised in its exports of
marine products.

g) Form of ownership

h) Communication with other
members of the supply chain.

i) Too dependent on few
export markets

j) Too dependent upon few buyers

k) Other. Please list:

Thank you for your time and co-operation.
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Nu er tmplega 3r lidid frd (avi ad c!g (6k vidtal vid frig og 63 adra forsvarsmenn 60
l'slenskra fyrirta-kja er Ilyija uI sjdvarafurdir frd (standi, bessi vidtol eru eins og dOur
hefur komid fram megin brunnur upplysinga t vamtanlegri dokiorsriigerd minni sem
ad ollum likindum mun bera nafnid: "Export or Die. The Icelandic Fishing Industry.
The Nature and Behaviour of its Export Sector."
Oil vidtolin voru tekin upp d segluband og st'dan vdlritud upp. Eg hef nu lokid ad
mestu vid ad greina altar mikilva-gustu upplysingar ur fyrmefndum vidtolum og vinn
Jiessa mdnudina ad ritun ritgerdarinnar og samantekt d nidurstodum.

Til Jaess ad fylgja eflir nokkrum mikilvatgum Jadttum sem fram komu t ofangreindum
vidtolum, Jad eru h<fr medfylgjandi 4 krossaspurningar sem mig langar til ad bidja frig
ad svara eflir bestu samvisku. begar {du hefur lokid vid ad svara fynnefndum
spumingum, langar mig ad bidja jrig ad setja Jaetta spurnineablad \ medfylgjandi
umslag og setja t pdst. (Umslagid er Jaegar fri'merkt og med dritudu heimilisfangi).

Algjorum trunadi er heitid af minni hdlfu, hvad vardar svor Jain vid eftirfarandi
spumingum, eins og med allar fyrri upplysingar sem 6g hef fengid hja faer og
fyrirtski Jamu, hvort heldur voru munnlegareda skriflegar.

Ad lokum Jaetta: Eg veil Jau en upp fyrir haus t verkefnum.
bad tekur Jaig hins vegar, adeins 5 nu'nutur ad svara eftirfarandi

4 spurningum.
Med Jovi ad gera J>ad nuna faa:

1) Hjalpar J>u mer vid gerd rannsdknarinnar.
2) Sparar mJr hugsanleg si'mtol til ad rninna a spurningalistann.

3) Sparar Jaer lima f ad tala vid mig al'tur.

Med bestu kvedju
og dskum urn gledilegt sumar.

'
/J / s ft

OtPARTMENT oj BUSINESS STUDIES
The LJniv rrsily ol Khnburgh
Willunt Robertson BuiMtng

SO George Squire
I dinburgh hH8 9JY
In 0)1 bbh JOS i

Telex 727442 (UMVID Gj

Telephone 0)1 bsO 1000

or direct dial 0)1 biO

Arnar Bjarnason
Spuming 1. er a bakst'du Jaessa blads.
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Fjor3a spurning.

Vinsamlega merktu vi3 fjora af nedangreindum Jidttum, eftir mikilv;cgi (x'irra, med
J>vf ad gefa }reim einkunnina frd 1 lil 4. t>u merkir 1 vi5 [iann [ratt sem f>u telur ad sd
mcsti veikleiki fyrirta:kisins l ulflutningi d sjdvarafurdum, 2 via fiann jiatt sem f>u
telur nasstmesta veikleikann, 3 vi3 jrann J>dtt sem fru telur Jrridja mesta veikleikann og
4 vifl f)ann frdtt sem Jau telur fj6rfla mesta veikleikann.
Hverja af nedangreindum {rattum telur {>u vera helstu veikleika fyrirtakisins \
utflutningi a sjavarafur3um?

a) 6formleg tengsl (ekki formlegir samningar)
vi3 framleidendur.

b) Hlutfallsleg snared fyrirtrekisins.

c) 6n6gur fjdrhagslegur styrkleiki.

d) A3 vera stfrha;ft utflutningsfyrirta;ki
(umsyslufyrirta;ki)

e) Of lftil [rekking medal starfsmanna
fyrirtakisins d markads- og
utflutningsstarfsemi.

f) Of mikil einhaefni f ulflutningi,
}a.e. of s£rha:ft i dkvednum tegundum
sjdvarafurda.

g) Eignarhaldsform.

h) Upplysingaflredi vi3 adra a3ila f
framleidslu og utflutningskedjunni,
svo sem framleidendur.

i) Of mikil dhersla d faa
utflutningsmarkadi.

j) Of mikid bundid fdum
erlendum kaupendum.

k) Annad. Hvad?

Ad lokum {id fiakka dg f>dr ka;rlega fyrir samvinnuna vid framkva'md (lessarar
runnsdknar og fyrir ad hafa gefid [idr tima \ ad svara fiessum spurningum.
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Total population in Iceland
1971 - 1990
(Volume indices 1980 = 100)

Population Population
Year number Year number

1971 207,174 1981 231,958
1972 210,775 1982 235,453
1973 213,499 1983 238,175
1974 216,628 1984 240,122
1975 219,033 1985 241,750
1976 220,918 1986 243,698
1977 222,470 1987 247,027
1978 224,384 1988 251,743
1979 226,724 1989 253,482
1980 229,187 1990 255,855

Source:

Tolfnedihandbdkin 1984, Hagstofa Islands.
Hagtidindi, (numerous issues), Hagstofa Islands.
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Percentage breakdown of gross fixed capital
formation by kind of acitvity, 1971-1990

Hotels Industries Fishing Fish Residential Public works

Year etc processing construction and Buildings

1971 4.3 52.3 4.6 3.3 16.6 31.0

1972 4.8 47.0 9.7 4.1 21.3 31.7

1973 4.3 45.7 16.0 4.4 26.6 27.7

1974 6.0 45.9 10.8 4.2 22.4 31.7

1975 4.6 40.6 7.7 4.1 21.2 38.3

1976 5.1 35.7 4.5 3.3 21.7 42.6
1977 4.6 42.8 9.5 4.6 21.4 35.9
1978 5.5 43.3 6.9 4.1 24.3 32.4
1979 4.8 41.2 7.4 4.7 26.2 32.7
1980 4.5 39.9 5.5 3.8 24.5 35.5
1981 5.2 40.4 6.3 3.7 22.2 37.4
1982 6.6 40.8 5.6 3.9 24.3 34.9
1983 7.7 41.7 5.5 3.7 24.7 33.6
1984 6.9 43.4 4.6 4.4 25.7 30.9

1985 7.9 50.0 3.7 4.6 22.0 28.0
1986 8.8 54.2 8.9 4.6 19.4 26.4

1987 11.6 54.0 10.2 3.5 18.9 27.1
1988 8.7 49.9 12.1 3.1 21.0 29.1
1989 8.6 45.3 6.2 2.3 22.9 33.2

1990 7.0 46.5 6.7 6.7 23.2 32.7

Source:

Tolfrae9ihandb6kin 1984, Hagstofa Islands.
HagU'flindi, (numerous issues), Hagstofa Islands.
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Average unemployment as a percentage of
total labour force, 1971-1990

Iceland OECD OECD

Year Europe Total

1971 0.6 2.9 3.6

1972 0.5 3.1 3.7

1973 0.4 3.0 3.3

1974 0.4 3.3 3.5

1975 0.5 4.5 5.2

1976 0.5 4.9 5.3

1977 0.3 5.2 5.3

1978 0.4 5.4 5.2

1979 0.4 5.7 5.1

1980 0.3 6.5 5.8

1981 0.4 7.9 6.6

1982 0.7 9.2 8.1

1983 1.0 10.1 8.5

1984 1.3 10.5 8.0

1985 0.9 10.6 7.8

1986 0.7 10.5 7.7

1987 0.5 10.1 7.3

1988 0.7 9.3 6.9
1989 1.6 8.5 6.4

1990 1.7 8.0 6.2

Mean 70-90 0.69 6.96 5.98

St.Dev. 70-90 0.41 2.82 1.65

Source:

Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, Ejoflhagsstofnun, 1991
TolfraeSihandbokin 1984, Hagstofa Islands .

Hagtfdindi, 1988-1991, Hagstofa Islands
OECD Economic Outlook 48, December 1990.
OECD Economic Outlook 49, July 1991.
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Private consumption expenditure,
Government consumption expenditure,

Gross domestic product.
Volume indices.

Volume indices

(1980 = 100)

Private consumption

Government consumption

Gross domestic product

1970

54.98

50.95

53.49

Source

Sdgulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988
t>j6darbuskapurinn nr. 11
National Economic Institute, February 1991.

The Icelandic Economy
Developments 1990 and outlook for 1991
National Economic Institute, May 1991

1975 1980 1985 1990

72.53 100.00 143.46 126.70

80.79 100.00 143.95 156.20

72.60 100.00 127.44 123.10
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Export of goods and services 1970 - 1990
Volume indices (1985 = 100)

Iceland EEC OECD OECD
Year Europe Total

1970 49.1 48.1 48.0 45.6
1971 45.0 51.7 51.4 48.4
1972 51.6 55.8 55.5 52.8
1973 56.1 61.7 61.3 58.8
1974 54.6 65.9 65.1 63.0
1975 56.0 63.6 62.6 61.3
1976 63.3 69.5 68.5 66.7
1977 68.9 73.4 72.3 70.3
1978 79.4 76.8 75.9 74.3
1979 84.4 81.7 80.6 79.1
1980 86.7 82.6 81.8 83.0
1981 87.8 85.9 85.2 86.4
1982 79.3 86.8 86.3 85.6
1983 87.5 89.0 88.9 87.6

1984 90.1 95.6 95.4 95.7
1985 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1986 106.2 101.8 101.7 103.0
1987 110.5 105.7 105.5 109.0
1988 107.4 111.5 111.5 118.3

1989 108.8 120.2 120.0 128.8
1990 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Source:

National Accounts, Main Aggregates, Volume 1, 1960-1989
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Tenprincipalexportersoffisherycommoditiesintheworld1970-1988 (MillionofUS$,rankedby1988valuesand%ofworldexportinvalue)
Country\Year
1970

%

1975

%

1980

%

1985

%

1988

%

Totalworldexport
3,002.8
100.0%

6,460.3
100.0%

15,330.1
100.0%

17,382.5
100.0%

32,258.9
100.0%

UnitedStates

111.9

3.7%

298.0

4.6%

1,001.7

6.5%

1,162.4

6.7%

2,441.2

7.6%

Canada

257.3

8.6%

441.9

6.8%

1,094.5

7.1%

1,359.2

7.8%

2,206.4

6.8%

Denmark

165.6

5.5%

426.8

6.6%

999.5

6.5%

952.7

5.5%

1,854.5

5.7%

Rep.ofKorea

42.0

1.4%

361.1

5.6%

681.8

4.4%

796.9

4.6%

1,784.1

5.5%

Taiwan

67.9

2.3%

254.4

3.9%

557.5

3.6%

956.5

5.5%

1,751.5

5.4%

Thailand

17.7

0.6%

102.7

1.6%

358.3

2.3%

675.1

3.9%

1,630.9

5.1%

Norway

260.0

8.7%

515.4

8.0%

974.7

6.4%

922.5

5.3%

1,608.1

5.0%

China

52.7

1.8%

146.2

2.3%

348.4

2.3%

366.9

2.1%

1,362.3

4.2%

Iceland

112.9

3.8%

243.5

3.8%

708.6

4.6%

617.4

3.6%

1,059.4

3.3%

Japan

335.5

11.2%

490.5

7.6%

905.2

5.9%

819.8

4.7%

1,037.3

3.2%

Total,tenprinciple
1,423.5

47.4%

3,280.5

50.8%

7,630.2

49.8%

8.629.4

49.6%

16,735.7
51.9%

Source UNCTAD,CommodityYearbook1990,UnitedNations,1991
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Transferofquotasbetweenvessels,1984-92 Asapercentageoftotalcatch1)
Transfer2)198419851986198719881989199019913)1991/924) TypeA

4.15

3.28

2.62

1.75

3.89

4.98

4.51

12.08

TypeB

3.83

3.36

2.17

1.84

3.03

3.62

2.97

8.99

TypeC

1.08

1.71

1.05

0.11

2.37

2.64

1.39

4.27

TypeD

3.58

5.8

2.65

2.21

4.54

4.31

5.64

7.64

Total

12.64

14.15

8.49

5.9

13.82

15.55

14.51

32.97

1)Quotasaremeasuredinkilogramsofcodequivalentsandrepresentsbothtemporaryandpermanentquotatransfers. 2)TypeA:Transfersbetweenvesselswiththesameowner. TypeB:Transfersbetweenvesselswithdifferentownersoperatedfromthesameport TypeC:Offsettingtransfersofequalvaluebetweenvesselswithdifferentowners. TypeD:Transfersbetweenvesselswithdifferentownersoperatedfromdifferentports.
3)Firsteightmonthsof1991. 4)SemptembertoAugustFisheriesyear. Source MinistryofFisheries.
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Profitabilityofthefisheryandprocessingsectors,1983-1992 Percentofgrossincome.

Netprofits1)

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991Sept.1992

Fishery,total

-9.3

-9.4

-3.8

2.1

1.3

-1.5

-1.8

3.4

8.7

-3.3

Trawlerslessthan500GRT
-11.3

-10.5

-3.9

4.1

5.3

3.6

-2.0

2.6

1.4

-5.9

Trawlerslargerthan500GRT
-11.2

-6.7

-1.1

4.9

7.1

6.1

4.3

10.3

7.6

4.3

Boats

-6.5

-8.6

-4.3

-0.7

-4.1

-8.1

-5.5

-0.9

-1.4

-8.2

Freezertrawlers

4.9

11.2

15.4

5.7

Fishprocessing,total2)

-0.4

-7.4

-2.6

3.9

3.6

-6.7

-5.6

1.7

2.7

-6.0

Freezingplants

1.6

-6.6

-3.5

0.4

0.5

-7.8

-1.7

3.9

4.1

-6.8

Saltfishprocssing(groundfish)
-6.5

-13.1

-0.1

10.9

8.7

-5.3

-11.7

-2.9

0.2

-4.6

1)Grossprofitslessimputedcostofcapital,i.e.interestpaymentsanddepreciation. 2)WithpaymentsintothePriceEqualisationFundaddedtoincomeandpaymentsoutoftheFundsubstractedfromincome. Source. NationalEconomicInstitute.
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The following tables shows the reduction in import tariffs for some of the principal
species within the main marine product categories (based on custom tariff numbers)
after the implementation of the EEA (Protocol 9) compared to what they remained
according to Protocol 6 (1972) and the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade)

0302. Whole, Fresh Fish

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9

1st year 4th year

Cod 15.0% 3.7% 0.0%
Haddock 15.0% 3.7% 0.0%

Saithe 15.0% 3.7% 0.0%
Greenland halibut 8.0% 8.0% 0.0%

Halibut 8.0% 8,0% 0,0%
Redfish 8.0% 2.0% 1.7% 0.6%

Dogfishes 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%
Other species 15.0% 15.0% 12.9% 4.5%

0303. Whole, Frozen Fish

Species GAIT Protocol 6 Protocol 9

1st year 4th year

Cod 15.0% 3.7% 0.0%
Haddock 15.0% 3.7% 0.0%
Saithe 15.0% 3.7% 0.0%
Greenland halibut 8.0% 8.0% 0.0%
Halibut 8.0% 8,0% 0,0%
Redfish 8.0% 2.0% 1.7% 0.6%

Dogfishes 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%
Other species 15.0% 15.0% 12.9% 4.5%

0304.10 Fresh Fish Fillets

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9

1st year 4th year

Cod 18.0% 18.0% 0.0%
Haddock 18.0% 18.0% 0.0%

Sailhe 18.0% 18.0% 0.0%
Greenland halibut 18.0% 18.0% 0.0%
Halibut 18.0% 18,0% 0,0%
Other species 15.0% 18.0% 15.4% 5.4%



0304.20 Frozen Fish Fillets

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9
1st year 4th year

Cod 15.0% 0.0%
Haddock 15.0% 0.0%
Saithe 15.0% 0.0%
Redfish 12.0% 0.0%
Other species 15.0% 0.0%

0305.30 Salted Fillets, and Dried

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9
1st year 4tli year

Cod 20.0% 20.0% 0.0%
Greenland halibut 15.0% 15.0% 12.9% 4.5%
Saithe 16.0% 16.0% 0.0%

Herring 16.0% 16.0% 0.0%
Other species 16.0% 16.0% 0.0%

0305.50 Dried Fish; Salted and Dried

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9
1st year 4th year

Dried fish.
Cod 13.0% 13.0% 0.0%
Other species 12.0% 12.0% 10.3% 3.6%

Salted, dried.
Cod 13.0% 13.0% 11.1% 3.9%
Other species 12.0% 12.0% 10.3% 3.6%

0305.60 Salted Fish

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9
1st year 4th year

Cod 13.0% 13.0% 0.0%

Herring 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0%
Other species 12.0% 12.0% 10.3% 3.6%



0306. Crustaceans

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9
1st year 4th year

Shrimps 12.0% 0.0%

Lobsters 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0%

King-crab 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%
Other crab 15.0% 15.0% 12.9% 4.5%
Other species 12.0% 12.0% 10.3% 3.6%

0307. Molluscs and Other Invertebrates

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9
1st year 4th year

Scallop 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%
Mussel 10.0% 10.0% 8.6% 3.0%

Squid 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%
Starfish 11.0% 11.0% 9.4% 3.3%
Urchin 11.0% 11.0% 9.4% 3.3%

Quahog 11.0% 11,0% 9.4% 3.3%
Other 11.0% 11.0% 9.4% 3.3%

1604. Prepared or Preserved Fish.

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9

1st year 4th year
Raw, frozen fillets
breaded. 15.0% 0.0%

Herring 20.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%
Saithe 20.0% 20.0% 17.2% 6.0%
Other 20.0% 10.0% 8.6% 3.0%
Caviar 30.0% 0.0%

1605. Crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic
invertebrates, prepared or preserved.

Species GATT Protocol 6 Protocol 9

1st year 4th year

Crab 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%

Shrimp, in airtight containers 10.0% 10.0% 8.6% 3.0%

Shrimp, peeled 8.0% 8.0% 6.8% 2.4%

Lobster 1 1.0% 1 1.0% 9.4% 3.3%

Scallop 11.0% 11.0% 9.4% 3.3%
Mussel 1 1.0% 11,0% 9.4% 3.3%
Other 1 1.0% 11.0% 9.4% 3.3%

Source

Ministry of Fishery in Iceland
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TheIcelandicFishingFleet1970-1990 (Decembereachyear)

Fishingboats0-12GRT
Fishingboats13-20GRT
Fishingboats21-50GRT
Fishingboats51-110GRT

Year

Number

Total

Average

Number

Total

Average

Number

Total

Average

Number

Total

Average

tonnage

age

tonnage

age

tonnage

age

tonnage

age

1970

207

1,729

15

59

954

24

116

4,054

23

206

15,227

16

1975

237

2,356

14

69

1,137

19

134

4,619

19

191

14,395

18

1980

266

2,285

16

67

1,090

20

113

3,795

19

159

12,235

22

1985

250

2,066

17

54

889

19

98

3,207

21

133

10,233

25

1990

445

3,615

11

50

836

19

82

2,598

22

115

8,982

25

Fishingboats111-200GRT
Fishingboats201-
<GRT

Travlers0-500GRT
Travlers500-<GRT

Year

Number

Total

Average

Number

Total

Average

Number

Total

Average

Number

Total

Average

tonnage

age

tonnage

age

tonnage

age

tonnage

age

31,04132216,18319
4216,48232218,1938 7028,73461613,1838 8734,724102016,43914 8030,788133324.82414

Sources Utvegur1990,FiskifelagIslands.July19911970

70

11,866

9

93

25,006

6

1975

97

15,191

11

88

25,010

10

1980

95

14,571

15

88

29,329

14

1985

100

15,571

18

84

27,490

18

1990

99

15,347

20

93

33,166

20
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Nominalcatchofdemersalspecies(intonnes)fromIcelandsgrounds1930-1991
YearCod

Iceland

1930261,278 1931224.504 1932208,081 1933247,329 1934223,729 1935182,926 1936102,354 1937111,285 1938131,965 1939136,782 1940147,347 1941156.242 1942173,146 1943186.017 1944216,677 1945211,849 1946199,165 1947200.242 1948213,177 1949221,419 1950197,433
Cod

Haddock

Other

Iceland

Nations 237,157

10,863

258,898

7,118

277,207

4,933

270,946

4,683

214,840

5,937

218,965

6,313

181,232

4,205

186,531

4,053

179,351

4,609

61,569

6,709 19,476 14,464 15,020 11,956 10.546

4,098

12,104

38,722

14,120

45,955

18,601

80,157

24,862

93,135

30,264

124,017

27,099

HaddockSaithe OtherIceland Nations 38,52913,124 33,0754,779 27,0046,838 21,0164,438 20,3627,090 20,4255,628 20,2827,311 20,7676,929 20,3396,816 6,52311,417 3226,261 1,03115,499 1,70929,492 1,51233,961 1,88656,016 1.66526.650 14,23323,792 14,38332,587 27,04379,634 36.27348.309 33.2747,471
SaitheRedfish OtherIceland Nations 29,337 25,223 28,244357 28,37915 34,216607 37,9384,002 44,44623,053 42,78312,150 50,45913,791 21,0963,519 541,543

138662 262974 3213,703 3537,283 55610,286 16,1734.245 7.6488,226 29,10625,120 36,44633,510 45,68672,897
Redfish

Total

Other

Demersal

Nations

Iceland

13,678

285,265

16,233

236,401

13,364

220,209

12,615

256,465

11,014

237,363

20,313

198,869

34,581

136,923

33,236

134,417

51,004

157,181

37,691

158,427 174,627 186,867 218,632 235,637 290,522
719

260,889
3,270

241,322

1,989

259,656

8,782

342,793

27,598

333,502

53,010

304.900

TotalTotal DemersalDemersal Others 318,701603,966 333,429569,830 345,819566,028 332,956589,421 280,432517,795 297,641496,510 280,541417,464 283,317417,734 301,153458,334 126,879285,306 376175,003 1,169188,036 1,971220,603 1,833237,470 2,239292,761 7,038267,927 72,398313,720 69,975329,631 145,088487,881 193,452526,954 255,987560,887
Foreigners

shareintotal demersalcatch 52.77% 58.51% 61.10% 56.49% 54.16% 59.95% 67.20% 67.82% 65.71% 44.47% 0.21% 0.62% 0.89% 0.77% 0.76% 2.63% 23.08% 21.23% 29.74% 36.71% 45.64%



Year

Cod

Cod

Haddock

Haddock

Saithe

Saithe

Iceland

Other

Iceland

Other

Iceland

Other

Nations

Nations

Nations

1951

183,252

143,687

22,173

32,178

19,094

55,000

1952

237,314

154,616

15,166

29,786

31,639

56,682

1953

263,516

251,695

14,954

38.341

30,382

42,776

1954

306,191

240.061

21.324

40,732

16,470

53,182

1955

315.438

221,329

21,703

42,638

12,298

35,545

1956

292,586

189,578

22,054

39,844

25,250

42.611

1957

247,087

205,949

31,302

45,111

19,055

43,007

1958

284,407

226,107

28,624

41,528

14,961

38,219

1959

284,259

169,966

26,534

37,165

14,975

33,504

1960

295,668

169,355

41,988

44,439

12,703

35,343

1961

233,874

141,753

51,360

56,984

13,675

36,155

1962

221,820

164,602

54,288

64,315

13,469

36,940

1963

232,839

176,537

51,834

50,728

14,758

33,691

1964

273,584

160,926

56,586

42,661

21,665

38,752

1965

233,483

160.069

53,506

45,620

24,866

35,242

1966

223,974

133,423

36,028

24,113

21,022

31.154

1967

193,449

150,524

37,997

22,485

29,021

47,249

1968

227,594

151.863

34,014

17,213

38.027

39,919

1969

281.680

123,488

35,026

11,573

53,988

62,359

1970

302,875

167,882

31,833

12,655

63.882

49,433

1971

250,324

202,679

32,376

13,731

60.080

73,811

1972

225,354

173,174

29,252

10,018

59,945

47,928

1973

238,898

144,701

34,586

11,117

56.567

54,546

1974

238,066

136,704

34,199

8,225

65.220

32.348

1975

264,975

106.016

36.658

9,045

61.430

26,494

1976

280,831

67,532

34.870

7,497

56.811

25,134

1977

329,676

10,377

35,428

4,230

46.973

15.053

1978

319,648

8,572

40.552

2,936

44.327

5,345

1979

360,080

7,936

52,152

3,182

57.066

6.438

1980

428.344

6,000

47,916

3,196

52.436

5,911

Redfish Iceland 97,213 44,243 32,894 28,850 32,724 33,713 27.914 20,439 19.915 20,356 15,345 13,185 22,803 18,096 23,663 16,607 17,857 24,716 24,321 23,807 29.118 26,973 26,470 27.816 32,659 34,028 28.119 33.318 62,253 69,780

Redfish Other Nations 69,288 82,364 124,594 112,274 77,545 59,186 56,208 70,058 62,429 62,205 53,477 62,092 67,329 77,064 90,163 90,020 76,885 71,340 62,759 54.328 53,017 50,217 43,180 41.329 38,075 35.805 33,406 1,884 2,057 2,469

Total Demersal Iceland 321,732 328,362 341,746 372,835 382,163 373,603 325,358 348,431 345,683 370,715 314,254 302,762 322,234 369,931 335,518 297,631 278,324 324,351 395,015 422,397 371,898 341,524 356,521 365,301 395,722 406,540 440,196 437,845 531,551 598,476

Total Demersal Others 300,153 323,448 457,406 446,249 377,057 331,219 350,275 375,912 303,064 311,342 288,369 327,949 328,285 319,403 331,094 278,710 297,143 280,335 260,179 284,298 343,238 281,337 253,544 218.606 179.630 135.968 63.066 18,737 19,613 17.576

Total Demersal 621,885 651,810 799,152 819,084 759,220 704,822 675,633 724,343 648,747 682,057 602,623 630,711 650,519 689,334 666,612 576,341 575,467 604.686 655,194 706,695 715,136 622,861 610,065 583,907 575,352 542,508 503.262 456,582 551,164 616,052

Foreigners
shareintotal demersalcatch 48.27% 49.62% 57.24% 54.48% 49.66% 46.99% 51.84% 51.90% 46.72% 45.65% 47.85% 52.00% 50.47% 46.34% 49.67% 48.36% 51.64% 46.36% 39.71% 40.23% 48.00% 45.17% 41.56% 37.44% 31.22% 25.06% 12.53% 4.10% 3.56% 2.85%



Year

Cod

Cod

Haddock

Haddock

Saithe

Saithe

Iceland

Other

Iceland

Other

Iceland

Other

Nations

Nations

Nations

1981

460,579

8,063

61,033

2,527

54,921

4,080

1982

382,297

6,090

67,038

2,387

65,124

3,786

1983

293,890

5,923

63,889

2,054

55,904

2,362

1984

281,481

2,385

47,216

1,069

60,406

2,313

1985

322,810

2,456

49,553

1,378

55,135

1,937

1986

365,859

2,781

47,317

1,546

63,867

1,001

1987

389,809

2,449

39,479

1,282

78,175

2,356

1988

375,754

2,243

53,085

1,117

74,383

2.842

1989

354,002

2,324

61,890

1,089

79,810

2,615

1990

332,729

2,040

66,004

1,196

95,032

3,093

1991

306.694

1,887

53,515

1,217

99,322

2,911

Redfish

Redfish

Total

Total

Total

Foreigners

Iceland

Other

Demersal

Demersal

Demersal

shareintotal

Nations

Iceland

Others

demersalcatch

93,349

2,168

669,882

16,838

686,720

2.45%

115,051

1,340

629,510

13,603

643,113

2.12%

122,749

1,778

536,432

12,117

548,549

2.21%

108,270

989

497,373

6,756

504,129

1.34%

91,381

699

518,879

6,470

525,349

1.23%

85,992

569

563,035

5,897

568,932

1.04%

87,768

737

595,231

6,824

602,055

1.13%

94,011

368

597,233

6,570

603,803

1.09%

91,488

585

587,190

6,613

593,803

1.11%

90,891

693

584,656

7,022

591,678

1.19%

96,772

558

556,303

6,573

562,876

1.17%



Appendix 3.7.
I



Catches of main species by months in 1990
Percentage breakdown by quantity

Cod Haddock Saithe Redfish Green¬ Herring Capclin Scrimps Lobsters Scallops
land

halibut

January 7.0 3.9 3.3 4.7 1.7 2.5 28.4 3.7 0.0 12.4

February 8.9 7.0 6.4 7.4 2.7 0.0 40.9 4.8 0.2 11.6
March 14.2 6.7 12.1 8.4 1.9 0.0 18.0 4.4 0.1 4.9

April 12.3 13.9 10.5 10.6 10.7 0.0 0.6 6.1 0.2 1.1

May 9.7 15.3 8.9 7.4 42.2 0.0 0.0 10.6 40.8 1.9

June 6.2 8.8 9.8 5.6 29.1 0.0 0.0 13.6 29.8 0.0

July 11.6 9.2 7.0 9.0 3.9 0.0 0.0 21.0 22.6 0.0

August 7.1 9.3 10.4 8.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 1 1.9 5.4 8.4

September 5.3 5.2 9.2 9.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 7.4 0.2 15.8
October 4.6 7.1 11.2 13.6 1.7 22.5 3.3 6.4 0.3 20.9

November 6.6 8.1 6.7 10.2 1.8 56.0 8.0 6.5 0.3 17.1
December 6.5 5.5 4.5 5.2 1.2 19.0 0.8 3.6 0.1 5.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
St.Dev. 3.02 3.37 2.74 2.55 13.32 16.99 13.64 5.14 14.33 7.19

Source

Utvegur 1990.
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Icelandic landings of main species by regions 0
Percentage average 1981 - 1990

South South West West North North East Foreign Total

West fjord West East Ports

Cod 8.5 20.8 11.0 13.5 7.2 18.8 12.0 8.2 100.0

St.Dev. 2.0 2.9 1.1 1.7 1.2 1.1 1.0 3.9

Haddock 16.9 28.2 6.5 5.7 2.9 6.9 12.7 20.2 100.0

St.Dev. 8.5 2.8 1.9 1.9 0.8 2.3 2.3 12.4

Saithe 25.4 30.6 5.1 5.4 2.9 9.2 11.4 10.1 100.0

St.Dev. 4.5 3.0 0.7 1.1 0.8 2.5 1.3 3.5

Redfish 9.2 38.3 10.3 6.3 2.5 10.9 4.1 18.4 100.0

St.Dev. 1.3 6.6 1.1 1.5 0.8 2.0 1.1 7.4

Greenland
halibut 2.5 18.8 5.0 23.6 12.2 22.3 6.7 8.6 100.0

St.Dev. 0.8 5.3 1.1 9.3 1.2 1.8 3.9 3.3
Halibut 9.2 31.5 10.4 10.3 2.4 6.2 7.1 22.9 100.0

St.Dev. 3.7 6.6 4.5 4.1 0.6 1.6 2.3 12.4

Catfish 7.2 11.8 3.4 42.3 2.0 8.1 14.4 10.8 100.0

St.Dev. 1.4 3.1 1.4 5.9 0.7 2.1 3.3 4.9
Plaice 8.5 25.7 8.8 8.0 2.2 11.0 2.8 33.0 100.0

St.Dev. 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.8 1.1 2.9 1.0 19.4

Herring 17.9 19.6 3.0 0.1 0.4 4.4 54.5 0.1 100.0

St.Dev. 4.7 5.4 0.9 0.1 0.4 1.8 10.6 0.2

Capelin 15.6 10.0 3.5 2.8 10.9 14.2 39.2 3.8 100.0

St.Dev. 9.2 3.8 1.6 1.5 5.4 6.9 5.8 3.0

Lobster 37.4 28.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.0 0.0 100.0

St.Dev. 5.2 4.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0

Shrimps 0.6 12.9 5.4 34.3 29.8 15.0 2.1 0.0 100.0

St.Dev. 0.7 3.3 1.6 7.7 5.9 6.8 1.4 0.0

Scallop 0.0 1.0 76.4 14.3 7.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 100.0

St.Dev. 0.0 1.6 8.0 2.8 5.9 1.3 0.0 0.0

') Landings of Icelandic Vessels by regions as a percentage average of total landings (quantity) by
Icelandic Vessels

Source
Calculated from Utvegur 1990.
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Utilization of the fish catch by months
(Percentage breakdown by months. Average 1989 - 1991)

JFMAM J JA SOND

Land Frozen 4.0 7.0 11.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 7.0 7.0 9.0 11.0 6.0
St.Dev. 89-91 0.42 0.21 3.18 0.59 0.29 0.21 1.04 0.00 0.31 0.71 1.06 0.07

Frozen

at sea 4.0 4.0 8.0 11.0 12.0 10.0 11.0 10.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 7.0
St.Dev. 89-91 0.51 1.20 0.24 0.15 1.77 1.83 2.18 1.45 0.78 1.25 1.21 0.07

Salted 5.0 9.0 18.0 15.0 9.0 5.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 12.0 7.0
St.Dev. 89-91 0.50 0.46 0.44 1.70 3.01 1.09 1.81 0.26 0.38 0.44 2.10 1.31

Dried 2.0 2.0 4.0 37.0 51.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
St.Dev. 89-91 1.03 0.10 1.13 29.48 28.74 0.65 0.02 0.17 0.26 0.21 0.81 0.32

Meal & Oil 26.0 32.0 24.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 10.0 3.0
St.Dev. 89-91 1.89 7.14 8.19 3.19 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.15 0.10 2.38 1.91 1.47

Landed in

foreign ports 22.0 24.0 11.0 8.0 6.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 3.0
St.Dev.89-91 9.01 13.34 7.02 0.26 0.36 0.99 0.00 0.84 0.54 0.70 0.85 0.26

On ice in
containers 5.0 8.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 7.0 10.0 11.0 7.0
St.Dev.89-91 1.44 1.68 2.48 0.83 2.76 0.15 0.94 1.55 0.58 0.05 1.41 0.12

Domestic

consumption 8.0 9.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 7.0
St.Dev.89-91 0.46 0.12 1.29 0.63 0.86 0.03 0.51 0.00 0.24 0.03 1.56 0.36

Canned 5.0 17.0 9.0 9.0 7.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 7.0 14.0 18.0 8.0
St.Dev.89-91 0.89 11.84 7.94 2.61 2.78 3.25 1.90 2.34 7.17 6.77 1.12 1.72

On ice

by airplanes 7.0 10.0 11.0 11.0 9.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 10.0
St.Dev.89-91 0.44 2.17 3.00 1.18 4.00 1.45 2.84 3.18 0.68 1.47 0.31 0.03

Source
Calculated from Utvegur 1990.
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Exportvolumeofmarineproductsbyproductcategories,1972-1991
Year

Frozen

Frozen

Salted

Salted

Iced

Iced

Dried

Dried

Meal&Oil

Meal&Oil

Canned

Canned

Other

Other

Total

tonnes

%share

tonnes

%share

tonnes

%share

tonnes

%share

tonnes

%share

tonnes

%share

tonnes

%share

tonnes

1972

90,053

31.95%

39,777

14.11%

54,706

19.41%

3,475

1.23%

92,242

32.73%

1,361

0.48%

235

0.08%

281,849

1973

95,311

29,25%

40,006

12.28%

60,712

18.63%

1,683

0.52%

125,530

38.52%

1,751

0.54%

883

0.27%

325,876

1974

89,938

29.49%

43,027

14.11%

56,117

18.40%

1,197

0.39%

111,495

36.56%

1,621

0.53%

1,570

0.51%

304,965

1975

96,729

26.23%

49,089

13.31%

77,676

21.06%

1,805

0.49%

142,269

38.58%

1,094

0.30%

93

0.03%

368,755

1976

98,015

29.76%

64,281

19.52%

32,169

9.77%

2,008

0.61%

131,083

39.81%

963

0.29%

783

0.24%

329,302

1977

106,642

26.66%

52,342

13.09%

15,920

3.98%

3,088

0.77%

219,016

54.76%

1,760

0.44%

1,171

0.29%

399,939

1978

123,295

25.22%

60,153

12.30%

25,801

5.28%

6,899

1.41%

269,841

55.19%

1,816

0.37%

1,165

0.24%

488,970

1979

146,304

25.86%

69,905

12.35%

44,523

7.87%

3,280

0.58%

298,098

52.68%

1,832

0.32%

1,881

0.33%

565,823

1980

144,223

26.22%

75,810

13.78%

58,202

10.58%

12,625

2.29%

253,161

46.02%

1,939

0.35%

4,153

0.75%

550,113

1981

133,237

26.90%

82,371

16.63%

35,134

7.09%

18,988

3.83%

213,675

43.15%

1,740

0.35%

10,075

2.03%

495,220

1982

131,562

35.78%

79,627

21.66%

38,341

10.43%

4,270

1.16%

102,461

27.86%

2,431

0.66%

9,015

2.45%

367,707

1983

145,588

43.41%

71,495

21.32%

44,021

13.12%

6,463

1.93%

51,540

15.37%

2,867

0.85%

13,443

4.01%

335,417

1984

146,295

29.91%

70,729

14.46%

67,735

13.85%

1,306

0.27%

194,903

39.85%

3,391

0.69%

4,760

0.97%

489,119

1985

156,063

22.36%

77,992

11.17%

165,075

23.65%

1,103

0.16%

287,620

41.21%

3,773

0.54%

6,388

0.92%

698,014

1986

167,980

23.37%

77,710

10.81%

152,968

21.28%

7,167

1.00%

292,464

40.69%

3,807

0.53%

16,631

2.31%

718,727

1987

177,090

27.57%

89.847

13.99%

119,641

18.63%

7,282

1.13%

232,758

36.24%

3,942

0.61%

11,660

1.82%

642,220

1988

159,176

22.95%

90.803

13.09%

151,963

21.91%

3,517

0.51%

276,816

39.92%

3,805

0.55%

7,403

1.07%

693,483

1989

190,474

29.18%

79,761

12.22%

176,763

27.08%

4,731

0.72%

185,880

28.48%

3,560

0.55%

11,600

1.78%

652,769

1990

190,766

30.60%

76,343

12.25%

139,950

22.45%

6,594

1.06%

199,090

31.94%

3,859

0.62%

6,751

1.08%

623,353

1991

193.970

41.13%

61,929

13.13%

95,667

20.28%

6,386

1.35%

99,624

21.12%

2.576

0.55%

11,494

2.44%

471,646

Mean72-81

112.375

27.75%

57,676

14.15%

46,096

12.21%

5,505

1.21%

185,641

43.80%

1,588

0.40%

2,201

0.48%

411,081

St.Dev.72-81

22.352

2.20%

15.229

2.29%

18,771

6.49%

5,854

1.09%

73,701

8.03%

334

0.09%

2,991

0.58%

105,539

Mean82-91

165,896

30.63%

77.624

14.41%

115,212

19.27%

4,882

0.93%

192,316

32.27%

3,401

0.62%

9,915

1.88%

569.246

St.Dev.82-91

21,750

7.39%

8,595

3.90%

50,877

5.25%

2.309

0.53%

84,634

8.98%

568

0.10%

3,683

0.97%

141,747

Source Utvegurvariousissues,FiskifelagIslands



Appendix 3.10b.



Exportvalueofmarineproductsbyproductcategories1972-1991 inmillionsofSDR

ISK

SDR

%

ISK

SDR

%

ISK

SDR

%

ISK

SDR

%

ISK

SDR

%

Year

Frozen

Frozen

Frozen

Salted

Salted

Salted

Iced

Iced

Iced

Dried

Dried

Dried

Meal&Oil
Meal&Oil
Meal&Oil

1972

70

73.63

56.72%

24

25.31

19.49%

9

9.88

7.61%)

3

3.08

2.37%,

14

14.97

11.53%

1973

92

54.53

48.02%

33

19.71

17.36%

16

9.46

8.33%

3

2.03

1.79%

44

25.76

22.68%

1974

109

90.56

44.24%

65

54.33

26.54%

18

15.03

7.34%)

4

3.52

1.72%,

44

36.37

17.77%

1975

183

211.18

48.92%

107

123.78

28.67%

15

16.85

3.90%

9

10.38

2.40%

55

63.46

14.70%

1976

264

125.54

49.40%

154

73.34

28.86%

20

9.36

3.68%

15

7.21

2.84%,

74

35.28

13.88%

1977

388

167.01

50.78%

143

61.73

18.77%

13

5.77

1.75%)

24

10.41

3.16%,

181

77.95

23.70%

1978

676

198.87

49.46%

236

69.34

17.25%

56

16.53

4.11%

74

21.81

5.42%,

301

88.65

22.05%

1979

1,104

242.77

52.33%

405

88.94

19.17%

116

25.60

5.52%)

51

11.13

2.40%

395

86.80

18.71%

1980

1,512

242.67

44.62%

710

113.98

20.96%

218

34.95

6.42%o

335

53.83

9.90%

528

84.73

15.58%,

1981

2,064

242.45

39.84%

1,274

149.64

24.59%

199

23.41

3.85%

813

95.50

15.69%,

666

78.22

12.85%

1982

3,337

243.37

51.28%

1,851

134.99

28.44%

391

28.49

6.00%.

315

22.98

4.84%,

382

27.84

5.87%,

1983

7.701

289.57

59.02%

2,755

103.60

21.12%

743

27.93

5.69%

742

27.88

5.68%,

466

17.53

3.57%

1984

9.132

282.03

55.91%

3,252

100.43

19.91%

1,079

33.32

6.61%)

92

2.84

0.56%

2,231

68.92

13.66%

1985

14,102

334.29

54.36%

4.816

114.16

18.57%

2.600

61.63

10.02%,

184

4.35

0.71%

3,498

82.92

13.49%,

1986

18,827

390.79

53.08%

6,878

142.76

19.39%

4,038

83.81

11.38%

900

18.69

2.54%

3,709

76.99

10.46%,

1987

21,119

423.06

50.97%

10,004

200.40

24.14%

4.959

99.33

11.97%

1.082

21.68

2.61%,

2.976

59.62

7.18%

1988

21.272

368.18

47.10%

10.551

182.62

23.36%

6,082

105.27

13.47%

717

12.42

1.59%

5,050

87.41

11.18%

1989

29.454

402.81

50.52%

11,556

158.04

19.82%

9,195

125.75

15.77%

1,252

17.13

2.15%

4,932

67.45

8.46%

1990

37.864

479.26

52.33%

14,151

179.12

19.56%

11.987

151.72

16.57%

1,245

15.76

1.72%

5,124

64.86

7.08%

1991

44,026

545.50

58.68%

15,061

186.61

20.07%

10.369

128.48

13.82%

964

11.94

1.28%

2.829

35.06

3.77%

Mean72-91

10.665

270.40

50.88%

4,201

114.14

21.80%

2.606

50.63

8.19%

441

18.73

3.57%

1.675

59.04

12.91%

S.D.72-91

13.725

135.68

4.83%

5.199

53.25

3.80%

3.883

47.05

4.33%

466

21.63

3.57%

1.908

25.50

5.99%

Nlean82-91

20.683

375.89

53.33%

8,088

150.27

21.44%

5.144

84.57

11.13%

749

15.57

2.37%

3,120

58.86

8.47%

S.D.82-91

13,196

93.24

3.74%

4.831

36.56

3.04%

4,185

45.08

3.97%

424

7.94

1.68%

1,730

23.97

3.65%

Source Utvegur,variousissues



Exportvalueofmarineproductsbyproductcategories1972-1991 inmillionsofSDR

ISK

SDR

%

ISK

SDR

%

ISK

Year

Canned

Canned

Canned

Other

Other

Other

Total

1972

2

2.42

1.86%

1

0.53

0.41%

123

1973

3

1.74

1.53%

1

0.32

0.28%

192

1974

5

4.09

2.00%

1

0.82

0.40%

246

1975

5

5.38

1.25%

1

0.63

0.15%

373

1976

6

2.85

1.12%

1

0.56

0.22%

534

1977

13

5.41

1.64%

1

0.61

0.19%

763

1978

20

5.88

1.46%

3

0.96

0.24%

1,367

1979

31

6.71

1.45%

9

1.98

0.43%

2,110

1980

49

7.83

1.44%

37

5.93

1.09%

3,388

1981

64

7.47

1.23%

101

11.86

1.95%

5,179

1982

157

11.48

2.42%

75

5.45

1.15%

6,508

1983

381

14.33

2.92%

260

9.79

2.00%

13,049

1984

505

15.58

3.09%

41

1.27

0.25%

16,332

1985

713

16.91

2.75%

27

0.65

0.11%

25,940

1986

842

17.47

2.37%

279

5.78

0.79%

35,472

1987

1,113

22.30

2.69%

182

3.64

0.44%

41,435

1988

1,332

23.06

2.95%

154

2.66

0.34%

45,158

1989

1,494

20.43

2.56%

419

5.73

0.72%

58,303

1990

1,714

21.69

2.37%

265

3.36

0.37%

72,351

1991

1,340

16.60

1.79%

444

5.50

0.59%

75.032

Mean72-91

489

11.48

2.04%

115

3.40

0.60%

S.D.72-91

600

7.31

0.65%

145

3.30

0.55%

Mean82-91

959

17.99

2.59%

215

4.38

0.67%

S.D.82-91

519

3.78

0.38%

146

2.66

0.55%

Source Utvegur,variousissues



Appendix 3.11.



Totalexportofmarineproductsbythe5"principalexportorganisations" in1982-1991,andtheirrespectiveshareinthe totalexportofmarineproductsfromIceland.l)
1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Totalexportsofmarineproducts2)
6,508.20
13,048.60
16,331.60
25,939.60
35,417.70
41,435.20
45,158.40
58,302.50
72,351.10
75,031.90

Solumidstodhradfrystihusanna

1,974.30

4,453.80

4,745.90

7,156.60

9,108.30
10,270.40

9,993.90

13,912.10
17,270.30
18,096.50

Solusambandfslenskrafiskframleidenda
1,577.60

2,202.80

2,290.30

3,717.20

5,782.60

8,622.20

9,036.10

9,772.70
11,439.30
12,595.00

Islenskarsjavarafurdir3)

1,103.00

2,544.60

3,096.90

4,772.30

6,502.00

6,919.20

6,476.40

9,208.20
10,559.30
12,093.10

Sfldanitvegsnefnd

222.40

457.90

774.70

880.40

739.10

837.70

1,057.80

1,246.30

1,518.70

877.00

Solusamtoklagmetis

134.20

349.70

434.40

592.80

674.30

903.70

1,130.50

1,162.60

1,300.20

779.00

Totalexportsbythe5 "principalexportorganizations"

5,011.50
10,008.80
11,342.20
17,119.30
22,806.30
27,553.20
27,694.70
35,301.90
42,087.80
44,440.60

Totalsharebythe5"exportorganiations"
intheexportsofmarineproducts

77.00%

76.70%

69.45%

66.00%

64.39%

66.50%

61.33%

60.55%

58.17%

59.23%

Solumidstodhradfrystihusanna

30.34%

34.13%

29.06%

27.59%

25.72%

24.79%

22.13%

23.86%

23.87%

24.12%

Solusambandislenskrafiskframleidenda
24.24%

16.88%

14.02%

14.33%

16.33%

20.81%

20.01%

16.76%

15.81%

16.79%

Islenskarsjavarafurdir3)

16.95%

19.50%

18.96%

18.40%

18.36%

16.70%

14.34%

15.79%

14.59%

16.12%

Sfldarutvegsnefnd

3.42%

3.51%

4.74%

3.39%

2.09%

2.02%

2.34%

2.14%

2.10%

1.17%

Solusamtoklagmetis

2.06%

2.68%

2.66%

2.29%

1.90%

2.18%

2.50%

1.99%

1.80%

1.04%

1.MillionsofISK(fobandatcurrentexchangerate) 2.Exportsofcannedfishproductsandfishfeedsareincluded 3.IslenskarsjdvarafurflirwerepreviouslySIS Source: Utvegur1990.FiskifelagIslands.July1991 Hagtidindi,variousissues,HagstofaIslands. SambandIslenskraSamvinnufelaga.Sjavarafurdadeild Arsskyrsla1989.1990.



Appendix 3.12.



Export value of marine products by market areas 1972-1991.
Percentage breakdown.

Year EFTA EC Other America Africa Asia Other

European
Countries

1972 26.00% 11.06% 17.83% 42.11% 1.38% 1.32% 0.31%

1973 10.92% 34.31% 14.20% 36.39% 0.19% 3.86% 0.14%

1974 19.00% 22.24% 22.45% 30.24% 0.44% 5.53% 0.10%

1975 18.75% 20.13% 20.75% 37.37% 1.79% 1.14% 0.07%

1976 19.79% 20.92% 15.11% 39.99% 1.87% 2.17% 0.16%

1977 12.82% 24.39% 17.62% 39.34% 3.24% 2.51% 0.08%

1978 9.91% 28.93% 14.69% 37.90% 5.18% 3.33% 0.06%

1979 10.91% 32.86% 14.31% 35.94% 1.50% 4.35% 0.12%

1980 11.84% 33.86% 14.33% 28.36% 9.73% 1.78% 0.10%

1981 16.61% 26.26% 13.22% 24.44% 17.24% 2.14% 0.09%

1982 18.27% 32.99% 9.55% 31.68% 4.78% 2.55% 0.18%

1983 11.41% 29.45% 11.28% 38.15% 7.09% 2.58% 0.04%

1984 10.67% 33.08% 16.06% 35.31% 0.37% 4.12% 0.38%

1985 12.16% 37.29% 12.92% 32.71% 0.28% 4.46% 0.20%

1986 6.63% 54.35% 6.56% 25.23% 2.39% 4.77% 0.07%

1987 4.51% 58.55% 5.40% 20.92% 2.00% 8.52% 0.09%

1988 5.04% 61.16% 6.93% 15.28% 1.53% 9.93% 0.12%

1989 5.19% 59.91% 6.25% 17.81% 0.79% 9.84% 0.20%

1990 4.13% 71.13% 4.04% 12.17% 0.89% 7.55% 0.09%

1991 3.02% 70.02% 1.02% 14.60% 0.91% 10.12% 0.31%

Source:

Calculated from Utvegur 1991, Fiskifelag Islands.



Appendix 3.13.



Export of whole fish on ice 1981-1991
in thousands of tonnes

Year U.K. Germany Other Total

countries

1981 13,528.4 12,551.5 8,129.0 34,208.9
1982 15,660.0 15,113.5 5,379.1 36,152.6
1983 17,852.3 20,955.7 3,208.4 42,016.4
1984 23,713.7 23,181.3 1,121.9 48,016.9
1985 45,271.4 21,040.9 1,749.3 68,061.6
1986 56,542.9 27,343.7 5,220.1 89,106.7
1987 62,105.2 27,963.6 9,447.5 99,516.3
1988 65,871.8 28,035.9 12,762.3 106,670.0
1989 64,909.2 35,553.5 11,170.5 111,633.2
1990 62,050.2 34,748.8 9,318.8 106,117.8
1991 46,226.1 33,302.7 9,370.1 88,898.9

Source:

Hagtiflindi, various issues, Hagstofa Islands
Utvegur 1991, Fiskifelag Islands



Appendix 3.14.



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1982
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1982 % 1982 %

tonnes value

Total production 116,843 2,933,220
Flatfish whole-frozen 9,928 9.1% 1 10,743 4.0%

Redfish, whole-frozen 1,045 1.0% 10,051 0.4%

Ling, whole-frozen 0.0% 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 9 0.0% 64 0.0%

Catfish, whole-frozen 241 0.2% 1,881 0.1%

Saithe, whole-frozen 0.0% 1 0.0%

Haddock, whole-frozen 27 0.0% 183 0.0%

Cod, whole-frozen 93 0.1% 736 0.0%

Other, whole-frozen 169 0.2% 5,897 0.2%

Flatfish, block-frozen 3,595 3.3% 73,066 2.7%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 2,423 2.2% 62,930 2.3%

Redfish, block-frozen 1,224 1.1% 22,726 0.8%

Redfish, frozen fillets 21,922 20.0% 457,306 16.6%

Ling, block-frozen 75 0.1% 1,337 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 376 0.3% 6,257 0.2%

Tusk, block-frozen 0.0% 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 8 0.0% 134 0.0%

Catfish, block-frozen 566 0.5% 16,175 0.6%

Catfish, frozen fillets 1,280 1.2% 38,438 1.4%

Saithe, block-frozen 5,254 4.8% 99,749 3.6%

Saithe, frozen fillets 3,486 3.2% 76,664 2.8%

Haddock, block-frozen 5,937 5.4% 155,070 5.6%

Haddock, frozen fillets 7,419 6.8% 240,638 8.7%

Cod, block-frozen 11,835 10.8% 314,51 1 1 1.4%

Cod, frozen fillets 30,784 28.1% 1,043,190 37.9%

Other frozen; mince 1,684 1.5% 17,376 0.6%

block or fillets

Total export 109,380 100.0% 2,755,123 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit haglalna 1945-1988, t>j68hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1983
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1983 % 1983 %

tonnes value

Total production 124,060 6,117,519
Flatfish whole-frozen 9,549 7.6% 187,139 3.0%

Redfish, whole-frozen 801 0.6% 15,635 0.3%

Ling, whole-frozen 45 0.0% 1,433 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 93 0.1% 2,524 0.0%

Catfish, whole-frozen 392 0.3% 6,443 0.1 %

Saithe, whole-frozen 205 0.2% 3,408 0.1%

Haddock, whole-frozen 1 10 0.1% 3,512 0.1%

Cod, whole-frozen 251 0.2% 5,227 0.1%

Other, whole-frozen 288 0.2% 13,376 0.2%

Flatfish, block-frozen 3,221 2.6% 124,513 2.0%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 2,343 1.9% 130,450 2.1%

Redfish, block-frozen 4,222 3.4% 169,309 2.8%

Redfish, frozen fillets 27,272 21.8% 1,056,130 17.2%

Ling, block-frozen 481 0.4% 16,948 0.3%

Ling, frozen fillets 738 0.6% 28,235 0.5%

Tusk, block-frozen 2 0.0% 68 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 32 0.0% 1,182 0.0%

Catfish, block-frozen 687 0.5% 43,312 0.7%

Catfish, frozen fillets 1,699 1.4% 120,957 2.0%

Saithe, block-frozen 8,806 7.0% 258,997 4.2%

Saithe, frozen fillets 4,536 3.6% 198,684 3.2%

Haddock, block-frozen 6,919 5.5% 397,531 6.5%

Haddock, frozen fillets 9,072 7.2% 621,258 10.1%

Cod, block-frozen 13,800 11.0% 766,520 12.5%

Cod, frozen fillets 28,313 22.6% 1,948,336 31.7%

Other frozen; mince 1,469 1.2% 27,012 0.4%

block or fillets

Total export 125,344 100.0% 6,148,139 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt ylirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, Fjddhagsslofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Ulvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskil'elag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1984
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1984 %

tonnes

Total production 119,198
Flatfish whole-frozen 11,061 9.1%

Redfish, whole-frozen 1,741 1.4%

Ling, whole-frozen 17 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 90 0.1%

Catfish, whole-frozen 267 0.2%

Saithe, whole-frozen 186 0.2%

Haddock, whole-frozen 39 0.0%

Cod, whole-frozen 829 0.7%

Other, whole-frozen 131 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 4,354 3.6%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 3,949 3.2%

Redfish, block-frozen 4,397 3.6%

Redfish, frozen fillets 22,681 18.6%

Ling, block-frozen 219 0.2%

Ling, frozen fillets 420 0.3%

Tusk, block-frozen 5 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 25 0.0%

Catfish, block-frozen 409 0.3%

Catfish, frozen fillets 1,306 1.1%

Saithe, block-frozen 7,848 6.4%

Saithe, frozen fillets 4,439 3.6%

Haddock, block-frozen 4,115 3.4%

Haddock, frozen fillets 6,461 5.3%

Cod, block-frozen 16,883 13.9%

Cod, frozen fillets 28,251 23.2%

Other frozen; mince
block or fillets

Total export

1,664 1.4%

121,784 100.0%

1984 %

value

6,888,635
278,722 4.0%

69,973 1.0%
583 0.0%

1,857 0.0%
5,559 0.1%

4,093 0.1 %

1,546 0.0%
19,292 0.3%
9,156 0.1%

185,984 2.6%
245,656 3.5%
187,328 2.7%

1,080,120 15.4%

8,546 0.1%

20,747 0.3%
162 0.0%

1,169 0.0%
29,641 0.4%
123,793 1.8%
237,762 3.4%
188,998 2.7%
301,102 4.3%
625,516 8.9%

1,064,842 15.1%
2,315,252 32.9%

28,435 0.4%

7,035,834 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit haglalna 1945-1988, I>j69hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1985
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1985 % 1985 %

tonnes value

Total production 119,243 9,755,424
Flatfish whole-frozen 9,110 6.9% 319,815 2.9%

Redfish, whole-frozen 5,005 3.8% 253,123 2.3%

Ling, whole-frozen 16 0.0% 327 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 242 0.2% 6,963 0.1%

Catfish, whole-frozen 221 0.2% 6,180 0.1%

Saithe, whole-frozen 482 0.4% 13,168 0.1%

Haddock, whole-frozen 45 0.0% 1,295 0.0%

Cod, whole-frozen 1,380 1.0% 35,342 0.3%

Other, whole-frozen 221 0.2% 17,800 0.2%

Flatfish, block-frozen 2,435 1.8% 158,636 1.5%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 4,601 3.5% 450,154 4.2%

Redfish, block-frozen 1,516 1.1% 99,801 0.9%

Redfish, frozen fillets 19,278 14.6% 1,349,965 12.5%

Ling, block-frozen 138 0.1% 7,167 0.1%

Ling, frozen fillets 479 0.4% 32,006 0.3%

Tusk, block-frozen 8 0.0% 304 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 124 0.1% 8,050 0.1 %

Catfish, block-frozen 506 0.4% 47,669 0.4%

Catfish, frozen fillets 1,895 1.4% 220,587 2.0%

Saithe, block-frozen 8,567 6.5% 393,104 3.6%

Saithe, frozen fillets 8,400 6.4% 439,613 4.1%

Haddock, block-frozen 3,690 2.8% 373,237 3.4%

Haddock, frozen fillets 5,586 4.2% 779,033 7.2%

Cod, block-frozen 17,184 13.0% 1,498,787 13.8%

Cod, frozen fillets 38,745 29.3% 4,260,436 39.3%

Other frozen; mince 2,230 1.7% 69,005 0.6%

block or fillets

Total export 132,103 100.0% 10,841,567 100.0%

Source: Sogulcgt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, I>j63hagsslofnun, Fcgruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskil'elag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1986
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1986 % 1986 %

tonnes value

Total production 119,843 100.0% 11,528,300 100.0%

Flatfish whole-frozen 10,720 7.9% 546,252 4.2%

Redfish, whole-frozen 6,646 4.9% 391,668 3.0%

Ling, whole-frozen 101 0.1% 3,172 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 461 0.3% 13,544 0.1%

Catfish, whole-frozen 160 0.1% 4,801 0.0%

Saithe, whole-frozen 658 0.5% 33,629 0.3%

Haddock, whole-frozen 73 0.1% 5,641 0.0%

Cod, whole-frozen 1,389 1.0% 46,882 0.4%

Other, whole-frozen 151 0.1% 15,700 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 2,760 2.0% 237,542 1.8%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 4,668 3.4% 518,169 3.9%

Redfish, block-frozen 1,877 1.4% 168,336 1.3%

Redfish, frozen fillets 16,906 12.5% 1,446,792 1 1.0%

Ling, block-frozen 86 0.1% 5,167 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 719 0.5% 51,407 0.4%

Tusk, block-frozen 21 0.0% 1,456 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 242 0.2% 16,816 0.1%

Catfish, block-frozen 543 0.4% 51,735 0.4%

Catfish, frozen fillets 2,400 1.8% 260,466 2.0%

Saithe, block-frozen 8,761 6.5% 647,409 4.9%

Saithe, frozen fillets 8,143 6.0% 520,600 4.0%

Haddock, block-frozen 2,703 2.0% 319,137 2.4%

Haddock, frozen fillets 5,108 3.8% 767,766 5.8%

Cod, block-frozen 16,859 12.4% 1,882,973 14.3%

Cod, frozen fillets 40,931 30.2% 5,095,192 38.7%

Other frozen; mince 2,656 2.0% 109,209 0.8%

block or fillets

Total export 135,743 100.0% 13,161,461 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j65hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1987
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1987 % 1987 %

tonnes value

Total production 138,045 15,236,192
Flatfish whole-frozen 20,366 15.4% 1,503,352 10.2%

Redfish, whole-frozen 4,301 3.2% 313,761 2.1%

Ling, whole-frozen 29 0.0% 848 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 169 0.1% 5,475 0.0%

Catfish, whole-frozen 88 0.1% 2,735 0.0%

Saithe, whole-frozen 118 0.1% 3,198 0.0%

Haddock, whole-frozen 52 0.0% 2,071 0.0%

Cod, whole-frozen 2,886 2.2% 129,198 0.9%

Other, whole-frozen 63 0.0% 11,565 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 2,396 1.8% 259,959 1.8%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 3,883 2.9% 586,212 4.0%

Redfish, block-frozen 1,702 1.3% 178,410 1.2%

Redfish, frozen fillets 13,606 10.3% 1,410,545 9.6%

Ling, block-frozen 79 0.1% 7,094 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 501 0.4% 47,447 0.3%

Tusk, block-frozen 35 0.0% 2,723 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 149 0.1% 12,415 0.1%

Catfish, block-frozen 320 0.2% 34,438 0.2%

Catfish, frozen fillets 2,448 1.8% 326,027 2.2%

Saithe, block-frozen 8,524 6.4% 738,930 5.0%

Saithe, frozen fillets 9,909 7.5% 856,319 5.8%

Haddock, block-frozen 1,581 1.2% 219,602 1.5%

Haddock, frozen fillets 3,520 2.7% 615,568 4.2%

Cod, block-frozen 10,372 7.8% 1,451,607 9.9%

Cod, frozen fillets 42,377 31.9% 5,861,477 39.8%

Other frozen; mince 3,188 2.4% 142,548 1.0%

block or fillets

Total export 132,660 100.0% 14,723,524 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j6Shagsstol'nun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarsk^rslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1988
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1988 % 1988 %

tonnes value

Total production 152,524 18,177,232
Flatfish whole-frozen 23,090 17.5% 1,870,790 11.8%

Redfish, whole-frozen 13,955 10.6% 1,361,087 8.6%

Ling, whole-frozen 52 0.0% 1,170 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 73 0.1% 3,488 0.0%

Catfish, whole-frozen 173 0.1% 5,685 0.0%

Saithe, whole-frozen 91 0.1% 3,409 0.0%

Haddock, whole-frozen 164 0.1% 7,530 0.0%

Cod, whole-frozen 2,533 1.9% 124,842 0.8%

Other, whole-frozen 248 0.2% 23,065 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 1,702 1.3% 197,832 1.3%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 2,883 2.2% 430,709 2.7%

Redfish, block-frozen 906 0.7% 93,206 0.6%

Redfish, frozen fillets 9,779 7.4% 1,082,228 6.8%

Ling, block-frozen 31 0.0% 3,199 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 247 0.2% 25,690 0.2%

Tusk, block-frozen 2 0.0% 171 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 116 0.1% 9,050 0.1%

Catfish, block-frozen 480 0.4% 59,195 0.4%

Catfish, frozen fillets 2,177 1.6% 332,456 2.1%

Saithe, block-frozen 9,687 7.3% 831,451 5.3%

Saithe, frozen fillets 6,051 4.6% 532,242 3.4%

Haddock, block-frozen 1,953 1.5% 287,026 1.8%

Haddock, frozen fillets 4,986 3.8% 956,460 6.1%

Cod, block-frozen 14,908 11.3% 1,959,402 12.4%

Cod, frozen fillets 34,275 26.0% 5,524,906 35.0%

Other frozen; mince 1,484 1.1% 73,973 0.5%

block or fillets

Total export 132,046 100.0% 15,800,262 100.0%

Source: Soguicgt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j69hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1989
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1989 % 1989 %

tonnes value

Total production 151,785 22,927,489
Flatfish whole-frozen 29,010 18.9% 2,927,060 12.9%

Redfish, whole-frozen 13,537 8.8% 1,188,292 5.2%

Ling, whole-frozen 25 0.0% 906 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 47 0.0% 2,483 0.0%

Catfish, whole-frozen 166 0.1% 8,801 0.0%

Saithe, whole-frozen 46 0.0% 2,555 0.0%

Haddock, whole-frozen 244 0.2% 16,1 10 0.1%

Cod, whole-frozen 223 0.1% 174,907 0.8%

Other, whole-frozen 190 0.1% 27,986 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 2,61 1 1.7% 335,588 1.5%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 6,235 4.1% 1,071,850 4.7%

Redfish, block-frozen 2,401 1.6% 295,438 1.3%

Redfish, frozen fillets 10,680 7.0% 1,519,075 6.7%

Ling, block-frozen 64 0.0% 6,693 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 439 0.3% 60,046 0.3%

Tusk, block-frozen 12 0.0% 1,817 0.0%

Tusk, frozen fillets 87 0.1% 11,001 0.0%

Catfish, block-frozen 434 0.3% 65,170 0.3%

Catfish, frozen fillets 2,382 1.6% 461,715 2.0%

Saithe, block-frozen 14,525 9.5% 1,467,602 6.5%

Saithe, frozen fillets 7,076 4.6% 770,669 3.4%

Haddock, block-frozen 2,321 1.5% 444,435 2.0%

Haddock, frozen fillets 6,225 4.1% 1,626,219 7.2%

Cod, block-frozen 17,187 11.2% 2,870,573 12.6%

Cod, frozen fillets 36,000 23.4% 7,294,424 32.1%

Other frozen; mince 1,435 0.9% 91,648 0.4%

block or fillets

Total export 153,600 100.0% 22,743,063 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, hjdflhagsstol'nun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundfish by type of products at 1990
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1990 % 1990 %

tonnes value

Total production 148,032 29,290,029
Flatfish whole-frozen 17,594 11.3% 2,364,138 7.8%

Redfish, whole-frozen 12,850 8.2% 1,733,392 5.7%

Ling, whole-frozen 46 0.0% 2,197 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 107 0.1% 6,530 0.0%

Catfish, whole-frozen 251 0.2% 18,535 0.1%

Saithe, whole-frozen 28 0.0% 2,284 0.0%

Haddock, whole-frozen 301 0.2% 29,507 0.1%

Cod, whole-frozen 1,629 1.0% 197,833 0.6%

Other, whole-frozen 137 0.1% 23,923 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 1,601 1.0% 273,675 0.9%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 4,309 2.8% 973,543 3.2%

Redfish, block-frozen 3,201 2.0% 491,652 1.6%

Redfish, frozen fillets 11,379 7.3% 1,904,432 6.3%

Ling, block-frozen 86 0.1% 1 1,578 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 413 0.3% 75,717 0.2%

Tusk, block-frozen 217 0.1% 36,980 0.1%

Tusk, frozen fillets 295 0.2% 51,819 0.2%

Catfish, block-frozen 538 0.3% 116,524 0.4%

Catfish, frozen fillets 2,422 1.5% 607,012 2.0%

Saithe, block-frozen 16,828 10.8% 2,176,064 7.1%

Saithe, frozen fillets 10,255 6.6% 1,351,377 4.4%

Haddock, block-frozen 3,163 2.0% 797,610 2.6%

Haddock, frozen fillets 7,644 4.9% 2,239,766 7.4%

Cod, block-frozen 22,975 14.7% 5,544,373 18.2%

Cod, frozen fillets 35,975 23.0% 9,279,599 30.5%

Other frozen; mince 2,134 1.4% 147,381 0.5%

block or fillets

Total export 156,377 100.0% 30,457,441 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j69hagsstofnun, Fegrilar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen groundflsh by type of products at 1991
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1991 % 1991 %

tonnes values

Total production 154,131 34,384,811
Flatfish whole-frozen 19,091 12.4% 3,116,300 9.1%

Redfish, whole-frozen 17,568 1 1.4% 2,275,868 6.7%

Ling, whole-frozen 120 0.1% 12,873 0.0%

Tusk, whole-frozen 632 0.4% 57,427 0.2%

Catfish, whole-frozen 391 0.3% 25,884 0.1%

Saithe, whole-frozen 35 0.0% 5,160 0.0%

Haddock, whole-frozen 200 0.1% 17,399 0.1%

Cod, whole-frozen 1,699 1.1% 179,624 0.5%

Other, whole-frozen 332 0.2% 49,216 0.1%

Flatfish, block-frozen 1,250 0.8% 278,298 0.8%

Flatfish, frozen fillets 4,497 2.9% 1,336,380 3.9%

Redfish, block-frozen 4,009 2.6% 715,827 2.1%

Redfish, frozen fillets 7,383 4.8% 1,41 1,922 4.1%

Ling, block-frozen 78 0.1% 12,876 0.0%

Ling, frozen fillets 291 0.2% 60,308 0.2%

Tusk, block-frozen 313 0.2% 56,725 0.2%

Tusk, frozen fillets 193 0.1% 36,220 0.1%

Catfish, block-frozen 657 0.4% 131,847 0.4%

Catfish, frozen fillets 0.0% 0.0%

Saithe, block-frozen 17,893 11.6% 3,160,924 9.3%

Saithe, frozen fillets 9,402 6.1% 1,641,645 4.8%

Haddock, block-frozen 2,965 1.9% 875,483 2.6%

Haddock, frozen fillets 6,300 4.1% 2,255,733 6.6%

Cod, block-frozen 23,106 15.0% 6,100,970 17.9%

Cod, frozen fillets 32,813 21.3% 10,058,732 29.4%

Other frozen; mince 3,132 2.0% 285,097 0.8%

block or fillets

Total export 154,350 100.0% 34,158,738 100.0%

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit haglalna 1945-1988, t>j65hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands
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Frozenhaddockfillets.
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Frozenhaddockfillets.
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Blockfrozenhaddock.
Percentagedistributionofexportsvaluebymarkets, 1982-1991.
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Blockfrozenhaddock.
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Frozencodfillets.

Percentagedistributionofexportsvaluebyprincipalmarkets,1982-1991
Source Utvegur.variousissues,FiskifelagIslands.



Frozencodfillets
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Codblockfrozen.
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Codblockfrozen.
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Saitheblock-frozen.
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Saitheblock-frozen.
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Redfish,frozenfillets.
Percentagedistributionofexportsvolumebyprincipalmarkets, 1982-1991.
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Redfish,frozenfillets.
Percentagedistributionofexportsvaluebyprincipalmarkets, 1982-1991.
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Whole-frozenflatfish.
Percentagedistributionofexportsvolumebymarkets, 1982-1991.
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Whole-frozenflatfish.
Percentagedistributionofexportsvaluebymarkets, 1982-1991.
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ExportofmarineproductsinmillionofISKatcurrentprices,1981-1991 1981

%

1982

%

1983

%

1984

%

1985

%

1986

%

Totalexportofmarineproducts
5,179.6

100.0%

6,518.2

100.0%

13,048.5

100.0%

16,337.7
100.0%

25,939.6

100.0%

35,469.0

100.0%

Freezing

1,996.6

38.5%

3,210.0

49.2%

7,423.9

56.9%

8,801.1

53.9%

13,776.3

53.1%

18,650.1

52.6%

Demersalspecies
1,749.5

33.8%

2,794.1

42.9%

6,187.9

47.4%

7,163.5

43.8%

10,951.2

42.2%

13,532.0

38.2%

Shrimp

78.2

1.5%

116.7

1.8%

505.1

3.9%

839.1

5.1%

1,774.9

6.8%

3,636.2

10.3%

Lobster

66.9

1.3%

121.0

1.9%

297.5

2.3%

311.6

1.9%

422.5

1.6%

518.8

1.5%

Scallop

50.3

1.0%

97.5

1.5%

317.3

2.4%

345.2

2.1%

482.9

1.9%

698.0

2.0%

Herring

49.3

1.0%

72.1

1.1%

116.1

0.9%

128.9

0.8%

124.7

0.5%

190.5

0.5%

Capelin

2.4

0.0%

8.6

0.1%

0.0

0.0%

12.8

0.1%

20.1

0.1%

74.6

0.2%

Capelinroe

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

Saltfishprocessing

1,114.2

21.5%

1,639.1

25.1%

2,297.4

17.6%

2,477.0

15.2%

3,934.7

15.2%

6,138.2

17.3%

Uncuredsaltfishandstrips
1,054.2

20.4%

1,539.5

23.6%

2,100.4

16.1%

2,181.9

13.4%

3,623.8

14.0%

5,713.4

16.1%

Driedsaltfish

13.6

0.3%

39.0

0.6%

105.4

0.8%

108.9

0.7%

93.9

0.4%

73.5

0.2%

Roe

27.2

0.5%

26.1

0.4%

37.9

0.3%

56.2

0.3%

83.5

0.3%

196.6

0.6%

Lumpfishroe

19.2

0.4%

34.5

0.5%

53.7

0.4%

130.0

0.8%

133.5

0.5%

154.7

0.4%

Stockfishprocessing

812.5

15.7%

380.2

5.8%

954.4

7.3%

97.9

0.6%

185.7

0.7%

1,135.5

3.2%

Stockfish

812.5

15.7%

316.4

4.9%

741.5

5.7%

62.4

0.4%

179.1

0.7%

900.4

2.5%

Heads

0.0

0.0%

63.8

1.0%

212.9

1.6%

35.5

0.2%

6.6

0.0%

235.1

0.7%

Herringsalted

159.8

3.1%

222.4

3.4%

457.9

3.5%

774.9

4.7%

880.9

3.4%

739.3

2.1%

Meal-andfishoilprocessing

634.4

12.2%

351.0

5.4%

445.6

3.4%

2,189.6

13.4%

3,412.9

13.2%

3,563.9

10.0%

Meal

424.8

8.2%

247.3

3.8%

417.3

3.2%

1,588.5

9.7%

2,034.7

7.8%

2,673.4

7.5%

Fishoil

209.6

4.0%

103.7

1.6%

28.3

0.2%

601.1

3.7%

1,378.2

5.3%

890.5

2.5%

Liveroil

16.4

0.3%

27.3

0.4%

51.6

0.4%

81.2

0.5%

72.7

0.3%

130.4

0.4%

Newandice-preservedfish

199.2

3.8%

389.0

6.0%

742.7

5.7%

1,079.0

6.6%

2.599.9

10.0%

4,037.8

11.4%

Demersalspecies
199.2

3.8%

389.0

6.0%

742.7

5.7%

1,079.0

6.6%

2,599.9

10.0%

4.037.8

11.4%

Herringandcapelin
0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

Fishproductsinairtightcontainers
63.6

1.2%

163.9

2.5%

381.1

2.9%

504.5

3.1%

713.4

2.8%

841.8

2.4%

Whaleprocessing

82.0

1.6%

130.2

2.0%

288.4

2.2%

330.8

2.0%

348.7

1.3%

192.1

0.5%

Other

100.9

1.9%

5.1

0.1%

5.5

0.0%

1.7

0.0%

14.4

0.1%

39.9

0.1%

Source: ExternalTrade,variousissues,TheStatisticalBureauofIceland.Reykjavik



ExportofmarineproductsinmillionofISKatcurrentprices,1981-1991 1987

%

1988

%

1989

%

1990

%

Totalexportofmarineproducts
41,434.9

100.0%

45,150.9

100.0%

58,305.7

100.0%

71,611.5

100.0%

Freezing

20,799.4

50.2%

21,250.4

47.1%

29,454.2

50.5%

37,600.3

52.5%

Demersalspecies
15,475.2

37.3%

15,877.0

35.2%

22,908.6

39.3%

30,651.9

42.8%

Shrimp

3,675.9

8.9%

3,979.7

8.8%

4,332.7

7.4%

4,470.4

6.2%

Lobster

615.2

1.5%

614.0

1.4%

566.2

1.0%

685.9

1.0%

Scallop

411.7

1.0%

236.0

0.5%

538.9

0.9%

738.6

1.0%

Herring

241.1

0.6%

340.8

0.8%

599.3

1.0%

693.8

1.0%

Capelin

380.3

0.9%

53.3

0.1%

185.3

0.3%

105.2

0.1%

Capelinroe

0.0

0.0%

149.6

0.3%

323.2

0.6%

254.5

0.4%

Saltfishprocessing

9,166.8

22.1%

9,492.8

21.0%

10,310.0

17.7%

12,630.7

17.6%

Uncuredsaltfishandstrips
8,406.3

20.3%

8,743.7

19.4%

9,238.6

15.8%

11,495.8

16.1%

Driedsaltfish
217.7

0.5%

296.4

0.7%

458.6

0.8%

423.1

0.6%

Roe

336.0

0.8%

312.2

0.7%

458.8

0.8%

525.4

0.7%

Lumpfishroe
206.8

0.5%

140.5

0.3%

154.0

0.3%

186.4

0.3%

Stockfishprocessing

1,203.7

2.9%

717.3

1.6%

1,252.4

2.1%

1,253.8

1.8%

Stockfish

1,082.1

2.6%

577.1

1.3%

945.3

1.6%

742.5

1.0%

Heads

121.6

0.3%

140.2

0.3%

307.1

0.5%

511.3

0.7%

Herringsalted

837.3

2.0%

1,058.5

2.3%

1,246.4

2.1%

1,520.6

2.1%

Meal-andfishoilprocessing
2,739.4

6.6%

4,854.3

10.8%

4,708.2

8.1%

4,153.4

5.8%

Meal

2,204.4

5.3%

3,691.4

8.2%

3,932.9

6.7%

3,369.3

4.7%

Fishoil

535.0

1.3%

1,162.9

2.6%

775.3

1.3%

784.1

1.1%

Liveroil

198.1

0.5%

188.8

0.4%

223.8

0.4%

231.2

0.3%

Newandice-preservedfish

4,915.5

11.9%

5,958.4

13.2%

8,908.4

15.3%

11,987.0

16.7%

Demersalspecies
4.915.5

11.9%

5,958.4

13.2%

8,908.4

15.3%

11,987.0

16.7%

Herringandcapelin
0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

Fishproductsinairtightcontainers
1,113.2

2.7%

1,332.2

3.0%

1,493.8

2.6%

1,714.0

2.4%

Whaleprocessing

301.7

0.7%

21.1

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

264.0

0.4%

Other

159.8

0.4%

277.1

0.6%

708.5

1.2%

256.5

0.4%

Source:



Appendix 3.19.



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1982
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1982 % 1982 %

tonnes value

Total production 102,461 382

Cod liver oil for human consumption 1,469 3.7% 20,173 14.4%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 860 2.1 % 6,579 4.7%

Herring oil 163 0.4% 504 0.4%

Capelin oil 33,984 84.7% 99,331 71.0%

Redfish oil 1,058 2.6% 3,823 2.7%

Whale oil 1,667 4.2% 5,708 4.1%

Other fish oil 908 2.3% 3,782 2.7%

Total exports fish oil 40,108 100.0% 139,900 100.0%

Cod meal 23,486 36.0% 92,230 36.7%

Norway pout meal 201 0.3% 81 1 0.3%

Herring meal 31 0.0% 1 1 1 0.0%

Capelin meal 27,300 41.9% 105,708 42.1 %

Redfish meal 10,760 16.5% 42,726 17.0%

Catfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Cod liver meal 93 0.1% 328 0.1 %

Shrimp meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Whale meal 1,201 1.8% 3,265 1.3%

Fishmeal 1,397 2.1 % 5,375 2.1%

Fish offal for animal feeding 705 1.1% 746 0.3%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish meal 65,171 100.0% 251,300 100.0%

Total export 105,279 391,200

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, Fjoflhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1983
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1983 % 1983 %

tonnes value

Total production 51,540 466

Cod liver oil for human consumption 1,557 18.0% 34,336 41.2%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 1,556 18.0% 17,292 20.8%

Herring oil 1,581 18.2% 7,913 9.5%

Capelin oil 55 0.6% 201 0.2%

Redfish oil 3,346 38.6% 20,164 24.2%

Whale oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other body oil 567 6.5% 3,389 4.1%

Total exports fish oil 8,662 100.0% 83,295 100.0%

Cod meal 28,230 58.1% 237,143 55.2%

Norway pout meal 711 1.5% 8,906 2.1%

Herring meal 664 1.4% 5,193 1.2%

Capelin meal 3,170 6.5% 42,259 9.8%
Redfish meal 8,810 18.1% 79,057 18.4%
Catfish meal 65 0.1% 495 0.1%
Cod liver meal 273 0.6% 2,347 0.5%

Shrimp meal 2 0.0% 16 0.0%

Whale meal 1,520 3.1% 11,000 2.6%

Fishmeal 5,102 10.5% 41,931 9.8%

Fish offal for animal feeding 56 0.1% 1,451 0.3%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish meal 48,602 100.0% 429,798 100.0%

Total export 57,264 513,093

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j65hagsstofnun, Fegriiar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1984
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1984 % 1984 %

tonnes value

Total production 194,903 2,231
Cod liver oil for human consumption 2,124 3.5% 51,460 7.5%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 1,641 2.7% 26,564 3.9%

Herring oil 413 0.7% 4,732 0.7%

Capelin oil 53,895 89.9% 579,966 85.0%

Redfish oil 1,535 2.6% 16,372 2.4%

Whale oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other body oil 339 0.6% 3,179 0.5%

Total exports fish oil 59,947 100.0% 682,273 100.0%

Cod meal 14,621 10.6% 152,327 9.6%

Norway pout meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Herring meal 358 0.3% 4,454 0.3%

Capelin meal 114,045 82.4% 1,335,783 84.1 %

Redfish meal 5,741 4.1% 54,244 3.4%

Catfish meal 95 0.1% 1,081 0.1 %

Cod liver meal 94 0.1% 1,270 0.1 %

Shrimp meal 1 0.0% 1 1 0.0%

Whale meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fishmeal 3,511 2.5% 39,280 2.5%

Fish offal for animal feeding 6 0.0% 5 0.0%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish ineal 138,470 100.0% 1,588,455 100.0%

Total export 198,417 2,270,728

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j69hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1985
(Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1985 % 1985 %

tonnes value

Total production 287,620 3,498
Cod liver oil for human consumption 1,470 1.2% 55,800 3.8%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 758 0.6% 16,864 1.1%

Herring oil 110 0.1% 1,224 0.1%

Capelin oil 122,425 96.7% 1,372,154 93.4%

Redfish oil 430 0.3% 4,814 0.3%

Whale oil 1,399 1.1% 18,381 1.3%

Other body oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish oil 126,591 100.0% 1,469,237 100.0%

Cod meal 14,553 9.0% 163,998 7.9%

Norway pout meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Herring meal 191 0.1% 2,440 0.1%

Capelin meal 143,580 88.9% 1,838,146 88.5%

Redfish meal 1,556 1.0% 16,243 0.8%
Catfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Cod liver meal 66 0.0% 1,220 0.1%

Shrimp meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Whale meal 1,081 0.7% 6,881 0.3%

Fishmeal 506 0.3% 47,669 2.3%

Fish offal for animal feeding 45 0.0% 206 0.0%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish meal 161,579 100.0% 2,076,803 100.0%

Total export 288,170 3,546,040

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, f>j6flhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskil'elag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1986
(Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1986 % 1986 %

tonnes value

Total production 292,464 3,709
Cod liver oil for human consumption 2,446 2.4% 1 16,573 1 1.2%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 492 0.5% 14,029 1.4%

Herring oil 248 0.2% 2,937 0.3%

Capelin oil 96,629 95.8% 887,588 85.6%

Redfish oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Whale oil 1,039 1.0% 15,358 1.5%

Other body oil 3 0.0% 49 0.0%

Total exports fish oil 100,856 100.0% 1,036,534 100.0%

Cod meal 25,236 13.2% 317,508 1 1.9%

Norway pout meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Herring meal 127 0.1% 1,853 0.1%

Capelin meal 165,093 86.1% 2,338,717 87.5%

Redfish meal 1,085 0.6% 12,764 0.5%

Catfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Cod liver meal 52 0.0% 1,125 0.0%

Shrimp meal 23 0.0% 397 0.0%

Whale meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fishmeal 105 0.1% 997 0.0%

Fish offal for animal feeding 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish meal 191,720 100.0% 2,673,361 100.0%

Total export 292,576 3,709,895

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, Fjdflhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1987
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1987 % 1987 %

tonnes value

Total production 232,758 2,976
Cod liver oil for human consumption 2,506 3.0% 190,524 25.4%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 264 0.3% 7,863 1.0%

Herring oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Capelin oil 79,187 96.0% 534,955 71.3%

Redfish oil 240 0.3% 1,551 0.2%

Whale oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other body oil 256 0.3% 15,822 2.1%

Total exports fish oil 82,452 100.0% 750,715 100.0%

Cod meal 17,894 11.7% 246,210 10.9%

Norway pout meal 200 0.1% 2,719 0.1%

Herring meal 483 0.3% 7,163 0.3%

Capelin meal 131,077 85.9% 1,958,316 86.9%

Redfish meal 592 0.4% 7,557 0.3%

Catfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Cod liver meal 222 0.1% 4,682 0.2%

Shrimp meal 24 0.0% 403 0.0%

Whale meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fishmeal 1,853 1.2% 25,319 1.1%

Fish offal for animal feeding 222 0.1% 1,595 0.1%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish meal 152,567 100.0% 2,253,964 100.0%

Total export 235,019 3,004,679

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j6flhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur:1989 ,90,91, FiskiKhig Islands



Export of fish- oil and meal by type of products at 1988
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

Total production
Cod liver oil for human consumption
Cod liver oil for animal feeds

Herring oil
Capelin oil
Redfish oil

Whale oil

Other body oil
Total exports fish oil
Cod meal

Norway pout meal
Herring meal
Capelin meal
Redfish meal

Catfish meal

Cod liver meal

Shrimp meal
Whale meal

Fishmeal

Fish offal for animal feeding
Fish feeds

Total exports fish meal
Total export

1988 %

tonnes

276,816
1,357 1.3%

161 0.2%

409 0.4%

99,342 97.9%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

194 0.2%

101,464 100.0%

20,065 11.3%

0 0.0%

807 0.5%

155,891 87.8%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

83 0.0%

6 0.0%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

696 0.4%

0 0.0%

177,547 100.0%

279,012

1988 %

value

5,050
176,016 12.9%

12,840 0.9%

5,848 0.4%

1,162,858 85.5%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

2,301 0.2%

1,359,863 100.0%

461,365 12.4%

0 0.0%

14,296 0.4%

3,237,277 87.0%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

1,831 0.0%

133 0.0%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

4,486 0.1%

0 0.0%

3,719,388 100.0%

5,079,251

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, t>j65hagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of frozen fish by type of products at 1989
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1989 % 1989 %

tonnes value

Total production 185,880 4,932
Cod liver oil for human consumption 1,005 1.8% 193,826 19.0%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 263 0.5% 29,944 2.9%

Herring oil 1,527 2.7% 21,885 2.1%

Capelin oil 53,696 95.1% 775,279 75.9%

Redfish oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Whale oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other body oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish oil 56,490 100.0% 1,020,934 100.0%

Cod meal 12,929 9.4% 329,826 8.0%

Norway pout meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Herring meal 5,177 3.8% 153,275 3.7%

Capelin meal 117,987 86.1% 3,603,090 87.5%

Redfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Catfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Cod liver meal 31 0.0% 995 0.0%

Shrimp meal 99 0.1% 2,846 0.1%

Whale meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fishmeal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fish offal for animal feeding 822 0.6% 25,653 0.6%

Fish feeds 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total exports fish meal 137,045 100.0% 4,115,685 100.0%

Total export 193,536 5,136,619

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, hjdflhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1990
(Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

Total production
Cod liver oil for human consumption
Cod liver oil for animal feeds

Herring oil
Capelin oil
Redfish oil

Whale oil

Other body oil
Total exports fish oil
Cod meal

Norway pout meal
Herring meal
Capelin meal
Redfish meal

Catfish meal

Cod liver meal

Shrimp meal
Whale meal

Fishmeal

Fish offal for animal feeding
Fish feeds

Total exports fish meal
Total export

1990 %

tonnes

199,090
1,324 1.9%

123 0.2%

2,277 3.3%

62,986 91.7%

351 0.5%

0 0.0%

1,629 2.4%

68,690 100.0%

10,170 7.5%

0 0.0%

656 0.5%

112,218 82.2%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

63 0.0%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

998 0.7%

124 0.1%

12,268 9.0%

136,496 100.0%

205,186

1990 %

value

5,124
219,859 17.6%

11,308 0.9%

27,934 2.2%

784,050 62.9%

6,157 0.5%

0 0.0%

197,833 15.9%

1,247,141 100.0%

225,644 5.4%

0 0.0%

17,357 0.4%

3,143,673 75.5%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

2,766 0.1%

0 0.0%

0 0.0%

19,824 0.5%

15,135 0.4%

739,668 17.8%

4,164,067 100.0%

5,411,208

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, Fjodhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands



Export of fish- meal and oil by type of products at 1991
( Thousands of tonnes and thousands of ISK )

1991 % 1991 %

tonnes values

Total production 99,624 2,829
Cod liver oil for human consumption 1,218 3.8% 182,849 25.9%

Cod liver oil for animal feeds 546 1.7% 21,361 3.0%

Herring oil 1,650 5.1% 25,440 3.6%

Capelin oil 28,497 88.3% 467,512 66.3%

Redfish oil 351 1.1% 6,157 0.9%

Whale oil 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other body oil 21 0.1% 1,630 0.2%

Total exports fish oil 32,283 100.0% 704,949 100.0%

Cod meal 18,018 23.5% 430,262 18.2%

Norway pout meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Herring meal 4,981 6.5% 156,221 6.6%

Capelin meal 43,096 56.3% 1,270,165 53.7%

Redfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Catfish meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Cod liver meal 55 0.1% 2,173 0.1%

Shrimp meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Whale meal 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fishmeal 2,055 2.7% 46,897 2.0%

Fish offal for animal feeding 82 0.1% 2,413 0.1%

Fish feeds 8,252 10.8% 456,912 19.3%

Total exports fish meal 76,540 100.0% 2,365,043 100.0%

Total export 108,823 3,069,992

Source: Sogulegt yfirlit hagtalna 1945-1988, Fjodhagsstofnun, Fegruar 1991
Verslunarskyrslur: 1989,1990, Hagstofa Islands. Utvegur: 1989,90,91, Fiskifelag Islands


